
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE GENESIS 
Real Bible Translation 
Hebrew Primitive, Immersive, Unfiltered, Uninterpreted 
 
Version 1-11-2022 

• Updated yom “hot-one” to hot-one 
• Updated rosh and reshit “head” to shaking-one 
• Updated “oak” [elon] and “terebinth” [elah] to god and goddess. Gen. 35:4 
• Updated paqach “to open the eyes” to “split” (as in splitting the eyelids perhaps) 
• Updated nashmal  “breath” to “blow” and “blowing” 
• Updated chadal “cease” to “quit” as the root signifies becoming flaccid.  
• Updated orach “path” to “caravan-way” as a well-travelled highway for masses. 
• Updated “new moon” to “new-one” 
• Updated verb nagad #5046 “to expose” to “to front”; neged #5048 means in front of, in sight of, opposite to 
• Added notes on the etymological definition of “man” in Gen. 2:23. Colored coded all instances of “man” and 

“woman” to highlight 
• Updated Hebrew #2142, zakar to “memorialize” from “to remember”. 

 

 
“A strictly literal rendering may not be so pleasant to the ear as one where the apparent sense is chiefly aimed at, yet it is not 
euphony but truth that ought to be sought, and where in such a version as the one commonly in use in this country [KJV], 
there are scarcely two consecutive verses where there is not some departure from the original such as those 
indicated, and where these variations may be counted by tens of thousands, as admitted on all hands, it is difficult 
to see how verbal inspiration can be of the least practical use to those who depend upon that version alone.” 

Robert Young, 1897  



 

 

In this complete retranslation of the book of Genesis, the four fundamentals of a language 
(alphabet, lexis, syntax, and semantics) are presented to the reader in a more raw and original way than 
ever before in the history of Bible translation. Historically translators have been limited in their power 
to study and uncover technical elements of the extinct language due to the absence of modern 
computer tools that can now efficiently analyze the text in ways never thought possible. Modern 
computer programs of the last decade have now allowed the Hebrew texts to be analyzed as parsed 
data and subsequently in new, extremely powerful ways. The entire body of text can now be analyzed 
in multi-dimensional ways at the click of a button in a matter of seconds. This is unprecedented power 
in ancient Hebrew research. 

The Hebrew Space-Time Continuum 

One of the most significant elements always neglected by translators is the fact that there are no 
past, present, or future tenses to Hebrew verbs. Instead, we find “complete” and “incomplete” forms.  
It has been assumed by translators that this was merely a limitation of the language and that such 
forms were “used” by the ancient writers to express a past, present, or future “sense” and the accurate 
sense must be interpreted by studying contexts and making educated guesses. But the idea that the 
ancients even thought in a past-present-future sense is also a presumption. It is simply not certain how 
they viewed the space-time continuum. 

In the case of the “Complete/Incomplete” this translation brings out—rather than obscures—
the distinction between the two to show more vividly what might represent a finished or complete action 
and what is an incomplete or ongoing action. Traditionally, modern tenses have been applied to verbs 
based on surrounding prepositions, adverbs, dialogue, etc., and not based on the actual verb 
conjugation. There is no past or future verb conjugation. 
Tokens of Meaning 

An effort is made to keep Hebrew words consistently translated and distinct from one another 
to avoid mixing up the Hebrew tokens of meaning. A token is that constructed sequence of letters 
which contains a meaning (a.k.a “a word”). For example, miqneh (#4735) and behemah (#929) and 
beir (#1165) are often inconsistently translated the same (livestock, cattle, herd, beast, wild beast, etc). 
This way of translating assumes that token words are not chosen carefully or serve little literary 
purpose in themselves. The Hebrew token word nephesh means “breath” but is translated in the 
NASB in countless ways, and most notably as soul: 

any (1), anyone (2), anyone* (1), appetite (7), being (1), beings (3), body (1), breath (1), corpse (2), creature 
(6), creatures (3), dead (1), dead person (2), deadly (1), death (1), defenseless* (1), desire (12), desire* (2), 
discontented* (1), endure* (1), feelings (1), fierce* (2), greedy* (1), heart (5), heart’s (2), herself (12), Himself 
(4), himself (19), human (1), human being (1), hunger (1), life (146), life* (1), lifeblood* (2), lives (34), living 
creature (1), longing* (1), man (4), man’s (1), men* (2), mind (2), Myself (3), myself (2), number (1), ones 
(1), others (1), ourselves (3), own (1), passion* (1), people (2), people* (1), perfume* (1), person (68), 
person* (1), persons (19), slave (1), some (1), soul (238), soul’s (1), souls (12), strength (1), themselves (6), 
thirst (1), throat (2), will (1), wish (1), wishes (1), yourself (11), yourselves (13). 

That is about eighty tokens of meaning in English being used for just one Hebrew token of 
meaning. “Breath” is assumed to be used for a myriad of meanings by translators and rough “tropical” 
definitions have always been preferred over retention of the word token itself: nephesh. Did a 
primitive people think so loosely about their limited vocabulary? And how could we know? If one 
spoke to an ancient Israelite and said the word nephesh would the reply be, “what exactly do you mean 
by nephesh?” 



 

This translation seeks to minimize added words. Consider that the Hebrew Scriptures have about 
420,000 words while the King James translation of the Hebrew Scriptures contain about 622,000 
words. That is over 200,000 added words. Modern translations add even more.  

 

SOME HISTORY 

A fundamental feature of biblical Hebrew is how it is a binary-gendered language—the whole 
of it is mainly written lexigraphically in either masculine or feminine. Both the nouns and verbs are 
constructed accordingly. There are no gender-neutral nouns, with the exception of a few “common 
noun” constructs which themselves are not always clear. There are no equivalent words for “it” or 
“that”. Other languages such as Arabic (and all the Semitic languages), Spanish, French, and Italian 
are also binary languages. This is in direct contrast to many Asian languages which are “genderless” 
such as Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Persian, and the Austronesian languages.  In the middle are the 
ternary (three-part) Indo-European languages which have the masculine, feminine, and a neuter. This 
includes biblical Greek, Old English, German, Czech, Old Irish, and Slavic languages. A few languages 
have more than three noun classes such as Swahili which has eighteen. Our Modern English dropped 
the grammatical gender of Old English and now uses only the (three) gendered pronouns. 

This creates a challenge when one wants to translate a binary language into a ternary one. How 
does one translate a feminine plural verb into an English verb? It is even more challenging to translate 
a binary-gendered language into a genderless language. 

 

The Bible texts have always suffered agenda-driven translation practices and cover-up. In 2007 
a new translation of the Bible was presented to the already crowded world of Bible translations entitled 
The Inclusive Bible. In the introduction they freely admitted their agenda for “refreshing” the language 
to “spot clean male pronouns” under the belief that the Bible needed to meet the guidelines of political 
correctness for our era. They wrote that “a few passages have been retranslated based on scholars and 
activists.” Of their Hebrew translation they shamelessly wrote that it was “carefully crafted to let the power 
and poetry of the language shine forth.” What did they know of the “power and poetry” anyway? This 
“careful crafting” led to changing the Kingdom of God to “Kindom of God” to reflect a collectivist 
political theory and to express their opposition to the “classist” notion inherent in “kingdom”. Father 
God was changed to “Abba God” or “Loving God” to protest “the patriarchy”. These are extreme 
changes to the text. 

“And don’t call anyone on earth your ‘Mother’ or ‘Father.’ You have only one Parent—our loving God in heaven.” 
Matt. 29:3 Inclusive Bible 

Their anti-family agenda seems to shine through more than “power and poetry”. How does such 
openly fraudulent practice by scholars become published? Why would such “scholars” spend ten years 
to hijack and re-create an ancient text in this manner? Is it perhaps because today’s “scholars” are the 
new soothsayers and prophets of a new collectivist religion? Even those driven by the same agendas 
can’t seem to agree on the essence of the Hebrew language. In Good News For Women, a widely 
circulating Christian evangelical book of the late 1990s, the “power and poetry” of the Hebrew 
language was deemed not as shining, but oppressive: 

We should note that the ancient Hebrew language was an expression of the patriarchal culture. 

These agenda driven “scholars” believe that the ancient text should be adapted or re-worked 
into their modern progressive way of thinking, i.e. “relevant-ized” or “refreshed”. This only obscures 



 

the real text and manipulates the masses into corruption. The author both affirms and denies a divine 
inspiration at the same time by saying, 

We cannot conclude, simply because the Bible was written under divine inspiration, that the languages in which the Bible 
was written were themselves created under divine inspiration. These languages were as male centered as the cultures they 
reflected and by which they were created.  

Which one is it? Either the language is inspired and so the writ also, or nothing is. According to 
such an idea, the ancient language must be done away with and a “relevant message” somehow adapted 
from it. This is not only unscholarly, but also fraudulent. But this is not new.  

This practice of agenda-driven translation fraud didn’t begin with the Marxist Left in the 1980s. 
Every single translation since the canonizing of the scriptures by the first Nicene councils under Emperor 
Constantine have been a product of agenda-driven malpractice. These agendas are what created 
tradition, and these traditions are what became the gold-standard of translation methodology and 
practice ever since. 

A BOOK OF DARK SAYINGS 

In this retranslation, rather than move away or conceal the gender or the mysterious enigmas 
within the language, the reader is immersed into the mysterious thinking of the ancients as much as 
possible.  

Interpret the text however you wish. The point here is to strip the translation process of all bias, 
presupposition, agenda, speculation, and interpretation and leave the proper etymological meanings 
as they are, according to what is known, so that the reader can decipher for his or herself. Let the 
reader understand. Ancient Hebrew categorically shatters modern theoretical understandings of how 
linguistics and authorship are supposed to work. For instance, what is the point of writing a letter inverted?  

׆ נ  
“The primary set of inverted nuns is found surrounding the text of Numbers 10:35–36.” Are they a textual-critical mark? An editorial annotation? Are 
they brackets denoting a separate “lost” book and thus signifying that there are actually seven books of the Torah as the Talmud states?  The dispute over the 

meaning is an interesting one. Cf. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverted_nun 

Simply, it does not permit individuals to “figure it out” through rationalizing contexts. Instead, 
like Jesus escaping the mob, it has a curious way of avoiding the attempts of intelligentsia to harness 
the text and confine it to an agenda and seems instead to aim straight for the “fool” for the plainness 
of the text is often too hard to believe.  

This translation makes a completely literal and completely unfiltered translation of what is a strikingly 
bizarre literature. It reveals that the narratives are far more mysterious than what we thought and that 
translations over the last two-thousand years have been grossly presupposing and based on tradition. 
Reading unfiltered, concretely translated words allows anyone to put themselves in the authors shoes 
and decide for themselves what the author is trying to communicate. It removes authoritarian bias and 
control over the Hebrew language that has been so prevalent in virtually every translation ever made.  

Translating based on speculative contexts, “tropical” definitions, or abstracts is avoided because 
that is interpretation and not translation. One of the most common contexts presupposed by translators 
is that the Old Testament stories were merely written records of actual historical events. This 



 

presupposition affects the translating process in no small way. But how do we know the author of the 
narratives in Genesis, for example, was merely recording ancient events? What if he meant to design 
something much more than that? Say, an enigma, or parable?  

The story of Abraham, in fact, is said by Paul in one of his letters (Gal. 4) to be allegorized, 
and it is a curious thing that in referring ambiguously to a “slave woman” and a “freewoman” he only 
names one woman, Hagar: 

“But the-one indeed from out of the slavewoman, according to flesh was generated [of the father #G1080]. But 
the-one from out of the free-one [liberated, no longer a slave #G1658] through the promise, who are allegorized, 
for these-ones are two covenants, one [mia #G1520] indeed from Mount Sinai into slavery generating, who is 
Hagar.” Galatians 4:23-24 literal 

 Note there is no definite article “the” preceding the last “one indeed”. “One” is an adjective in 
this sentence, and no one ever knew it, because translators didn’t want us to. Small things like this are 
overlooked or ignored more than you can imagine. Many translations add the heading “Hagar and 
Sarah” before the passage in Galatians 4:21-31. But this is presupposed and based on tradition. Paul 
doesn’t name Sarah anywhere. Because of this unfounded assumption no one ever stopped to think that 
Hagar, being allegorized, could represent both women, and thus both covenants. She was after all a 
slave under Sarah, until she was sent away into the wilderness at which point she was no longer a slave, 
but a freewoman. 

The Greek of the New Testament has also been subject to agenda, tradition, and religious 
interpretation.  Word tokens like sin, spiritual,1 anoint, persecute, evil, pray, worship, etc. are specific to 
religious language, and are not found in Classical Greek or Hebrew. “To worship” is from a word that 
is properly translated as “to kiss” for example. Look again at Galatians 4:28-29 in the unfiltered literal 
and you will see that things are not as clear about Isaac vs. Ishmael as we were led to believe, 

“and you brothers, according to Isaac [whose name means He Laughs], are children of a promise. But just as at 
that time the one who was generated [of male, not referring to female #G1080] according to flesh was pursuing 
[#G1377] the one according to a spirit [a wind], in this manner also now.” Galatians 4:28-29 literal 

“The wind blows where it wishes, and you hear its voice, but you know not where it comes from or where it goes forth, 
thus is the whole of those begotten from the Wind.” John 3:8 literal 

 It has always been thought that Paul was comparing these “brothers” to be “like Isaac” as 
children of promise. But that is a faulty interpretation since Paul no doubt knew that Ishmael was also 
a child of promise. Take note of how the preposition “according to” is used elsewhere in the verse. 
Genesis 21:12-13 poignantly describes the promises to both Isaac and Ishmael and it appears that 
Ishmael, not Isaac, gets the better deal, 

… for in He-Laughs [Isaac] a seed is being called-out to-yourself.  And also תֶא -the son of the Slavewoman to a nation 
I am placing [Ishmael] him, for your seed is himself [Ishmael].` Genesis 21:12-13 literal 

Notice how the literal text points to Ishmael as the seed of Abraham whereas Isaac is a seed 
called-out to Abraham. Was the Christ [Anointed-one], the seed of Abraham, allegorized in Ishmael? 

“And to Abraham were spoken the promises and to his seed. It does not say ‘And to the seeds, as of many, but as of 
one, ‘And to your seed’ which is Christ.” Galatians 3:16 literal 

 
1 Some might find this hard to believe but in Thayer’s Greek Lexicon we are informed, “In secular writings from Aristotle, down it means pertaining to 
the wind or breath; windy, exposed to the wind; blowing…” Cf. Strong’s Greek #4152. 



 

No commentator or scholar has ever understood how Ishmael “persecuted” Isaac because there 
is no mention of such an event in the Genesis narrative. In fact, the enigma becomes even stranger 
when we read Genesis 21:9 (the basis of the traditional assumption of Ishmael “persecuting” Isaac) in 
the literal, 

“And Noblewoman is seeing תֶא -the builder [son] of Hagar of the Dual-Siege, whom she has borne to Father-of-
Multitude, is he-who-laughs.” 

Ishmael is being referred to by the author in the participle he who laughs, which happens to be the 
definition of the name of Isaac. What is going on here? And why doesn’t Paul speak plainly and just 
tell us that Ishmael represents the Christ? 

The word games of the ancient text are surprisingly intentional. Why is Abraham deeply 
distressed about his son Ishmael being cast out (by Sarah, not himself) to wander in the wilderness 
but when conversing with and holding a knife over his son Isaac, we find no sign or mention of any 
distress? 

Presupposition and centuries of conditioning can do a lot to cover up the truth, and small things 
go unnoticed such as the fact that Paul doesn’t write “the one according to flesh was pursuing the one 
according to promise” but rather “the one according to flesh was pursuing the one according to a 
wind.” Wait, born of a wind? Much is discussed about the “flesh vs. spirit [wind]” theme in Paul’s 
writings. Whatever is going on, Paul is deliberately being obscure and tricky with his wording.  

But why? 

This translation sticks as closely to the plain biblical definitions (how a word is used throughout 
the text) as possible. Quoted literal retranslations of Greek NT texts utilize the classical Greek 
definitions rather than “contextualized” or “extended” definitions. While the 21st century reader sees, 
“By the sweat of your face You will eat bread”, the ancients read, “By the sweat of your nostril you 
are eating bread” (Gen. 3:19). The Hebrew has a different word for “faces”, so nostril and faces are not 
interchangeable words, and that word rendered “face” literally means “turning-one” because the face 
apparently “turns”. Another example is “slow to anger” which is a well-loved saying about God, when 
the actual text reads “long of dual-nostrils.” What is more important to an individual seeking truth? 
Some scholar’s interpretive poetical concoctions or the real words? Is it fine if people everywhere are 
led to recite, memorize, cherish, and pray some else’s poetry unknowingly? 

The Greek New Testament has also fallen victim to gross speculation and tropical redefining of 
rather bizarre words. The ancient Greek in 1 Corinthians 13:8 correctly reads, “love never falls-down” 
but the world only ever hears, “love never fails”. By reading only modern, euphonic “translations” 
one will not realize how much he is being led into traditions. Though many Hebrew (and Greek) 
phrases may be strange, the words themselves are not difficult; enigmas and sayings are meant to 
provoke the mind to deeper thought as though they are hiding something that must be sought out. 

Unique from any other religious literature, enigmas seem to play a central role in the Hebrew 
texts. Samson said, From the Eating-one has come out food, and from a powerful-one has come out a sweet-one. The 
answer to that riddle was honey and a lion. Or was it? Was this an enigma within a greater enigma? 

“And the men of the City are saying to him in the Seventh Hot-one in-before the Sun is going in, ‘what is sweet from 
honey, and what is strong from a lion?’ And Samson is saying to them if you have not plowed in my heifer, you have not 
found my enigma.” Judges 14:18 literal* 

*(The Hebrew preposition “from” sometimes serves as a comparative function, i.e. sweeter than and 
stronger than.) 



 

They thought they solved the riddle. Or did they? Samson’s answer itself is enigmatic and sounds 
more like they didn’t find it out. The design of the entire narrative appears to be an enigma within an 
enigma. Look at the story again in the literal. On the seventh hot-one the enigma was revealed. Unless 
they plow in his heifer, they have not found it. 

The Hebrew is chidah (#2420) and means riddle, enigma, or dark saying. Its Greek parallel is 
ainigma (#G135) as found in 1 Cor. 13:12 if it were translated properly. Translators have always 
changed this word into an adjectival “darkly” or “obscurely” when it is a simple noun,  

“For now we are looking through a mirror, in an enigma. However then face towards face. For now I am recognizing 
from out of a portion; however then I will recognize as also I have been recognized.” 1 Corinthians 13:12 literal 

If the now and then are key words, which I think they are, this little enigma could be revealing 
two points in time that touch somewhere and Paul is expecting to see himself from the other point in 
time, face to face. If we strip the centuries of presupposition and biased orthodoxy we’re left with a 
deeply enigmatic text in which Paul is apparently talking about looking at himself, face towards his 
own face, recognizing himself (as himself has recognized him). This was the premise of James’ 
statement in regard to the scriptures,  

“…because if anyone is a hearer of a word and not a maker, this one is like a man recognizing the face of the genesis 
[#G1078] of himself in a mirror; for he has recognized himself and has gone away and straightway he has forgotten 
what kind [genos] he was.” James 1:23-24 literal 

TO BECOME, FIRST, LAST, BEGINNING, END 

One of the greatest puzzles of all is the mystery of how the ancient Hebrew language deals with 
the accusative of time and space. The scholarship on this subject is incredibly wanting, and entirely 
inconclusive. After-all, astrophysicists today still don’t understand space-time and theories by the 
brightest minds since Einstein are truly wild. The Hebrew seems to treat time as  one “unit” both 
“before” and “after”. Or better, in front and behind us as though it surrounds us like two horizons—or 
perhaps one single horizon. Or like a ring of water flowing. Or perhaps a ring of water flowing in 
opposite directions from a single source. Watch how the text subtly touches on these images 
repeatedly. This idea is different than plotting points along a linear line from left to right. Hebrew 
thinking was clearly not like ours. They saw Genesis as the “future”. Neither was the Hebrew idea of 
“now” the same as our vernacular concept of “now”. It was much more significant. Time was thought 
of in terms of complete or incomplete. But that is hard to comprehend in the sense of time, isn’t it? 
Thus, understanding (much less translating) the Hebrew accusative of time and space has always been 
a problem for scholars and translators because it does not fit our Western ideas of time.1  

The Hebrew Scriptures seem to give only duration of time when we modern folk want a point in time. 
This seems to apply also to place vs. direction, i.e. north, west, east, south. Even Sheol (a.k.a. Hell) is 
not described as a definitive or terminative point/locality but a terminative direction (see note at Genesis 
37:35). 

The Hebrew Scriptures are perhaps written from right to left for a reason. What is going forward to 
us is perhaps to the Hebrew mind as going backwards. There is an undeniable literary “game” or cryptic 
element persistent throughout the scriptures with regard to inverse thought, opposites, reflection, type 
and antitype. The question, and perhaps secret, is why? Is it a Hegelian dialectic? A thesis + antithesis 
= synthesis phenomenon? Numerous words are found in the mysterious dual form, which is to say 
they are neither singular nor plural. Such words include eyes, waters, heavens, loins, breasts, feet, double, nostrils, 

 
1 See Meek, Theophile James. “The Hebrew Accusative of Time and Place.” Journal of the American Oriental Society 60, no. 2 (1940): 224-33. 
doi:10.2307/594010. 



 

footsteps, wings, etc. Even “stones” and “Jerusalem” are found in the dual form in a few instances. 
 

  
Img. src: CCA 3.0 license, https://www.deviantart.com/alfonsopina887/art/night-and-hot-one-759280137 

“And HE IS BECOMING from the cut-off of the forty of a hot-one and the forty of night…” Deut. 9:11a literal 

 

 
 

The law as a mirror? 
“…and YAHWEH has given toward me תֶא -dual boards of the Stones, boards of the Cut-out-one.” Deut. 9:11b literal 

 

 
Lady Justice. The Hebrew for scales is mozenayyim [#3976] which literally means dual-listeners. This comes from the verb azan which 

means to give ear and to test/prove. [#238, #239]. This is denominative of ozan, the ear [#241]. This is different from peles [#6425], a 
balance, which is not in a dual form. What does justice have to do with listening, or giving [two] ear? Did the Hebrews figure that just 
as three-dimensional reality (i.e. full truth of reality) requires both eyes working in balance and stereo [3d sound waves] requires both 

ears working in balance, truth in word required listening to it from two sides working in balance? 

 
Time and space seem to be subject to this literary game as well, hence the play on words in 

Ecclesiastes 3:15: “what whom-has become long ago is himself, and whom is to become, long ago 
has become; and the Elohim is seeking תֶא -him-who-is-pursued.”  

A saying like that can make sense if time is like a wheel. This three-part time-defying enigma game 
is evident in Jesus’ words about John: “he is Elijah, who was, who is about to come” (Matt. 11:14). 
At face value, Jesus appears to be saying that John is in two (or three) points of time at once.  

We cannot formulate a logical understanding of this ancient Hebrew idea of space-time unless the 
continuum is viewed as circular, and even then, it will be a difficult concept to wrap our heads around. 
Scholars and translators have completely failed to understand these Hebrew ideas and thus translate 



 

them into modern language which is why these finer points of syntax are never seen in any translation. 
Robert Young is the only translator who has attempted to preserve this in the YLT. Most Christian 
scholars of history have reasoned that a “dispensational” shift out of Hebrew and into a Greek New 
Testament is enough ground for deeming all Hebrew thought outmoded or irrelevant for us to 
understand, much less even know about.  And thus they replaced the enigmatic writing style of the 
Bible with “an urgent universal message for all humanity.” That is, they are doing everything not to 
give a plain literal reading of the text. 

Yet the Old Testament Hebrew writers thought the beginning was the end. This concept appears 
to be illustrated in a variety of picture-parables in Ecclesiastes 1:1-11, in the words of Hagar, and even 
a coordinated organizing of Jacob’s family crossing over a torrent-valley in Genesis 33. Ecclesiastes 
was meant to be read literally for the author was incredibly crafty in his writing of riddle-like sayings:  

 
Vapor[Abel #1892] of vapors[abels], the gatherer has said, vapor of vapors: the Whole is vapor. 

What is the profit to the Red-one in the whole of his labor who labors underneath the Sun? 

A revolution walking, and a revolution coming in, and the Earth to the age is she-who-stands-firm. 

And the Sun has broken forth, and the Sun has come in. And toward his standing-place panting [running the 
race, Ps. 19:5, Heb. 12:1], he-who-breaks-forth is himself there. 

He-who-walks toward freedom [south/right] and he-who-circles-around towards hidden [north/left], he-who-
circles, he-who-circles, he-who-walks is the Wind, and upon his circuit the Wind is he-who-turns-back [John 3:8]. 

The whole of the Brooks are those-who-walk toward the Sea, and the Sea is not full [satiated]. Toward a standing-
place which the Brooks are those-who-walk there, they are those-turning-back to walk. 

The whole of the Words are tired. A man is not able to speak [mute]. An eye is not satisfied to see [blind]. An ear 
is not filled to hear [deaf]. 

Who is he who HAS BECOME? He who IS BECOMING. And who is he who has been made? He who is 
being made. And nothing of the whole is new underneath the sun. 

Is there a word of whom he is saying, ‘See, this one is new’? Himself HAS BECOME long-ago to the ages, whom 
HAS BECOME from-to our faces [from our faces to our faces, 1 Cor. 13:12]. There is no remembrance [foresight] to the 
First Ones; and also to the Last Ones WHO ARE BECOMING. HE IS BECOMING not to them a remembrance with 
those WHO ARE BECOMING to the Last One.” 

Ecclesiastes 1:2-11 literal 

Notice how Ecclesiastes 1 is full of participle verbs which speak of actions with specific pronominal 
suffixes (he/she/them), but without any definite indication of time or place. The participle form in 
Hebrew is absent of any accusative of time or space. The Hebrew participle is often called a “non-
finite” verb form. In other words, it carries a timeless sense. 

 
Accordingly, each circuit would be considered a “remembrance” just like each hot-one is a called 

a memory. Imagine yourself walking into a memory. We call such an experience déjà vu. It has happened 
“before”. Perhaps this is the reason Hebrew does not have past/present/future tenses but only the 
complete/incomplete tense (or better, complete, incomplete). The whole Hebrew Bible is structured in this 
manner. What is becoming, and about to become, and has already become “long ago”. The wind is 
he-who-makes his circuit, the words are recorded in “history,” and then they are fulfilled, exactly, for 
what has been made is he who is being made, i.e what is complete is yet being completed. From his face, to 
his face. The thinking of the Scriptures is not based on then, but now. And the idea seems to be that 
then and now unite somehow at some place. Behold, now is the time of favor [a bending down]; 
behold, now is the hot-one of salvation. Scripture in the supposed “creation” account starts us on 
this path of thinking in the very first verse, 



 

In the head elohim has cut out [complete action]… Genesis 1:1 

then 

He has ceased from the whole of his work which elohim has cut out [complete] to make [infinitive]. Genesis 2:3 

Being so strange to our modern way of thinking, it behooves us to leave the two Hebrew tenses 
(complete, incomplete) alone rather than jamming them through the meat-grinder of our linear-point 
past-present-future tense system. Notice how Jesus gives two participles and one past-tense in the book of 
Revelation: 

“Myself is the Alpha and the Omega,” is saying Master the God, “the-one being [participle] and the-one who was 
[has been] and the one coming [participle], the All-Powerful.” Revelation 1:8 literal 

“Myself, the Alpha and the Omega, the first and the last, the head and the end.” Revelation 22:13 literal 

 

The wheel of time. Does Hagar discover the circular nature of time? “You art El of Sight;` for she said, `Also here I have seen behind him-who-sees`” 
Genesis 16:13 literal 

James (properly Jacob) writes of the τροχὸν τῆς γενέσεως, the “wheel of genesis” in James 3:6. 
What did he know about this? 

There is no “I will come” in Jesus’ language, only is coming. Jesus apparently chooses his words and 
tenses very carefully. “And if I may journey and may prepare a place for yourselves, I am coming 
again and will take yourselves to myself so that wherever is myself, and yourselves may be.” John 14:3 
literal. “You heard because myself said to yourselves, ‘I am going-under and I am coming toward 
yourselves.’” John 14:28 literal. “Amen, amen, myself is saying to yourselves, before Abraham 
became, Myself is.” John 8:58 literal. 

 So what does it all mean? The verb to be appears only once in Revelation 1:8. All these important 
words have Hebrew equivalents and an effort is made to translate them uniquely with more concrete 
detail.  

Strong’s # Hebrew Translated Comments 

יִהְי 1961  yehi 
הֶ֣יְהִי  yihyeh HE IS BECOMING 

This is the Hebrew equivalent to “he is becoming”. This gets 
translated in all sorts of ways: there was, it came to pass, at that time, 
then, so it happened, when. It is taken to be a highly context 
dependent word. The concrete meaning is the masculine singular 
of to become in the incomplete: he is becoming. Hebrew has only 
two “tenses” Complete and Incomplete (or Complete and 



 

Incomplete). It is my opinion that this should not be translated 
merely as “to be” or “it is” as the ancient language did not need a 
trivial pseudo-verb. They were nomads and agrarian tribal peoples, 
not philosophers of a gigantic civilization. Many modern languages 
still in use today do not have the word “is”.  

הָ֣יָה 1961  hayah (he) HAS BECOME 

Has become. A incomplete/complete verb action of to be. “Has 
been” or “there was” would constitute an incomplete past tense 
and thus not accurate. The Hebrew complete tense of to be doesn’t 
fit the English word “was” very well because “was” is a token 
word we use far more extensively as an indicator of the past tense 
of other verbs. It is rarely used by itself in the sense of to be, i.e. “he 
was writing” is a statement that has nothing to do with being or 
becoming. 

הָ֥תְיָה 1961  hayetah (she) HAS BECOME The feminine construct, has become. 

ֹו֧יָה 1961  hayow  TO BECOME 
The infinitive of to become. Could also be rendered “to become” 
especially if the preposition ל to follows, i.e. to become to = to become. 
There are 3561 instances of the verb to be in the Hebrew 
Scriptures. They are very important to know about. 

תֹו֥יֱה 1961  heyowt TO BECOME The infinitive to be in a feminine construct. Found in three places 
in the Law. See Gen. 2:18, Ex. 5:13, 8:22. 

הֶ֜יְהִי ֹו֧יָה 1961  
hayow yiyeh 

TO BECOME HE IS 
BECOMING 

The mysterious phrase hayow yiheh is found in a few places. The 
phrase is a combination of the infinitive and incomplete, to become 
he is becoming. See Genesis 18:18, 1 Kin. 13:32, Eze. 1:3. This 
infinitive + incomplete repetition is a frequent literary feature that 
is never translated but usually glossed over as a mere function for 
“emphasis”. 

תיִׁשאֵר 7225  reshith head 

Feminine of head, beginning, summit. This word is concretely summit, 
peak, or head, yet is speaking of the circular flow of time. The 
placement and gender of these words are deliberate, and 
intentional. 

ׁשֹאר 7225  rosh head 

Masculine head, top. It’s important to locate and recognize these 
words in Scriptures to make sense of other scriptures. For 
example, “Therefore now they uncover in the head those 
uncovering, and have turned aside the cry of them that spread 
themselves.” Amos 6:7. 

ןֹוׁ֛שאִרָה 7223  ha-
rishon the first one/the first one 

From the root meaning head. The front. Where things 
consummate. Colored according to the gender. With the definite 
article it is found 149 times (which is 82% of occurrences). This 
means first, in place, time or rank. Jesus gives the riddle, “And 
behold they are last who will be first and they are first who will be 
last” (Luke 13:30 literal). Is it rank, or time? What about the fact 
that Jesus calls himself both? Consider that he is the first born, yet 
last to come. Perhaps the last will be first because they are both? 
“Many however will be first last, and last first.” Matt. 19:30 literal.  

314 
ןֹורֲחַא  ha-

acharon, 
acharonah 

the last one/the last one 

From root meaning behind. Where things begin. The coupling of 
rishon and aharon are found in several scriptures.  
“For killing, you are killing him. Your hand, is in-himself, in the 
first one, to put him to death, and a hand of the whole of the 
joined-one in the last one;” Deut. 13:9 literal. 
“A hand of the witnesses is in-himself, in the first one, to put him 
to death, and the hand of the whole of the joined-one in the last 
one; and you have burned the ruinous one out of your middle.” 
Deut. 17:7 literal. 
“And the first one came out red, all over like a hairy garment; and 
they called-out his name Prepared.” Gen. 25:25 literal. 



 

“And he HAS BECOME, if they will not believe you, neither hearken 
to the voice of the sign of the first one, that they will believe the 
voice of the sign of the last one.” Exodus 4:8 literal. 

 

 

The following is a list of words that are rendered distinctly and consistently to immerse you 
into the real Hebrew: 

TABLE OF SOME CONCRETELY TRANSLATED WORDS 

Strong’s 
# Hebrew Translated Comments 

בֹוט 2896  towb 
תַ֤בֹט  towbat good / good 

The word “good” is found in both genders. It is one of the rare words that 
function as an adjective, noun, verb, masculine, feminine, etc.  

דֶגֶּב 899  beged treacherous-
garment 

This word for garment has an important underlying meaning. It is specifically 
used of treachery in Isaiah 24:16 and Jeremiah 12:1 and is from the root verb 
bagad (#898) meaning to act or deal treacherously. It appears 217 times. 

םֹוקָמ 4725  maqom standing-place This word is a little more objective than just place. It is derived from the word 
qum (#6925) meaning to stand up. 

הָעְקִּב 1237  biqah valley 

From the root baqa meaning to cleave or break through. Exodus 14:21 reads 
literally, “And yourself is causing your rod to rise up and is extending your 
hand upon the Sea and is cleaving him, and the builders [sons] of Israel are 
going in—in the middle of the Sea in the Dry.” 

לַחַנ 5158  nachal brook 
This word comes from the root verb nachal (#5157) which means to take 
possession. It means stream-bed, torrent valley, or brook. It is not to be confused 
with river (#5104) or valley (#1237). 

Fֶרֶּד 1870  derek road 
Often translated as “way”. Properly a road, from the verb darak meaning to 
tread, or march.  “A star has tread from Heel, a rod has stood up from 
Israel…” Numbers 24:17 

םַע 5971  am joined-one 

There is a singular and plural form. In English people is a plural word which 
doesn’t fit the instances where it is found in the singular. Sometimes the noun 
is clearly linked to the accusative masculine singular him. The commentaries 
explain it as “from a root signifying to bind together, expresses the idea of 
association” and “union, connected whole, from םמע  to bind, join, collect”. The 
LXX translates the word around 1500 times as laos, a people, which is also 
used specifically in the NT as opposed to demos (#1218 – found only in 
Acts) which means people in general or a body politic, and from which we get 
words like demographic and democracy. 

םֹאְל 3816  leom united-one 
Occurs 36 times. Has been interpreted as kinsman. From a root laam, “to 
unite, to bind together, to gather together, of the union of a mass…” Cf. 
Feurst.  

אָרֵּי 7200  yiraah being seen 

Instead of “appear.” Where possible the Niphal verbs, where the direct object 
is the speaker (reflexive voice), are kept consistent with the concrete meaning 
of the Qal root verb rather than changed to a more modern abstract word. 
For example, “and YAHWEH is being seen” rather than “and YAHWEH 
appeared” (Gen. 12:7). This allows the reader to see the consistent use of 
verbs in their various forms. 

בֶׁשָּי 7725  yashev causing to 
turn back 

Hiphil causative of to turn back. In the reflexive voice this is commonly 
rendered “brought back” or “return”. In Genesis 3:19 one usually reads 
“return to the ground”. For consistency, all of these verbs are left as “turn 
back”. Hence “turn back to the ground”.  

Fֶוָּת 8432  tavek middle 
The words “midst” and “among” are much too general and are abstract 
interpretations. According to Gesenius it means, “the middle of a thing, so 
called-out from its being divided.”  



 

“Midst” is a word more akin to “presence” and not center or middle. According 
to Strong’s Concordance, “From an unused root meaning to sever; a bisection, 
i.e. (by implication) the centre”.  In nearly all of its 418 occurrences it is prefixed 
with either “in” or “from”.  Hence Genesis 35:2, “Cause to turn aside the 
elohe of the Foreigner which are in your middle.” 

410, 430, 
433 

ַּהֹולֱא, לֵא , 
םיִהלֱא  el, 

elohe, elohim 
untranslated 

These words are left untranslated. They carry distinct meanings as will be 
seen. 

יִכֹנָא 595  anoki myself The stand-alone word for “I”. 

הָּתַא 859  atah yourself The stand-alone word for “you”. 

הֶז 2088  zeh this one Masculine demonstrative pronoun 

תֹאז 2063  zot this one Feminine demonstrative pronoun 

ןֶוָא 205  aven sorrow 

Sorrow as remorse. Many contexts place the Hebrew word for sorrow in negative 
one and thus lead to the interpretation of wickedness or iniquity. Psalm 36:4 is 
more properly read, “Sorrow he is thinking on his bed, he stands himself over 
a road not good, he does not reject a ruined-one.” 

ַעֵר 7453  rea friend 

Friend, companion, fellow. This always gets translated as neighbor, but friend is more 
accurate as it is meant to contrast with foe/enemy. “Neighbors”, by the modern 
definition, can include the unfriendly or enemies. Its biblical use and meaning 
is enigmatically defined for us in Exodus 33:11, “And has spoken YAHWEH 
toward Moses, faces toward faces, as-when a man is speaking to his friend [ 
ַעֵר  rea].” See note on Genesis 11:3. 

יַח 2416  chay living one 
(masculine) 

The masculine singular chay is used for “as YAHWEH is a living one” and “to 
El a living one” Ps. 42:2, “elohim of the living-ones” Jer. 10:10. The verb to 
live is chayah (#2421) and is very close in appearance to the verb hayah, to be. 
The verb chayah is the root of several is forming: chay (living-one), chayat 
(living-one), chayah (life), chayyim (living-ones) and chayeh (living).  

םיִּיַח 2416  chayyim dual-life 

Dual form of life. This is a dual form like shamayyim (heavenly ones) and 
enayyim (eyes), yomayyim (double-hot-one), kenaphayyim (wings), 
yadayyim (hands), shpatayyim (lips). Not merely lifes or living ones. It is not 
singular. Used of water. Genesis 26:19, “And He-Laughs’s slaves are digging 
in the valley, and are finding there a well of water-pair of dual-life [mayyim 
chayyim]…” also Zechariah 14:8, “And he HAS BECOME in the Hot-one of 
Himself, a water-pair of a dual-life [mayyim chayyim] are flowing from 
Jerusalem, their half toward the Sea of the Front, and their half toward the 
Sea of the Hind, in the Summer and in the Winter HE IS.”  

יֵּיַח 2416  chayeh living ones 

It is less frequent, but no less meaningful. At least one significant connection 
can be seen in Genesis 47:8-9 as being related to offroadings/sojournings, “And 
Pharaoh is saying toward Heel, `How many are the days of the duplications of 
your living ones?` And Heel says toward Pharaoh, `The days of the 
duplications of my offroadings are an hundred and thirty duplications.” Also 
Genesis 3:14, “all the days of your living ones”. In Proverbs 4:13, “Lay hold 
on instruction, do not cease, Guard her, for herself is your living-ones” and in 
Deut. 28:66, “and they HAVE BECOME your living ones hanging to you from 
in-front, and you have been afraid by night and by hot-one, and do not 
believe in your living one;” 

תְיַֽח 2416  chayat living one 
(feminine) 

This is a feminine form of chay meaning living one or life. This is regularly 
translated as “beast” but it seems to have a dual meaning that represents both 
animals and poor, afflicted people. For example, Psalm 68:10 says in the KJV, 
“Your congregation [chayat] hath dwelt therein: you, O God, hast prepared of 
your goodness for the afflicted.” Other translations have “company”, or 
“flock” or “people”, etc.  
The prophet Isaiah spoke the same word chayat, “And Lebanon is nothing 
enough to burn, and his living one nothing enough of a burnt-offering.” Isa. 
40:16. Scholars translate this “life” as beasts because animals were offered as 



 

part of the burnt-offering sacrifices. The same speculative interpretation 
occurs everywhere we read “beast of the field” or “beast of the Earth” which 
should be read “living one of the field” or “living one of the Earth”. Psalm 
74:19 reads literally, “Never are you giving the breath of your turtledove to 
the living one, never are you forgetting the living one of your afflicted to the 
age.” The living one here is represented as an oppressed and afflicted “animal” 
that belongs to God. Occurs about 58 times in the Scriptures. 

הָּיַח 2416  chayah living-one 
(feminine) 

This is the other feminine noun form. Colored pink and capitalized. It is 
found with the definite article 26 times and without 23 times. 

לֹּכ 3605  qol the whole 

An important word expressing a collective, oneness, all together, etc. The 
word “every” is a word that infers independent or separate parts and does not 
accurately portray the meaning. It opens deeper theological interest for a great 
many passages and also allows us to connect New Testament thoughts. In 
Jeremiah 3:17 for example the Hebrew reads, “And gathered toward her hath 
been the whole of the nations [kol ha-goyyim] to the Name…” God doesn’t 
speak of “all nations” in the sense of “each nation” or “every nation” but the 
Nations/Gentiles as a whole. In Hebrews 2:10 “all things” should be read the 
whole, “for whom and by whom is the whole”. The Greek is τὰ πάντα (ta 
panta) which is the definite article the + whole. See Greek #3956. 

הָמֵהְּב 929  
behemah behemah This is similar to “Behemoth” and means concretely a dumb beast, large and tall, 

and quadruped. The lion is defined as a behemah in Prov. 30:30. 

ׁשֶפֶנ 5315  nephesh breath Not a plain word. Tradition translates it as soul. The Hebrews relate the breath 
to blood, and it is also used in the laws regarding “corpses”. 

םָ֖דָאָֽה 121 ,120  ha-
adam the Red-one All instances of “adam” with the definite article. The definite article ָה is the 

equivalent to the English “the”. 

םָדָא 121 ,120  adam red-one 
All instances of “adam” without a definite article are translated in the lower 
case. These are not translated as “man” or its variants to avoid confusion with 
other words for man such as ish, enosh, geber, gibbor, bachur, etc. 

הָמָדֲא 127  
adamah red-one 

The feminine of adam. Also red one/thing. Typically translated “ground”. 
Strong writes, “From 'adam; soil (from its general redness)”. I am not sure 
how soil is “generally” red, especially in Mesopotamian area where it is mostly 
not red. 

רֶבֶּג 1397  geber strong-man as opposed to non-combative man, cf. BDB 

582 
ׁשֹונֱא  enosh 

pl. םיִׁ֑שָנֲא  
anashim 

mortal-man 

Based on the root anash (#605) to be weak, sick, decaying. Cf. Fuerst: 

 
This is a different word than ish (#376), man and its plural form ishim. God 
gives the command in Isa. 46:8 to men to וששאתה , hitoshashu, become men or 
make yourselves men, which is the intensive-reflexive (Hithpoel) verb form of 
ish. 

רֹוּבִּג 1368  gibbor warrior A mighty man, warrior, hero. A top-tier strong man. The lion therefore is 
called the gibbor of the animals in Proverbs 30:30. Used five times in the Law. 

רּוחָּב 970  bachur chosen-one 

This means choice man or chosen man. The root verb bachar (#977) means to 
choose. What makes this unique is that there is no counterpart feminine of this 
word (i.e. chosen woman). The counterpart appears to be bethulah (#1330), 
virgin. See Exodus 14:7 and Deut. 32:25 of the Law. 

ץֶרֶא 776  eretz earth Other translations switch between rendering this “earth” and “land”. It is left 
alone and capitalized when definite article is present. 



 

לַעַּב 1167  ba’al owner Noun 

לַעָּב 1166  baal to own, rule 
over 

Verb. It is used as a passive participle in the feminine singular form: תַלֻ֥עְּב  
beulat, “owned” in Genesis 20:3, Deuteronomy 22:22. It is used in the perfect, 
third-person feminine singular form: ּהָ֑לָעְב  beal-ah, “he owns her” in 
Deuteronomy 24:1. 

ףַא 639  aph nostril 

The word can imply “the face,” but Hebrew has a more specific word for 
“faces”, panim, #6440 and also for “forehead”, metsach, #4696. It is also used 
to describe the emotion of anger because Hebrew thought was not abstract. 
Hence the verb to be angry comes from the Hebrew word anaph which means 
literally to breath heavily or snort. See note at Deuteronomy 1:37. 

ףַנָא 599  anaph breath hard 
Occurs in Deuteronomy 1:37, 4:21, and 9:8, 20.  The word means “to snort” 
or “breath hard” and is distinct from #7107, qatsaph which means “to be 
wrathful” and the noun #7109, qetsaph which means “wrath, fury”.  

ֹוב   bow in-him 

This is the preposition with the masculine singular suffix. Ancient Hebrew 
does not have a separate word for “it”. In Psalm 118:20 for example, the 
Hebrew is ׃וֹֽב ּואֹ֥בָי םיִ֗קיִּדַ֝צ הָ֑והיַל רַעַּׁ֥שַה־הֶֽז . “This one is the Gate to YAHWEH, 
the just-ones enter in-himself.” Being careful with the prepositions and the 
“lesser” markings of the language can make a significant difference to the 
reading of the text. See Genesis 1:11-12, Exodus 12:46, Deuteronomy 17:1 

תֶא 853  et תֶא - 

The particle תא  is called “the mark of the accusative”. It is prefixed to definite 
nouns and pronominal suffixes. According to the Brown-Driver-Briggs 
Lexicon it is “only used with suffix, when it is desired to emphasize the 
pronoun”. It is not merely for emphasis however but to show the reader what is 
the direct object of an action in the sentence. Therefore ֹו֑תֹא  otow emphasizes the 
accusative masculine “him” as the direct object as opposed to a passive, 
reflexive, or possessive sense. See Genesis 1:27 and 2:3. 

תִא 854  et תא - 

This is the same as the mark of accusative but treated by lexicons as different 
from #853. It is my opinion that this is a misnomer and that there is no such 
word as near (in proximity) in Ancient Hebrew. Other words exist for next to, 
close by, or with. 

ׁשֹאר 7218  rosh head 
The word signifies “top” from which all things flow, and to which all things 
flow. The the head is the “beginning” and the “end” all at once. The head is 
not independent of the body nor is the body independent of the head. 

ַחּור 7307  ruach wind 

Many translations interpret this word as “spirit” depending on the context. 
The Hebrews did not view or think of the Spirit as an abstract thing. If 
“spirit” is identified with the word for “wind” by the Hebrews, then why 
change the word? 

רֵאְׁש 7607  sheer meat 
Used eight times in the Law. Similar to the word for “flesh” basar used 270 
times (Strong’s #1320) but more specific to flesh as food. See Psalm 73:26, 
78:20,27, Prov. 5:11, 11:17, Jer. 51:35, Micah 3:2,3. 

ףֶסֶּכ 3701  keseph a silver-one Often translated “money”. Silver stands in contrast to gold and bronze/brass 
throughout the Hebrew scriptures. 

הֶּטַמ 4294.  matteh staff 

Used 252 times in Scripture. The word means a staff, shaft, or branch. The 
matteh is typically the shepherd’s staff, travelers’ staff, or support staff. A 
wooden stick is first a branch from a tree and then becomes a staff, rod, and, 
scepter, and spear all at once. 

טֶבֵׁש 7626  shebet rod Used 190 times in Scripture. Rod, scepter. The counter-part to a “staff” this 
represents authority, smiting, beating. It is also used to represent tribes. 



 

לֹוק 6963  qol voice 
The word is used in a variety of contexts such as for animals, the sea, of birds 
and millstones (Ecc. 12:4), etc. and thus translators often change the word to 
“sound”. This translation is leaving it alone. 

 

HEBREW PRONOUNS 

The Bible Scriptures do not follow our rules when it comes to lexical gender semantics. How is a 
“brotherhood” also a “woman” or “bride”—sons of the bridechamber (Mark 2:19)? How are men 
collectively a singular “mother” (Luke 8:21)? The gender-blurring of sayings like these is not meant to 
teach mysticism or gender nihilism, but only makes sense when seen as cryptic enigmas where the 
language itself is utilized (i.e. the tongues) to obscure a certain truth(s) that, obviously, must be 
deciphered somehow. 

“For the heavenly-pair have been exalted from earth, upright my roads have been exalted from your roads, and 
my designs from your designs.” Isaiah 55:9 literal 

This verse in Isaiah has always been viewed in one way. Yet the prepositions, if left in the text, 
allow us a very different take, that his roads are from their roads. A similar play on the words can be 
seen in Matt. 18:18, “as many as you bind on the earth will be bound in the heaven, and as many as 
you loosen on the earth will be loosened in heaven.” 

In listening for the truth, we are compelled to think of the semantics of “father” and “mother” in 
some ulterior way than merely parents with children. We are compelled to think of body parts, (Greek 
melos #3196 in 1 Cor. 12, Rom. 12) enigmatically as categories of people connected in some way via 
the narrative of Christ (a.k.a. body of Christ). Were figures such as Eve and Sarah cryptic enigmas of a 
corporate body or “mother” in relation to our “Father”? The Hebrew text appears deliberately 
fashioned in this way. He who has ears to hear… 
 

Strong’s # Hebrew Translated Comments 

איִה 1931  hi herself 

Non-accusative emphatic pronoun for her. Illuminating stand-alone 
pronouns distinctly from the verb constructs can yield insight in the 
Hebrew Scriptures as they are for emphasis. For example, “And 
toward a man he has said, Behold, the fear of the Master, איִה  herself 
is wisdom; and to depart from ruined-one is understanding.” Job 
28:28. 

אוִה 1931  hu himself 

This is the mystery “feminine” pronoun phenomenon that occurs 
only in the Torah (Law). Notice that it is spelled exactly the same 
as the pronoun for he. That’s because it is the pronoun “he”. Keep in 
mind that Jesus said in Matt. 5:18 literal, until the heaven and the earth 
shall pass by, no not one iota or one stroke will pass by from the Law until the 
whole becomes. The iota is the smallest letter of the alphabet. The 
smallest letter in Hebrew is י (yowd).  

The Masoretes added the vowel point to indicate she איִה  but this is 
incorrect according to Gesenius (considered a master of Hebrew) 
nor can that be pronounced correctly with the existing letters. This 
anomaly is found next to many feminine words as you will see. 
Gesenius wrote, “In the Pentateuch אּוה  also is taking in the 
feminine… no other Semitic language is without the quite 
indispensable distinction of gender in the separate pronoun of the 
3rd person.” And, as a rationalist, he assumed the phenomenon to be 
an idiom. See Gesenius Hebrew Grammar 1909, page 107.  



 

The proper feminine pronoun איִה  occurs 11 times in the Law. The 
Masoretes pointed about 109 instances of the masculine pronoun 
because of what they read contextually. In Genesis 20:5, 38:25, and 
Numbers 5:13-14 both the masculine and feminine pronouns אוִה  
and איִה , are actually found next to each other speaking of the same person. 
This is how we know the author really means to force us to think 
outside of the box. See note on Genesis 2:19. In this translation you 
will find these words as they were written. Every instance of the 
masculine pronoun marked with a vowel point by the Masoretes is 
highlighted pink. 

אּוה 1931  hu himself Non-accusative, emphatic pronoun for he.  

 

Words in italics are supplied words to help readability and flow of the sentence. These are used as 
sparingly as possible so as not to force the reading of the passage in any particular way. 

Genesis is one of the most torn-apart and dismantled texts in the history of world literature. 
Scholars often cannot figure out where to land literarily with many texts—is it legend? Is it historical fact? 
Primitive thinking? Babylonian mythology? Phonecian tradition? Is it poetry? Is it imagination? Is it a literary device? 
The typical route has always been to follow a mixture of interpretations (hermeneutical methods). 

The commentaries of the Enlightenment era I have found to be especially permeated with an 
authoritarian “superiority complex” tone, i.e. this means so-and-so because I am the expert. Commentaries 
of this era have some of the most mundane scholarship one can imagine where researchers went so 
far as to turn the Hebrew texts into literary equations that are daunting enough to scare anyone away 
from any meaningful study. 

“No one deceive himself. If anyone thinks to be a wise-one in yourselves in the age of this-one, become stupid, so that he 
may become wise.” 1 Corinthians 3:18 literal 
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THE GENESIS      

 
Bible stories as cryptic enigmas? Who or what would Peter represent in 

this story depicted? 

 
1 Strong’s #7225, reshit, the shaking-one. This is the feminine of rosh, shaking-one #7218. The root of these words is unused but means to shake, tremble. 
Generally assumed to mean “head” (because it shakes) and long interpreted here in the abstract as “beginning”. 

Everywhere that I can tell, this word “head” is used in the sense of “headwaters”, that is a source, or a mountain peak. A “source” could be construed as 
a “beginning” but the sense is not that of time, and I have seen nothing in scripture which would indicate that rosh/reshit are related to space-time. In 
fact, it should be known there is no word for “time” in the sense of clock time, atomic time, linear time, or space-time in the Hebrew. There is only 
appointed time, season, menstruation time, then, now, perpetuity, and time of tomorrow, time of the evening. See #6256. The Hebrew understanding of space-time is one 
of the great mysteries yet to be discovered. 

2 ELOHIM  

Strong’s #430, elohim. Gods, mighty-ones, exceeding-ones, very great ones. Nobody knows exactly what this word means. It is plural. 

Elohim, םיִהלֱא , is concretely the plural form of eloah, ַּהֹולֱא  (#433) which itself is a form of el לֵא  (#410). Being a plural word, the best English translation 
would be “gods”. However, the anomaly exists that the plural word is paired to a singular masculine verb (he has cut out). It is not capitalized here as there 
is no definite article (the) present.  

3 Strong’s #1245, bara. To cut out, carve out, form by cutting. “cutting, shape out, pare a reed for writing, a stick for an arrow” See Gesenius, BDB, Fuerst, etc. Think 
of a lump of something or a crude, rough object being shaped into something good. This verb to cut/carve out is in the Hebrew perfect, which means 
the action is complete. This tells us how the beginning is the end and we now “run toward” the completion, the Hot-one, hastening it according to Peter, 
or running the race set-in-front of ourselves (Heb. 12:1). When elohim “remembers” something (Gen. 8:1, 9:15, 16. 19:29, etc.) he/they are “remembering” 
what has already happened/become in the future.  

4 ACCUSATIVE OR NEAR? 

תֶא  - is pronounced et. Strong’s #853. This is called the mark of the accusative and has no English equivalent but is very important in the Hebrew. It signifies 
the direct object of an action or verb in a sentence. It occurs over 11,000 times. This is the same as תא - (#854) which is often rendered “with” or “near”. 
Notice they are the same. #854 “with” is listed as occurring over 800 times. They are obviously close in purpose and meaning: near-to vs. accusative-to. Is 
the Hebrew trying to draw an almost indistinguishable line? And which interpretation to choose? It may be that there is no word for near in Ancient 
Hebrew. A different word is used in modern Hebrew. The idea of near in proximity is vague without more information, especially when there are an 
assortment of clearly defined words that mean next to or with. Ancient Hebrew is a primitive literary language that doesn’t waste space or text. Every word 
has some concrete significance or meaning, including the words this (one) and that (one). All occurrences listed as near (#854) are left as the Hebrew תא - 
without the niqqud (vowel points) while the instances listed as #853 are left with the niqqud. You will find that pronominal suffixes (her/him/them) are 
often added to these.  

תֶא  = mark of accusative 

תא  = with/near 

What is particularly interesting is that #854 is always used with people (i.e. near-him) with a few exceptions to localities (i.e. near Kadesh). It is never 
used with objects (i.e. near-the tree). 

5 DUAL-HEAVENS 
Strong’s #8064, shamayyim. This is a dual word, and only appears in the dual. Heavenly ones, but more specifically, dual heavens or heavenly pair as enayyim 
is the dual word for eyes, a pair of eyes, because we only have two, or kenaphayyim for a pair of wings etc., but more objectively because there is a symmetry 
or inverse reflection, or type-antitype. The one side is the inverse of the other. Sometimes the word is rendered “heavens” as though it meant something like 
the English plural “skies”. However, Isaiah 40:22 gives this liberal approach away as incorrect and misleading since the writer uses the masculine plural 
“he stretches them out” (like a pair of hands) in referring to the “Heavens”. 

6 Strong’s #776, ha-eretz. The Earth. A feminine noun + definite article. This word is sometimes translated earth, and sometimes as land depending on 
context. The English word “earth” is not the same as “land” just as “sky” is not the same as “heaven”. 

CHAPTER 1  

The Hot-one of the Master: The Beginning is The 
End 

1 In the shaking-one1 elohim2 has cut out3 תֶא -4the Dual-
Heavens5 and תֶא -the Earth.6  



GENESIS 

2 The Earth HAS BECOME1 an unreal-one and an empty-
one and a dark-one2 upon the faces3 of an uproar,4 and 
the wind of elohim is she-who-flutters5 upon the faces 
of the Dual-Waters.6  

 
1 TOHU AND BOHU AND CHOSEK 

Strong’s #1961. hayetah. She has become. Verb to be is in the 
perfect/complete “tense” and the third-person feminine singular. 
“Have been” would be equivalent to a past-tense incomplete.  

Tohu #8414 (inane, unreal, no form, fake, chaos) and Bohu, #922 
(levelness/bright/emptiness?) and Chosek #2822 seem to describe 
the Earth in three parts or as three things. These are difficult to 
translate. “primary meaning difficult to seize” -BDB.  

1 Sam. 12:21 connects tohu to the Baalim (the Owners) and the 
Ashtarot (the Goddesses) collectively: “they are tohu” usually 
translated worthless, useless, nothing. Likely meaning fake or unreal idols in 
that they are not real. The traditional interpretation is “formless” but 
idols are not “formless”. 

The word Bohu according to Gesenius is from the root bahah “which 
properly appears to have had the signification of purity, which in 
Arabic is partly applied to brightness and ornament (to be bright, to be 
beautiful), partly to emptiness…” Jeremiah the prophet describes these 
in a vision of the Hot-one of YAHWEH. 

“I have seen the Earth, and behold, unreal [tohu] and empty 
[bohu], and toward the Dual-Heavens, and nothing is their light.” 
Jer. 4:23 literal.  

“Those-who-cause-to-miss adam by a word, and for the One-who-
corrects in the Gate, they are baiting and are causing to incline in the 
Fake-one [tohu] the just-one.” Isa. 29:21 literal 

The Dual-Heavens light is nothing because she (Zion) is plucked-up 
[barren] (Isa. 54). Isaiah too, “They have possessed her—a vomiting-
one, and a contracting-one, and a blowing-one, and a darkened-one. 
They are dwelling in her. And he has stretched out upon her the line 
of a chaos [tohu] and the stones of empty [bohu]” Isaiah 34:11 literal. 
And Job, “Stretching out the North [left] over a waste, hanging earth 
upon nothing.” Job 26:7 Literal. 

 

The line measures the Ground—chaos? (Gen. 8:13). The plumb stone 
measures levelness—empty? 

“And I have placed judged-one for a line, and a just-one for a 
level; and the hail has swept away a refuge of lies, and dual-waters are 
washing away a hiding place.” Isaiah 28:17 literal 

2 Hebrew Strong’s #2822, chosek. noun masculine. From chashak; the 
dark one. I do not add the suffix -ness to words so that the reader may 
decide whether something should be taken as abstract or absolute.  

“I have not ordered in the Secret-place, in the standing-place of the 
earth of the dark-one [chosek],  

3 And elohim is saying, HE IS BECOMING a light, and HE 
IS BECOMING a light.7  

3 Strong’s #6440, panim. Faces. Always in the plural. It is one of the 
mystery plural Hebrew words, like mayim (dual-waters) and shamayim 
(dual-heavens). Some suggest that these words have the characteristic 
of plurality, as in, there’s a lot of it or many. Some Jewish scholars 
understand that it does not mean plurality, but multiplicity, i.e. water has 
many forms such as lakes, rivers, pools, rain, etc. Let’s see what the 
Scripture has to reveal to us. There are five allegorical types of faces 
presented to us in Scripture: 

“Ye hypocrites, the faces of the earth and the heaven ye know-how 
to discern; the time of this one however, how do you not know-how to 
discern?” Luke 12:56 literal 

“In His causing to erect the dual-heavens, there is myself, in his 
cutting-in a circle over the faces of the uproar…” Proverbs 8:27 
literal 

“Send forth your bread over the faces of the dual-waters, for in the 
abundance of the Days you are finding him.” Ecclesiastes 11:1 literal 

“and a mist is going up from the Earth and has given drink to the 
whole of the faces of the Red-one.” Genesis 2:6 literal 

“And elohim is saying, ‘The Dual-Waters are creeping a creeper of a 
breath of Life, and a flyer is flying over the Earth over the faces of 
the stamped-space of the Dual-Heavens.’” Genesis 1:20 literal 

4 DEEP !"UPROAR, FERMENT, CLAMOR 

Strong’s #8415, tehom. Noisy, agitated, roaring. From a primitive root 
#1949 hum (compare hamam); to make an uproar, or agitate greatly. A 
mysterious, cryptic word, with clues from Gen. 7:11 “abundant/many 
uproar” and Gen. 49:25, “upon the kneeled-ones of the uproar, she-
who-lies-stretched-out underneath”. 

“…and the whole of El-Strives is causing to blast a great war-blast, and the Earth 
is being uproared [tehom].” 1 Sam. 4:5 literal 

5 Strong’s #7363, rachaph, to brood, flutter. Participle feminine singular 
(verb noun) תֶפֶ֖חַרְמ . The “wind” is a feminine noun and therefore a 
feminine verb form is used here. This syntax cannot be debated, 
though it has been covered up/ignored by theologians and translators 
since the time of Christ. 

This word is related to the word for wing (kanaph #3671). An eagle 
flutters upon his nestlings (Deut. 32:11), “the whole of my bones 
flutter…” Jer. 23:9. There appears to be an allegorical meaning of 
“bones” which develops more through Genesis. 

6 Strong’s #4325, ha-mayyim. The Dual-Waters. Dual of a primitive 
noun. These words, and others, are capitalized to show they are 
prefixed with the definite article whereas some instances do not have 
a definite article as in verse 6. The wind is fluttering over the Dual-
Waters. What is it that is fluttering over the Dual-Waters of Rest’s 
(Noah) deluge? 

7 THE DOUBLE-LIGHT 

Strong’s #1961, wa-yehi. And he is becoming. The verbs to be/become are 
in the third-person masculine singular and are called “Vav-
consecutive” verbs. This word is found throughout the scriptures and 
is endlessly debated and definitions provided are extensive or 
unnecessarily complicated. This Hebrew phrase yehi owr wa-yehi 
owr is a duplication of the same exact words, רוֹֽא־יִהְי ַֽו רוֹ֑א יִ֣הְי  “HE IS 
BECOMING light, and HE IS BECOMING light”. The first instance is 
thought to be in what is called the jussive mood, i.e. let light be but nothing 
syntactically indicates it and often the moods are interpreted liberally 
from context or surrounding words. 

Quotation marks are not found in the original Hebrew so the 
placement of the quotation marks have always been speculative. Light 
 



GENESIS 

4 And elohim is seeing תֶא -the Light, that it is good one, 
and elohim is dividing between the Light and the Dark-
one.  

One 

5 And elohim is calling-out to the Light `Hot-one,` and 
to the Dark-one he has called-out ̀ Night-ward.`1 And HE 
IS BECOMING dusk, and HE IS BECOMING dawn, hot-one 
one.  

6 And elohim is saying, HE IS BECOMING a stamped-
space2 in the middle of the Dual-Waters, and HE IS 

 
wasn’t created out of nothing, for Elohim himself is Light (1 John 1:5). 
Rather, he gives birth to light as the Father of Lights. The phrase “I 
AM[BECOMING] whom I AM[BECOMING]” is another 
dualism/duplication of the same words in Exodus 3:14. 

The LXX translates the Hebrew rosh, head, as arché in the Greek. 
There is some mystery hidden in these words. These words seem to 
reflect a process of YAHWEH’s “ordered word” being manifested, 
Light to Light, Image to Image, Word to Word. Hence the “mirror” 
into which we look as a “riddle”. 

“it is necessary to him who is going towards [proserchomai #4334] 
the Theos to believe that HE IS, and to those ones seeking him a 
rewarder he becomes.” Hebrews 11:6 literal 

He is not the Father of a light, but of lights. “the whole of you are sons 
of light, sons of hot-one, we are not [born] of night or dark” 1 Thes. 
5:5 literal. This mystery is somehow imbedded in the word for noon 
which is tsoharayyim, a dual noun literally meaning dual-light or double-
light. 

“Cause to come in counsel, make judgement, make-thee your shadow 
as the night in the middle of the double-light [tsoharayyim], hide-
thee the outcasts, him-who-wanders do not uncover.” Isa. 16:3 literal 

and Amos 8:9, “And he HAS BECOME the Hot-one of Himself, an 
oracle of master YAHWEH, and I have caused to come the Sun in the 
noon [double-light]; and I have caused a dark-one to the Earth in the 
hot-one of light.” Additionally, Strong’s #6671, tsahar, the root verb 
means to press out oil. 

1 NIGHT-WARD 
The Hot-one he is calling-out (incomplete), the night he has called-
out (complete). Are the differences in these forms meaningless or 
meaningful? The noun for night ָלְיַ֥ל , is masculine and most often 
found with this (feminine) suffix הָלְיַ֥ל . Thought by some to be an 
emphatic form, by others the “directional hay”. The “directional hay” 
 is also the same as the feminine 3rd person suffix. Perhaps the text is ה
saying something, watch for the consistency and specific ways this 
suffix is used, it is not arbitrary. All instances are rendered and 
highlighted with the suffix -ward. The sense seems to be that Night is 
a direction or condition. But why is the Hot-one not written with a 
directional suffix? 

But is it a directional suffix or something much deeper? Consider the 
fact that about six times this masculine noun “night” is found with a 
feminine plural suffix, 

“To front  in the Dawn your kindness, and your firmness in the 
Nights [lel-ot].” Psalm 92:2 literal 

On the feminine plural attached to a masculine noun the scholars are 
silent. A single, unique feminine construct תיִ֔ליִּל  Lilith (#3917) called 
by many a night-demon or night-creature, appears in a prophecy, 

‘And the desert-dwellers have met near the howlers, And the satyr is 
calling-out over his friend. Only there Lilith has caused to wink, and 
she has found to-herself a resting place.” Isaiah 34:14 literal 

The masculine plural for nights, laylim does not exist in the Bible. The 
suffix is not understood. BDB writes, “probably יליל  and ending ָ֯ה 
radical, and not ה locative.” Yet others have suggested that it is 

BECOMING he-who-divides3 between dual-waters to 
dual-waters.  

Second 

7 And elohim is making תֶא -the stamped-space, and he 
is dividing between the Dual-Waters which are from 
underneath the stamped-space and the Dual-Waters 
which are upon the stamped-space, and HE IS BECOMING 
an upright.4 8 And elohim is calling-out to the stamped-
space `Dual-Heavens.` And HE IS BECOMING dusk, and 
HE IS BECOMING dawn, hot-one second.5 

directional/locative and suppose it to mean at night. Night is not a place 
but a state or condition—one that the human kind is descending into. 
“Night” is found with a definite article, i.e. the Night, about 107 times, 
to reveal a definite place or time. See Gesenius, Real and Supposed 
remains of Early Case Endings. 

According to Gesenius, “the accusative form is preserved in Hebrew 
most certainly and clearly in the (usually toneless) ending הָ־ …This is 
appended to the substantive: (a) Most commonly to express direction 
towards an object, or motion to a place, e.g. הָּמָ֫י  seaward, westward, 

הָמְדֵ֫ק  eastward, הָנֹו֫פָצ  northward, הָרּוּׁ֫שַא  to Assyria, הָלֶ֫בָּב  to Babylon, 
הָרֶ֫ח  (from רַה ) to the mountain, Gn 1410, הָצְרַ֫א  to the earth, הָתְיַּ֫ב  to 

the house, הָתָ֫צְרִּת  to Tirzah”  

For additional knowledge of the subject see 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terminative_case and Meek, 
Theophile James. “The Hebrew Accusative of Time and Place.” 
Journal of the American Oriental Society, vol. 60, no. 2, 1940, pp. 224–233. 
JSTOR, www.jstor.org/stable/594010. 

2 Strong’s #7549, raqia. Extended, stamped surface. This does not have 
anything to with open space apart from a surface. It is inherently 
related to a surface. The root verb is raqa #7554 to beat, stamp, beat out.  

“And they are stamping [raqa] תֶא -sheets of the Gold…” Exodus 
39:3 literal 

“Thus is saying master Yahweh, strike in [against] your palm, and 
stamp [raqa] in [against] your foot…” Ezekiel 6:11 literal 

“And I am beating them as the dust of the earth, as mire of the 
outsides, I am crushing them, I am stamping [raqa] them. 

3 Hebrew him-dividing. Participle masculine verb to divide. Could also be 
read “him who is dividing”. See Strong’s #914. “Expanse” is from the 
Hebrew raqia (Strong’s #7549) and means canopy, extended surface, 
vault. A.k.a. a tent. Raqia is from the root raqa which means to beat, 
stamp, beat out, spread out. 

Wrapping himself with light of the Garment, extending heaven like a 
tent curtain. Psalm 104:2 literal 

4 Strong’s #3651, ken. Upright, firm, erect, base, pedestal. From kun 
(#3559) to be set upright. Supposedly used in many figurative or non-
literal ways, i.e. thus, right, so, honest, etc. BDB admits that the meaning 
is “sometimes to be elicited from the context.” That is, made up or 
guessed. Whether a particle or adverbial word or a noun in many of 
these places is anyone’s guess. It represents an upright support, or base. 

“…the basin and תֶא -his stand [ken].” Ex. 31:9 literal 

Another word, koh (#3541), is obviously more fitting for thus or so as 
found in Gen 15:5, 22:5, etc.  

5 Strong’s #8145, sheni. Second, double. Being from the root shanah 
(#8138) to repeat, duplicate, do again. Which is also the basis for “year”. A 
“year” is a repetition or replication. From shanah; properly, double, i.e. 
Second; also adverbially, again -- again, either (of them), (an-)other, 
second (time). 
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Third 

9 And elohim is saying, the Dual-Waters from 
underneath the Dual-Heavens are being bound-
together1 toward a standing-place of one, and the Dry-
one2 she is being seen, and HE IS BECOMING an upright.  

10 And elohim is calling-out to the Dry-one, ̀ Earth,` and 
to the hope3 of the Dual-Waters he has called-out 
`Days.`4 And elohim is seeing that it is good one.  

11 And elohim is saying, the Earth is sprouting a 
sprout,5 a grass sowing a seed6 a wood of fruit making 
fruit to his kind,7 which his seed is in-himself8 upon the 

 
1 Strong’s #6060, qavah. To twist together, collect together. Most contexts 
make it seem to mean to wait for. This is the reflexive Niph’al verb stem 
form—the dual-waters is being bound or twisted together like a rope, 
tiqvah, which is also the word for hope (#8615) and related to qaveh 
line (#6961). Gathered is not a sufficent translation. Something to think 
about considering the prophetic nature of Dual-Waters and the fact 
that the dual-waters “bind together” at a head, where they begin. The word 
occurs only here and in Gen 49:18 in the Law. YAHWEH has more to 
reveal about this later. 

“And a reservoir [miqvah] you have made between the Two Walls 
for dual-waters…” Isa. 22:11 

“Therefore know her, Wisdom, to your breath, if you have found him, 
and there is an end and your rope [tiqvah] is not being cut off.” Prov. 
24:14 literal 

2 Strong’s #3004, yabbashah. That which is dry. A feminine noun from 
the root verb yabesh, to be dry (#3001). Out of this “dry” were made 
the earthenware vessels—pottery. Earthenware is used figuratively in 
2 Cor. 4:7, 2 Tim. 2:20, and Rev. 2:27. Jabesh is also a town in Gilead, 
Judges 21:8, and a man, 2 Kin. 15:8.  

Which his is the Sea, and himself made him, and dry his hands have 
formed.” Psalm 95:5 literal 

3 Strong’s #4723, miqveh. A hope, a thing waited for. This word has one 
clear meaning as found in several verses, “as a shadow are our days 
upon the Earth, and without hope” 1 Chron. 29:15 literal. “and now 
there is hope in Israel in spite of this” Ezra 10:2. “A hope of Israel, 
his savior in time of trouble…” Jer. 14:8. “The hope of Israel is 
YAHWEH, the whole of those-who-forsake you are being ashamed, my 
departed-ones in the Earth are being written for they have forsaken 
the spring of the dual-waters living-ones תֶא -Yahweh.” Jer. 17:13. 
“YAHWEH, the hope of their fathers” Jer. 50:7. Other occurrences of 
miqveh are heavily conjectured (i.e. linen yarn, collection, pool, see Ex. 
7:19, Lev. 11:36, 1 Kin. 10:28). 

4 SEAS OR DAYS? 

Taken as #3220 plural of yam, sea (or more properly roaring/foaming-
one) but compare the plural םיִ֖מָי  days with the plural used here םיִּ֑מַי . 
They are the same. This plural form is rendered “seas” 21 times in the 
Old Testament. The plural form of “days” over 250 times.  

“in an abounding dual-waters the Lashers brought you תֶא -you the 
wind of the Front, he has broken you in the heart of yamim 
[days/seas].” Eze. 27:26.  

The Hebrew language in its primitive state is heavily interpreted from 
its concrete roots from contexts. Even during the times in which it was 
authored, as the prophets attest, it was always misunderstood. The 
literary nature of the texts is not such that it was meant to be universally 
comprehended, and thus traditions have multiplied across the world 
since before Jesus’ time unto this hot-one where we have a massive 
amount of confusion over the smallest facets of the biblical books. 
Jesus’ appearance was a wrench in all traditions being a sole figure who 
claimed to be the only one (perhaps besides John) who understood 
the contents of the cryptic Hebrew books. 

Earth, and HE IS BECOMING an upright. 12 And the 
Earth is causing tender grass to go out, a grass sowing 
seed to his kind, and a wood making fruit whom his seed 
is in-himself to his kind. And elohim is seeing that it is 
good one. 13 And HE IS BECOMING dusk, and HE IS 
BECOMING dawn, hot-one third.  

Fourth 

14 And elohim is saying, HE IS BECOMING light-givers9 
in the stamped-space of the Dual-Heavens, to make a 
division between the Hot-one and the Night-ward, and 
THEY HAVE BECOME to signs, and to appointed-ones, 
and to days and duplicated-ones,10 15 and THEY HAVE 

5 Strong’s #1877, deshe. A sprout, or shoot. Singular noun form of the 
verb to sprout. Not specifically food for Adam. Commonly understood 
as green, tender, new growth, fresh grass, etc. That which is eaten by herds 
and livestock, Job 6:5.  

6 Strong’s #6211,6212, esheb. grass. Food for Adam. It also “sows” 
seed. “Herbs” is an effort to make the word fit for human 
consumption. Grass, plants also eaten by livestock (Deut. 11:15, Ps. 
106:20) but also human food (Gen. 3:18). Adam is commanded to eat 
from these trees, Genesis 2:16. 

“Because the whole flesh is as grass, and the whole glory of her as a 
flower of grassy-place; the grassy-place dries up and the flower falls 
away.” 1 Pet. 1:24 literal 

7 Strong’s #4327, min. Race, species, kind. Related to the word min 
(#4481), from. In Palestinian Syriac the same word has come to mean 
family, kind. The grammatical gender of the possessive suffix is 
masculine, according to his kind. Instead of “it”, the word is translated 
according to its grammatical gender throughout. 

8 Hebrew וֹ֖ב־וֹעְרַז רֶׁ֥שֲא  , asher zaro bo. Literally, “Which his seed is in-
himself”. The verse progresses between three levels of vegetation: 
from a general “shoot” to a “grass with seed” to a “fruit making fruit 
wood”. The Hebrew preposition -ב means “in”. The suffix added to 
prepositions gives a reflexive, passive, or possessive sense and thus should 
not be confused with the accusative sense, i.e. into him which would be 
signified by לֵא , towards, into. ֹוּֽב  = in-himself, ֹוּל  = to-himself. 

9 Strong’s #3974, maor. An illuminator, light-giver. This is from the same 
word for a light in Genesis 1:3, 18 and elsewhere which is or (#216). 
The prefix -ָמ (ma-) is generally added to a root verb to turn the verb 
into a noun. Hence the verb or, which means to be light (#215), becomes 
a noun light-giver or illuminator which is different from the basic noun 
form or meaning a light.  

10 WHAT’S IN A “YEAR”? 

Strong’s #8141, shanah. A repeat, duplication, replication. Noun derived 
from verb #8138, shanah, to repeat, fold, duplicate, transmute (change to 
higher form). Did people in the time of Abraham, or Moses even know 
what a year was? They might have picked something up from the 
Egyptians who relied on the Sirius star, or the Babylonian astrologers, 
but the only thing that the tribes would have had for dating is the new 
moon for “months” and the sunrise to sunset for “hot-one”. But we 
are given no definitions or explanations for dating methods, or these 
special words, in the Pentateuch. Names for “months” or perhaps 
seasons begin to appear after the Exodus in the Law but without much 
definition. 

 

The Shanim - Double over, replicate, second, antitypes 
#8141 
noun 

הֶנָׁש  
shanah 

“year”  
a duplication 

“And HE IS from the cut-off of a 
double-duplication of days…” 
Gen. 41:1 literal 

#8138 
verb 

הָנָׁש  
shanah 

“to fold, repeat, 
duplicate, make a 
second time, 
transmute 

“For Myself is Yahweh, I have 
not duplicated. And yourselves 
builders of Heel, have not been 
finished.” Mal. 3:6 literal 
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BECOME to light-givers in the stamped-space of the 
Dual-Heavens to give light upon the Earth, and HE IS 
BECOMING an upright.  

16 And elohim is making תֶא -double Great Luminaries,1 
תֶא -the Great Luminary for a dominion of the Hot-one, 

and תֶא -the Small Luminary2 for a dominion3 of the 
Night-ward, and the Round-ones.4 17 And elohim is 
giving תֶא -them5 in the stamped-space of the Dual-
Heavens to give light upon the Earth, 18 and to rule in 
the Hot-one and in the Night-ward, and to make a 
division between the Light and the Dark-one; and 
elohim is seeing that it is good one. 19 And HE IS 
BECOMING dusk, and HE IS BECOMING dawn, hot-one 
fourth.  

 
#7228 
noun 

הָנֵׁש  
shenah 
(from 
yashen)  

“sleep” Gen. 2:21, 28:16, 41:5 

#8136 
noun 

ןָאְנִׁש  
shinan 

“repetition” “A riding-place of elohim, a 
double-myriad, thousands of a 
repetition of the master is in 
them, Sinai, in the Holy one” Ps. 
68:17 literal 

#4932 
noun 

הֶנְׁשִמ  
mishneh 

“a copy, antitype, 
duplicate, replica” 

“…he has written for-himself a 
copy of the Torah of This one 
upon a book…” Deut. 17:18 
literal 

#7228 
verb 

אָנָׁש  shana  “to change” “a wise one of adam is making his 
faces shine, and the strength of his 
faces is changing.” Ecc. 8:1 
literal 

#8127 
noun 

ןֵׁש  shen 
(from 
shanan) 

“tooth, ivory”  

#8150 
verb 

ןַנָׁש  
shanan  

“to sharpen” “if I have sharpened the 
lightning of my sword and my 
hand grasps in the judgement…” 
Deut 32:41 literal 

#8144 
noun 

יִנָׁש  shani “scarlet one” “a scarlet-one upon his 
hand…” Gen. 38:28 literal 

#8145 
noun 

יִנֵׁש  sheni  “double” “double hot-one” Gen. 1:8 

#8152 
noun 

רָעְנִׁש  
Shinar (?) 

“Shinar” Gen. 10:10  

  

1 Both luminaries are great. Note the mark of the accusative before 
“two” as though the Great Luminaries are a double. The moon doesn’t 
give light. Isaiah 13:10 reads, “the stars will not give light/praise 
(#1984)…the moon will not cause to shine/enlighten (#5050) his light.” 
The Hebrew maor (Strong’s #3974) means luminary and not sun, 
“Yourself has caused to erect a luminary and a sun.” (Psalm 74:16), 
“the luminary of Your faces” (Psalm 90:8), “a luminary of the eyes” 
(Prov. 15:30). The luminary of the eye, or little-man of the eye (Ps. 
17:8, Prov. 7:9, Deut. 32:10) is the reflection within the pupil of the 
eye—look very closely in a mirror.   

2 Hebrew ֙ןֹטָּקַה , ha-qaton. Strong’s #6996. From the root qatan 
(#6994, 6962), to cut short, cut off, abridge, crop, pare. Cf. Gesenius and 
Fuerst. Interpreted as “young” or “small”. Hence the “little finger” in 
1 Kin. 12:10 is properly the small finger and likely means the thumb. This 
noun is mostly used of younger or youngest builders [sons] and built-ones 
[daughters], i.e. “We have a small [qaton] sister…” Song of Solomon 
8:8. This is not the normal word for “small/little”, but speaks of 
something cut short. 

“But you are not thus, yet the greater-one in you -- become as the 
newer-one; and the one leading, as the one serving.” Luke 22:26 literal 

3 Strong’s #4475, memshalah. Noun. Dominion, realm, governance, rule. 
Elohim’s dominion [memshalah] is spoken of in Psalm 145:13, 103:22, 
114:2. Also used in the prophets: Isa. 22:21, Mic. 4:8, Jer. 34:1, 51:28, 
etc. 

Fifth 

20 And elohim is saying, the Dual-Waters are creeping a 
creeping-one of a breath of a living one,6 and a flying-one 
is flying upon the Earth upon the faces of the stamped-
space of the Dual-Heavens.  

21 And elohim is cutting-out תֶא -the Great Tannanim7 
and the whole of the breath of the Living one, the One-
who-crawls, whom has creeped the Dual-Waters8 to 
their kind, and תֶא -the whole of a flying-one of an 
extremity,9 to his kind, and elohim is seeing that it is good 
one. 

22 And elohim is kneeling10 תֶא -them to say, be fruitful, 
and be abundant, and fill תֶא -the Dual-Waters in the 

4 Strong’s #3556, ha-Kokavim. The round ones, balls, globes. From an 
unused root kavav meaning to be round, circular. Cf. Gesenius, Fuerst. 
One would think that a different root would be used, related to fire, 
sparks, or light. 

5 THE LITERARY MARK 

The word תֶא  is called “the mark of the accusative”. It is prefixed as a 
rule to definite nouns. It cannot be taken for granted. In the case of 
pronouns, according to the Brown-Driver-Briggs Lexicon it is “only 
used with a suffix, when it is desired to emphasize the pronoun.” 
Therefore the Hebrew otam here emphasizes the accusative masculine 
plural object “them”, i.e themselves. The fact that there are over 11,000 
of these scattered throughout the Hebrew Scriptures strongly suggests 
that that text is more of a literary code rather than an actual spoken or 
colloquial language. If a literary code, the details matter. 

6 Strong’s #5135, nephesh. Breath. Out of 754 instances in the Bible, 
the NASB translates this word as breath 238 times, as person or self about 
140 times, and as life 146 times. This word is often made complicated 
when interpreted into the abstract languages (Greek, English, etc.) and 
thus the definitions provided in concordances are long. The Hebrews 
didn’t think of the breath as an absract concept, but as objective 
substance, i.e. the physical body or blood. The nephesh is associated 
with the blood (Genesis 9:4-5, Leviticus 17:11 – “for the breath 
[nephesh] of the flesh is in the blood” and Deuteronomy 12:23 – “the 
blood is the breath”). This provides us with a concrete interpretation. 
The word breath is from a different Hebrew word, see Genesis 2:7 – 
breath of life. The creation of the creatures in the Sea, Earth, and the 
birds upon the faces of the expanse are all figures of humanity in its 
corruption, and thus they have breath/blood. Note that the breath of 
living-one in verse 21 lacks the תֶא  accusative marker which indicates 
that two living breaths constitute the whole of the Dual-Waters and 
the whole of the Earth. The Earth brings out specifically his living-one 
in verse 24. 

7 Strong’s #8577, ha-tanninim. Masculine plural with definite article. 
Serpent, dragon, sea-monster. Of the Sea or River. Isaiah 27:1, 51:9, Job 39, 
summoned to praise God, Psalm 148:7. 

8 Hebrew ha-hayah ha-romeset. Feminine noun/adj + feminine singular 
verb participle with definite articles. From Strong’s #7430 ramas, creep, 
crawl, move lightly. This crawling life which creeps the dual-waters seems 
to indicate a creature that is both in the water and on the land, a hybrid, 
a mix of the two worlds. Psalm 105:30 says, “Creeped hath their land 
with frogs, In the inner chambers of their king” which speaks of the 
plague in Exodus, “and the River hath creeped with frogs, and they 
have gone up and gone into your house, and into the inner-chamber 
of your bed, and on your couch…” Exodus 8:3 YLT. 

9 Strong’s #3671, kanaph. Extremity. “Wing” is implied but the word 
is also used in the context of garments and the (ends of) earth. 

10 TO BLESS ⇒ TO KNEEL  

Strong’s #1288, barak. To kneel. This is the concrete definition. “To 
bless” is an abstract implied meaning. In the Piel form. “The Piel stem 
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Seas, and the flying-one is abounding in the Earth, 23 
and HE IS BECOMING dusk, and HE IS BECOMING dawn, 
hot-one fifth.  

The Sixth 

24 And elohim is saying, the Earth is causing to go out a 
breath of a living-one to her kind, a behemah1 and a 
crawling-one, and his living-one2 of the earth to her kind, 
and HE IS BECOMING an upright.  

25 And elohim is making תֶא -a living one of the earth to 
her kind, and תֶא -the Behemah to her kind, and תֶא -the 
whole of the crawling-one of the Red-one to his kind, 
and elohim is seeing that it is good one.  

 
is the most flexible in its use of all the various stem formations; it can 
express simple action, intensive action, resultative action, causative 
action.” (UHG Hebrew Grammar - Piel). The Psalmist, who must have 
been a die-hard observer of the Law, helps us understand this word 
better, 

“Come in, may we be bowing ourselves down, and may we be bending-
the-knee, may we be kneeling [barak] to the faces of YAHWEH.” 
Psalm 95:6 literal 

1 Strong’s #929, behemah. Quadrupeds, often translated “beasts”. 
Defined literally as dumb animal, mute, wild, large. The lion is defined 
as a behemah in Prov. 30:30 and tamed, working animals are also defined 
as behemah in Exodus 20:10. Consider how James described that “All 
kinds of animals, birds, reptiles, and creatures of the Sea are being tamed 
[obedience and restraint, Greek #1150] and have been tamed by 
adam[man]” in James 3:7. 

2 His [feminine] life of the Earth.  Strong’s #2416, ֹותְיַֽח  chayat-ow. 
The suffix ֹו makes this feminine noun a possessive one—his life. 
Gesenius reasoned that this was some special “termination” used to 
emphasize but states, “its exact explanation is difficult…It is also 
remarkable that so archaic a form should have been preserved only in 
two words and those in quite late passages” (See Gesenius Real and 
Supposed remains of Early Case Endings). The same exact word 
construct, ֹותְיַֽח , is translated as his life in Job 33:20 and Ezekiel 7:13.  

This word chayat is the feminine singular for life. It is the counterpart 
to the masculine chay which also means life. It is like the Hebrew 
construct of other masculine-feminine pairings (Man/Woman - Ish-
Eshet, Uniter/United - achad-achat, Owner/Owned - Baal-Beulat, Fish - 
Dag-Dagat, Ruiner/Ruined-one - Ra-Ra’at, Builder(Builder)/Built(Built-one) 
– ben/bat, etc.) which seem to signify a sense of ownership or headship 
or cause/effect. See note on Genesis 20:3. This is the Hebrew word for 
life and is apparently answered by the Greek word zoe in the New 
Testament. It is translated as “beast” because of certain contexts but 
this is incorrect. For example, the prophet Isaiah spoke the same word 
construct chayat-ow, “And Lebanon is not sufficient to burn, nor his 
Life sufficient for a burnt-offering.” Most translate “life” as plural 
beasts because animals were offered as part of the burnt-offering 
sacrifices but translators failed to see the prophetic nature of the verse 
and so changed it. The same error occurs everywhere you read “beast 
of the field” or “beast of the earth” which should read “Life of the 
field” or “Life of the earth.”  

“For to me is the whole of his life of a forest, Behemoth in mountains 
of a thousand [aleph].” Psalm 50:10 literal 

3 IN HIS IMAGE !"IN THE CHRIST 

The preposition for “in” (ְּב) is never used as a function of 
comparison anywhere in the Hebrew scriptures. That function 
belongs to ִּכ which is used with the next word “figure”. The suffix is 
possessive, “our Christ”, “our Image”. Strong’s #6754, tselem. 

“In His Shadow-Image” ⇒ “In the Christ” 

26 And elohim is saying, we are making a red-one in our 
shadow-image,3 according to our copy,4 and they are 
ruling5 in a fish6 of the Sea, and in a flying-one of the 
Dual-Heavens, and in the behemah, and in the whole of 
the Earth, and in the whole of the Crawling-one of the 
One-who-crawls7 upon the Earth.  

27 And elohim is cutting-out תֶא -the Red-one8 in his 
shadow-image, in the shadow-image of elohim he 

“From an unused root meaning to shade; a phantom”. A shadow 
image. Cf. Gesenius. 

“A dark-one and a death-shadow [tsel] are redeeming him…” Job 
3:5 literal 

“they have come in the shadow [tsel] of my beam…” Gen 19:8 
literal 

“Only in a shadow-image [tselem] a man [ish] is making-
himself-walk. Only a vapor, they are growling. He is heaping up and 
he is perceiving not who gathers them.” Psalm 39:6 literal 

4 Strongs’ #1823, demuth. Model, figure, form, similitude, of external 
appearance, figure, pattern, shape. Examples are “pattern of the altar” 
2 Kin. 16:10, and “figure of adam” Ezekiel 1:5 

5 Strong’s #7287, radah. Rule, dominate, reign, have dominion. This verb is 
in the third person plural even though it refers to a masculine singular 
word (red-one). 

6 Singular noun. ת ַ֤גְדִּב  In a female fish. This word occurs here, verse 28, 
Eze. 29:4-5, 47:10. The narrative of Genesis 1 is presented not in plural 
words as one might expect but through singular nouns. This female 
fish, dagat is the counterpart of the male fish, dag, which swallows 
Jonah. She appears in Ezekiel 47:10 as “the fish of the Great Sea.” 
Dagon is a (fish?) god, according to Judges 16:23. 

7 Hebrew ׂשֵ֥מֹרָֽה ׂשֶמֶ֖רָה   ha-remes ha-romes. Masculine singular + 
masculine participle verb with definite articles. The Crawling Crawler. The 
Law gives a few unidentified variations of a definitive masculine 
creature “over the Earth” that play on the same words: 

ׂשֵ֥מֹרָֽה ׂשֶמֶ֖רָה •  Crawling Crawler (Gen. 1:26) 
ץֵ֣רֹּׁשַה ץֶרֶּׁ֖שַה •  Creeping Creeper (Gen. 7:21) 
ׂשֵ֥מֹרָה ץֶרֶּׁ֖שַה •  Creeping Crawler (Lev. 11:44) 

8 THE RED-ONE 

This second instance of the Hebrew word Adam—Red-one—has a 
definite article in front of it, ha-adam, which is literally “the Red-one”. 
The word Adam is a unique Hebrew word as it is considered both a 
common noun and a proper noun. See Strong’s #120. In any other 
case attaching a definite article to a proper noun is not done. According 
to Gesenius, “the article cannot be prefixed to a proper name” for 
Hebrew names (cf. §125) although some “gentilic” names can, i.e. the 
Hebrews, the Canaanites, the River (Nile), and the Jordan. It occurs 
with the definite article 552 times in the Hebrew Scriptures. Without 
the definite article it occurs around 368 times. In this translation 
without the definite article it is rendered adam to signify it as a singular 
common noun. Interestingly, the word philistines is almost always 
without a definite article as though it was meant to be taken for a 
common noun perhaps like the common noun adam. This is also the 
case with words like sheol (hades), world, and deep (abyss). 
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has cut-out תֶא -him,1 a male and a female he has 
cut-out תֶא -them.2 

 

in the image. The preposition “in” does not serve as a comparative 
function, the preposition “according to/like” does. 

28 And elohim is kneeling תֶא -them, and elohim is saying 
to-themselves,3 `Be fruitful, and be abundant, and fill 

תֶא -the Earth, and subdue her,4 and rule in a fish of the 
Sea, and in a flying-one of the Dual-Heavens, and in the 
whole of the living-one of the One-who-crawls upon the 
Earth.`  

29 And elohim is saying, `Behold, I have given to-
yourselves תֶא -the whole grass sowing seed, which is 
upon the faces of the whole of the Earth, and the whole 
of the Wood which in himself is the fruit of a wood 
sowing seed, to-yourselves HE IS BECOMING for food. 30 
And to the whole living one of the Earth, and to the 
whole flying one of the Dual-Heavens, and to the whole 
of he-who-crawls upon the Earth, which in-himself is a 
breath of a living-one, תֶא -the whole of the green grass is 
to food:` and HE IS BECOMING upright. 31 And elohim 
is seeing תֶא -the whole that he has made, and behold a 
good one exceedingly. And HE IS BECOMING dusk, and 
HE IS BECOMING dawn, hot-one of the Sixth one.5 

 
1 him. Strong’s #853. The word תֶא  is called “the mark of the 
accusative”. It is prefixed as a rule to definite nouns. According to 
the Brown-Driver-Briggs Lexicon it is “only used with suffix, when it 
is desired to emphasize the pronoun” Therefore the Hebrew otow here 
emphasizes the accusative masculine object “him”, i.e himself. These 
lines are one of the deepest riddles in the book. Can you figure it out? 

2 A male and a female. Hebrew zakar ve-neqebah. These are two 
singular nouns, not adjectives. Them is also the mark of the accusative 
+ them emphasizing them. 

3 Hebrew םֶ֜הָל , preposition to + someone is how the Hebrew describes 
the possessive. The Hebrew Scriptures make a distinction between “to 
someone” and “towards someone” because they are not the same. 
One has to do with own and the other has to do with motion. 

4 Strong’s #3533, kabash. To tread down. This verb construct has the 
third-person feminine singular as its object, ָהֻׁ֑שְבִכְו  vekibshu-ha and 
you all subdue her. The word speaks of conquest or causing to come in 
into subjection/bondage. See Esther 7:8 where the the verb is used in 
the context of assaulting a woman; conquering enemies in Zechariah 
9:15; El trampling our sins in Micah 7:18-19; forcing slaves back into 
slavery in Jeremiah 34:11; the Israelites subduing the land in Joshua 
18:1. 

5 Hebrew יִּֽׁשִּׁשַה םֹו֥י   definite article + sixth. Why does this ordinal 
include a definite article while the others do not? If this is to be 
rendered “the Sixth Hot-one” there should be a definite article for 
“hot-one”, i.e. the hot-one the sixth just as we see in the following verse 
for the Seventh Hot-one, יִ֔עיִבְּׁשַה םֹוּ֣יַּב  Because there is not, the most 
proper rendering would be hot-one of the Sixth-one. The emphasis is on a 
specific “sixth” thing. 

6 Strong’s #3615 kalah. To be at an end, brought to an end, finished, or spent. 
The fact that the author doesn’t choose the other words like tam 
#8535 or kalal #3634 which would much better serve the idea of 
“completing a work” makes it pretty clear this verb was deliberate. 
Derivatives are kaleh (#3616) a failing, kalah (#3617) complete 
destruction. Used in other contexts of when an action like speaking, 

CHAPTER 2 

 
An enigma…until Now... 

The Seventh Hot-one 

1 And the Dual-Heavens and the Earth are being 
ended,6 and the whole army of them.7  

2 And elohim is ending in the Seventh Hot-one his work 
whom he has made and is ceasing in the Seventh Hot-
one from the whole of his work whom he has made.  

3 And elohim is kneeling תֶא -the Seventh Hot-one,8 and 
is sanctifying תֶא -him, for in-him9 he has ceased from the 
whole of his work whom elohim has cut out to make.10  

4 These are generated-ones of the Dual-Heavens and of 
the Earth in their being cut out, in the hot-one of 
YAHWEH11 elohim making earth and dual-heavens.  

drinking, etc. are over and done. Here, the object nouns themselves are 
ended, finished. 

7 Strong’s #6635, tsaba. Army, war, warfare. See Job 7:1 – “Is there not 
a warfare [tsaba] to man on earth? And as the days of an hireling his 
days?” This word becomes one of the names of YAHWEH, YAHWEH 
Sebaoth, the Master of the Armies. Also see 1 Samuel 17:45 – “I am 
coming toward thee in the name of YAHWEH of Armies [tsaba], elohe 
of the battle-ranks [ma’arkot] of Israel, which you hast reproached. 

8 The Seventh Hot-one. Year of Jubilee. The Thousand Year Reign of 
Christ. Leviticus 25, 2 Peter 3:8, Revelation 20:4. 

9 Accusative himself + passive in himself. See note on Genesis 1:27. 

10 cut-out to make. The Hebrew uses the infinitive verb form “to 
make.” This stumps many translators. Charles Ellicott’s Commentary 
says, “Literally, cut out to make.” Elohim cut out the Dual-Heavens and 
Earth in order to make them. Elohim begins his work at sunrise and 
ends it at sunset. In John 9:4 “It is necessary for us to work the works of the 
one who sent me until it is Hot-one. Night is coming when no one is able to work.” 

11 YAHWEH הָֹוהְי  

One of the deeper, timeless mysteries is why “YAHWEH” appears here 
in chapter 2 and not in chapter 1. Because of this chapter 2 has been 
scholastically dubbed the “Jahwist account” of “creation” and chapter 
2 the “elohist” account. YAHWEH (#3068) is a word with a meaning. 
Its root verb is הָיָה  hayah (#1961), to become. The verb to be” is a word 
that has no meaning outside of a context. As such it is, in my opinion, 
more of a particle word than a verb because a verb denotes action. 
BDB writes, “most take it as Qal of היה  =הוה ; the one who is. The 
Scripture gives us a clue, 

“And elohim is saying toward Moses I AM BECOMING whom I 
AM BECOMING. Thus you are saying to builders of Israel, I AM 
BECOMING has sent me forth toward you all.” Exodus 3:14 literal 
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5 And the whole of the shrub of the Field is before HE 
IS BECOMING in the Earth, and the whole of the grass of 
the Field is before he sprouts,1 for YAHWEH elohim had 
not caused to rain upon the Earth, and a red-one is 
nothing to serve תֶא -the Red-one. 6 And a mist is going 
up from the Earth and has given drink to תֶא -the whole 
of the faces of the Red-one.  

He-who-forms = Potter #3335 

7 And YAHWEH elohim is forming תֶא -the Red-one, a 
dust from the Red-one,2 and is blowing into his dual-
nose a blow of dual-life,3 and HE IS BECOMING the Red-
one to a breath of a living-one.4  

A Tent? 

8 And YAHWEH elohim is fixing-up5 an enclosure6 in 
Eden, from the front [east],7 and he is placing there the 
Red-one whom he has formed.  

 
There is some reflective, mirror-like enigma in that statement and the 
idea runs through a great many of Jesus’ sayings.  Isaiah was told in the 
Hebrew a double pronoun ֙אּוה יִנֲא , 

“Hear toward me Heel, and Israel my called-out one: myself is 
himself. Myself is the first, indeed myself is the last.” Isaiah 
48:12 literal 

“Remain in myself, also I in you all. As the branch is not able to bear 
a fruit of itself if it does not remain in the vine, so neither you all if not 
in myself you remain.” John 15:4 literal 

1 The Hebrew for the verb to sprout is tsamach (Strong’s #6779) and 
the same masculine form used here, חָ֔מְצִי  (yitsmach) is indeed used 
prophetically for Christ, “Behold, the man whose name is the Branch: 
and he shall sprout חָ֔מְצִי  out of his place; and he shall build the 
temple…” Zechariah 6:12. Also in Job 5:6. 

2 dusty one from the ground. He was brought forth in corruption. 
See strong’s #127. The Ground is another allegory that represents 
Adam as flesh and blood and thus is called adamah (feminine) in 
Hebrew. Blood is dam (#1818). Red is adom (#119). Dung is domen 
(#1828). Damascus is Dammeseq which is a compound of of the 
words blood and sackcloth. Sackcloth (#8242) is symbolic for corrupt 
flesh. “Now this I say, brethren, that flesh and blood cannot inherit 
the kingdom of God; neither doth corruption inherit incorruption.” 1 
Cor. 15:50 KJV 

3 Plural life םיִּיַח  chayyim 

4 Quite a bit more complex sentence than what is found in verse 19. 
Adam is both of the dirt and of the spirit. His head is that member of the 
Body that receives the spirit, or more specifically, the nostrils of the 
nose. Key hint = the nose.  

5 Strong’s #5193, natah. To fix, fasten upright. “To set anything upright, 
so that it is fixed in the ground.” Cf. Gesenius. I.e. to plant. However, 
it has more to do with striking in place, than planting a seed, i.e “I will 
plant, I will not pluck up.” 

“You are not fixing-up [natah] to yourselves an Asherah [pole], 
the whole of a wood beside the slaughtering-place of Yahweh, your 
elohim.” Deut. 16:21 literal 

“Words of the wise-ones are as the Goads, and as nails [or pegs] are 
those-who-are-fixed-up [natah], owners of collections have been 
given from he-who-tends one.” Ecc. 12:11 literal 

6 Strong’s #1588, enclosure. 

7 from the front is a way of speaking about what is coming. Time is 
directional. Eden is directional. The Scriptures use an objective term 

 
9 And YAHWEH elohim is causing to sprout from out 

of the Red-one the whole of a wood, him-who-is-
desirable to the sight,8  
and a good one for a food,  
and the Wood of the Dual-life9 is in the middle of 
the Enclosure,  
and the Wood is the Perception of10 a good one 
and ruined-one.11  

(relative to one’s faces) for direction (Strong’s #6926) though it always 
gets translated abstractly as “east”. 

8 Hebrew ה ֶ֖אְרַמְל דָ֥מְחֶנ  . Masculine singular Niphal reflexive participle of 
verb to desire = he who is being desired.  

9 WOOD OF THE DUAL-LIFE 

Hebrew ֙םיִּיַחַֽה ץֵ֤ע  va-etz ha-Chayyim. The word normally translated 
“life” has a definite article in front of it and is in the dual form, i.e. 
dual-life, double-life, living-pair. The same plural form is used in the 
phrase “earth [land] of the living-ones” found in Psalm 27:13, 116:9, 
142:5, Job 28:13, and also appears in Ecc. 6:3. This is actually quite 
normal for Hebrew as we have the Cherubim, Seraphim, Nephilim, 
Gibborim, etc. so we also have the Chayyim. 

10 These words are fill words not found in the Hebrew. Because 
“Perception/Knowledge” here has a definite article it is referring to 
something specific—something concrete, hence “tree of knowledge” 
seems forced whereas “the wood is the Knowledge of” seems more 
syntactically appropriate as it not normal for Ancient Hebrew to 
compress so many nouns into one object, if it ever does. Syntax should 
take precedence over semantics, since semantics are based on syntax and 
not the other way around. There is a “dual-life” associated with this 
wood as well. Tradition has always played the primary role in how 
humanity has read these texts. Could we have completely missed the 
cryptic intentions of these writings? 

11 EVIL-ONE ! RUINED-ONE 

Strong’s #7451, ra’, עַר . This word has been complicated like the word 
“good”. “Evil” or “bad” are subjective concepts until attached to 
something concrete and objective. By themselves they mean nothing. 
The root ra’ah (#7489) means to dash to pieces, shatter. As a concrete 
adjective it would mean calamity, destruction, ruin. The word “evil” (like 
“hell”) is another old Anglo-Saxon word that meant harm, misfortune, 
crime. “The meaning ‘extreme moral wickedness’ was one of the senses 
of the Old English noun, but it did not become established as the main 
sense of the modern word until 18th century” – Online Etymology 
Dictionary. 

“A man [of] friends [re’a ַעֵר ] to become ruined [ra’a עַעָר ], and 
there exists he-who-loves a cleaving-one from a brother.” Proverbs 
18:24 literal 

“…which iron crushing and shattering the whole, and like iron which 
ruins [ra’a עַעָר ] the whole of these-ones, she causes to crush and she 
is ruining [ra’a עַעָר ].” Daniel 2:40 literal 
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10 And a river going out from Eden to cause to drink 
תֶא -the enclosure, and from there he is separating, and 

HE HAS BECOME to four shaking-ones,1  

11 the name of the One is Fat,2 he is encircling3 תֶא -the 
whole earth of the Spinning-one4 whom there is 
the Gold-one, 12 and the gold-one of the Earth 
of Himself 5 is good, there is the bedolach6 and 
stone of the Shoham.7  

13 And the name of the River of the Second-one8 is 
Burst Forth [Gichon],9 himself encircling תֶא -the 
whole earth of Cush;  

 
“He is sending away in them a glowing-anger of his nostril, and an 
overflowing, and a frothing-at-the-mouth, and a strait, a sending of 
messengers of a ruined-one [ra’ עַר ].” Psalm 78:49 literal 

Note the objectivity of “evil” in the appearance of the heifers, 

“And behold seven heifers following, ascending behind from out of the 
Nile, ruined [ra’ עַר ] of appearance and crushed of flesh…” Genesis 
41:3 literal 

It contrasts not with the good but with completeness, 

For Myself have known the Designs whom Myself designs over you—
an oracle of YAHWEH—designs of completeness and not to a 
ruined-one [ra’ עַר ], to give to you all an end and a rope [#8615].” 
Jeremiah 29:11 literal 

“The offroader, the fatherless-one, and a bound-one you are not 
pressing-upon, and do not pour out blood of the innocent-one in the 
Standing-place of This one. And behind elohim of the back-ones you 
are not walking to a ruined-one [ra’ עַר ], to you all.” Jeremiah 7:6 
literal 

“And he is saying toward her, ‘According to the speaking of one of the 
Foolish-ones you are speaking also. תֶא -the Good we are receiving from 

תֶא -the Elohim, and the Ruined [ra’ עַר ] we are not receiving. In the 
whole of this one Job has not missed with his lips.” Job 2:10 literal 

1 Strong’s #7218, rashim. Plural masculine form of “shaking-one”. 
These rivers are four “beginnings/ends”. 

2 Strong’s #6376 and #6335, puwsh. Pishon is derived from puwsh 
which means grown fat, increased. “And ye have gone forth and have 
increased [puwsh] as calves of a stall” Malachi 4:2. “Because you 
increasest [puwsh] as a heifer at the tender grass,” Jeremiah 50:11. 

3 Strong’s #5437, sabab. To turn around, go around, encircle, compass. See 
examples in Gen. 37:7, Num 21:4, and Deut. 2:1 “we circled [sabab] 
Mount Seir for many days.” 

4 Strong’s #2341, ha-havilah. Has definite article. Derived from the 
word chuwl (#2342) which means twist, whirl, turned. The implication 
of this word as used in Proverbs 8:24-25 is that Wisdom was not 
merely “brought forth” but “circled out” or “turned out”. The built-
one of Zion spins/circles [chuwl] and bursts forth like a woman in labor 
in the wilderness, Micah 4:10. El himself is circling, “The Rock that 
begat thee you are being unmindful and are forgetting el circling 
thee.” (Deut. 32:18). 

5 Hebrew אוִ֖הַה ץֶרָ֥אָה  , ha-eretz ha-hu. The mystery masculine 
pronoun + definite article is used with the feminine noun “Earth”. 

6 Relates to the manna from heaven that was ground in millstones, 
pounded in morters, or boiled in pots. See Numbers 11:7.  

7 Two shoham stones were engraved with the names of the sons of 
Israel, six on each, and set in gold on both shoulders of the high priest. 
See Exodus 28:9-10. 

14 And the name of the River of the Third-one is 
Hiddekel,10 himself is the One-who-walks11 front 
[east] of Straight;12  

and the River of the Fourth-one himself is Phrat.13  

15 And YAHWEH elohim is taking14 תֶא -the Red-one and 
is causing him to rest in the enclosure of Eden, to serve 
her, and to guard her.15 

 16 And YAHWEH elohim is laying-charge upon the 
Red-one, to say, `From the whole of a wood of 
the Enclosure, eating you are eating.16 17 And 

8 With definite articles on both “second” and “river” the ordinal 
number is not inconsequential but specific to the identity. 

9 Strong’s #1521. Gihon. From giach, “a bursting or breaking forth”. 
The place where Solomon was anointed King (1 Kin. 1:33). Lower 
ground near Jerusalem, in a valley of Gihon (2 Chron. 33:14). Hezekiah 
later closed the upper spring of the Gihon and diverted it underground 
to a lower pool (2 Chron. 32:30). 

10 An end-time ‘great river’ mentioned by Daniel, “And in the twenty 
and fourth hot-one of the first month, I have been by the side of the 
great river, that is Hiddekel” Daniel 10:4. 

11 Hebrew ֵ֖לֹהַֽה[  Definite article the + Participle verb masculine singular 
–The One Walking. Strong’s #1980, halak. To go, come, walk. This is the 
word for walking in the Hebrew Scriptures. “the YAHWEH elohim 
walking the enclosure” Gen 3:8, “And Narrow walked near the 
Elohim” Gen. 5:22, “Rest walked near the Elohim” Gen. 6:9, etc. 

12 “Straight” Asshur 2nd son of Shem, and Assyria. Assyria was 
situated on and supplied water by this river (Tigris). See note on 
meaning in Gen. 10:11. 

13 Or “Euphrates.” Associated with the north, Jeremiah 46:6,10; 51:63. 
Also called a great river, Genesis 15:18. Supplied water to Babylon 
which was situated on it. The “Hebrew” was one who was “from 
beyond the River” Euphrates. See note on Genesis 14:13. 

14 elohim is taking Adam. See note on “taken” in Genesis 2:23. The 
headship of elohim, Christ, men, and the Woman/Church is perhaps 
seen in this engimatic verse,  

“But I want you to understand that of the whole man the head is the 
Christ, the head now of woman the man, the head now of the Christ 
the God.” 1 Corinthians 11:3 literal. 

15 Strong’s #8104, shamar. To guard, watch, preserve. The idea of keep, as 
this word often gets translated, has come to invoke the idea of rote 
obedience, i.e. “keep my commandments” Ex. 16:28, “keep my 
covenant” Ex. 19:5. When this was never the intended idea. Rather we 
were supposed to pay attention to, watch, guard, and preserve his 
commandments and covenant which calls the mind to be awake and 
alert to serving the Law according to the Spirit and not according to the 
letter (Rom. 7:6). 

16 The command is two-fold. Adam is commanded to eat of the woods 
within the enclosure, the good food. The Hebrew akol tokel idiom 
has been called the “intensifying infinitive absolute”. Because it is 
difficult to translate many translations plug in “surely”. Some older 
versions use a participle in place of the infinitive, “eating you are 
eating” or “dying you are dying”. The same Hebraism is used in the 
following verse for “dying, you are [presently] dying” and in 3:16 
“multiplying I am multiplying”. The dualistic sense of this can be 
compared with Zechariah 11:9, “the dying, let die; and the cut off, let 
be cut off”. This “idiom” must be translated faithfully so that we can 
see a connection to the thoughts of Jesus in the NT in which he seems 
to use the same “idiom” quoted from Isaiah, 
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from a wood of the Perceiving-one1 of a good one 
and a ruined-one, you are not eating from us,2 for 
in a hot-one of your eating from us, dying you are 
dying.`  

An Anti 

18 And YAHWEH elohim is saying, It is not a good one 
THE BECOMING of the Red-one to his own 
separation,3 I am making to-himself a 
surrounding-help4 according to his anti.5 

 
“And is being fulfilled in them the prophecy of Isaiah the saying, ‘A 
hearing you all will hear and no, not understand; and seeing 
[participle] you all will see and no, not perceive.” Matthew 13:14 
literal 

1 Strong’s #1847, daat. With definite article. Perceiving-one, knowing-one, 
knowledge, perception. Fem. noun. From yada (#3045) to perceive by sight. 
See note on Gen. 3:5 

“They have ceased my people for you have rejected the Perceiving-one 
[daat], and I am rejecting you from ministering-as-a-priest to-myself. 
And you are forgetting the the torah of your elohe, I am forgetting your 
builders, also myself.” Hosea 4:6 literal 

2 Notice that there are not one but two “from” prepositions in this 
saying. The Hebrew ּוּנֶּ֔מִמ  mimenu (#4480) from out of us is constructed 
with the standard first-person plural ּוּנ  suffix, with an added vowel 
point which has been tagged by some scholars as the “energetic nun”. 
Out of over 2000 occurrences of the suffix, 27 times it is somehow 
made to mean third-person masculine singular “him”. Cf. Gesenius on 
Pronominal Suffixes. In any case, this exact construct is clearly plural 
in Genesis 3:22, 

“And YAHWEH elohim is saying, `Behold, the Adam HAS 
BECOME according to one from us ּוּנֶּ֔מִמ  [mimenu]…” 

Or Psalm 103:12, 

“As far as the sunrise is from the sunset, he has caused to become far 
from us ּוּנֶּ֗מִ֝מ  [mimenu] our rebellions.” 

Or Numbers 13:31, 

“…for strong is himself from ourselves ּוּנֶּֽמִמ  [mimenu].” 

There is no way to tell if the suffix is third person masculine singular 
other than by conjecture. It is changed in these instances in Genesis 3 
to the masculine singular from it or from him in every translation. 

The -ִמ preposition represents the idea of “a part taken out of a whole” 
according to Gesenius and Fuerst.  The proper third-person singular 
would be something like ֹוּנֶּמִמ  mimenow but this does not exist 
anywhere in the Hebrew Bible. Unless the Masoretes responsible for 
the vowel points made a mistake. Brown-Driver-Briggs Lexicon 
nonetheless affirms ּוּנֶּ֔מִמ  is plural. Out of 1223 occurrences of the 
preposition, the plural form appears 171 times. 

יִּנִמ •  – from myself 
_ְּמִמ •  – from yourself (masculine) 
]ֵּמִמ •  – from yourself (feminine) 
הָּנֶּ֖מִמ •  – from herself 

 
“As the Dual-Waters, the Faces to the Faces—thus is the heart of the 
Red-one to the Red-one.” Proverbs 27:19 literal 

19 And YAHWEH elohim is forming from the Red-one 
the whole of a living one of the Field, and תֶא -the whole 
flying-one of the Dual-Heavens, and is causing to come 
in toward the Red-one, to see what he is calling-out to-
himself.6 And the whole of whom the Red-one is calling-
out to-himself, a breath of a living-one himself is his 
name.7 20 And the Red-one is calling-out names8 to the 
whole of the Behemah, and to the flying-one of the 
Dual-Heavens, and to the whole of a living one of the 
Field. And to Red-one the surrounding-aid has not been 
found, according to his anti.9  

ּוּנֶּ֔מִמ •  – from ourselves [himself?] 

3 Hebrew ֹוּ֛דַבְל  le-bad-ow. The word means part or separation. Strong’s 
#905. The prefix and suffix of part yield properly to his own part or his 
separation. It stems from the verb badad (#909) which means to separate 
or divide. The reflexive form is badal (Strong’s #914), to be separated or 
divided and is used of the separation between light and dark-one (Gen. 
1:4), between dual-waters to dual-waters (Gen. 1:6), between the Hot-
one and the Night (Gen. 1:14), and the light-givers (Gen. 1:18). 

4 The Hebrew ezer, help (Strong’s #5828) is a masculine noun from 
the root azar which forms the name of several men: a wall-builder 
(Neh. 3:19), a father in Judah (1 Chron. 4:4), a chief mighty man of 
David (1 Chron. 12:10), and Ezra the Priest (Ezra, Nehemiah). “The 
primary idea lie in girding surrounding, hence defending” - Gesenius 

5 Strong’s #5048, ֹוּֽדְגֶנְּכ  kenegedo. Preposition like, as + anti, opposite, 
ex adverso, Genesis 21:16 דגנמ ּהל בׁשתו  sitting to herself opposite, i.e. face 
to face. I.e. type-antitype“Eve” in this narrative was never about the 
“female”.  

6 The Hebrew ֹוּל  lo is translated in the sense of belonging or possessing. It 
is different than the accusative otow, him in Genesis 1:27 in that it is 
passive or reflexive. It means his, to himself, or for himself. This is the sense 
elsewhere such as in Genesis 4:19, ־חַּֽקִּֽיַוdֶ֥מֶ֖ל ו[ , “Lamech is taking to-
himself two women” and Genesis 38:25, “I am with child by the man 
to whom these things are to-himself [ ֹוּל ].” 

7 Inconsistencies seem to exist between the masculine and feminine in 
this passage but the emphatic himself is connected to Adam. There are 
feminine nouns, life of the field and living breath, and yet the masculine 
pronoun himself + his name (shem-ow ֹוֽמְׁש ). The pronoun she in the 
Law is written in the masculine, אּוה , except in eleven places. In the rest 
of the Hebrew Scriptures this phenomenon doesn’t occur. A vowel 
point was added to many of the pronouns in the Law by the Masoretes 
to signify a feminine “context”. Gesenius wrote, “In the Pentateuch 

אּוה  also takes in the feminine…no other Semitic language is without 
the quite indispensable distinction of gender in the separate pronoun 
of the 3rd person.” In Genesis 20:5, 38:25, and Numbers 5:13-14 both 
the masculine and feminine pronouns אוִה  and איִה , are found next to 
each other. See Gesenius Hebrew Grammar 1909, page 107. 

8 Moving backwards in time. Adam doesn’t call names to anything until 
verse 23. 

9 THE OPPOSITE OF THE ADAM 
Strong’s #5048, neged, in front of, in sight of, corresponding to. “Eve” is 
saying something about the sons who become conformed to the same 
image (Rom. 8:15, 29)—replicas, reflections, twins.  
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21 And YAHWEH elohim is causing to fall a dead-sleep1 
upon the Red-one, and he is sleeping, and he is 
taking one of his ribs,2 and is shutting up flesh 
underneath-ward.3  

22 And YAHWEH elohim is building תֶא -the rib which 
he has taken from the Red-one to a Woman and 
is causing her to come in toward the Red-one.4  

23 And the Red-one is saying, `This one is the 
Occurance,5 a bone of my bones. And a flesh of 

 
This is the first act of YAHWEH elohim “causing to come in toward 
Adam” yet no counterpart opposite is found. This is not a narrative of 
a man needing help but of type and antitype. In Adam’s dead sleep 
(judgement/the Night?), YAHWEH elohim performs his second act 
when Adam’s rib is taken out of his “middle” and built up and “caused 
to come in toward Adam.” The obvious sense of this word is that of a 
reflective opposite as illustrated in the Proverb, 

“Like the Dual-Waters of the Faces to the Faces—thus the heart of 
the Adam to the Adam.” Proverbs 27:19 literal 

The preposition ל in Proverbs 27:19, “to the Faces” is often used in 
Hebrew to denote something becoming or possessing. Two “contradictions” 
or “opposites” become something new altogether. This use of the 
preposition is common in many contexts, i.e. “and she [Sarah] HAS 
BECOME to nations” Gen. 17:16. 

1 Strong’s #8639, tardemah. A dead, unconscious sleep. Used to describe 
a heavy lethargy or trance like state, not physical rest or sleep. “Sloth 
causeth deep sleep to fall” Proverbs 19:15. “For Yahweh has poured 
out on you a spirit of deep sleep, And He closeth your eyes -- the 
prophets, And your heads -- the seers -- He covered.” Isaiah 29:13. It 
is figurative for death, which covers like a shadow. 

2 The human body has 24 ribs. 12 on each side. Only one rib was 
taken. See note on “taken” in Genesis 2:23. 

3 shuts up…underneath her. Strong’s #5642, sagar, means “close 
or shut” as in closing a door or gate, and the very same construct used 
here (he shuts) is used in Genesis 7:16. Hebrew tachtenah. Strong’s 
#8478. This word has the feminine singular suffix, which is also a 
directional suffix. The word is sometimes translated “in its place” but 
means literally “underneath” and is also indicative of the belly from 
which the rib is taken. The picture is a riddle. Maybe Paul knows it, 
“but the Writing did shut up [sugkleió - enclose, shut together] the whole 
[Flesh] under sin, that the promise by faith of Jesus Christ may be given 
to those-ones believing [the rib?].” (Galatians 3:22 YLT) 

4 brings her in toward. This verb in the causative Hiphil form with 
the following ֿלֶא  means to be brought in or rather cause to come in toward. 
This is more specific than merely saying “brought to”. It is the second 
act of YAHWEH elohim “causing to come in toward Adam” a helper. 

Where is “she” coming in to? To Adam, the head, the beginning (read 
John 1 again).  

Some distinction is made between the male and female and the man and 
woman.  

from the origin of creation, ‘He made them male and female. On 
account of this, a man will leave the father of himself and the mother, 
and be glued toward the woman of himself, and the two will be into 
the flesh of one. Therefore they are no more two, but one flesh.” Mark 
10:6-8 literal 

5 THE STEP/OCCURANCE 

Strong’s #6471, ha-pa’am. Step, now, stroke, beat. Used in the sense of 
“this time, occurance”. With definite article. This is the word for 
“now” and “step” but with a definite article, “The Step”.  The Hebrew 

םַעָּ֑פַה , ha-pa’am is also found 8 times in the Law (six in Genesis, two 
in Exodus) and 5 times in Judges (Judg. 6:39, 15:3, 16:8,28). The LXX 
translates the word νυν, now. This is its basic meaning as seen in the 
context of a particular woman’s feet in Prov. 7:11-12,  

“Roaring herself, and stubborn, her feet are not dwelling in her house. 
A step [pa’am] in the Outside, a step [pa’am] in the Broad-way, 
and beside the whole of a corner she is lying-in-ambush…” Proverbs 
7:11-12 literal 

This lends to a deeper interpretation of a variety of verses, i.e. “lo, now 
is a well-accepted time; lo, now, a hot-one of salvation…” 2 Cor. 6:2 
YLT, “for those days will BE tribulation, such a kind as has not come 
into being from the beginning of the creation that God created until 
now and never not BE.” Mark 13:19 literal. Note that the throne is on 
the seventh “step” of Solomon’s Palace which comes from behind the 
throne, 

“Six steps to the throne, and a round head to the throne from 
behind…” 1 Kings 10:19 literal 

But wait, there’s more… 

“And having caught him by the right hand he woke him up; 
immediately then were made firm the steps [#G939] of him and the 
ankles.” Acts 3:7 literal 
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my flesh to this one; she is being called-out 
Woman for from a man1 this one has been taken.2  

 
Thomas instructed to put his hand to his side.... 

24 Upon an upright a man is forsaking תֶא -his father 
and תֶא -his mother,3 and has stuck in his Woman,4 
and they HAVE BECOME to a flesh of one.5  

 
1 MAN ⇒ FIERY-ONE? 

What is a “man”? This has a verb form as found used only once in Isa. 
46:8. The existence of this verb throws off translators because “be a 
man”, or “make yourself a man” has no real universal definition, nor 
is one given by Isaiah. The apostle Paul repeats this saying in 1 Cor. 
16:13. Translated from שיא  ish, there is only one concrete definition 
provided from its stem שא  esh which is the ancient word for fire. The 
alternate idea of the root stem being yesh “there is” doesn’t fit with 
the existence of the verb form in Isa 46.8. Julius Fuerst sees esh (fire) 
as the ground-form ish (man). 

 

This could be supported by the description of a “man” in Ezekiel: 

“And I am seeing, and behold, a copy-image according to the sight 
of fire, from the sight of his dual-loins and to-down-ward, fire, and 
from his dual-loins and to-up-ward, according to the sight of a shining-
one, according to the eye of the Chashmalah.” Eze. 8:2 literal 

2 Strong’s #3947, laqach. Taken. This word is overwhelmingly used to 
infer taken in marriage, captured, obtained, accepted, taken. It does not mean 
merely “removed from”. “she took from his fruit” Gen. 3:6; the 
ground opened her mouth to take Abels blood, Gen. 4:11; elohim 
took Narrow, Gen. 5:24; the sons of the Elohim took women, Gen. 
6:2; they took food, Gen. 6:21; Sarah was taken into Pharoah’s 
house.” Gen. 12:15; Gifts were taken, Gen. 33:11. “Take also for 
yourself the finest…” Exodus 30:23, etc. Adam called “this one” a 
woman because she was taken from a man. In other words, she is called 
a woman because she was taken from a man by Adam. Welcome to the 
world of enigma. Recall and ponder the words, “YAHWEH caused her 
to come into Adam.” 

3 Strong’s #5800, azab. Leave, forsake, loose. A “dying” is spoken of here. 
“the boy is not able to leave [azab] his father, when he has left his 
father, then he has died;.” Gen. 44:22. 

4 The Hebrew preposition ְּב means in or by. This saying has multiple 
applications and revelations as to uniting to Christ’s Body of Death or 
to his Spirit (which comes with its soon to be revealed Body). 

5 What about one bone? It is a separate oneness altogether, that is, one 
wind,  

“The one however being glued to the master, one wind is.” 1 Cor. 6:17 
literal 

“One body and one wind…” Eph 4:4. This cryptic mystery is mega 
(Eph. 5:31-32) which means this entire narrative is anything but plain. 
These were enigmas all along and not ordinances for how marriage 
should be performed. They are fulfilled in the coming one. People do 
not become physically one any more than animals become physically 
one. Humans are not fused together by God any more than animals 
are. Keep in mind when studying Matt. 19:1-12 that the Pharisees 
understood nothing about the Scriptures, so their question was based 
on misunderstanding. Jesus answered with an insider’s knowledge that 
they could not perceive— 

“For they are emasculated who from out of the belly of mother were 
begotten thus, and they are emasculated who were emasculated by the 
men, and they are emasculated who emasculate themselves on account of 
the kingdom of the heaven[pair]. The one able to make room, make 
room. Matthew 19:12 literal 
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25 And their double1 ARE BECOMING naked-ones,2 Red-
one and his woman, and they are not ashamed-of- 
themselves.3 

CHAPTER 3  

 

 
1 Hebrew ֙םֶהיֵנְׁש , shnehem. This is the dual construct of “two” 
(double) with a possessive masculine plural suffix, i.e. theirs. This word 
is typically interpreted as meaning both. The word, two, is a cognate of 
the verb shanah (#8138), to repeat, do again, fold over which is also the 
root of shanah (#8141) meaning a year. Gesenius wonders, “perhaps, 
however, the root is rather numeral, than in the verb.” The possessive 
suffix is rare on numbers and found only on the numerals two, three 
(Num. 12:4 and Eze. 40:10, 41:16), four (in Eze. 1,10,46), and seven (2 
Sam. 21:9), in the Hebrew Scriptures. The Hebrew two + suffix is found 
much more frequently and is by far the more variegated number in the 
language. The numerals two and seven are the only numerals found 
with the dual suffix, i.e. twofold and sevenfold which give the notion of 
the number being repeated, doubled, or a pair. Hence the peculiar “a 
pair a pair” of Genesis 7:9. Two in the singular is יִנֵׁש  and means second. 
A couple of Hebrew words exist for double—mishneh (#4932) “the 
double chariot” Gen. 41:43, and kaphal (#3717) “And you have 
doubled over the Sixth Curtain opposite toward the faces of the tent.” 
Exodus 26:9 literal 

And HE IS BECOMING  as their passing-by, and Elijah has said 
toward Elisha, ‘Ask what I am making for thee before I am being 
taken from thee.’ And Elisha is saying, ‘And HE IS BECOMING, 
now, a mouth of two in your spirit toward me.’” 2 Kings 2:9 literal 

2 Strong’s #5903, erom. Naked. This is different from eryah (#6181) 
bare which is used figuratively of defenselessness and emptiness. Hence, 
“naked [erom] and bare [eryah]” (Eze. 16:7, 22, 39, 23:29). Erom, 
naked, is used figuratively of having nothing,  

“like him who has come out from the belly of his mother naked 
[erom], he is turning back to walk as he has come in; and he is not 
lifting anything in his toil which he might be causing to walk in his 
hand” Ecc. 5:15 literal 

And he is saying ‘Naked [arom] I have come out from the belly of 
my mother, and naked [erom] I am turning back there. YAHWEH 
has given, and YAHWEH has taken, may HE BECOME, the name 
of YAHWEH, blessed.” Job 1:21 literal 

3 Hithpael reflexive of to be ashamed.  

4 Strong’s #5175, ׁשָחָנ  nachash. Hissing-one or bronze-one?  Said to be 
from an unused verb to hiss. Derivatives however are brass/bronze 
nachush (#5153) and nechoshet (#5178), 

“If my flesh is a bronze-one [nachush]?” Job 6:12 literal 

“And Moses made a bronze serpent [nechoshet nachash] 
and he put him upon a flag-ensign…” Num. 21:9 literal 

5 Strong’s #6175, arum. Prudent, sensible, cunning. The word is said to 
have a “bad sense” as well as good one. The word however is 
overwhelmingly used in the good sense: 

1 And the Serpent4 HAS BECOME a prudent-one5 from 
the whole of a living-one of the Field whom YAHWEH 
elohim has made, and he is saying toward the Woman, 
`Indeed, for elohim has said, You-all are not eating from 
the whole of a wood of the Enclosure.`  

2 And the Woman is saying toward the Serpent, `From 
the fruit of a wood of the Enclosure we are eating. 3 And 
from the fruit of the Wood which is in the middle of the 
Enclosure elohim has said, You-all are not eating from 
us, nor touching him, lest you-all are dying.`6  

4 And the Serpent is saying toward the Woman, `To die 
you-all are not dying, 5 for he-who-sees7 is elohim, for in 
a hot-one of your eating from out of ourselves,8 and your 
eyes have been split, and you HAVE BECOME as elohim, 
those-who-see good one and ruined-one.`  

“A fool in the Hot-one, his vexation is being perceived, and he-who-
conceals a dishonored-one is prudent [arum].” Prov. 12:16 literal 

“A prudent [arum] red-one [adam] is he-who-conceals a 
perception…” Prov. 12:23 literal 

“The whole of the prudent-one [arum] is making in perception…” 
Prov. 13:16 literal 

“The wisdom of the prudent-one [arum] is to cause to understand 
his road…” Prov. 14:8 literal 

6 Pronouns “you” are in the plural. Notice she speaks of the wood “in 
the middle of the enclosure” which is previously noted as the Wood 
of the Double-Life. This seems to reveal a paradox of life and 
death as a “reflection” or two sides. Accordingly,  

“Faithful is the word, for if we have died-together, also we will live-
together.” 2 Tim. 2:11 literal  

This was Moses’ proclamation to Israel after giving them the Law:  

“I have caused to repeat in yourselves the Hot-one תֶא -the Dual-
Heavens and תֶא -the Earth of the Living-ones and the Death; I have 
given to your [sing.] faces the Kneeled-one and the Cursed-one. And 
you[sing.] have chosen in the Living-ones for the purpose that 
you[sing.] are living, תֶא -you [sing.] and your [sing.] seed.” Deut. 
30:19 literal 

The Holy Mountain is the site where the Law is delivered. Mount Sinai 
is the mountain that man and behemah were prohibited from touching 
lest they die (Ex. 19:13). Mount Zion is the mountain that the Chosen 
are called to ascend and bring deliverance from (Obadiah 1:17,21, Ps. 
48:2, Heb. 12:22). Mt. Sinai and Mt. Zion appear to be cryptically the same 
mountain. See note on Exodus 19:13—there the pronoun him is also 
used of the mountain, “No hand shall touch him”. 

7 TO PERCEIVE (KNOW) WITH THE EYES 
Strong’s #3045, yada. To perceive with the eyes. [i.e to know] Often taken 
as a euphemism for sex. Yet something is more clearly at stake here 
than merely that the author is just making a pointed effort to tell us 
that two people had sex—as if we didn’t know how birth happened. 
Feurst: “to perceive with the organs of sight”. Gesenius: “to see, to 
observe with the eyes”. The meaning has to do with gaining 
understanding, knowledge. Hence to be “blind” is the euphemism for 
being “unable to discern”. The signification is found in Isaiah: 

“And he is saying, Walk, and you have said to the People of This 
one, Hear to hear, but they are not understanding. See to see, but they 
are not perceiving [yada].” Isa. 6:9 literal 

8 Hebrew ּוּנֶּ֔מִמ  mimenu preposition from-out-of-ourselves is 1st-person 
plural. (#4480). See note on Genesis 2:17. 
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6 And the Woman is seeing, for a good one is the Wood 
for a food, and for he is a longing to the Dual-Eyes, and 
he-who-is-coveted is the Wood to cause-to-cross,1 and 
she is taking from his fruit, and she is eating, and she is 
giving, also to her man with her,2 and he is eating.3  

7 And the eyes of their two4 are being split, and they are 
seeing for naked are they, and they are sewing-together 
fig-leaves, and making to-themselves belts.5  

8 And they are hearing תֶא -the voice of YAHWEH elohim, 
walking-himself6 in the Enclosure to a wind of the Hot-
one, and the Red-one and his woman are hiding-
themselves from the faces of YAHWEH elohim in the 
middle of the wood7 of the enclosure.  

 
1 Strong’s #7919, sakal. Primitively to interweave, lay cross-wise. Not the 
normal word for wisdom which is chakam (#2449). It is used only 
two times in Genesis. The second makes the literal obvious: 

And Israel is sending תֶא -his right-one, and he is setting upon the head 
of Dual-Fruit, and himself is the Little-one, and תֶא -his left-one upon 
the head of Forgotten; he has caused to cross[sakal] תֶא -his dual-
hands… Gen. 48:14 

2 This passage is deliberately wordy. The word also (gam, #1571) is not 
necessary here except to break up thoughts. 

Strong’s #5973, im. With, among, against. This word stands apart from 
the more obscure eth (#854) which is often rendered the same. Its 
meaning is most apparent in the name Immanuel, “el with us”. In 
Deut. 8:5 YAHWEH says, “you have perceived with your heart”. One 
might “be pleased with” or “speak with”. It can also mean against as 
in “strive with” (Gen. 26:20), or “wrestled with” (Gen. 30:8) or 
“rebellious you have been with YAHWEH” (Deut. 31:27).  

“He has ransomed in peace my breath from the battle for me, for in 
abundance there HAS BEEN with me.” Psalm 55:18 literal 

“Who is standing up for me with those who cause ruined-one? Who is 
standing himself for me with workers of sorrow?” Psalm 94:16 literal 

“ye do not make with me elohe of silver” Exodus 20:23 literal 

3 THE WOOD OF THE DUAL-LIFE 

The Hebrew word etz means wood. In Revelation we are told this is a 
wood of life. The Greek word for tree, dendron, is not used by John 
but instead the word for timber, a piece of wood: 

“Happy are those who wash their robes so that the authority of them 
will be upon the wood [xylon] of the life and by the gateways they 
will come into the city.” Rev. 22:14 literal 

The Wood of the Double-Life and the Wood of Perception (or 
Recognition?) of a Good and Ruined-one seem to be paradoxically 
one thing, perhaps a reflection of each other, the one being the real 
and the other being a “shadow” of the real,  

“For the Law, holding a shadow of the coming good, not herself the 
replica-image [eikon - #G1504]…” Hebrews 10:1 literal  

Perhaps it is a Hegelian Dialectic, i.e. a thesis and an antithesis. At any 
rate this is cryptic literature. Why is the location of the wood of 
perception/recognition not specified in Genesis 2:9? Why does the 
Woman say they should not eat from the wood in the middle of the 
Enclosure? Those who eat of the wood of perception of a good and 
ruined-one  

“…who minister a figure and shadow of the heavenly-ones, according 
to as Moses warned, being about to complete the tent, for ‘See,’ he is 

9 And YAHWEH elohim is calling-out toward the Red-
one, and is saying to-himself,8 `Where is 
yourself?`  

10 And he is saying, ` I have heard תֶא -your voice in the 
Enclosure, and I am fearing, for naked is myself,9 
and I am hiding-myself.`10  

saying, ‘you will make down [reproduce] from the print shown to you 
in the mountain.” Hebrews 8:5 literal  

“The Law” is a teaching (Torah), and a heavily cryptic text at that. The 
shadow of the wood lies on the Ground/Red-one; it covers it. The 
reality, the form, of “the Law” stands above the Ground/Red-one. 
The Christ is the heavenly form of the Law and he explained in an 
cryptic fashion,  

“Just as he sent myself, the living-one of Father, also myself is living 
through the Father, whoever gnaws on myself, that one also will live 
through myself” John 6:57 literal  

He uses the word to gnaw, crunch (#G5176). In classical Greek this is 
used for animals or of men eating vegetables/fruit. 

“This one is the work of the Theos, in order that you all might believe 
into him whom that one has sent.” John 6:29 literal  

4 As in their two dual-eyes םֶ֔היֵנְׁש יֵ֣ניֵע  . It may be as mysterious as it sounds. 
If one wished to write in Biblical Hebrew “their two eyes” this is how 
it would be done. 

5 This first type of clothing worn is that of a fig tree. Girdles means 
waist-belts and such it only covers the waist, or loins of the body. 

6 Hebrew ֵּ֥לַהְתִמE  hithpael reflexive. Causing himself to walk 

7 Singular, not plural ץֵ֥ע  

8 The preposition ֹו֗ל  low to-himself. This is the preposition that 
designates possession, i.e. “to himself” while לֶא  toward him is the usual 
term for when someone is speaking to someone else as in, “elohim is 
calling-out toward the Adam”. This choice of words occurs very 
rarely. 

9 MYSELF 

Strong’s #595, anoki. This is the stand-alone Hebrew for I, that is, 
myself. The first-person singular is typically built into Hebrew verb 
constructs, unless the authors are emphasizing something. It occurs 
359 times. The mystery here is, was Adam naked? Or was his self naked?  

“So also men ought to love the women of themselves as the bodies of 
themselves. The one loving the woman of himself, loves himself.” 
Eph. 5:28 literal 

Adam then ends his response with the Niphal reflexive of the verb to 
hide, hence “I hide myself.” In Genesis 9:22 we find more to learn about 
this mystery. 

10 Niphal reflexive first-person singular. I-hide-myself. 
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11 And he is saying, `Who has caused-to-be-anti1 to-
yourself? for naked are you.2 From the Wood 
which I have laid-charge-upon you lest3 eating 
from ourselves, have you eaten?`  

12 And the Red-one is saying, `The Woman whom you 
have given with-me4—himself has given to-
myself of the Wood—and I am eating.` 

13 And YAHWEH elohim is saying to the Woman, 
`What is this one you have made?` And the 
Woman is saying, `The Serpent has deceived me, 
and I am eating.`  

14 And YAHWEH elohim is saying toward the Serpent, 
`Because you have made this one, he-who-is-
cursed5 is yourself from the whole of the 
Behemah, and from the whole of the living-one 
of the Field. Upon your curve [gachon]6 you are 
walking,7 and a dust you are eating, the whole of 

 
1 Strong’s #5064, nagad. To anti, be anti, be conspicuous, stand out opposite. 
Later in Greek this word became known as “anti” (See Greek #473). 
It is curious that it sounds and represents a similarity with negative 
which finds some etymological root in 14th century Anglo-French. 
Some idea of “revealing” is tied to this, as a mirror that presents the 
“negative” of you is “revealing” you. This verb is often interpreted as 
“to tell”. But Hebrew has a well-established vocabulary for “to speak”, 
“to say”, “to proclaim”, etc. Gesenius explains, דַגָנ  nagad unused in 
Kal, pr. apparently to be in front (see דיִגָנ  ), to be in sight, hence to be 
manifest, Arab. ََھَبن  to be clear and manifest. Compare דַגָמ  magad.” 

“Esther is not she-who-is-anti [magad] of her kindred and her 
people, as Mordecai has laid a charge upon her...” Esther 2:20 literal 

“And Joseph is coming in, and he is anti [nagad] to Pharaoh, and 
he is saying…” Genesis 47:1 literal  

2 Strong’s #859, attah. Yourself, you. The stand-alone word for you. It is 
found 1091 times in the Hebrew Scriptures. 

3 Hebrew le-bilti יִּ֥תְלִבְל . Strong’s #1115, bilti. Beside, but, except, lest. 
This construct is usually followed by an infinitive verb, hence we read 
here “lest eating”. Compare Gen. 19:21 where God is excluding the 
Little City from destruction, 

“…to-except [le-bilti] overturning the City of which you have 
spoken.” Genesis 19:21 literal 

4 Strong’s #5978, immadi. With me. According to Gesenius, “only 
found with the suffix of the first-person with-me. This word is not at all 
connected to with the root amad [#5975] to stand, but it rather belongs 
to an unused root to tie, bind together.” It is the same as imm-anu-el. 
With-us-El. 

5 Strong’s #779, arar. To curse. James Strong defines it as to execrate. It 
is to loath more than anything else. It is not a spell or abstract force 
beyond your power that ruins your life. 

6 Strong’s #1512, ןֹוחָּג  gachon. This is not the same as belly, womb, 
stomach, etc. used elsewhere. Appears only twice, here and in Lev. 11:42. 
Interestingly, this is derived from the same as gichon ןֹוחיִּג  (#1521) is 
the name of the river flowing out of Eden in Gen. 2:13. These words 
are derived from giach ַחיּג  (#1518) to gush forth (as water) or gachan to 
bend, bow down. Cf. Gesenius. The Serpent is said to walk upon his 
curve…recall Ecc. 1:7 “the Brooks walking toward the Sea” 

7 Strong’s #1980, halak. To go, come, walk. This is the concrete word for 
walking in the Hebrew Scriptures. “the YAHWEH elohim walking in 
the enclosure” Gen 3:8, “And Narrow walked with the Elohim” Gen. 

the days of your living-one. 15 And a hating-one8 
I am setting between you and between the 
Woman, and between your seed and between her 
seed.  

Himself is gaping-upon9 you, a trembling-one,  

and yourself is gaping-upon him, a heel.`10 

 
The Ouroboros? “The All is One” 

16 Toward the Woman he has said, ` Abounding I am 
abounding your painful-one11 and your 

5:22, “Rest walked with the Elohim” Gen. 6:9, etc. Did the serpent 
lose his legs? How do you interpret it? A dragon is a serpent with legs. 
There are quite a few reptiles that “walk” on their bellies as well. 

8 Strong’s #342, ebah. Enemy, hating-one, a hostile one. Feminine noun. 
This noun occurs three times in the Law, and only five times in the 
whole Bible. It is from the root ayab (#340) to be hostile to, which occurs 
once in Ezekiel 23:22. See the active participle #341, oyeb, him-who-is-
hostile (i.e. enemy). “Enmity” is not the word.  

9 THE GAPING MOUTH 

Strong’s #7779, shuph. To gape upon. Gesenius explains, 

ףּוׁש  (1) pr. (as was first seen by Umbreit on Job 9:17), i.q. ףַאָׁש  to gape 
upon [see note], hence to lie in wait for any thing, Genesis 3:15, אּוה  

בֵקָע ּוּנֶפּוׁשְּת הָּתַאְו ׁשֹאר _ְפּוׁשְי  “he (the seed of the woman, man) shall 
lie in wait for your head, and you shalt lie in wait for his heel” 

Job 9:17, “who falls upon [gapes at] me in a tempest.” Metaph. Psalms 
יִנֵפּוׁשְי ]ֶׁשה ,139:11  “a dark-one shall fall upon [gape upon] me”  

10 The picture illustrated by this enigmatic text is strikingly similar to 
the Ouroboros which made its first appearance in Egypt, 14th century 
BC, in Tutankhamun’s tomb. Since those times many traditions have 
adopted the symbol, from alchemists, to the gnostics, to the 
psychologist Carl Jung who said, “This ‘feed-back’ process is at the 
same time a symbol of imity, since it is said of the Ouroboros that he 
slays himself and brings himself to life, fertilizes himself and gives birth 
to himself. He symbolizes the One, who proceeds from the clash of 
opposites, and he therefore constitutes the secret of the prima materia 
which ... unquestionably stems from man’s unconscious.” 

11 Strong’s #6093, ןֹובָּצִע  itstsabon. Masculine singular a pain, painful 
one. This rare noun has a suffix called the paragogic nun. It is only 
found 3 times – Gen 3:16, 3:17, 5:29. The paragogic nun suffix is 
unknown to scholars as to its meaning, “This suffix is an unexplained 
feature of Biblical Hebrew grammar with no discernible meaning or 
function.” Gesenius writes, “This usually expresses a marked 
emphasis…” In some instances, it seems to be comparable to mini- or 
-ette.  As in ishon ןֹוׁשיִא  (#380) [little] man of the eye which is the suffix 
added to the word for “man”.  

Another interesting “unknown” suffix is the feminine -ah added to 
what has been interpreted as an imperative, i.e the paragogic hay. For 
example, to hear (#8085) הָעְמִׁש  in Job 32:10, 34:16, Psalm 17:1, 39:12, 
50:7, 61:1, 84:8, 102:1, 119:49, 130:2.  Technically this would be read 
she has heard,  
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conceiving-one,1 in pain you are generating2 
builders,3 and toward your man is your runner,4 
and himself is ruling in-yourself.`5 

17 And to Red-one he has said, `Because you have 
heard to the voice of your woman, and are eating 
of the woods concerning which I have laid-charge 
to you, saying, You are not eating from ourselves, 
she-who-is-cursed is the Red-one in your sake.6 In 
a painful-one7 you are eating of her the whole of 
the days of your living-one, 18 and thorn and 
bramble she is causing to sprout forth to-yourself, 
and you have eaten תֶא -the grass of the Field. 19 
In the sweat of your dual-nostrils you are eating 
bread until your turning back toward the Red-
one, for8 from her have you been taken, for a dust 
is yourself, and toward dust you are turning back.` 

 
“And the queen of Sheba has heard הָעְמָׁש  the report of 
Solomon…” 2 Chron. 9:1 literal 

1 Paragogic nun ןֹורֵה  haron (#2032). Noun conception. Found only 3 
times: Gen. 3:16, Ruth 4:13, Hosea 9:11.  

2 Strong’s #3205, yalad. To bring forth, generate. This does not mean give 
birth since it is used of fathers (see Gen. 5). The word “beget” is 12th 
century old English word for the father’s role in procreation. The NT 
uses the word gennaó (#G1080) for genealogies of father lineages. 
(See Matt. 1) which means procreate/generate. Derivative is genos 
#G1085 family stock/kind, race. See also gennéma #G1081 generated-
kind/fruit. Hebrew has a word for conceive/become pregnant harah #2029, 
specific to women, but does not appear to have word specific to 
women giving birth.  

3 SON/DAUGHTER ! BUILDER/BUILT-ONE 

Strong’s #1121, ben. The words “builder” and “built-one” (ben, bat) 
are from the root banah, #1129 to build. As Eve in Gen (a “built-one”) 
is built See note on Gen 1:24. Compare this statement with the 
messenger’s words to Hagar in Genesis 16:10. 

“Narrow [Enoch], and HE IS BECOMING he-who-builds 
[boneh] a city..” Gen. 4:17 literal 

“He-who-builds [boneh] Jerusalem is Yahweh; those-who-are-
pushed-down of El-Strives [Israel] Yahweh is gathering.” Psa. 147:2 
literal 

“Which our builders [sons], like plants, growing-great [gadal] in 
their youths, our built-ones [daughters] are according to the corner-
pillars of those-who-are-cut of a building-pattern [tabanit] of a 
temple.” Psalm 144:12 literal  

“And YAHWEH elohim is building [banah] תֶא -the rib which he 
has taken from the Red-one to a Woman…” Gen 2:22 literal 

“And she [Rachel] is saying, `Behold, my slavewoman Troubled, come 
in toward her, and she is bearing upon my knees, and I am being 
built up [banah], also myself, from her.`” Gen. 30:3 literal 

The term “building” in the transitive is seemingly limited to the 
masculine [sons] only. The feminine noun tabanit building-pattern, 
construction is also from the root banah and is found 20 times in 
scripture. There are 12 instances of הֶ֥נְבִת  tibneh for 2nd person 
masculine singular, but no instances of the 3rd person feminine 
singular tibneh she is building. Cf. 
https://biblehub.com/hebrew/tivneh_1129.htm  

The Bride, The Mother 

20 And the Red-one is calling-out the name of his 
woman Living-one [Chavah] for himself HAS 

4 TO RUN - קּוׁש  
 
Strong’s #8669. Fem. noun, teshuqat, a runner. Commonly interpreted 
for “desire”. In the three instances of this word construct there is 
always the preposition toward. It is hard to conceive that a concrete, 
primitive language would describe an emotion (desire) as having a 
motion to it. A derivative of shuq (#7783), to run after (or over). BDB 
interprets the verb, “probably to be abundant”. Gesenius gives the 
verb a primary definition of to run, and a causative form to make run over, 
and notes the derivatives shoq (#7785) leg (from knee down) and shuq 
(#7784) street. Fuerst puts the primary meaning as to depend on, cleave to, 
stick close to, and the secondary meaning as to run, flow. A similar word 
shaqaq קַקָׁש  (#8264) means to run about, rush. Primitive words like 
these, to sit, to run, to stand, to walk are said to be used heavily in poetic 
and metaphorical manner throughout the Hebrew scriptures. Yet this 
assumption that these texts are merely meant to sound poetically 
“nice” is a colossal mistake that has led to thousands of years of 
“authorized guessing only” and ultimately an elite control over the 
Hebrew books since it is virtually impossible to know the proper 
metaphorical or poetical aims of writers four thousand years ago. It is 
strange that it takes an elite level of scholarship to translate run, sit, 
stand, and walk as virtually everything except “run”, “sit”, “walk”, and 
“stand”. 

5 Hebrew preposition in + second person feminine = ָּֽב[  = in-yourself. 

6 Strong’s #5668, abur. For the sake of, on account of, so that. This adverb 
is always prefixed with the preposition in, i.e. in-your-account. For your 
cause ≠ because of you. “Because of you” is too ambiguous and 
misleading. Abur does not carry the sense of negative consequence. Its 
49 occurrences clearly show this. 

7 Paragogic nun. Strong’s #6093, ןֹובָּצִע  itstsabon. Masculine singular 
a pain. 

8 Gesenius thinks that this is a rare use of the conjunction יִּכ  for (#3588) 
as a relative pronoun, i.e. “the Ground which from her you have been 
taken which a dust is yourself.” Also Gen. 4:25 as the KJV renders it, 
“For God, said she, hath appointed me another seed instead of Abel, 
whom Cain slew.” Take note of this every time you see the word “for” 
as it might lend a hint to something. Many describe the word as having 
a wide variety of applications—because, that, if, etc. Much of the time it 
is guesswork, “Note. — יִּכ  is sometimes of difficult and uncertain 
interpretation, and in some of the passages quoted a different 
explanation is tenable. Authorities especially read the Hebrew 
differently, when the choice is between for and yea.” -BDB 
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BECOME1 the mother of the whole of the living-
one.2  

21 And YAHWEH elohim is making for the Red-one and 
for his woman tunics of skin,3 and is clothing them. 22 
And YAHWEH elohim is saying, `Behold, the Red-one 
HAS BECOME as one from ourselves,4 to perceive good 
one and ruined-one. And now, lest he is sending forth his 
hand, and he has taken also of the Woods of the Dual-
life, and he has eaten, and he has lived to the future.`5 23 
YAHWEH elohim is sending him forth from the 
enclosure of Eden to serve תֶא -the Red-one from which 
he has been taken.  

The Road to the Wood Gaurded 

24 And he is driving out תֶא -the Red-one and is causing 
to dwell from the front [east] to the enclosure of Eden6 

תֶא -the Cherubim7 and תֶא -a flame of the Sword of the 
One-who-overturns-herself8 to guard תֶא -the road9 of 
the Wood of the Dual-life.  

 
1 himself has become. Eve’s name in Hebrew, הָּוַח  Chavah is also 
similar to the verb הָוָח , chavah. The verb means “to tell”. This verb 
appears in a strikingly relevant verse, “Hot-one to hot-one pours 
forth/flows (navah) speech, And night to night tells [chavah] 
knowledge.”  Psalm 19:2. Her name is also strikingly similar to the 
Aramaic הָ֖ויֵח  Chevah of the Field mentioned in the book of Daniel, 
which, although means living  one or life, is translated as beasts by the 
major translations even though it is a singular feminine noun. The word 
Life is translated from יָֽח  chay, in the masculine singular and therefore 
is not quite the same as “earth of the Dual-life” or “wood of the Dual-
life” (see note on Genesis 2:9) in which it is in the dual. As an enigmatic 
image, we could see how Christ calls the name of his Bride-to-be 
“Eve” because she is the real Mother of the whole Life telling of the 
honor of “Heaven.” Consider the possibility that Chavah, the Mother 
of the whole Life, is the “Name” of God’s Son[Builder] Jesus Christ. 

“And this one is the commandment of him, that we should believe the 
name of the son of him, Jesus Christ and we should love one another, 
just as he gave a commandment to us.” 1 John 3:23 literal 

Unless there is no difference between “believing in the Son” and 
believing in the name of the son. Also: 

“And now, thus has said YAHWEH, he-who-cuts-you-out Heel, and 
he-who-forms-you [i.e. potter] Israel, never be fearing, for I have 
redeemed thee, I [just as Adam] have called-out you by your name — 
to-myself is yourself!” Isaiah 43:1 literal 

“And my people [Eve], who have been called-out my name over them, 
are humbling themselves and are interceding and are seeking and are 
turning back from the roads of the Ruinous ones, and myself I am 
hearing from the Dual-Heavens, and I am forgiving to their miss, and 
I am healing their earth.” 2 Chronicles 7:14 literal 

2 Hebrew יַ֖ח  chay. Life or Living. Singular masculine noun/adjective. 
Eve’s name Chavah means life. See #2332. 

3 Strong’s #5785, ore. Skin. This word can mean the skin of an animal 
or the skin of men, see Leviticus 13 for diseases of the ore, skin. Adam 
and Eve here each get their very own “skin” from elohim. They are 
called tunics (Strong’s #3801) which were two pieces, or a seamlessly 
woven one-piece if you were a priest.  

4 Hebrew ּוּנֶּ֔מִמ  mimenu preposition from in first-person plural. 
(#4480) from ourselves. 

5 Strong’s #5769, olam. This means properly concealed or hidden. From 
the root alam (#5956) to conceal. The “past” wouldn’t fit the idea of 
hidden or concealed, but the “future” or horizon beyond is. This is not 
the same as Strong’s #5703, ad, which means perpetuity. Elohim is the 
Rock of Olamim (Future ones), Isaiah 26:4. The Kingdom is a kingdom 
of kal-Olamim (the whole of future ones), Psalm 145:13. From olam to 
olam, you are elohim, Psalm 90:2. The idea of “from the future to the 
future” might sound strange but the Bible is a prophecy text at its core 
and its writers are called “prophets” being those to whom the future 
was “opened up”. 

6 from the front to the enclosure of Eden. Hebrew ןֶדֵ֜ע־ןַגְל םֶדֶּ֨קִמ  . 
Notice the avoidance of locative language and the deliberate use of the 
directional and terminative from/to. Because YAHWEH elohim set up 
the enclosure “from the front” (Gen 2:8), we now get a sense of a 
circular trajectory, i.e. from the front to the front. To dwell is 
different from to abide (See note on Genesis 4:16). It means station, 
settle, lodge and comes from the root shakab meaning to lie down 
(#7901). 

7 Cherubim. Plural of an unknown number. These are not what you 
think they are. The word shows up as speaking of a people in Ezra 2:59 
and Nehemiah 7:61 as Haolim, The Ascending ones, “And these are the 
Ascending-ones from Mound of Salt, Mound of Craftsman, Cherub, 
Master, and Utterance, and they were not able to disclose the house of 
their father and their seed, if they were from Israel.” These place-
names are Babylonian from which Solomon’s slaves (Neh. 7:57) “went 
up”.  

8 Hebrew תֶכֶּ֔פַהְתִּמַה ֙בֶרֶ֙חַה  . Definite articles. Feminine singular participle 
Hithpael verb of to overturn, i.e tumble, flip, etc. the One-who-
overturns-herself. Like a wheel?  The same participle is used in a 
concrete picture of a loaf of bread, which was round, in Judges 7:13,  

“And as Gideon arrived, a man was telling his friend about a dream. 
‘Behold, I had a dream,’ he said, ‘and I saw a loaf of barley bread 
come turning-over [haphak] into the Midianite camp. It struck 
the tent so hard that the tent turned-over [haphak] and 
collapsed.’” 

9 Strong’s #1870, derek. Way, road, distance, journey. See note on Genesis 
3:24. This word is the basis of Jesus’ and the Apostle’s use of the term 
“the way/road”. The word here has the “mark of the accusative” 
prefixing it meaning that it is not so much the wood that is being guarded 
but rather the road of the wood is being guarded. Notice how the text 
doesn’t supply the prepositions to or toward the wood. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Two Brothers 

1 And the Red-one has perceived1 תֶא -Eve his woman, 
and she is conceiving and bearing תֶא -Spearhead,2 and 
saying, `I have bought3 a man תֶא -YAHWEH.`4 2 And she 
is adding to bear5 תֶא -his brother, תֶא -Vapor.6 And HE IS 
BECOMING Vapor, one-who-tends a sheep,7 and 
Spearhead HAS BECOME one-who-serves the red-one. 

 
1 Strong’s #3045, yada. To perceive with the sight. Complete, perfect tense.  

TO BE KNOWN (PERCEIVE WITH THE EYES) 
Adam has perceived Eve his woman. It is not that the Scriptures 
are equating sex with perception but rather he is speaking enigmatically. 
Of what? Perhaps the Christ perceiving his Bride beforehand? The 
Chosen ones? This happens after she receives her name. Prior to this 
she is an unknown woman.  

“Nathanael [Given of El] says to him, ‘From where do you know 
[perceive] me?’ Jesus answered and said to him, ‘Before Philip [Horse-
lover] calls you, being under the fig-tree, I saw you.” John 1:48 literal 

Interestingly, Nathanael’s name means “given of el” (#5417) which 
happens to be a biblical vernacular of marriage—she is given by her father 
(Jer. 29:6).  

The separation between those whom he perceives and those whom he 
never knew has already happened, even as it is still coming, from the 
foundation of the world (Matt. 7:23, Gal. 4:9). “but if anyone loves 
God, he is perceived by him.” (1 Cor. 8:3). Eve, the Name, who is 
coming, has already been known. Additionally, the Elect are perceiving 
YAHWEH, “And we are perceiving—we are chasing after to perceive 
YAHWEH” Hosea 6:3. Jeremiah speaks of understanding and knowing 
God using the infinitive verb forms, i.e. actively knowing rather than 
having known completely. YAHWEH, on the other hand, has perceived 
us completely.  

“For if in this one the One-who-makes-himself-shine is making himself 
shine having-insight and perceiving תֶא -me for myself is YAHWEH, 
the one-who-makes a kindness, a judgement, and a justice in the 
Earth, for in these ones I have delighted, utters YAHWEH…” 
Jeremiah 9:24 literal 

2 Cain, Hebrew qayin, means spear, and specifically the iron point of 
the lance. The spearhead. See Strong’s #7013, and Fu ̈rst. The staff, 
rod, scepter, stick are from two words used for tribe (See #4294, #7626). 

3 Strong’s #7069, qanah. To buy, acquire, possess. This is basic word for 
buy, used 85 times. Compare Gen. 14:22, “Most High, he-who-buys 
heaven” and Gen. 25:10, “the field Father-of-Tumult has bought 
from the sons of Heth.” Abel and Cain are not specifically named by 
Eve. 

4 The Hebrew תא - “near” (#854) is the same as a mark of accusative. 
The niqqud (vowel points) which were added are left off to 
differentiate the two interpretations. The verb to possess/acquire is 
typically found with the mark, 

 
3 And HE IS BECOMING from the cut-off8 of the days, 
and Spearhead is causing to come in from the fruit of 
the Red-one a gift to YAHWEH. 4 And Vapor has caused 
to come in, also himself, from the firstborn-ones9 of his 

“And he is possessing תֶא -a portion of the Field…” Genesis 33:19 
literal 

Here the mark does not mean “from” though that is the traditional 
interpretation. Translators try to be sneaking by rendering it “by” 
because the alternate interpretation of “with Yahweh” sounds even 
more wrong. 

5 she adds to bear. An infinitive verb is used, to bear for Abel as though 
she hadn’t yet given birth. The Hebrew verb to add is in the Hiph’il form 
meaning it is causative: to increase through addition. Contrast this with Cain 
whom “she bears” presently. The Hebrew “tense” contrasts between 
them in verse 2 as well. Strong’s #3254, yasaph. To add. This is a verb. 
To increase through addition. It is often translated as “again” but 
“again” is not a verb but an adverb. Compare with Jesus’ use of the 
word “add” in the New Testament and Genesis 4:12. In the Proverbs 
the word is used, “For by me do your days abound, And added to thee 
are duplications of double-life [chayyim]” Prov. 9:11. The name of 
Joseph, a figure of Jesus, is from the same root and means “he 
increases”. 

6 Notice there are two separate marks of the accusative. Abel means 
breath, in the sense of mere breath or vapor. See Strong’s #1892. 
Compare James 4:14, “who do not understand the Tomorrow; what is 
your zoe-life? For a vapor you are, the one towards a little [one] shining 
then also disappearing.”  

7 Strong’s #6629, tson. a sheep. A singular noun, but has been 
interpreted as a collective noun for a herd of small animals namely 
sheep and goats.  

Watch the story switch back and forth between using the incomplete form 
when discussing Abel, but the complete when discussing Cain.  

8 Strong’s #7093. qets. a cut-off. Noun often translated as “end”. 
Derived from #7112, qatsats, to cut off, hew off, chop off. As in cutting off 
the hand (2 Sam. 4:2), cutting a rope in two (Psa. 129:4), cutting off 
hair (Jer. 9:26), etc. To say “the end of several days” doesn’t make 
sense. For what is the “end” of several days? It would make more 
sense, and the Hebrew vocabulary is available, for the author to write, 
“after several days” just as he does regarding duplications in 
genealogies. “Days” however encode an enigma as in, “sons of Hot-
one” mentioned by Paul in 1 Thes 5:5 and “those days are cut-off” by 
Jesus in Matt. 24:22. 

9 Strong’s #1062, תֹו֥רֹכְּב , firstborn. A feminine plural noun derived from 
bakar (#1069) to burst the womb, bear new fruit. Because it is used here of 
a sheep it can only mean female firstlings, as Robert Young translated it in 
the YLT. If it were not specific to female ewes a masculine plural form 
would have been used. This also provides the basis of definition for its 
use elsewhere where it has been rendered birthright. 
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sheep, from their fatty-ones.1 And YAHWEH is gazing2 
toward Vapor and toward his gift. 5 And toward 
Spearhead and toward his gift he has not gazed. And he 
is burning3 to Spearhead exceedingly, and his faces are 
falling.4  

6 And YAHWEH is saying toward Spearhead, `Why has 
he burned to-yourself? And why has your faces fallen?5 
7 Is there not, if you are creating-good,6 an exalted-one?7 
And if you are not creating-good, to the Opening a miss-

 
1 Strong’s #2459, fat, fatness. 

2 TO GAZE 

Strong’s #8159, shaah. To gaze. This does not mean to respect, regard, or 
favor. In fact, it could mean a negative reaction in the same Qal form, i.e 
looking in dismay: 

“Never are you fearing for with yourself is myself, never are you 
gazing [shaah] for myself is your elohe…” Isaiah 41:10 literal 

Imagine the look of the one “gazing” at the prophet, 

“Upon an upright I have said, gaze [away] from myself, may I be 
bitter in the Weeping, never are you-all pressing to console me over the 
destruction of the built-one [daughter] of my people.” Isaiah 22:4 
literal 

Or the psalmist, 

“Cause your gaze [away] from myself, and I may smile, before I 
am walking and nothing-myself.” Psalm 39:13 literal 

It’s a look of disbelief, not necessarily positive. 

3 CAIN VS. ABEL: WHO’S OFFERING WAS GOOD? 

Hebrew רַחִּ֤יַו  and he is burning. Who is burning? It can’t be Cain 
according to the syntax. The Hebrew charah (Strong’s #2734) 
meaning to burn, is always used in reference to anger and is used of 
people, not abstract things. It is typically and uniquely expressed as he 
is burning to him or he is burning his nostril in. For example,  

“And he is burning a nostril of YAHWEH in Moses…” Ex. 4:14 
literal 

Moses wasn’t the angry one in the above story. In instances like these 
translators force the singular masculine Qal form to mean an abstract 
(causative) “it”. That is, they assume that the “event” or 
“circumstance” is being referred to by the verb, i.e. it burned to Cain. 
From this manipulation of the word, translators then change it 
altogether to a causative “it angered” even though a Hiphil causative 
verb form is not used here. This is forcing an odd and ambiguous 
meaning onto a concrete verb in favor of a specific, long-standing 
tradition and makes no sense. How does an “event” burn in anger? 
This same verb רַחִּ֤יַו  is used of Jacob in Gen. 30:2 who burned against 
Rachel.  

The text in the literal allows for the story to be understood in reverse 
of the tradition, i.e. Cain was the good guy. The NT references in 
Greek also allow for this if tradition and bias are put aside. For 
example, 1 John 3:11-12 says literally, 

“...not as Cain who out from the evil became, and slew his brother. 
And because of what did he slay him [Abel]? Because the works of 
him [who?] became evil. However the ones of his brother, [became] 
righteous.” 

Cain “became righteous out of the evil,” John says, which is exactly 
what Jesus taught his followers to pray, deliver us out of the evil. John does 
not specifically name who’s works became evil, but the sense is that 
Abel was slain by Cain because Abel’s works became evil while Cain’s 
works, became righteous, thus causing Abel to burn in anger to Cain. 
YAHWEH’s gaze upon the fat ones of Abel’s flock would thus be a 
look of dismay. 

Why leave a story with such ambiguities? Why would the NT authors 
also refer to it ambiguously like this? Is it part of a greater cryptic 
program not meant to be heard by everyone? 

It is after all a central theme of the scriptures to not make known the 
secrets to the world, 

And moreover he said, “To yourselves it has been given to know the 
mysteries (G3466) of the reign of the Theo, but to the remaining-
ones, in similes; so that those-who-see may not see, and those-who-
hear may not understand.” Luke 8:10 literal 

4 falling. Hebrew naphal, Strong’s #5307. The same root word of 
Nephalim, the fallen ones. See note on Genesis 6:4. 

5 Like the Nephilim, the fallen ones. 

6 Strong’s #3190, yatab. Hiphil causative to be good, do good. The verb 
root of tob good. The word “good” is used as a verb/action in Hebrew. 

7 Strong’s #7613 seeth. Exalted-one, dignified-one. Used again in Genesis 
49, 

“Behold-Builder my firstborn, yourself is my strong-one, and the head 
of my ability, a remnant of an exalted-one, and a remnant of a 
powerful-one. Gen. 49:3 literal 
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offering is he-who-lies-stretched-out,1 and toward you is 
his runner, and yourself is ruling in-himself.`2 

8 And Spearhead is speaking toward Vapor his brother, 
and HE IS BECOMING in THEIR BECOMING in the Field, 
and Spearhead is standing up toward Vapor his brother, 
and he is slaying him. 

9 And YAHWEH is saying toward Spearhead, `Where is 
Vapor your brother?` And he is saying, `I have not 
perceived. Is him-who-guards3 my brother myself?` 

10 And he is saying, `What have you made? A voice of 
the blood-ones4 of your brother are those-who-

 
1 MISS-OFFERING ! THE BODY OF OFFENSE 

Strong’s #2403, chattat. This is the feminine noun derived from the 
root verb chata (#2398) to miss [the mark]. The Greek translation of 
the word in the LXX and NT follow this definition - ἁμαρτία, 
hamartia, to miss the mark (#G266). The word “sin” is an Old English 
word synn from a proto-Germanic origin related to misdeeds, “The 
root meaning would appear to be, ‘it is true;’ that is, ‘the charge has been 
proven.’” – New World Encyclopedia. According to Strong’s “Feminine 
of chet an offence, or a sacrifice for it -- sin (offering).” The masculine 
noun chet (#2399) is the proper noun for miss, crime, fault, offense. This 
feminine form chattat, refers to a sin-offering. The bullock and other 
animals was such a chattat in Exodus 29:14, 36, 30:10, and throughout 
Leviticus. 

to the Opening a miss-offering is he-who-lies-stretched-out. This 
is another example of a feminine noun linked with a masculine sing. 
participle verb. The Hebrew for lie stretched out, often translated as 
crouching, is rabats Strong’s #7257 which is why Robert Young 
correctly translated this as “sin-offering” instead of sin. Similar language 
is spoken of a particular behemah [beast]: 

“And in the whole of the behemah you are not giving your laying-one to 
make-unclean in her, and a woman is not standing-firm to the faces of 
a behemah to lay stretched out [rabah]; the world [tebel #8397, 
8398] is himself. Leviticus 18:23 literal 

“The one not having known sin, above us he made sin, so that 
ourselves might become the justice of Theos in himself.” 2 Cor. 5:21 
literal 

Recall that Adam knew Eve the Name but not the prior “Woman.” He 
did not become sin but made a sin-offering. Not Cain’s opening, but 
“the Opening”. The “crouching” means to lie down on all fours like an 
animal and is specific to animals in nearly all 30 instances in Scripture 
(See Strong’s #7257). Compare with Exodus 29:10-14 where a bullock 
was to be slaughtered at the opening for a miss-offering. See Exodus 
29:14, 36, 30:10, Leviticus 4:21, 24, 5:9, 11, 12, 6:30, etc. This picture 
of “crouching” at a door shows up in some interesting places:  

“And her master is standing up in the Morning and is opening the 
doors of the House and he is going out to walk to his road. And 
behold, the Woman his concubine fallen at the opening of the 
House, and her hands are upon the Bowl/Threshold  [stretched out].” 
Judges 19:27 literal 

In the Gospels sin is never once directly defined nor is anything 
explicitly called sin. Jesus is careful not to use the word in his “Sermon 
on the Mount” in Matthew 5. Much is discussed in terms of being 
“underneath” sin or a “slave” to sin, but we are given no direct 
representation until the first letter of John. In Romans 6:6 Paul wrote 
about “the Body of the Sin” (two definite articles, to sōma tēs hamartias).  

Countless texts become obscured through biased translation such as 
Heb. 12:1 which should read “let us lay aside the whole (pas #G3956) 
weighty-mass and the easily encircling sin, through perseverance run 
the contest set before us” or the addition of the word “practice” and 
the leaving out of definite articles in texts like 1 John 3:4 which read 
properly,  

cry5 toward myself from the Red-one. 11 And 
now, he-who-is-cursed6 is yourself from out of 
the Red-one, which has parted7 תֶא -her mouth to 
take תֶא -the blood-ones of your brother from 
your hand. 12 For when you are serving תֶא -the 
Red-one, she is not adding8 to give her strong-one 
to-yourself. One-who-moves-to-and-fro9 and 
one-who-waves10 YOU ARE BECOMING in the 
Earth.`  

“The whole of the one-making [make #G4160] the sin, also the 
lawless [one] is making, and the sin is the lawless [one].” 

“…depart from me those who work the lawless [thing]. 

The definite articles are ignored and the word “sin” and “lawless” are 
treated entirely as indefinite things. The verbs often used in 
conjunction with “the sin” is to make #G4160 and to work/labor 
#G2038. These are conjectured to be expressions of a subjective “to 
do/practice”. This places “the sin” in the action itself rather than the 
thing manufactured/worked. There is a difference between “making a 
mistake” and “practicing/doing a mistake” In many languages today to 
make and to do are still the same thing. Remember desire conceives and 
births a miss, and the miss having been completed produces death 
(Jam. 1:15 literal). The idea of missing the mark helps us understand 
something about following steps or a road in that one can turn aside and 
miss the target, or go the wrong direction, or turn back, or run. These 
are key words in the many texts. 

2 toward you is his runner, and yourself is ruling in-himself. There 
was never any wording here to insinuate that “Cain must struggle to 
rule over sin”. It is pure translation bias and long-standing traditions of 
men forced onto Scripture. To boot, the sin-offering is Jesus (and his 
Body of Death). This is a revelation of Cain’s deliverance and exaltation. 

3 Strong’s #8104, shamar. Participle verb masculine singular. Guardian, 
watcher = him-who-guards. The same word is commanded to Adam, “and 
causing him to rest in the enclosure of Eden, to serve her, and to guard 
her.” Gen. 2:15. 

4 Plural form of blood here and next verse. Unlike the Hebrew water 
which is in the dual or plural only, this word has a singular form םָּד  
dam. 

5 Hebrew םיִ֥קֲעֹצ  = participle masculine plural, them crying out, they who 
cry out.  
6 Is Yahweh cursing? Not exactly. This is a passive participle masculine 
singular = he who is cursed or execrated as in, people curse or hate him. 
“Bless those who curse you, supplicate around those who revile you.” 
Luke 6:28 literal. “Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law, having 
become for us a curse, because it is written, Cursed is the whole of the 
one hanging on a wood.” Gal. 3:3 literal 

7 Strong’s #6475, patsah. To part, rend. The word is specific to the 
mouth as the two lips “part” to open. Used only 15 times. 

8 Strong’s #3254, yasaph. To add. Compare with Jesus’ use of the word 
“add” in the New Testament and Genesis 4:2. 

9 Strong’s #5128, nua. Participle masculine singular. to quiver, wave, 
waver, tremble, totter.  

10 Strong’s #5110, nud. Particple masculine singular. To nod, waver, move 
to and fro, wagging, nodding. The concrete is to nod (the head) as in shaking 
the head. Hence the “flitting” of the sparrows wings (Prov. 26:2) and 
the mourning. This and the previous word describe two waving 
motions of different types. 
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13 And Spearhead is saying toward YAHWEH, `A great-
one is my bowed-one1 from lifting up.2 14 Behold, you 
have driven תֶא -me the Hot-one from upon the faces of 
the Red-one, and from your faces I am being concealed. 
And I HAVE BECOME one-who-moves-to-and-fro, and 
one-who-waves in the Earth, and HE HAS BECOME the 
whole of the one-who-is-finding me is slaying me.` 

Spearhead’s Divine Protection 

15 And YAHWEH is saying to-himself, `To an upright, 
the whole of the one-who-slays Spearhead, seven-

 
1 STRAIGHT VS. BENT  

Strong’s #5771, avon. Bent one, bowed. From #5753, avah, to bend, twist. 
Considered to be in opposition to the metaphor of being “straight”. 
The basic verb has been interpreted to be figurative for perversity, 
iniquity, crooked, amiss. Hence, 

“He has walled-up my roads in a cut-one, my paths he has bent 
[avah].  

2 I.e. greater than can be lifted. 

3 Verb to avenge, take vengeance (#5358) in the “causative-passive” 
Hophal form. Cf. Stem Hophal. This form of the verb is only found 
here and in Exodus 21:21. 

4 and he is, the whole finding me, he is slaying me. YAHWEH said 
that anyone who kills Cain is avenged sevenfold. Cain is being equated 
numerically with seven.  

Lamech we learn is 70. Jesus teaches about forgiving certain brothers, 
“Then Peter came up and said to him, ‘Master, how often will my 
brother miss into me, and I forgive him? As many as seven times?’ 
Jesus said to him, ‘I do not say to you, up to seven times, but up to 
seventy times seven.’” (Matt. 18:21-22. “if he missed into you seven 
times in the Hot-one, and turns to you seven times, saying, ‘I turn-
back,’ you must forgive him.” (Luke 17:4). Forgive us our misses, as 
we forgive those who missed against us. 

places to (or for) Spearhead a sign. The word “sign” is from the 
Hebrew oth (Strong’s #226) and means sign, mark, symbol. It is used of 
the rainbow in Genesis 9:12, flag emblems in Num. 2:2, the luminaries 
in Gen. 1:14, the circumcision in Gen. 17:11, etc. It is always used of 
something visible and objective. The Hebrew itself is identical to the 
mark of the accusative תא  which constitute the first and last letters of 
the alphabet: 

תֹוא  
“sign, mark” 

5 Hebrew יֵ֣נְפִּלִמ , milipne. Plural faces with a double prefix, from-to. 
There is a saying, 

“From-out of ourselves they went out, except not they were from-out of 
ourselves, for if from-out of ourselves they were, they would have 
remained with ourselves, except so that it might be manifested that they 
are not the whole from-out of ourselves.” 1 John 2:19 literal 

times he is being avenged.3` And YAHWEH is 
placing for Spearhead a sign to except the smiting 
of תֶא -him the whole of him-who-finds him.4 

16 And Spearhead is going out from-to the faces5 of 
YAHWEH, and he is sitting in the Earth of Waving6 in 
front [east] of Eden. 17 And Spearhead is perceiving תֶא -
his woman, and she is conceiving, and is bearing תֶא -
Narrow, and HE IS BECOMING he-who-builds an awake-
one,7 and he is calling-out the name of the awake-one, 

6 TO SIT/ABIDE 

in the Earth of Waving. Hebrew be-eretz nowd. Typically translated 
Land of Nod. The word is the same with which Cain was cursed in verse 
12, a Wanderer, that is, he wanders like a reed in a stream wherever it 
flows, to and fro, fluttering in the wind (Strong’s #5110). The word to 
sit is one that represents many spiritual and prophetic ideas. It is a 
basic and common word used over 1000 times and as such is 
interpreted figuratively in a variety of ways, to sit, remain, dwell, abide 
(Strong’s #3427, yashab). It does not always imply a physical place: 

“your sitting [yashab] is in the midst of deceit” Jer. 9:6 
for truly elohim sits [yashab] near Adam upon the Earth! Behold, 
the dual-heavens, and the dual-heavens [think offspring] of the 
dual-heavens, do not measure Thee, how much less this house that I 
have built? 2 Chron. 6:18 literal 

The term invokes an idea of unity or identification with the “place”, 
hence abiding, a.k.a. inhabitant. This provides important context for 
the teachings of Jesus on abiding as well as his directing people to sit 
down in enigmatic scenes. Carefully ponder these masculine singular 
participle forms: 

“Be not afraid, my people, he-who-sits [yosheb] Zion” Isa. 10:24 
literal 
“he-who-sits [yosheb] in the Dual-Heavens laughs” Ps. 2:4 literal 
“YAHWEH of Armies, elohe of Israel, he-who-sits [yosheb] the 
Cherubs…” Isa. 37:16 literal 
“…see, now, myself is he-who-sits [yosheb] in the house of the 
cedar-ones, and the chest of the Elohim is he-who-sits [yosheb] in 
the middle of the Curtain.” 2 Sam. 7:2 literal 

7 CITY ! YOUNG COLT ! AWAKENED ONE 

Strongs’s #5892 ריִע  iyr. Awaken one, city. Masculine noun. This 
“happens” to be the same as רִיַע  ayir (#5895) a young male ass. The root 
means to awaken. It is a reference to the Christ who is building a city, 
and who rides into Jerusalem upon a city, 

“Rejoice exceedingly built-one of Zion, cause to battle-cry built-one of 
Jerusalem! Behold your king is coming in to you, a just-one; and he-
who-is-delivered, himself is lowly and he-who-mounts upon a 
fermenting-one, and upon a city [ayir], the builder of she-donkeys.” 
Zechariah 9:9 literal 

Note that Matthew uses the female donkey [onon] in his quotation of 
“the prophet”: 

“the king of you comes to you gently, and setting-foot upon a female-
donkey [onon], and upon a foal, son of under-yoked [beast of 
burden].” Matt. 21:5 literal 

While John writes that Jesus sat on a male colt: 

“Then Jesus, finding a little donkey [onarion] he sat upon it [neuter] 
as it is written, ‘Fear not daughter of Zion, behold the king of you 
comes seated upon a colt of a female-donkey.” John 12:14-15 literal 
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according to the name of his builder, Narrow.1 18 And 
being born to Narrow תֶא -Fugitive and Fugitive has 
begotten תֶא -Struck-by-El; and Struck-by-El has 
begotten תֶא -Man-of-El; and Man-of-El has begotten 

תֶא -Lamech.2  

Two Streams 

19 And Lamech is taking to-himself a pair3 of women, 
the name of the One is Ornament, and the name of the 
Second is Shade.4 20 And Ornament is bearing תֶא -
Stream,5 himself HAS BECOME father of him-who-sits 
tents, and a bought-one.6 21 And the name of his brother 
is Stream,7 himself HAS BECOME father of the whole of 
him-who-seizes the harp and pipe. 22 And Shade, also 
himself, has born תֶא -She-is-Led-to-Spearhead,8 he-who-
hammers the whole of him-who-is-engraved9 in bronze 

 
We could entertain a bizarre enigma that he was sitting on both the colt 
and the female donkey, and the text actually elicits this:  

“they brought the female-donkey and the colt and placed upon them 
their cloaks and he sat above them.” Matt. 21:7 literal  

Hebrew wa-yehi boneh ir. He is building a city. An incomplete verb + 
a participle does not equal a past tense or completed action. The city 
he is building is not yet complete. Only the Young’s Literal Translation 
translated this correctly. 

1 Narrow builds…himself. Strong’s #2585, Chanok, From #2596, 
chanak. A primitive root; properly, to narrow (compare chanaq); 
figuratively, to initiate or discipline -- dedicate, train up. 

2 Cain’s descendants seem to be put through a lot. Irad means fleet or 
fugitive [segregated, removed-one] (#5897) and Mehujael means struck by el 
(#4232). Lamech apparently means “powerful”. Narrow, a.k.a. Enoch, 
is perhaps a type of Christ.  

3 Hebrew dual-two יֵּ֣תְׁש  

4 Adah means ornament or adorned (#5711) and Zillah means to grow 
dark (#6741) as in the evening. 

5 Strong’s #2989, לָ֑בָי , Jabal. Based on yabal (#2986) meaning stream 
or flow. Based on Jeremiah 17:8, Isa. 30:25, 44:4 where it means a running 
stream. Heel we later learn is also one who “dwells in tents” Gen. 25:27. 

6 father of him sitting tents and a bought-one. Not a typo. Sitting is 
a participle verb. Not wanting to consider the possibility of enigma (i.e. 
father of a bought-one), translators have taken license to add words 
where there aren’t any. 

7 Strong’s #3106, לָבֹוי , Jubal. This is from the same root as #3104 
לֵבֹוי , jobel which means stream, watercourse. Jubal, Jabal, jobel, etc. are 

all based on the root yabal (#2986) which means to conduct or carry along 
as in the bearing along of a mysterious present to the place of the Name 
of the Master in Isaiah 18:7. The passage appears to present a cryptic 
image of a pair of “eyes” from which a pair of “streams” come. The 
Hebrew word for “world” tebel is also based on this construct. 
Considering that a ram’s horn “carries” or “flows” the breath it fits 
very well with the fact that he is the father of musicians.  

8 Strong’s #8423 Tubal-Cain. Hebrew ןִיַ֔ק לַבּוּ֣ת  . Tubal is a feminine 
singular verb Hophal construct used once in Psalm 45:14, 

“In variegated-ones [colors] she-is-being-conducted [tubal] to the 
King…” 

A feminine plural construct they are conducted forth is used in Psalm 45:15. 

9 Strong’s #2790, charash. To be dumb, mute, silent, and to plow, engrave, 
scratch.  

and iron; and a sister of She-is-Led-to-Spearhead is 
Pleasant.10  

23 And Lamech is saying to his women—`Ornament 
and Shade, hear my voice, Women of Lamech, 
give ear to my saying: For a man I have slain for 
my wound, and a born-one11 for my blow12; 24 
For sevenfold is being avenged for Spearhead, 
And for Lamech seventy and sevenfold.`13 

25 And Red-one is perceiving again14 תֶא -his woman and 
she is bearing a builder, and is calling-out תֶא -his name 
Set-one,15 for elohim has set to-myself the seed of the 

“The sin of Judah is she-who-is-written in a pen of iron, in a fingernail 
of a thorn, she-who-is-engraved upon a board (#3871) of their 
heart and to the horns of your altars.”  Jeremiah 17:1 literal 

10 Tubal is spoken of in the prophecies, see Isaiah 66:19, Eze. 27:13, 
32:26, 38:2,3; 39:1. Naamah is another form of Naomi meaning 
pleasant (Strong’s #5279) as found in Ruth. 

11 Strong’s #3206, yeled. From Strong’s #3205, something born; male = 
yeled, female = yaldah. 

12 Strong’s #2250, stripe, blow; Isaiah 1:6, Genesis 4:23; Isaiah 53:5; 
Proverbs 20:30; Psalm 38:6: — stripe, blow, stroke, Genesis 4:23 my blow, 
i.e. for striking me, compare Exodus 21:25 (twice in verse), also of injury 
to land of Judah (under figure of human body) Isaiah 1:6; of blows 
(singular collective) inflicted on suffering slave of, Isaiah 53:5; (plural) 
Psalm 38:6, Proverbs 20:30, i.e. blows that cut in. 

13 Jesus spoke verbatim what is in the Septuagint translation of this 
verse, εβδομηκοντάκις επτά. The correct NT translations will have 
seventy times, seven which is not meant to be an equation but two separate 
numbers (cf. Meyer’s NT Commentary). Jesus said to him, ‘I do not 
say to you, up to seven times, but up to seventy times seven.’” (Matt. 
18:21-22 NASB). Lamech is 70 and therefore avenged seventyfold. 
There were 70 sons of Ahab in Samaria (2 Kings 10), 70 breaths born 
to Heel in Egypt (Exodus 1:5), 70 elders with Moses who went up to 
see God from afar (Exodus 24:9), 70 other elders (Num. 11:16), 70 
kings (Judg. 1:7), 70 struck down by God (1 Sam. 6:19), Gideon’s 70 
sons (Judg. 8:30), 70 offspring riding 70 donkeys (Judg. 12:14), and 70 
elders of the House of Israel worshiping idols (Ezekiel 8:11).  

In Luke Jesus sends out 70 disciples (some translations have the 
number of 72, see Expositor’s Greek Testament, Cambridge, Pulpit, 
etc.). “but the evidence preponderates in favour of the reading “seventy.”” Elicott’s 
Commentary on Luke 10:1. Further, the Israelites camped at a place called 
Elim where there were twelve springs of dual-waters and 70 palm 
trees” (Numbers 33:9), the total number of grandkids (a.k.a. nations) of 
Rest listed in Genesis 10 is 70 (although this is 72 in the Septuagint), 
and in Numbers 29:13-39 we find a total of 70 bulls sacrificed over the 
course of 7 days during the Feast of Tabernacles. 

14 Strong’s #5750, od. Adverb. A repetition, going around, again. This is 
from the verb ud (#5749), to duplicate, repeat. 

15 Seth’s name means to set or put. Strong’s #7896, shith. Seth appears 
to be an enigma of son placement or sonship. In Psalm 132:11 we read  

“YAHWEH has been sevened to David, a truth; He is not turning 
back from her. Of the fruit of your womb, I am setting [shith] to the 
throne to-yourself.” Psalm 132:11 literal 

“And myself has said, ‘How I am setting [shith] thee in the 
Builders, And I am giving to-yourself an earth delight possession honor 
armies nations, and I am saying, ‘My father, you are calling-out to 
myself, and from behind myself you are not turning back.’” Jeremiah 
3:19 literal 
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back-one,1 underneath Vapor, for Spearhead has slain 
him.2  

26 And to Set-one, also himself, a builder has been 
born,3 and he is calling-out תֶא -his name Mortal-man;4 at 
that time he has untied5 to call-out in the name of 
YAHWEH. 

CHAPTER 5  

1 This one is a book of the births of red-one. In the hot-
one of cutting-out elohim a red-one,6 in a copy of elohim 
he has made תֶא -him.7 2 A male and a female he has cut 
them out, and he is kneeling תֶא -them, and he is calling-
out תֶא -their name red-one in the hot-one of their being 
cut out. 

Seth, the Placed Builder [Son] 

3 And Red-one is living thirty and a hundred of a 
duplication, and is causing to bear in his copy, 

 
1 Strong’s #312, acher. The back, one coming behind, hinder. Adjective. 
Translating this as “another” is an interpretation that seems too close 
to the sense of “again”. It is stems from the root achar (#309), to remain 
behind, tarry. See note on Gen. 8:10. 

2 Compare Proverbs 7, “Her slain are many” 

3 Seth’s wife is mysteriously absent as well as the wives of all his 
descendants listed up to Rest. 

4 Strong’s #582, enowsh , Enosh. Mortal man (weak or sick man). 

5 BEGIN, BORE, UNTIE 

Hebrew ֹרְקִל לַ֔חּוה א֖ , Hophal perfect + infinitive. Strong’s #2490, 
chalal. Bore, pierce, perforate. This verb has been translated into a variety 
of words: to begin, prostituting, polluting, profaning. Strong’s conjectured, 
“to begin (as if by an ‘opening wedge’). The concrete of this word is 
clearly to bore open. This somehow is the definition for “profaning”  

The Hiphil is regarded literally as to loosen, untie “Hiphil also begin 
(literally untie, loosen, open, see Arabic) (Arabic untie, undo, become free, 
lawful, free from obligation or tie” -BDB 

It also forms the noun construction of window. It is intriguing to see 
how the Scripture uses the same word to describe “to begin”, “to 
pierce”, “to profane” and “to play a pipe” as it has been interpreted. 
Considering the concrete meaning of this word in other Scriptures 
might yield insight, i.e., “they that pant behind the dust of the earth on 
the head of the poor, and turn aside the way of the meek: and a man 
and his father go toward the same maiden, to pierce my holy name”, 
“They are not piercing the holy gifts of the builders of Israel which 
they are offering to YAHWEH,” (Lev. 22:15), “the whole of him-who-
guards sabbath from piercing him, and those-who-strengthen in my 
covenant…” (Isaiah 56:6 literal), etc. It is concretely translated in Isaiah 
53:5, 

“And himself being pierced from our transgressions.” Isaiah 53:5 
literal 

Or perhaps the alternative definition: 

“And himself being untied from our transgressions.” Isaiah 53:5 
literal 

Other texts like Jeremiah 31:5 might be better understood, “Again you 
do set-up vineyards In mountains of Samaria, Planters have set-up, and 
have pierced them” indicating that it is the mountains that the Planters 
bored. Sticking into the ground (i.e. planting/setting up) infers boring 
or piercing a hol 

6 Hebrew םָ֔דָא ֙םיִהdֱא  ֹרְּב  א֤ . There verb is in the infinitive and there are 
no marks of accusative. 

according to his shadow-image,8 and is calling-out his 
name Seth. 4 And THEY ARE BECOMING the days of 
Red-one the back of9 his generating Seth eight hundred 
of a duplication, and he is generating builders and built-
ones. 5 And THEY ARE BECOMING the whole of the 
days of Red-one who is Living,10 nine hundred of a 
duplication and thirty of a duplication, and he is 
dying.11  

6 And Seth is living five duplications and a hundred of a 
duplication and is generating Enosh. 7 And Seth is living 
the back-ones of his generating Enosh seven 
duplications and eight hundred of a duplication and is 
generating builders and built-ones. 8 And THEY ARE 
BECOMING the whole of the days of Seth are double ten12 
of a duplication and nine hundred of a duplication, and 
he is dying.  

9 And is living Enosh ninety of a duplication and is 
generating Cainan.13 10 And Enosh is living the back of 

7 To cut out…he has made. Infinitive + perfect. In other words, 
predestination. This is the inverse of what we read in Genesis 2:3, “has 
cut out to make”, perfect + infinitive. Watch these two verses take you in 
a giant mental circle. From the head we go out, and to the head we go 
in. Perhaps akin to Nicodemus’ question to Jesus: from the womb we come 
out, to the womb we go in. 

 
 

8 causing to bear in his copy. The Scripture deliberately omits the 
word “a builder [son]” because the passage foreshadows something 
“causing to bear” many “Seths” (whose name means to set) just like his 
shadow-image (Jer. 3:19, Romans 8:29). Other sons and daughters (v.4) 
are not said to be in his image. 

9 the back of his generating. Hebrew וֹ֣דיִלוֹה ֙יֵרֲחַֽא  , acharai (Strong’s 
#310) means concretely hind/back parts. This is a plural construct 
similar to adonai which means concretely lords or masters and shaddai 
which means destroyers. Tradition has taken them as singular words. 
This is written deliberately with the infinitive of to generate throughout 
the record. 

10 And THEY ARE BECOMING the whole of the days of the red-one 
who is Living. Some perhaps have thought the word יַח  (alive, life, 
living) as used here was a rare verb form in the complete, i.e. lived. But 
it is a noun/adjective and the presence of the incomplete verb to be in 
the plural at the beginning of the sentence shows a revelation. Their 
days have not been but are. Sons of Hot-one (1 Thes. 5:5). Though he 
die, he is yet Living. John 11:25. 

11 DEATH 

he is dying. The unusual thing about this is that the verb is given to 
us in the complete/incomplete. Would it not make more sense to use 
the perfect tense to say “he has died”? Except it is not a complete death 
that is spoken of here and as such stands apart from “to die, you are 
dying” in Genesis 2:17 or the perfect tense (have died) which is only 
found in Gen. 7:22, 19:19, 35:18, 42:38; Num. 14:2; 2 Kin. 2:4; and 
Eze. 28:8.  

12 double ten. Hebrew ֙הֵרְׂשֶע םיֵּ֤תְׁש  , shettayim esreh. Likely 
describing the twelve tribes in terms of a pair and ten, hence the dual 
two and ten. The pair representing the Chosen Sons/Builders are the 
southern tribes of Israel, Judah and Benjamin. The ten tribes of the 
north went into captivity. 

13 Cainan or Kenan. Like Cain, but according to Strong’s it means 
possession or nest. Strong’s #7018. 
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of his generating Cainan five ten of a duplication and 
eight hundred of a duplication and is generating builders 
and built-ones. 11 And THEY ARE BECOMING the whole 
of the days of Enosh five duplications and nine hundred 
of a duplication, and he is dying.  

12 And Cainan is living seventy of a duplication and is 
generating Praise-of-elohim.1 13 And Cainan is living the 
back of his generating Praise-of-El forty of a duplication 
and eight hundred of a duplication and is generating 
builders and built-ones. 14 And THEY ARE BECOMING 
the whole of the days of Cainan ten duplications and 
nine hundred of a duplication, and he is dying.  

15 And Praise-of-El is living five duplications and sixty 
of a duplication and is generating Descent.2 16 And 
Praise-of-El is living the back of his generating Descent 
thirty of a duplication and eight hundred of a duplication 
and is generating builders and built-ones. 17 And THEY 
ARE BECOMING the whole of the days of Praise-of-
elohim five and ninety of a duplication and eight 
hundred of a duplication, and he is dying.  

18 And Descent is living two and sixty of a duplication 
and a hundred of a duplication and is generating 
Narrow.3 19 And Descent is living the back of his 
generating Narrow eight hundred of a duplication and is 
generating builders and built-ones. 20 And THEY ARE 
BECOMING the whole of the days of Descent two and 
sixty of a duplication and nine hundred of a duplication, 
and he is dying. 

Seventh from the Red-one – Narrow is Nothing 

21 And Narrow is living five and sixty of a duplication 
and is generating Man-of-the-Dart.4 22 And Narrow is 
walking himself5 תא -the Elohim6 the back of his 
generating Man-of-the-Dart three hundred of a 
duplication and he is generating builders and built-ones. 
23 And THEY ARE BECOMING the whole of the days of 
Narrow five and sixty of a duplication and three hundred 
of a duplication. 24 And Narrow is walking himself תא -
the Elohim, and he is nothing,7 for elohim has taken תֶא -
him.8 

25 And Man-of-the-Dart is living seven and eighty of a 
duplication and seven hundred of a duplication and is 
generating Lamech. 26 And Man-of-the-Dart is living 
the back of his generating Lamech two and eighty of a 

 
1 Mahalaleel means “praise of el”. Strong’s #4111. 

2 Jared is from the Hebrew verb yarad which means to descend. Strong’s 
#3382. 

3 Narrow (#2585) comes from the verb chanak (#2596) which means 
to train up, dedicate. “Train [chanok] up a child in the way he should 
go…” Proverbs 22:6. “Solomon offered for the sacrifice of peace 
offerings, which he offered to the MASTER, 22,000 oxen and 120,000 
sheep. So the king and all the builders of Israel dedicated [chanak] the 
house of the MASTER.” 

4 Methuselah means man of the dart. #4968. 

5 Hithpa’el intensive reflexive form of the verb to walk, i.e. walk yourself. 
This form of the verb expresses a reflexive voice or repetitive, constant 
action, as in he walked himself or walked habitually. 

duplication and seven hundred of a duplication and is 
generating builders and built-ones. 27 And THEY ARE 
BECOMING the whole of the days of Man-of-the-Dart 
nine and sixty of a duplication and nine hundred of a 
duplication, and he is dying.  

28 And Lamech is living two and eighty of a duplication 
and a hundred of a duplication and is generating a 
builder.  

29 And he is calling-out תֶא -his name Rest,9 to say, 
`This one is consoling us from our made-one, and 
from a pain10 of our hands, because of the Red-
one whom YAHWEH has cursed.`  

30 And Lamech is living the back of his generating Rest 
five and ninety of a duplication and five hundred of a 
duplication and is generating builders and built-ones. 31 
And THEY ARE BECOMING the whole of the days of 
Lamech seven and seventy of a duplication and seven 
hundred of a duplication, and he is dying.  

32 And HE IS BECOMING Rest a builder of five hundred 
of a duplication, and Rest is generating Name, Ham, and 
Opened.  

CHAPTER 6  

The Days are Cut Off 
(Mark 13:20, Matt. 24:22) 

1 And HE IS BECOMING for the Red-one has untied to 
abound upon the faces of the Red-one, and built-ones 
have been born to-themselves, 2 and builders of the 
Elohim are seeing תֶא -the built-ones of the Red-one, that 
good one are themselves, and they are taking to-
themselves women from the whole of whom they have 
chosen. 

6 Hebrew ֱאָֽהdםיִ֗ה , ha-elohim. All instances of the word elohim with a 
definite article (the) are rendered the Elohim.  

7 Hebrew ּוּנֶ֕ניֵא . enenu. This is a special construct of nothing, naught 
(#369), understood by Gesenius, BDB, etc. to be the verb form, to be 
nothing. The suffix is masculine singular. 

8 Narrow ⇒ the Christ. Consider Cain’s son/builder Narrow (HE IS) 
who built a city after his own name (Gen. 4:17). Nimrod as we see later 
is also a reference to the Christ for he also is building a city. 

9 Rest is Hebrew for rest. Strong’s #5146, Noach.  

10 Paragogic nun. Strong’s #6093, ןֹובָּצִע  itstsabon. Masculine singular 
a pain. 
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3 And YAHWEH is saying, `My Wind is not judging1 in 
the Red-one2 to the future, in whom also3 himself 
is flesh. And he HAS BECOME his days a hundred 
and twenty duplications.` 

The Fallen Ones, The Gibborim Come 

4 The fallen ones4 HAVE BECOME in the Earth in the 
Days of Them, and also the back of5 upright, which the 
builders of the Elohim are coming toward built-ones of 
the Red-one, and they have borne to-themselves, those-

 
1 Strong’s #1777, din. To govern, judge, rule. This is the primary literal 
meaning. Often interpreted to mean “contend”, i.e. a dispute, here and 
in Ecc. 6:10. Dan’s name stems from this word (see Genesis 49:16). 

2 My wind shall not strive in Adam. The Hebrew word ֙םָדָאָֽב , ba-adam 
means “in Adam” and not “with”. Compare with Genesis 32:28 where 
Heel struggled with elohim, which is translated from ֱא־םִע ָתיִ֧רָׂשdםיִ֛ה , sarita 
[you struggled] im[with] elohim. Compare also with the word in the next 
verse, ba-eretz “in the earth”. There is a difference between elohim 
striving in Adam and Heel struggling with elohim. YAHWEH here 
defines Adam as “flesh”. This is a significant and prophetic revelation 
of Christ in the fallen Flesh. “The Word became Flesh [that is, Adam] 
and made his dwelling within us” John 1:14 Literal. Christ has come into 
the Flesh of humanity, us. Remember that it pleased YAHWEH to crush 
him (Isa. 53:10). 

3 Hebrew םַּ֖גַׁשְּב  in-whom-also, this rare construct occurs only once where 
gam meaning also, is used over 500 times in the scriptures. 

4 Strong’s #5303. The Nephilim. The word is derived from the root 
naphal (Strong’s #5307) which means to fall, lie flat, drop, etc. 
Examples are Genesis 24:64, “And Rebekah lifteth up her eyes, and 
seeth He-Laughs, and falls from upon the camel”, and Exodus 21:33, 
“and there fall into her (a pit) an ox or an ass”, and Proverbs 26:27 
literal, “He digging a pit, into her he is falling; he rolling a stone, 
toward him she is turning back.” The ideas that these would be 
otherworldly beings that figuratively “fell” from a cosmic abode is a 
gross stretch of the meaning of naphal. Upright beings who fall from 
walking to crawling around by carnal instinct, mixing with the world, 
fits much better. The idea that they are giants is based on Numbers 
13:32-33 which says they are “men of stature” while the spies thought 
of themselves as “grasshoppers.” Consider the language as allegorical. 
Fallen guys “come in” toward “built-ones” of the (first) Adam who is 
the coming one and BECOME Great men in the last days who are of 
the Name? 

5 Strong’s #310, acharay. the hind part, behind, after part, end. 

6 Strong’s #1368, gibbor. champion, chief, excel, giant, man, mighty man, one, 
strong man. 

7 Strong’s #5769, ha-olam. The horizon, the hidden, the future, etc. Literally 
horizon. The past is not concealed and thus doesn’t logically fit the word. 
This is not the same as Strong’s #5703, ad, which means perpetuity. 
YAHWEH is the Rock of Olamim (Future-ones), Isaiah 26:4. The 
Kingdom is a kingdom of kal-Olamim (whole of future-ones), Psalm 
145:13. “From olam to olam, you are el” Psalm 90:2. “future to future” 
makes more sense than “eternity to eternity”. “Of old” as many 
translations render it sounds out of place being only the sixth Chapter 
of Genesis? Technically all the characters in the story are “of old”. 

8 Hebrew םֵּֽׁשַה . Ha-Shem. The Name. haShem is used in three other 
places in the Hebrew Scriptures.  

1. The son of the Israelite woman blasphemed the Name and 
cursed. (Leviticus 24:11 NASB) 

2. If you are not careful to observe all the words of this law 
which are written in this book, to fear this honored and 
awesome Name, YAHWEH your elohim (Deuteronomy 
28:58) 

3. The near and the far-off from thee scoff at thee, O unclean 
[ones] of the Name, abounding in Multitude. (Ezekiel 22:5) 

ones are the Mighty-Men,6 who are from the future,7 the 
men of the Name.8  

5 And YAHWEH is seeing that abundant is the ruined-
one9 of the Red-one in the Earth, and the whole form10 
of the plans11 of his heart is only a ruinous one of the 
whole of the Hot-one. 6 And YAHWEH is being 
consoled,12 for he has made תֶא -the Red-one in the 
Earth, and he is paining himself13 toward his heart.14 7 
And YAHWEH is saying, `I am blotting-out תֶא -the Red-
one whom I have cut out from upon the faces of the 

 
9 Hebrew תַ֥עָר הָּ֛בַר  יִּ֥כ  הָ֔והְי  אְר ַּ֣יַו  . And YAHWEH is seeing that abundant [is] 
ruined-one. The clause is no different than what is found in Genesis 1:10 
etc., ֱא אְר ַּ֥יַוdבוֹֽט־יִּכ םיִ֖ה , And elohim is seeing that good. This is a justified 
reading as we’ll see in the following notes.  

10 Strong’s #3336, yetser. A form, conception, formation in the singular. 
From the verb yatsar, to form, fashion, i.e. as YAHWEH formed the red-
one from the dust, Genesis 2:7. 

11 Strong’s #4284, machashabah or machashebet. Plural feminine 
noun, plans, inventions, device, projects, designs. This appears as 
commissioned “artistic designs” in the Temple (Ex. 31:4, etc). The 
feminine singular form machashebah (recall the unowned/untaken 
feminine pairing with the masculine) only appears in two places, 

And now, say now toward a man of Judah and upon the those sitting 
in Jerusalem, to say thus has said YAHWEH, behold-me forming upon 
you all a ruined-one, and planning upon you a plan 
[machashabah], turn back now a man from his road of the 
Ruined-one, and make well the roads of you all and the acts of you all.  
Jeremiah 18:11 literal 

King Nebuchadnezzar king of Babel has counseled upon you all a 
counsel and has planned upon you a plan [machashabah]. 
Jeremiah 49:30 literal 

There is a bad thing and good thing coming. The design is God’s good, 

For Myself have known the Plans whom Myself is planning upon 
you—an oracle of YAHWEH—plans of complete-one and not to 
ruined-one, to give to you all an end and a rope [#8615].” Jeremiah 
29:11 literal 

The author chose the feminine adjective and noun abundant ruined-
one whereas in all previous instances ruined-one is in the masculine and 
refers to the tree. Ra and Ra’at (the Hebrew for ruined-one) are another 
set of masculine-feminine word pairings. The masculine forms could 
have been used, yet God chose the feminine. He seems to draw a 
distinction between the abundant ruined-one of Adam and the ruined-
one of Adam’s heart. Compare Matt. 15:19,  

“For out of the heart goes out thoughts of harm, murders, adulteries, 
fornications, thefts, false witness, blasphemies”.  

And “Therefore, if you, being evil…” Matt. 7:11. Take note of the 
feminine rabbah, abundant. This is an interesting, and carefully placed 
word as will be seen (see note on Gen. 7:22). 

12 Strong’s #5162, nacham. To console, comfort. This can’t imply both 
comfort and sorrow. That’s a contradiction of definitions. In this 
passage the two instances are in the Niphal reflexive = being comforted, 
consoled.  

13 Hithpael intensive reflexive verb (#6087) to hurt, pain = he is paining 
himself or is hurting himself.  

14 Strong’s #6087, atsab. Grieved, pained, hurt. See Isaiah 63:10, “And 
they have rebelled and grieved [atsab] His Holy Spirit, And He turneth 
to them for an enemy, He Himself has fought against them.” Also 
compare Paul’s saying, “And grieve not the set-apart wind of God” 
Ephesians 4:30. 
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Red-one,1 from the Red-one until a behemah, until a 
crawling-one, and until the flying one of the Dual-
Heavens, for I have been consoled that I have made 
them.`2 8 And Rest has found a favored-one3 in the eyes 
of YAHWEH. 

Noah’s Rest 

9 These ones are births of Rest. Rest is a man of justice, 
perfect he HAS BECOME in his revolutions4 תא - the 
Elohim, Rest has walked himself. 10 And he is 
generating three builders, תֶא -Name, תֶא -Warm, and תֶא -
Opened.5  

11 And the Earth is being laid-waste6 to the faces of the 
Elohim, and the Earth is being filled with violence. 12 

 
1 I wipe out. This is the same verb, machah that forms the name 
Mehujael, the great-grandson of Cain. See Genesis 4:18. The perfect 
have cut out signifies the end of the story of God’s creative work of 
Adam, when he wipes him out.  

2 Take note that God says he repented that he made them and not that 
he cut out them. There is a difference. 

3 “GRACE/FAVOR” !"STOOPING DOWN 

Strong’s #2580, chen. From the root chanan #2603 to incline, stoop 
down (in favor, kindness). See Hanan-el “Favored one of El” #2606. 

4 A REVOLUTION (A.K.A. GENERATION) 
Strong’s #1755, dor. A revolution, generation. Derived from dur (#1752) 
to move in a circle, gyrate. It properly means a revolution and is used in the 
sense of time. The verb is found in two places, 

“A chosen of the sheep take, and also revolve [dur] the Bones 
underneath her. Cause to boil her boilings, also her bones have boiled 
in her middle.” Ezekiel 24:5 literal 

For a good is a hot-one in your courts from a thousand. I have chosen 
guarding the threshold in the house of my elohe from revolving [dur] in 
tents of wickedness. For a sun and a shield YAHWEH elohim, favor 
and honor YAHWEH is giving, he is not withholding good—those 
walking in completeness.” Psalm 84:11-12 literal 

Reading these literally we can learn something about the Psalmist 
having once been revolving in the tents of wickedness before choosing to 
guard the house. The figurative enigmas of bones revolving underneath an 
oppressive covering and darkness and the idea of revolutions [generations] 
all start to come together into a cohesive picture that we can actually 
make sense of. Then we begin to walk in completeness. 

“Amen, I am saying to you all that the revolution of this one will not 
pass by until the whole of these ones come TO BE.” Matt. 24:34 
literal 

5 Rest is causing his builders to bear.  Shem means Name, Ham means 
warm or hot like warm bread (Josh. 9:12), hot like an oven (#2552, 
hamam, Hos. 7:7), also dark-colored, and father-in-law (#2524), Opened 
means spacious, wide or open. (Strong’s #8035, #2526, #3315). As a side 
note, Hebrew yacham means to be hot and is used to speak of 
conceiving in many places, see note on Genesis 30:38. 

6 Strong’s #7843, shachath. To spoil, ruin, corrupt. Not quite the same 
as shamad (#8045) to destroy/desolate. Explained by the prophetic 
picture of the girdle (belt of truth?) in Jeremiah, 

And I am walking Phrat-ward and I am digging and I am taking 
תֶא -the Waist-cloth from the Standing-place where I have hidden him, 

there, and behold the Waist-cloth has been laid-waste 
[shachath]; he is not profiting to the whole.” Jeremiah 13:7 literal 

7 Strong’s #1870, derek. Way, road, distance, journey. The word here has 
the “mark of the accusative” meaning that the Way is something 
specifically corrupted  

And elohim is seeing תֶא -the Earth, and behold, she has 
been laid-waste, for the whole of the flesh has laid-waste 

תֶא -his Road7 upon the Earth.  

13 And elohim said to Rest, `A cut-off-end of the 
whole of the flesh is he-who-comes to my faces, 
for the Earth has been filled of violence from their 
faces.8 And behold-me, he-who-lays-waste-them 

תא -the Earth. 14 `Make to-yourself a chest of 
gopher-woods,9 nests10 you are making תא -the 
Chest,11 and you have covered תֶא -her12 from the 
house13 and from the outwall in the Kopher.14 

“As for the El, his Road is complete” 2 Sam. 22:31 literal.  

“I have guarded His Road and am not causing to extend.” Job 23:11 
literal 

8 Hebrew mippnechem. From their faces. Translated as “through them” 
in the KJV or “because of them” in others. Consider the five faces 
listed in the note on Genesis 1:2. Which faces would these be? 

9 Strong’s #1613, gopher. The word doesn’t appear anywhere else and 
confounds commentators. The feminine word with the same root, 
gophrith (#1614), means brimstone and is indicative of “pitch, and then 
other combustibles” Tree sap and pitch are flammable. The Septuagint 
has tetragon, four-cornered which would infer cut lumber. The word is very 
close to kopher which is translated as pitch, see note below. 

10 Strong’s #7064, qen. A nest.  

11 THE ARK ! WOODEN CHEST 

The Hebrew תֶא - as a mark of accusative (#853) instead of “near” 
(#854) agrees with the verb to make. Strong’s #8392, tebah, a box, chest. 
BDB notes “probably Egyptian loan-word from T-b-t, chest, coffin”. It 
needs to be known that Hebrew words for “ship” (#6716, #5600, 
#591) are not used here nor are any Greek words for “ship” used in 
Jesus’ reference to it, 

“They ate, they drank, they married, they gave in marriage, until 
which hot-one came in Rest into the wooden chest [kibótos 
#G2787] and came the deluge and destroyed the whole.” Luke 17:27 
literal 

12 her. Hebrew ּהָ֑תֹא  otah. This is the mark of the accusative in the 
feminine meaning herself. The masculine form otoh was previously 
used in Genesis 1:27 “he cut out himself”.  

13 The Hebrew word for “house” is thought to reference the “inside” 
similar to “indoor” 

14 in the Kopher. This is the covering (ransom?). In the Blood. Hebrew 

רפכ . Preposition in + definite article + masculine singular. Strong’s 
#3724, kopher, the price of a life, ransom. From kaphar; properly, a cover, 
pacify, make propitiation.  This is the only instance where kopher is 
translated as “pitch” or “tar” in other translations. It is connected to 
the meaning of the word chemar (#2564) as used of Moses’ ark which 
was covered in pitch, 

And she has not been able again to hide him; and she is taking an 
ark of papyrus; and she is boiling [chamar] her in tar [chemar] 
and is putting in her the male-child and is putting in the Reed over the 
lip of the Nile.” Exodus 2:3 literal 

Heat, cham (#2526), the name of Ham, is associated with these 
picture words. Kopher undoubtably is intended to draw our attention 
to the atonement/covering. It relates to “Egypt”. In Isaiah 43:3 God 
says, “For I am YAHWEH your elohim, The Holy One of Israel, your 
Savior; I have given Egypt as your ransom [kopher], Cush and Seba 
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15 And this one is whom you are making תֶא -her,1 three 
hundred ammah2 is the length of the Chest, fifty 
ammah her width, and thirty ammah her height; 
16 a light3 you are making to the Chest, and to an 
ammah you are ending תֶא -her from-to-above4 
and the opening of the Chest you are placing in 

 
in your place.” It is also translated as the henna/cypress plant, “A 
cluster of the Kopher is my beloved to me, In the vineyards of En-
Gedi!” Song 1:14 YLT. Gesenius states, “3) cypress, Gr. κύπρος, a 
shrub, or small tree, with whitish odoriferous flowers, growing in clusters; 
Arab. َُةأَّنِح ,ُءاَّنِح  Lawsonia inermis, Linn., so called in Hebrew, as has 
been well suggested by Joh. Simonis, from a powder being made of its 
leaves with which, when mixed with water, women in the East smear 
over their nails, so as to make them of a red colour for the sake of 
ornament” 

1 Hebrew ּהָ֑תֹא הֶׂ֖שֲעַּֽת  רֶׁ֥שֲא  הֶ֕זְו  . There are two pronouns and a third 
person feminine accusative her in this sentence. The first word, this-
one, is a masculine demonstrative pronoun, this one or that one -- he, 
hence, here, it(-self), now, of him, the one...the other (See Strong’s 
#2088). Whom is the relative pronoun—which, whom. It does not mean 
how. ּהָ֑תֹא  otah, is the feminine singular accusative her. The same 
Hebrew phrase, This one is whom, can be found elsewhere, “And 
this is he whom YAHWEH proclaims to her: ‘Our Righteousness.’” 
Jeremiah 33:16 YLT.  Translators add “the name” to the clause to 
make it sound better, i.e. and this is the name by which she is called-out. But 
this is not accurate. 

2 Strong’s #520, ammah. A mother. Meaning a “cubit” measurement, 
that is, the forearm from elbow to finger tip. Prolonged from ‘em; 
properly, a mother. The Hebrews called this measurement a mother. 
Gesenius states it was always used metaphorically. The word “cubit” 
as it is always translated is a Latin word. Sometimes ammah is in the 
singular, and sometimes it is ammōt, in the plural. A few times it is 
found in the dual, as in a pair, ammatayim. These distinctions are not 
insignificant, though consistently overlooked by translators. This also 
would be the counterpart of the word Abba which is a form found in 
the Aramaic texts referring to fathers in the plural in Dan. 2:23, 5:2, Ezra 
4:15, 5:12 and in the New Testament in Mark 14:36, Rom. 8:15, and 
Gal. 4:6. Daniel 2:23 in particular reveals that there is a distinction 
between “the Father” and “Abba”, for he says, “I thank the God of 
my fathers” and thus Abba and Father are always used together in the 
New Testament, because they are not the same. Father is to the mature 
what abba is to the immature. Abba, the fathers, refers to the wisdom of 
the fathers, see Luke 1:17. 

3 Strong’s #6672, tsohar. Feminine. This word elsewhere is found only 
in the masculine dual, tsoharayim, which is a form used for pairs of 
something. It means noon, or midday but concretely double-light. Only 
here on the Ark is it found in the feminine singular. It is not the typical 
word used for “light.” The Cambridge Bible states, “The word so 
rendered (ṣôhar) only occurs here in the singular: in the dual it is the 
regular Heb. word for ‘noonday.’” In 1 Chron. 8:8 there is a Benjamite 
father named Shaharaim which is also a dual word meaning two dawns. 
Noah’s single light above is apparently defined for us in Genesis 8:6 as 
an actual portal for sending out the raven and the dove. In Isaiah 16:3 
we read,  

her side, bottom-ones, a pair, and a third-ones5 
you are making her. 

 

 
17 `And myself, behold-me,6 is he-who-causes to come 
in תֶא -the Flow7 of dual-waters upon the Earth to lay-
waste the whole of the flesh, which in-himself is a wind 

“Cause to come in counsel, make-you-all judgement, make-you your 
shadow as the night in the middle of the dual-light [tsoharayim], 
hide-you the outcasts, him-who-wanders never uncover.” Isa. 16:3 
literal 

and Amos 8:9, “And he HAS BECOME the Hot-one of Himself, and 
oracle of master YAHWEH, and I have caused to come in the Sun in 
the noon [dual-light]; and I have caused dark to the Earth in a hot-
one of light.” Additionally, Strong’s #6671, tsahar, the root verb 
means to press out oil. 

4 to an ammah you are ending her from-to-top-ward. Hebrew ־לֶאְו
הָלְעַ֔מְלִמ הָּנֶ֣לַכְּת ֙הָּמַא  ve-el ammah t’kalennah milmalah. The word 

milmalah is literally from-to-top-ward. Or “Literally, from above to 
above;” Pulpit Commentary. There is a unique double set of 
prepositions prefixing the word top-part, as though YAHWEH was 
commanding Rest to build in a specific way (direction?), as in building 
from the top and to the top. The suffix -ah adds the locative -ward.  

The whole phrase has confounded translators and commentators from 
time immemorial. There are lots of conjectures and speculations. But 
maybe it’s an enigma: “It behooves you to be born from above [top?]” 
John 3:7. This word construct is found 24 times in Scripture. 
Translator’s definitions vary. But compare some of the other places it 
is used including the “ark” lid:  

“And you have given תֶא -the Cover upon the Chest from-to-the-top-
ward,” Exodus 25:21 literal 

5 These ordinals are in the plural. Shniyyim is spelled the same as the 
dual shnayyim double and may not be a plural form. 

6 Hebrew יִנְנִה  hinni, this is the short form interjection behold with a 
first-person singular suffix: behold-me. The longer more common form 
is hinneh (#2009). Thus the BDB states, “very often with the suffix 
of 1person singular, as איִבֵמ יִנְנִה  Behold, I bring (literally behold me causing 
to come in, or about to bring) . . .” 

7 THE FLOWING DELUGE 

Strong’s #3999, hamabbul. The Flow. The definite article and its many 
contexts have led commentators and scholars to see this as a proper 
name, “always absolute and always with [definite] article except 
Genesis 9:11,15…seems in all the other passages to be almost equal to 
a proper name of the flood” – Brown-Driver-Briggs Hebrew Lexicon.  

The verb root is yabal #2986, to flow, conduct-along, bear-along. As things 
are “carried” along somewhere by procession (Hos. 10:6, 12:1, Isa. 
55:12, etc.). This “flood” is not merely a “submerging” or “rising of 
waters” but a flowing surge that covers every mountain on earth. 

A derivative of this root is tebel לֵבֵּת  world, and tubal לַבּוּת  she bears-
along/conducts (stream, procession, flow). 

A rib is the length of your finger tip to your elbow from sternum to 
spine—an ammah. The ‘mother’ of all the living. 
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of dual-life1 from underneath the Dual-Heavens, the 
whole which is in the Earth, he is breathing out.2  

18 `And I have caused to stand up3 תֶא -my cut-out-one4 
תא -yourself, and you have come in toward the Chest, 

yourself, and your builders, and your woman, and the 
women of your builders, תא -yourself. 19 And from the 
whole of The Living-one,5 from the whole of a flesh, a 
pair6 from the whole7 you are causing to come in toward 
the Chest, to make-live תא -yourself, a male and a female 
THEY ARE BECOMING. 20 Of the flying-one to his kind, 
and of the Behemah to her kind, from the whole of a 
crawling-one of the Red-one to his kind, a pair from the 
whole, they are coming in toward you, to cause-to-live. 
21 `And you must take for yourself from the whole of 
the food that is being eaten; and you have gathered 
toward yourself, and she HAS BECOME to-yourself and 
to-themselves for food.` 22 And Rest is making 
according to the whole which elohim has commanded 

תֶא -him. An upright he has made.  

CHAPTER 7  

1 And YAHWEH is saying to Rest, ̀ Come in, yourself and 
the whole of your house, toward the Chest, for yourself 
I have seen righteous to my faces in this revolution.  

A Repetition 

2 From the whole of the Clean Behemah you are taking 
to-yourself  

seven seven,8 a man and his woman, 

 
ַחּו֣ר 1  spirit + masculine plural/dual chayyim םיִּ֔יַח  double-life. John 7:38-
39. 

2 Strong’s #1478, gava. To breathe out, expirate, give up the ghost. This is 
different from the Hebrew concept dying which has more to do with 
being without life. See note on Genesis 5:5. 

3 The causative form (Hiphil) of the verb to arise, stand up. It means to 
raise up, to erect, to make stand up. 

4 “COVENANT” ! CUT-OUT 

Strong’s #1285, berith. Something cut-out (created, shaped). The root is 
#1254, bara, to cut out (create). Cf. Gesenius, Feurst. “So called from 
the idea of cutting…since it was the custom in making solemn 
covenants to pass between the divided parts of victims…see Gen. 
15:9…” Gen. 15:9 present a picture of God’s “covenant” with 
Abraham that halves certain animals in two and faces them toward 
each other inversely as a reflection and a torch crossed in between. 

5 Hebrew יַ֖חַה  definite article the + masculine singular life. This form 
occurs 12 times. Gen. 6:19, Ex. 21:35, Lev. 13:15-16, 16:21, 1 Kin. 3:22, 
23, 25, 26, 27.  

6 Hebrew םִיַנְׁש  shnayyim dual-two, pair 

7 Two from the whole. Translations add to the the real wording here 
to make it say “two from every sort or kind” but this is incorrect. 

8 Hebrew הָ֥עְבִׁש הָ֥עְבִׁש  . A repetition of the word “seven”. Also verse 3. 
take to you infers more than just escorting but in fact possessing as his 
own.  

9 Hebrew םִי ַ֖נְׁש , shnayyim, dual two, pair 

and from-out of the Behemah who is not a clean-one, 
himself is a pair,9 a man and his woman.10 

3 Also, from a flying-one of the Dual-Heavens,  

seven seven, a male and a female, 

to make-live a seed upon the faces of the whole of the 
Earth. 4 For to days again seven, myself is he-who-
causes-rain upon the Earth forty hot-one and forty 
night-ward,11 and I have blotted-out the whole of the 
Standing-one12 that I have made from off the faces of 
the Red-one.` 5 And Rest is making according to the 
whole of which YAHWEH has commanded him: 6 and 
Rest is a builder of six hundred duplications, and the 
Flow HAS BECOME a dual-waters upon the Earth.  

7 And Rest is going in, and his builders, and his woman, 
and his builders’ women, תא -himself,13 toward the 
Chest, from the faces of the dual-waters of the Flow; 8 
from-out of the Behemah of the Clean-one and from-
out of the Behemah whom is nothing clean, and from-
out of the flying-one, and the whole of him-who-crawls 
upon the Red-one, 9 a pair a pair14 they have come in 
toward Rest, toward the Chest, a male and a female, 
when elohim has commanded Rest. 10 And HE IS 
BECOMING for seven Days, and the dual-waters of the 
Flow HAVE BECOME upon the Earth.15  

10 Hebrew וֹּ֑תְׁשִאְו ׁשיִ֣א   ish ve-ishtow. Man and his woman. The nature of 
Rest’s story is deeply enigmatic. It certainly doesn’t help us in learning 
the “parable” when translators cover up the true meanings. Notice also 
that a distinction is made between clean and unclean animals when as 
yet there was no Law. Or is there? 

11 Hot-one and night are in the singular, not plural. Counting with the 
plural happens mainly with the single digits up to ten. In Numbers 
11:19 “twenty hot-one” is in the singular while the rest are in the plural, 
“Ye do not eat one hot-one, nor two days, nor five days, nor ten days, 
nor twenty hot-one, but for a month of days…” Numbers 11:19-20. 

12 Strong’s #3351, yaqum. standing [thing].  With definite article.  The 
Pulpit Commentary says, “yekum; literally, standing thing”. It is also 
found in Deut. 11:6, “the whole of the Standing which is in/at their 
feet.” At their feet parallels the faces of the Ground. Think grain and harvest 
and setting fire to wheat. The word is derived from qum, to stand 
(#6965) from which we also get qamah, standing grain (#7054). In 
Samson’s story torches are fastened to foxes’ tails to burn the grain of 
the Philistines (Judges 15:5). 

13 Rest’s woman and the women of his sons are mysteriously unnamed. 
Could be perhaps because they are, themselves? 

14 Hebrew ֙םִיַ֙נְׁש םִי ַ֤נְׁש   shnayyim shnayyim, dual-two dual-two. A 
repetition of the dual two. This could potentially mean four as in two 
pairs or perhaps two of two. There are no prepositions given.  

15 The sentence is split by two conjunctions of the word and. It would 
read like this if the KJV included it, “And it came to pass after seven 
days, and the dual-waters of the flood were upon the earth.” 
Translators have always changed it to that. The verse begins with יִ֖הְי ַֽו  
wa-yehi, and he is. See note on Genesis 1:3. 
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11 In a duplication six hundred of a duplication1 to living 
ones2 of Rest, in the Double New-one,3 in the seven ten 
hot-one to the New-one, in the Hot-one of This one4 the 
whole of the eye-springs5 of the abundant uproar6 have 
been split,7 and the ambushes8 of the Dual-Heavens 
have been opened, 12 and the Rain-Shower is upon the 

 
1 Not a typo 

2  Hebrew יֵּיַחְל  

3 TIMES 

Strong’s #2320, ha-chodesh. The New One with definite article. 
Interpreted as “new moon”. Chodesh is from the root chadash 
meaning to renew or repair (#2318). It is a masculine noun. “now shall 
the new one [chodesh] eat them with their fields.” Hosea 5:7. There 
are two additional words for moon, one masculine and one feminine. 
See note on Genesis 37:9. 

The year is a mystery all its own. Year is from the word shanah meaning 
to repeat, do again (#8138) and according to Strong has a concrete 
primitive definition: to fold, i.e. duplicate. To the Hebrew Scriptures the 
year progresses from the start to the start. Peter likely played on this 
provocative riddle, 

This one however let not be hidden from you, beloved, that one hot-one 
close beside Master is as a thousand years and a thousand years is as 
hot-one one. 2 Peter 3:8 literal 

Paul in 1 Corinthians wrote mia hemera, one hot-one, but Peter here 
wrote the opposite hemera mia, hot-one one. 

4 Jesus makes interesting remarks about the scene just before the Flow 
and likens “the days” to the “presence of the son of man”. 

“For just as the days of the Rest [Noah], so will be the presence of 
the builder of the man. For as they were in the days those ones in-
front of the deluge eating and drinking, marrying and giving in 
marriage, until which hot-one Rest went in into the wooden box, and 
they did not know until the flood came and lifted-up the whole. Thus 
will be the presence of the builder of the man.” Matt. 24:37-39 literal  

This saying strangely parallels the story of Jesus walking on water in a 
storm, unrecognized. As far the Hebrew date goes, notice how it is also 
Rest’s age: 600 duplications, 2 months, and 17 days. 

5 Strong’s #4599, mayan. Eye-place, eye-source, eye-spring. The root word 
is eye, ayin #5869 in the typical locative/place-name construct. Here 
and in Gen. 8:2 it is in the feminine plural תֹ֣נְיְעַמ . The masculine plural 
is םיִנָיְעַמ   (Ps. 104:10). 

6 Abundant uproar[deep]. The Hebrew behind abundant, here in the 
feminine (#7227, rabbah) is not insignificant. See table at Genesis 
7:22. 

7 Strong’s #1234, baqa. To cleave, split. The eye-springs are split into 
two, not the uproar.  

8 Strong’s #699, arubbah. a lattice, network, window.  

AMBUSHES OF HEAVEN 

Earth forty hot-one and forty night-ward. 13 In the bone 
of the Hot-one of This one9, he has come in10 Rest, and 
Name, and Warm, and Opened, builders of Rest, and 
woman of Rest and the three women of his builders תא -
themselves, toward the Chest; 14 they, and the whole of 
a living-one to her kind, and the whole of the Behemah 
to her kind, and the whole of the Crawling-one of the 
One-who-crawls upon the Earth to his kind, and the 
whole of the flying-one to his kind, the whole of the 
sparrow, the whole of the extremity. 15 And they are 
coming in toward Rest, toward the Chest, a pair a pair of 
the whole of the flesh which in-himself is a wind of dual-
life.11 16 And those-who-come-in,12 a male and a female 
from the whole of the flesh, have come in when elohim 
has commanded him, and YAHWEH is shutting in 
behind13 him.14 17 And the Flow is forty hot-one on the 
Earth, and the Dual-Waters are becoming abundant15 

The word is a feminine passive participle of arab #693, which means 
to lie in wait for an ambush. If the Dual-Heavens is/are comprised of an 
army (Genesis 2:1) we could deduce that something in the Dual-
Heavens lies in wait for an ambush. Compare this phrase with Isa. 
24:18, 

“…and the One-who-ascends from the middle of the Pit, he is being 
captured in the bird-trap for the ambushes from the high-places have 
been opened.” 

The “smoke” of Hosea 13 has been the assumed context for a lattice-
chiminey interpretation, “and as the smoke out of the ambush 
[arrubah].” Consider the word Dual-Heavens as a code word for 
representative power of the “high-places”, or the “powers of the air” 
(Eph. 2:2). Many powers claim Heaven for themselves, and violently 
at that, and mandate that all follow their way as the only way. Recall that 
the kingdom of the Heavens is something taken by violence (Matt. 
11:12). Additionally, in Micah 3:10 we find the opening of ambushes 
in a positive context of blessing being poured out. Perhaps the 
“lattices” of the Dual-Heavens have two surprises lying in wait. 

9 As opposed to the flesh. See Genesis 2:21. 

10 The Hebrew אָּ֣ב  he has come in is in the masculine singular perfect 
form. It should be in the plural ּואָּ֧ב  they have come in as in the case of the 
animals in Gen. 7:9 if it is meant to refer to Rest and all his builders 
and their women collectively. Indeed, the very next verse starts with 
they. 

םיִּיַח 11  chayyim, also verse 22. See note on Genesis 6:17. 

12 One wonders how long Rest has been building his Chest?  

“For I do not want you to not-know brothers this mystery, that you 
would not be in yourselves wise-ones, because a callus from a portion to 
Israel has become until which the full-contents [i.e. of a ship] of the 
races [ethnos] goes in.” Romans 11:25 literal 

13 Strong’s #1157 baad. Away from, from behind, in up to. The meaning is 
probably best summed up objectively in this verse, 

And he is coming in, also the Hilt behind the Blade, and the Fat is 
shutting from-behind [baad] the Blade…” Judges 3:22 literal 

The idea is the fat “closes in over behind the blade.” 

14 Compare Judges 9:51. 

15 Strong’s #7235, rabah. To become much, many, abundant. Another 
choice word revealing the Dual-Waters as a growing population that 
encroaches upon the Earth. This is a fulfilment of Genesis 1:22, “And 
elohim is kneeling them, saying, ‘Be fruitful, and be abundant [rabah], 
and fill the dual-waters in the seas’” 

The lattice-networks of the Heavens were 
opened... 
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and are lifting up the Chest, and she is being raised1 from 
upon the Earth.  

18 And the Dual-Waters are prevailing and becoming 
abundant exceedingly upon the Earth; and the Chest is 
walking2 upon the faces of the dual-waters.  

 
19 And the Dual-Waters have prevailed3 exceedingly 
exceedingly4 on the Earth, and are covering the whole of 
the High Mountains5 which are underneath the whole of 
the dual-heavens; 20 fifteen ammah from-to-above6 the 
Dual-Waters have prevailed [gaber], and the mountains 
are being covered. 21 And the whole of the flesh is 
breathing out,7 the One-who-crawls upon the Earth, in 
the Flying-one, and in the Behemah, and in the Living-
one, and in the whole of the Creeping-one of the One-
who-creeps upon the Earth,8 and the whole of the Red-
one, 22 the whole of whom in his dual-nostrils is a blow 

 
1 Strong’s #7311, rum. To be high or exalted. This is the word used 
throughout the Scriptures for exalt, be lifted high. As the wooden-box 
[ark] comes to rest on a rock, so does David, 

For he is concealing me in his interwoven-bush in the hot-one of ruined-
one, he is causing me to hide in a covering of his tent; on a rock he is 
exalting [rum] me.” Psalm 27:5 literal 

2 Strong’s #1980, halak. To go, come, walk. This is in the feminine, she is 
walking, as the Wooden Chest [Ark] is a feminine noun. This is the 
word for walking in the Hebrew Scriptures. “YAHWEH elohim walking 
in the enclosure” Gen 3:8, “And Narrow walked with the Elohim” 
Gen. 5:22, “Rest walked with the Elohim” Gen. 6:9, etc. Also verse 5. 

3 Strong’s #1396, gabar. To be mighty. This word is used extensively 
in the context of battles or war.  

“Upon these ones myself is she-who-weeps, my eye my eye is she-who-
descends dual-waters. For he has been distanced from myself he-who-
consoles, he-who-turns-back my breath; my builders HAVE 
BECOME those-who-are-stunned for he-who-is-hostile [enemy] has 
prevailed [gabar].” Lamentations 1:16 literal 

“YAHWEH is as the Warrior; as a man of wars he is going out. 
He is awakening a jealous-one; he is causing a blast-sound, indeed, he 
is causing a shrill-cry, upon his enemies he is prevailing-himself 
[gabar].” Isaiah 42:13.  

4 Hebrew me’od me’od. A repetition of words. Strong’s #3966, 
muchness, force, exceeding, abundance, very. You’ll find this duplicated in 
other passages: Genesis 30:43; Numbers 14:7; 1 Kings 7:47; 2 Kings 
10:4; Ezekiel 37:10. 

5 Hebrew ha-harim ha-gebohim. Two definite articles. Strong’s 
#1364, gaboah means high, lofty, exalted, or haughty. “Exalted 
mountains” refers symbolically to lofty places of rule, fortification, and 
power on the Earth in the Hot-one of Reckoning, see Isaiah 2:11-22. 

6 Hebrew הָלְעַ֔מְלִמ , milmalah, from-to-above. See note on Genesis 6:16. 
Gives the sense of “half way”.  

fifteen ammah from-to-above. Commentators have spent loads of 
time trying to force sense out of phrases like these in order to “defend” 
the scientific validity of the Flood. Fifteen cubits is half the height of 
the Chest, so they assume 15 cubits must have meant 15 cubits above 
the highest mountains. Long, drawn out scientific reasoning pervade 
the commentaries. But that’s not the point of the passage. Besides, it 
says from and to above which is quite odd being that water rises from 
below. Being half the height of the Chest, we perhaps find one of the 
first (not only) prophetic references to the lower half (Earth?) vs. the 
upper half (Dual-Heavens?) of Christ’s Body. See Ezekiel 1 and 8 
where it describes first the upper half submerged in fire, and lower half 
of Christ’s body encircled by a rainbow.  

7 Strong’s #1478, gava. To expire, perish. It is not the same as #4191, 
muth, to die which is used in Genesis chapter 2 and 3. It does not mean 
expire like food expires, but the opposite of inspire (breathing in). Just 
as Christ on the cross perishes, “And Jesus uttered a loud cry and 
breathed out [ekpneó]” Mark 15:37. 

8 Hebrew ha-sherets ha-shorets. Interestingly, when we previously 
learned about creeping things in Genesis 1:20 we were told that they 
creeped the dual-waters. 
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of the wind of dual-life, from the whole of whom is in 
the Desolate-one1 have died.2  

23 And he is blotting-out the whole of the Standing-
one3 who is upon the faces of the Red-one, from the 
Red-one until behemah, until creeper, and until the 
flying one of the Dual-Heavens; they are being blotted-
out from the Earth, and only Rest is remaining4 and 
those who are תא -himself in the Chest. 24 And the Dual-

 
1 Strong’s #2724, הָבָרָח  charabah, desolate, wasted thing. Thought to 
mean “dry ground” or “desert” but is derived from charab, a sword. 
See note at Gen. 8:13. 

ARABIA 
This word ties into a significant pattern of allegories in the Hebrew 
Scriptures regarding a time when the land “becomes a wasted one” 
prior to “the latter rain”. In studying the Hebrew root בר  we find a 
pattern: 

The Sun Sets at the End of the Journey in the Arabian Desert West 
#7227 
adj 

בַר  rab, 
הָּ֔בַר  

rabbah 

“abundant, many” Gen. 7:11 (the deep of the 
abundant), Gen 6:5 “abundant 
evil” 

#7231 
verb 

בבַר  rabab “to become many” “those who hate me” Psalm 
25:19, Psalm 3:1, 38:19, 69:4, 
Jer. 46:20-24; 
“transgressions/apostasies” Jer. 
5:6, 14:7 

#7228 
noun 

בַר  rab “archer” Job 16:13, Jer. 50:29 

#7232 
verb 

בבַר  rabab “to shoot or 
multiply (actively)” 

Psalm 18:4 

#6150 
verb 

בַרָע  arab “become evening, 
grow dark” 

Can’t tell the difference between 
light and dark 

#6148 
verb 

בַרָע  arab “to exchange, give 
in pledge, braid, 
mix” 

Ezra 9:2, Psalm 106:35 

#6154 
noun 

בֶרֵע  areb “mixed people” Exodus 12:38 

#6152 
noun 

בָרֲע  arab “Arabia” 1 Kin. 10:15, 2 Chron. 9:14, 
Isa. 21:13, Jeremiah 25:24, Eze. 
27:21 

#6153 
noun 

בֶרֶע  ereb “evening, sunset” Psalm 90:6 

#4628 
noun 

בָרֲעַמ  
maarab 

“west” Isaiah 45:6, Psalm 107:3 

#2724 
noun 

הָבָרָח  
charabah 

“desert” Gen. 7:22, Ex. 14:21, Josh. 
3:17, 4:18, 2 Kin. 2:8 

#6158 
noun 

בֵרֹע  oreb “raven”  Gen. 8:7, Lev. 11:15, 1 Kin. 
17:4-6, Job 38:41, Ps. 147:9, 
Prov. 30:17, Songs 5:11, Isa. 
34:11 

#2717 
verb 

בַרָח  
charab 

“to desolate, lay 
waste” 

Gen. 8:13, Isa. 34:10, Jer. 2:12, 
Eze. 26:2 

#699 
noun 

הָּבֻרֲא  
arubbah 

“network” 
“lattice” or 
“floodgate” 

Gen. 7:11, 8:2, Isa. 24:18, Hos. 
13:3 

#7241 
noun 

ביִבָר  
rebibim 

“abundant 
showers” 

Ps. 72:6, Jer. 3:3, 14:2, Micah 
5:7 “the remnant” 

#6161 
noun 

הָּבֻרֲע  
arubbah 

“a pledge” Prov. 17:18 

#7257 
verb 

ץַבָר  
rabats 

“to crouch down” 
(as an animal) 

Gen. 4:7, 29:2, 49:9,14; Num. 
22:27, Isa. 13:21 

#7251 
verb 

עַבָר  raba “to square”  

#7253 
noun 

עַבָר  reba “a fourth part”  

עַּבְרַא #702  arba “four”  
#7250 
noun 

עַבָר  raba “mate” as with an 
animal 

Lev. 18:23, 19:19, 20:16 only 

The clear pattern or theme of “mixing” can be seen in many of these 
words. The evening or sunset is the time of hot-one when light and 
darkness are “mixed”.  “Arabia” would refer to a people that are mixed 
between light and darkness.  

Waters are prevailing on the Earth a hundred and fifty 
hot-one.  

CHAPTER 8  

1 And elohim is memorializing5 תֶא -Rest, and תֶא -the 
whole of the Living-one, and תֶא -the whole of the 
Behemah whom is תא -him in the Chest, and elohim is 
causing a wind to cross-over upon6 the Earth, and the 
Dual-Waters are lying-in-wait,7 2 and the eye-springs of 

“Is not a dark-one a hot-one of Yahweh, and not a light? And dusk, 
and not a shining-one to-himself?” Amos 5:20 literal  

Does Arabia and Charabah refer to “the end”?  

“YAHWEH from Dual-Heavens looks down upon the builders of 
Adam to see if there are understanding ones seeking elohim. The whole 
turned aside, together they have become corrupt…” Psalm 14:2 
Literal 

2 have died. One of the very few instances of to die in the perfect tense. 
See note on Genesis 5:5. Other occurrences: Gen. 19:19, 35:18, 42:38; 
Num. 14:2; 2 Kin. 2:4; and Eze. 28:8. 

3 Strong’s #3351, yaqum. standing thing.  See note on Genesis 7:4.  

4 The Remnant. Isa. 10:21-22, 11:16, 37:32, Zech. 9:7, Micah 5:7, Amos 
5:15, Jer. 23:3, 42:19, etc. 

5 Hebrew #2142, zakar. To recall/remind in the sense of memorializing, 
marking down, make a note, recording something. Hence,  

“Take a lyre, circle a city, a harlot who-is-forgotten, cause-good 
strumming, abound a song, for-the-purpose of being-memorialized 
[zakar].” Isa. 23:16 literal 

“and Yoah [brother-of-Yah] son of Asaph [gatherer] the Recorder 
[mazakar].” Isa. 36:3 literal 

6 The same as the Passover which is actually the Crossover of Egypt. 
Strong’s #5674, abar means literally to cross over. All the scriptural 
contexts indicate very strongly the perpendicular nature of the action, i.e. 
crossing a stream, a wady, a sea, a border, overstepping a covenant, a 
razor over a head. In Genesis 15:7 the torch is crossing over between 
left and right halves of animal sacrifices as a deep darkness comes over 
the land. 

 

The crossover…? 

 

How far does the enigma go? 

7 Strong’s #7918, shakak. To incline, stoop (to lay a trap), or to lay in wait. 
“A primitive root; to weave (i.e. Lay) a trap; figuratively, (through the 
idea of secreting).” The abstract interpretation was “decrease, 
subside”. This verb occurs only 5 times, once here in Genesis. Jer. 5:26 
provides a clue “For wicked ones have been found in my people; he 
[the people?] is looking-on according to the laying [shak] of 
[fowler]snares.”  
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the uproar and the lattice-networks of the Dual-Heavens 
are being shut up, and the Rain-Shower from the Dual-
Heavens is being withheld. 3 And turning back are the 
Dual-Waters from off the Earth, walking and turning 
back; and the Dual-Waters are decreasing1 from the 
extremity2 of a hundred and fifty hot-one.  

4 And the Chest is resting,3 in the Seventh New-one, in 
the seven ten hot-one to the New-one, upon the 
mountains of Ararat; 5 and the Dual-Waters HAVE 
BECOME, walking and decreasing,4 until the Tenth New-
one; in the Tenth, in one5 to the New-one, have become 
seen the shaking-ones of the mountains. 6 And HE IS 
BECOMING from the cut-off of forty hot-one, and Rest 
is opening the perforation6 of the Chest which he has 
made. 

 
An abomination according to Leviticus 11:15 

 
Elohim’s vengeance, the ambush of Heaven? Cf. Isaiah 66. This is 
perhaps symbolically the wind elohim brings from the “East” to “turn 
back” the Dual-Waters. The event appears paralleled in Exodus 14:21 
among other places,  

“Then Moses stretched out תֶא -his hand upon the Sea, and 
YAHWEH is causing-to-walk תֶא -the Sea in a strong wind of the 
east/front the whole of the Night and set the Sea to the Desolate-one, 
and the dual-waters has been cleaved.” Ex. 14:21 literal  

Many prophets speak a great deal about the “east/front wind”.  

1 TO DECREASE 

Strong’s #2637, chaser. To decrease, lack, want. The opposite of 
increase/add. 

“A psalm of David. YAHWEH is my shepherd, I am not 
decreasing [chaser].” Psalm 23:1 literal 

“The just-one is him-who-eats to the satisfaction of his breath, but the 
stomach of the wicked-ones, she is decreasing [chaser].” Prov. 
13:25 literal 

“You have decreased him [chaser] a little-one from the elohim, 
and the weighty-one and the honor-one you have encircled him.” Ps. 
8:5 literal 

2 Strong’s #7097, qatseh. End, extremity. This is not a word in relation 
to time but rather space. For example, Genesis 47:21, “as to the people 
he has removed him to cities from extremity [qatseh] of the border of 
Egypt and toward extremity [qatseh].” It is from the root qatsah which 
means to cut off.  

3 Strong’s #5117, nuach. To rest. The same root as Rest’s name.  

4 walking and decreasing. Both verbs are infinitive absolutes. 
Strong’s #2637, chaser, to lack, decrease, become empty. This word is used 
everywhere else to represent lack of bread, water, oil, wine, drink 
offerings, and good things. Compare “The Master is my shepherd, I 
shall not lack [chaser]” Psalm 23:1 and “The righteous eateth to the 

7 And he is sending תֶא -the raven, and he is going out, 
to go out and to turn back until the drying of the Dual-
Waters from upon the Earth.7 8 And he is sending תֶא -
the dove from תא -himself8 to see they have become 
lightened9 the Dual-Waters from off the faces of the 
Red-one.  

 
The New Beginning. “...and the Wind of elohim was fluttering upon the 

faces of the Dual-Waters.” Genesis 1:2 

satisfying of his breath: but the belly of the wicked shall lack [chaser]” 
Prov. 13:25. 

5 Hebrew דָ֣חֶאְּב , be-echad. In one. Since this is different from the 
adjective first, ןֹוׁשאִר  rishon, used 182 times in the Scriptures, it is not 
rendered on the first but more accurately in one. Hence the distinction in 
Exodus 40:2, “In the hot-one of the first [rishon] month, in one [echad] 
to the month…” and in Exodus 12:15, “on the first [rishon] hot-
one…”. This translation preserves the distinction between first hot-one 
and in one. 

6 Strongs’ #2474, challon, something pierced, bored, perforation. From the 
verb chalal (#2490) to bore, perforate. Just as a “door” was literally called 
an “opening”. This is normally interpreted as a “window” but windows 
are modern inventions. This is different from the lattice “window” 
mentioned in 7:11 and 8:2. It is the window of a house or palace. Its 
root verb, chalal, means to bore or pierce. See note on Genesis 4:26. 

7 Going and returning. Compare with Job 1:7 in the literal, “And 
YAHWEH is saying toward the Adversary, From where are you coming 
in? And the Adversary is answering YAHWEH, and saying, From 
pushing forth [#7751 to lash with wings, arms, oars, etc.] to and fro 
in the Earth, and from walking about in her.” Also compare the fact 
that a black horse is sent by YAHWEH and is responsible for giving rest 
to his spirit (the Dove) from his wrath in Zech 6:8. See also Daniel 12:4. 
Until the drying parallels the language of dry-ward, southward, Negev, the 
Desert (see note on Gen. 13:3). 

8 From- תֶא -him. Hebrew ֹוּ֑תִאֵמ  me-ittow, preposition + near + suffix 
from-near-him or from himself. This has always stumped commentators. It 
tells of the Spirit. Consider it as a mark of accusative instead of the 
preposition. 

9 Strong’s #7043, qalal. To be light, make light, bring into contempt, accurse, 
despise, lightly esteemed, cursed, swift. This is apparently one of the words 
for to curse in the Bible. Here the Dual-Waters are described as being 
lightened or made insignificant (compare with verse 21) when 
previously the Dual-Waters were blessed (Gen. 1:22). In Revelation 21:1 
we discover that “the Sea is no more.” Rest knows. Rest can’t see 
what’s happening from the Ark until the covering is removed but he 
knows, verse 13. 
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9 And the dove has not found a resting place for the 
palm of her foot,1 and she is turning back toward him, 
toward the Chest, for the dual-waters are upon the faces 
of the whole of the Earth, and he is sending forth his 
hand, and he is taking2 תֶא -her, and is causing to come in 
herself toward him, toward the Chest.3 10 And he is 
turning-around4 again seven days back,5 and he is adding 
to send forth6 the dove from-out the Chest. 11 And the 
dove is coming into him at time of evening, and behold, 
an olive leaf torn off in her mouth.7 And Rest is 
perceiving that the Dual-Waters have become lightened 
from upon the Earth. 12 And he is waiting again seven 
days back,8 and is sending forth the dove, and she has 
not added to turn back9 toward him again. 

The 7th Hot-one 

13 And HE IS BECOMING in one and six hundred of a 
duplication, in the First-one,10 in one to the New-one, 
the Dual-Waters have been laid-desolate11 from upon 

 
1 Strong’s #3709, kaph, the hollow of your hand or palm. Distinguished 
from the wrist and arm, Leviticus 14:16,17,18,27,28. The same word is 
used to describe the sole of the foot. The feet are the members of 
Christ’s Body that were washed—the least of these. Peter was the Rock 
upon which Christ built up his Church and Jesus washed only Peter’s 
feet. Judas, representing the middle/stomach of the Body, was not clean. 
Christ’s “pattern” (the same way the Law is a pattern) included putting 
a towel around his middle and then using the same towel to wash 
Peter’s feet, revealing the destiny of the middle (John 13:4-15). 

2 Hebrew, laqach, to take. See note on Genesis 3:20. The Spirit is 
roaming around to and fro looking for a place for her foot. In Jeremiah 
5:1 YAHWEH says, “Rove to and fro outside of Jerusalem, look and 
take note! Search her squares to see if you can find a man, one who 
does justice and seeks truth, that I may pardon her.”  

3 The language bears striking similarity to Genesis 2:21-22 where the 
rib is taken and built up and brought to the man. 

TO ROTATE, TURN, WHIRL, TWIST 
4 And he turned continually seven days…And he waited again 
seven days…Comparing verse 10 and 12 we find an interesting 
contrast. The Church has had a long history of covering pearls like 
these up. Strong’s #2342, chuwl means to whirl, turn, spin, travail. See 
note on Genesis 2:11 regarding Havilah. This is a deliberately and 
uniquely used word in the Hebrew texts.  

5 FOLLOW IN TIME VS. FOLLOW IN SPACE 

“Back” is actually plural hind-parts, back-ones. Implies two seven-hot-one 
cycles. These positional adjectives present no small difficulties in 
interpretation. Is the context time or space? If time, what of the Hebrew 
concept of circular time? The Hebrew accusative of time and space is 
among the most complex and difficult elements to understand in the 
ancient language. To follow in time, is essentially the opposite of to follow 
in space. The ancients would not have mixed the two up. 

This word acher #312 is objectively the back-side, behind, hind-part, etc. 
In the progression of things, i.e. time, this would not be “after” or 
“following” since that notion implies the front-side, ahead, etc. Hence the 
verb root achar (#309) means to be behind, remain behind, tarry rather 
than to come after. The verb to come itself is the most connected with the 
idea of something that “follows” in time.  

6 adds to send forth. Similar expression as found in Genesis 4:2 
regarding Abel. Strong’s #3254, yasaph. To add. The Hebrew verb is 
in the Hiph’il form meaning it is causative. To increase through 
addition. This is the Woman become Eve through childbearing—they 
are reborn from above as Eve. (1 Tim. 2:14-15). The Covenant of 
Slavery is out, the Covenant of Freedom is in. 

7 Reminiscent of Christ at the Last Supper tearing off a piece of bread, 
“now they were eating of them, the Jesus took a bread, and praised, 

the Earth; and Rest is causing to turn aside the covering 
of the Chest,12 and he is seeing, and behold, the faces of 
the Red-one have been laid-desolate. 14 And in the 
Second New-one, in the seven and twenty hot-one of 
the New-one, the Earth has dried-up.  

15 And elohim is ordering13 toward Rest, to say, 16 `Go 
out from the Chest, you, and your woman, and your 
builders, and your builders’ women תא -yourself; 17 the 
whole of the living-one which is תא -yourself, of the 
whole flesh, in the flying-one, and in the behemah, and 
in the whole creeper that creeps on the Earth, bring out 

תא -yourself; and they have creeped in the Earth, and 
have become fruitful, and have multiplied on the Earth.` 
18 And Rest is going out, and his builders, and his 
woman, and his builders’ women תא -himself; 19 the 
whole behemah, the whole of the living-one, and the 

and broke, and gave to the learners, he said, Take, eat. This one is the 
body of myself.’” Matthew 26:26 literal 

8 Implies three seven-hot-one cycles. 

9 adds not to turn back. Adds with the infinitive to turn back (#7725) 
from which we get the concept of repentance. Comparing these two 
phrases reveals to us the work of the Spirit in raising up through 
increase “Sent Ones” beginning with Jesus at his own baptism. “Sent 
ones” are those who have had their eyes opened to what they haven’t 
seen or known before in the Word (Luke 24:25-27, John 9:7). They 
turn back from the way of Cain and become Seth, builders put in Christ’s 
own place.  

10 Strong’s #7223, rishon. With definite article. First, chief (in place, 
time or rank). Referring to the first month, but the word “month” is 
absent. The word “month” is implied by the word chodesh (Strong’s 
#2320) which means concretely new moon. See note on Genesis 8:5. 

11 Strong’s #2717, בַרָח  charab, to desolate, be laid waste. This is a much 
more serious word than to be dry. See yabesh (#3001) to be dry used in 
v.7 and 14. Translators interpret it as to dry because it is often found 
used in the context of the “water”. In other places the plain meaning 
is clear, “Jerusalem… she is laid-desolate [charab]” (Eze. 26:2), “the 
kings of Assyria have laid-desolate [charab] these nations and their 
lands” (2 Kin. 19:17), “desolate [charab] and utterly destroy after 
them, saith YAHWEH” (Jer. 50:21), “the sanctuaries of Israel shall be 
laid-desolate” (Amos 7:9), “From revolution to revolution she shall lie 
desolate, none shall pass through her forever and ever.” (Isa. 34:10), 
“Be appalled, O dual-heavens, at this-one; be shocked, be utterly 
desolate [charab], declares YAHWEH” (Jer. 2:12). 

12 Strong’s #4372, mikseh, covering. This is a different word than the 
previous Kopher covering on the inside and outside, but may be the 
same thing. The verb is the Hiphil form which is causative (made to turn 
aside, caused to turn aside). This is the word for the skins covering the 
tabernacle, Ex. 26:14, 35:11, 36:19, 39:34, and the coverings of the holy 
things in Numbers 4. There was no mention of Rest constructing this 
previously. 

13 TO SPEAK – SET IN ROW, PUT IN ORDER, ARRANGE 
Strong’s #1696, dabar. This very common word appearing 1144 times 
is translated as “speak” but properly means to put in order, arrange, 
sequence. According to Gesenius, “The primary power as the 
etymologists in Holland long ago rightly observed, is that of setting in 
a row, ranging in order.” (Hebrew and Chaldee Lexicon 1846, p.186) 

Sub-definitions therefore include to lead [sheeps], bring into order, to follow, 
be behind, lay snares. 

Thus word (dabar #1671) is an ordered or arranged thing. Another 
derivative is midbar (#4057) wilderness and “mouth” in Songs 4:3. 
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whole flying-one; the whole creeper on the Earth, to 
their families,1 have gone out from the Chest.  

20 And Rest is building a slaughtering-place to 
YAHWEH, and is taking from the whole of the clean 
behemah, and from the whole of the clean flying-one, 
and is causing to ascend2 ascending-ones3 upon the 
slaughtering-place. 21 And YAHWEH is smelling the 
pleasant fragrance,4 and YAHWEH is saying toward his 
heart,5 `I am not adding to disesteem again the Red-one 
in the sake of the Red-one, for the form6 of the heart of 
the Red-one, ruined-one from his youth.7 And I am not 
causing to add to smite again תֶא -the whole of a living-
one, as when I have made; 22 again the whole of the days 
of the Earth, seed and crop, and the cold-one and hot-
one, and summer-fruit and harvest,8 and hot-one and 
night-ward, are not resting.`9 

CHAPTER 9  

1 And elohim is kneeling תֶא -Rest,10 and תֶא -his builders, 
and is saying to-themselves, `Be fruitful, and be 
abundant, and fill תֶא -the Earth; 2 and your fearful-one 
and your shattered-one IS BECOMING upon the whole of 
a living one of the Earth, and upon the whole of the flying 
one of the Dual-Heavens, in the whole which she is 

 
1 Strong’s #4940, mishpachah. Family, clan. As opposed to the families 
[mishpachah] descended from Rest’s builders in Gen. 10:32. This 
testifies to the prophetic revelation that there are those who are not 
upright at the “coming of the builder of Man” that are yet spared from 
the hour of trial. The Present Church, is first “laid waste” and then the 
Dual-Waters of mankind are laid waste (cf. all the prophets). 

2 Burnt-offerings are literally “ascendings”. Strong’s #5930, olah. a 
step or (collectively, stairs, as ascending); -- ascent, burnt offering (sacrifice), 
go up to. Where do the offerings ascend to? Heaven. There is a picture 
evident in the process of flesh being changed into smoke in that one 
becomes spirit and rises to Heaven. Hence, “present your bodies as a 
living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God, which is your spiritual 
worship” (Romans 12:1). 

3 BURNT-OFFERING ⇒ ASCENT ⇒ STAIRS 

Strong’s #5930, olah. That which goes up, ascending, ascent, a step. 
Collectively stairs, 

“And the food of his table and a seat of his slaves and a station of his 
ministers, and their clothing, and hi cupbearers, and his stairway 
[olah] which he is causing to ascend a house of YAHWEH, and she 
HAS NOT BECOME in herself again a spirit.” 1 Kings 10:5 literal 

“And steps [ma-olah] of seven of his ascensions [olah] and his 
porch to their faces, and palm-trees to himself, one from here, and one 
from here, toward his gateposts.” Ezekiel 40:26 literal 

4 The Master’s anger is appeased through smelling the pleasant aroma. 
The nostril is the word the Hebrews used to describe anger. See note at 
Genesis 27:45. More so the word olah indicates an ascent. The tower 
of Heaven is also symbolically revolution a nose in Song of Solomon 
7:4. The nose is the tower of the Faces, while the neck and head is the 
tower of the Body. Pay close attention to body parts. “And he [Christ] 
is the head of the body, the church” Col. 1:18. Compare also 2 Cor. 
2:15 literal, “For of Christ a sweet perfume we are to God in those 
being saved and in those perishing” 

5 The Hebrew לֶא  means toward or toward, not in as some translations 
put it. See Strong’s #413. 

creeping the Red-one, and in the whole of the fishes of 
the Sea—into your hand they have been given. 3 The 
whole creeper which himself is living-one to-yourselves 
HE IS BECOMING to a food11 like the green grass I have 
given to you תֶא -the whole. 4 Only flesh in his breath, his 
blood, you all are not eating.12 

Atonement at the Hand of Three 

5 `And only I am seeking תֶא -your blood for your 
breaths;13 from the hand of the whole of the 
living-one I am seeking him, and from the hand 
of the Red-one, from the hand of a man of his 
brother, I am seeking תֶא -breath of the Red-one;  

6 He-who-pours blood of the Red-one, in the Red-one 
his blood is being poured, for in the shadow-
image of elohim he has made תֶא -the Red-one.  

7 And you all, be fruitful and be abundant, creep in the 
Earth, and be abundant in-herself.`   

Two Cut-out Ones 

8 And elohim is speaking toward Rest, and toward his 
builders with himself, saying, 9 `And myself, behold-me 

6 Strong’s #3336, yetser. Form. Singular. From the verb yatsar, to form, 
fashion as YAHWEH elohim formed the red-one from the dust, Genesis 
2:7.  

7 The first appearance of the word youth. Age and time are used 
allegorically in the Scriptures. The new moon, month, and menstrual 
cycle also speak of a time of the Church. The Blood Moon and 
menstruation are prophetic of an apocalyptic event. In Jeremiah 50:20 
(and many other places) we read איִ֜הַה תֵ֨עָבּו ֩םֵהָה םיִ֣מָּיַּב , which is literally 
“in The Days of Them and in the Time of Her”. The plural and 
feminine singular pronouns are used in all of these statements. Her 
Time is indicative of a woman’s time (a.k.a period) and the “filthy rag” 
spoken of in the prophets is actually םיִּ֖דִע דֶגֶ֥ב  begged iddim (Strong’s 
#5708), a “garment of mentruations” (Isa. 64:6).  

8 Summer-fruit / harvest (time) see #7019 and #2779.  

9 Strong’s #7673, shabath. Cease, rest. As elohim rested [shabath] on the 
seventh hot-one. Genesis 2:2. This is a glimpse at what is to come upon 
entering our Rest. Not everything rests. 

10 In the new beginning, Rest and his builders are the only thing that is 
blessed. 

11 Strong’s #7431, remes. Crawling. From the verb, ramas, to creep, 
crawl, move lightly, move about. The sense is general and not limited to 
insects. It is used by the Psalmist of Sea creatures, “This, the Sea, great 
and broad of hands, There are crawling (remes) things -- innumerable, 
Living creatures -- small with great.” All animals are crawling creatures. 
Man and woman are the only upright creatures. Like the green grass 
I have given you… This refers to Genesis 1:29 where elohim gave all 
the plants for food. Now all the crawlers are given for food. 

12 Hebrew וֹׁ֥שְפַנְּב רָׂ֕שָּב  , flesh in his breath. This is understood to mean flesh 
with his breath/blood. Everything is given to Rest and his builders to 
partake of except the “flesh and blood.” Study Matt. 16:17, Rom. 9:3, 
Jam. 5:17, Hebrews 2:14, Gal. 1:16, John 1:13, 3:6, 6:54-56, 2 Jo. 1:7. 

13 Plural, the blood of you all. Strong’s #1875, darash. To seek, inquire. It 
can mean require in the sense of seeking revenge. The riddle here is making 
a distinction between blood singular and blood plural. Blood can be 
described as something in both the singular and the plural, “And they 
shed innocent blood -- Blood of their builders and of their built-ones, 
Whom they have sacrificed to idols of Canaan, And the land is 
profaned with bloods.” Psalm 106:38 YLT.  
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causing to stand-up1 תֶא -my cut-out-one with yourselves, 
and with your seed of your back,2 10 and with the whole 
of the breath of the living-one who is with yourselves, in 
the flying-one, in the behemah, and in the whole of a 
living one of the Earth with yourselves, from the whole 
who are going out of the Chest, to the whole of a living 
one of the Earth.  

11 And I have caused to stand up תֶא -my cut-out-one תא -
yourselves, and the whole of the flesh is not again being 
cut off by dual-waters of the Flow, and HE IS NOT 
BECOMING again a flow to lay-waste the Earth.` 

12 And elohim is saying, `This one is a sign of the Cut-
out-one which myself is giving between me and between 
yourself, and between the whole of the breath of the 
living-one that is תא -yourself, to revolutions of the 
future. 13 I have given תֶא -my bow3 in the Covering-
Cloud, and she HAS BECOME for a sign of a cut-out-one 
between me and between the Earth.  

 
1 The verb to arise, stand up is in the causative participle form (i.e. cause 
to stand up) which means it has no tense, hence a “causing to stand”. 
This same participle, םיִ֛קֵמ  meqim, is found in 8 places (1 Sam. 2:8, 2 
Sam. 12:11, Isa. 44:26, Jer. 50:32, Amos 6:14, Hab. 1:6, and Zech. 11:6). 

Causing to stand-up from the dust the poor… 1 Sam. 2:8; There 
is not for him a standing-up… Jer. 50:32; Causing to stand-up 
a word of his slave… Isa. 44:26 

2 Rest and his builders are spoken to as a corporate body or tribe. The 
Hebrew םֶ֖כֲעְרַז  zarekem, “seed of yourselves” is found 18 times (Gen. 
9:9, Ex. 32:13 twice, Lev. 22:3, Lev. 26:16, Deut. 1:8, 11:9 Isa. 61:9, 
66:22, Esther 9:27, 28, 31; 1 Sam. 8:15, Ezra 2:59, Neh. 7:61, Ps. 21:10, 
Ps. 102:28, Job 21:8) 

3 THE BOW 

Strong’s #7198, qesheth. A bow. The root is qush #6983 to bait or lure 
as a trap was set by bending something into a bow shape. It appears 
there are two prophecies and thus two bows and two Clouds spoken of 
here. Elohim’s Bow, and the Bow seen in the cloud he beclounds/enclouds. 
The word means an archer’s bow. It is used to mean rainbow in this 
passage, and it was always thought that both instances in verse 13 and 
14 spoke of a rainbow, but they do not. The first speaks of the promise 
between elohim and the Earth and his bow. The second speaks of the 
promise between elohim, Rest’s sons, and the Flesh and Blood and the 
bow that is not his. As we learn from Ezekiel 1 and 8 the lower 
half/loins of the Body become enshrouded by the Rainbow.  

“THE [RAIN]BOW” VS. “HIS BOW” 
For behold, Wicked-ones are marching the [rain]bow, they are setting-
upright their piercer upon a remnant to shoot in darkness, to the level-
ones of the heart, for the Foundations are being torn down; the just-one, 
what has he made?  Psalm 11:2 literal 

If a man is not turning back, he is whetting his sword; He has bent 
his bow and is making her ready. Psalm 7:12 literal 

And his bow is abiding in strength, And the arms of his hands have 
been strengthened by the hands of the Mighty One of Heel… Gen. 
49:24 literal 

He has marched his bow as an enemy, his right hand standing 
himself like a distressor, and is killing the whole of the desires of the 

 
His Bow? “my bow” 

The Rainbow 

14 And HE HAS BECOME in my beclouding4 a covering-
cloud upon the Earth, and the Bow is being seen in the 
Covering-Cloud.  

15 And I have memorialized תֶא -my cut-out-one whom 
is between me and between you and between the whole 
of the breath of the living-one, in the whole of the flesh, 
and HE IS NOT BECOMING again the Dual-Waters for a 
flow to lay-waste the whole of the flesh. 

16 And the Bow5 HAS BECOME in the Covering-Cloud, 
and I have seen her to memorialize a cut-out-one of the 
future between elohim and between the whole of the 
breath of the living-one in the whole of flesh, which is 
upon the Earth.`  

eye [Gen. 2:9, 3:6], in the tent of the built-one of Zion he has poured 
out his wrath like the Fire. Lamentation 2:4 literal 

From the voice of a horseman and a shooting bow flee the whole of the 
City; they have gone in into the Dark Cloud and into the Rocks have 
ascended the whole of the forsaken City, and there is not sitting in them 
a man.” Jeremiah 4:29 literal 

4 TO CLOUD [COVERT] OF THE WEST 
Strong’s #6049, anan. To cloud over, act covertly, hidden arts [soothsayer, 
sorcery]. The root means to cover. “Sorcerer” and “sorceress” were 
derived from the participle, he-who-beclouds, she-who-beclouds as those 
acting covertly with “hidden arts”. 

Jesus must have alluded to this, “And he said also to the multitudes, 
‘When you see the cloud rising up on/against the west, 
immediately you say, A rainstorm is coming, and so it becomes.’” 
(Luke 12:54 literal). He gave us an important clue: the cloud rises upon 
the west(sea). He did not say “clouds” but the singular cloud. Other 
scriptures, 

“A hot-one of a cloud [anan] and thick darkness” Zephaniah 1:15 

“According to the vision of the Rainbow whom IS BECOMING in 
the Cloud [anan] in the hot-one of the Rainshower, upright is the 
vision of the brightness encircling. Himself is the vision of the copy of 
the weight of Yahweh.” Ezekiel 1:28 

“A cloud will cover her, and her built-ones will go into captivity.” 
Ezekiel 30:18 

“And HE IS BECOMING in the going out of the Priests from the 
Set-Apart-Place, and the Cloud has filled the house of YAHWEH, 
and the Priests have not been able to stand to minister from the faces of 
the Cloud, for the weight of YAHWEH has filled the house. At that 
time has said Solomon, “YAHWEH has said to dwell in the Gloom.” 
1 Kings 8:10-12 literal 

5 This “woman” becomes a [rain]bow, just as the previous “woman” 
becomes a bow. The HE IS BECOMING of the Dual-Waters along 
with the SHE HAS BECOME of the rainbow calls to mind the Harlot 
who sits upon many Waters and the Beast she rides (Rev. 17). It is a 
saying/expression in scripture that one can “ride on a cloud” (Isa. 19:1) 
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For behold, Wicked-ones are marching the [rain]bow, they are setting-
upright their piercer above a remnant to shoot in darkness, to the level-
ones of the heart. Psalm 11:2 literal 

17 And elohim is saying toward Rest, `This is a sign of 
the Cut-out-one which I have raised between Me and the 
whole flesh, which is upon the Earth.`  

The Shattering 

18 And THEY ARE BECOMING the builders of Rest going 
out of the Chest, Name, and Warm, and Opened. And 
Warm himself is father of Humbled.1 19 These three are 
builders of Rest, and from these ones they have shattered2 
the whole Earth.  

The Woman Exposed 

20 And Rest is untying a man of the Red-one, and he is 
setting-up a vineyard, 21 and is drinking from the wine, 
and is being drunk, and is uncovering himself in the 
middle of the tent. 22 And Warm, father of Humbled, is 
seeing תֶא -the naked-one of his father and is fronting3 to 

 
1 Canaan means Humbled. Strong’s #3667. From the root verb kana 
which means to be humbled, subjected, bend the knee.  

2 Strong’s #5310, naphats. To shatter, beat or break in pieces, scatter.  The 
verb is in the feminine singular referring to the Earth, that is, the Earth 
was shattered, smashed, (hence “dispersed”?) from these three. 

3 Strong’s #5046, nagad. To front, to stand opposite. A primitive root; 
properly, to front, i.e. Stand boldly out opposite; by implication 
(causatively), to manifest; specifically, to expose. The idea is apparently 
opposite to kachad (#3582) to hide, conceal.  

“…and their miss, like Sodom, they have fronted [nagad], they 
have not concealed [kachad] it.” Isaiah 3:9 literal 

To see the naked-one. This is an enigma like “to know his woman” 
(see note on Genesis 4:1).  

4 he takes. The verb is the singular and not the plural they take. Shem 
takes the garment, Opened does not. 

5 Hebrew הָ֗לְמִּׂשַה , ha-simlah. The Mantle/Garment. Feminine noun 
with definite article occurs three times—Gen. 9:23, Deut. 22:17, and 
Judges 8:25. Also a name in Genesis 36:36 

6 Strong’s #7926, םֶ֣כְׁש , shekem. Singular noun, shoulder. “Shoulder” is 
not found in the dual or plural in the Hebrew Scriptures. The shekem 
is not that part we understand as the right and left shoulders but the area 
between the shoulder blades or upper part of the back under the neck 
(cf. Gesenius). 

 

the shoulder in Hebrew. “And finding, he lays upon the shoulders of himself” 
Luke 15:5 literal 

This an important allegorical part of the Body. In Isa 9:6 it is said, “SHE 
IS BECOMING the Government upon his shoulder.” Isa. 22:22, “I have 

his two brothers outside. 23 And Name is taking,4 and 
Opened, תֶא -the Mantle,5 and they are placing upon the 
shoulder6 of their double, and they are walking 
backward,7 and are covering תֶא -the naked-one of their 
father. And their faces are backward, and the naked-one 
of their father they have not seen. 24 And Rest is 
awaking from his wine, and he is perceiving תֶא -whom 
he has made to-himself his builder the Small-one,8  

The Small-One 

25 And he is saying: `Cursed is Humbled, a slave of 
slaves, HE IS BECOMING to his brothers.`9  

26 And he is saying: `He-who-is-kneeled10 is YAHWEH, 
elohe of Name,11 And Humbled IS BECOMING a 
slave to-himself [ ֹומְל ].12 27 Let Elohim cause to 
open-wide to Opened. And he is dwelling in tents 
of Name, And Humbled is a slave to-himself 
[ ֹומְל ].`13 

28 And Rest IS BECOMING a back-one of the Flow three 
hundred of a duplication and fifty of a duplication. 29 
And THEY ARE BECOMING the whole of the days of Rest 
nine hundred of a duplication and fifty of a duplication, 
and he is dying. 

given the key of the house of David upon his shoulder.” Zeph. 3:9 
literal, “…to serve Him a shoulder of one.” 
7 If the Hebrew timeline is “backwards” from ours we could deduce 
that the text means to tells us they are actually walking “forward” 
toward the beginning or “front” and thus their faces are pointed 
toward the beginning—backwards. 

8 Hebrew ֙ןֹטָּקַה , ha-qaton. Strong’s #6996. Little, young, unimportant. 
Ham is the young one but listed second, in the middle. 

9 Hebrew ebed abadim. A slave of slaves. The trick played here is that 
this can be conceptually and linguistically understood in the sense of 
offspring. Humbled makes the grand entrance onto the end-time scene 
as an offspring of slaves. 

10 Qal passive participle verb of barak (#1288). To kneel. 

11 MIGHTY ONES OF THE NAME 

elohe of Shem. Elohe (#430) is a plural form of el, (#410) mighty ones, 
gods, judges. By this definition it is properly understood “mighty ones of 
Shem” just as one would read “builders of Father-of-Tumult”. 
Compare with verse 27, tents of Shem. The word “of” is a provisional 
English word in all translations plugged in between two nouns next to 
each other. When two Hebrew nouns are found together it usually 
means the first is subject to the second.  

12 This Hebrew preposition ֹומְל  lemo is used only in Gen 9:27 and Job 
27:14,29:21,38:40. Said to be a “poetic” form. Similar to kemo, the-
likeness-of-him. 

13 Opened is a slave to Shem, dwelling in his houses. Canaan is made a 
slave to both Shem and Opened. A slave of slaves.  
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CHAPTER 10  

Rest’s World 

1 And these are births of the builders of Rest, Name, 
Warm,1 and Opened. And builders are being born to-
themselves of a back-one of the Flow.  

 
1 WHO IS HAM? 

Some insight to the allegorical picture behind Ham is seen in his verb 
stem. 

Ham / Egypt / “Middle Earth” 
#2524 
noun 

םָח  cham “father-in-law 
to a woman” 

1 Sam. 4:4-19 – Eli is father-in-law to 
the woman of Phinehas, also a deliverer 
(Num. 25). This is found only 4 times. 
It is not the same as the “father-in-law to 
a man” which is chathan (#2859) 
found 33 times. Moses’ father-in-law 
Jethro, is a chathan in Ex. 3:1, 
chathan means “to give built-one in 
marriage”. 

#2545 
noun 

תֹומֲח  
chamot 

“mother-in-
law to a 
woman” 

 

#2525 
adj 

םָח  cham “warm” Not burning hot (#2787) nor cold 
(#7135). 

םָח  #2526  cham “Ham” Middle builder of Rest, Egypt as “tents 
of Ham” Ps. 78:51, 105:23, 27, Ps. 
106:22. A place where the Zuzim 
(roving creatures) are struck down, Gen. 
14:5. 

#2527 
noun 

םֹח  chom “heat” Ammonites struck until the heat of the 
Hot-one, 1 Sam 11:11. 

#2552 
verb 

םַמָח  
chamam 

“to be or 
become warm” 

 

#2346 
noun 

הָמֹוח  
chomah 

“a wall” Found 133 times in Scriptures 

#2543 
noun 

רֹומֲח  
chamor 

“a male ass” “Rejoice exceedingly, built-one of Zion, 
Battle-cry, built-one of Jerusalem, 
Behold, your King is coming to thee, Just 
and saved is He, poor and riding upon 
an ass [chamor], And upon a colt, a 
builder of everflowing-ones.” Zech. 9:9 
literal 

#2559 
verb 

קַמָח  
chamaq 

“to turn 
away” 

“my beloved turned away” Song 5:6. 
“Until when are you turning away 
Built-one of Backturning? For 
YAHWEH has cut out New in the 
Earth—a female is surrounding a 
valiant-man” Jer. 31:22 literal (a good 
thing - compare with Psalm 32:7,10 
where hesed-kindness surrounds a man 
and Deut 32:10-11 where YAHWEH 
encompasses Heel).   

#2542 
noun 

קּוּמַח  
chammuq 

“curve” The middle part of the Body. “the 
curves of your hips are like ornaments” 
Song 7:1 

#2541 
noun 

ץֹומָח  
chamots 

“violent, 
ruthless” 

“Learn to do good; Seek judgment, Set 
right the ruthless, Judge the orphan, 
Contend the widow.” Isa. 1:17 literal 

#2546 
noun 

טֶמֹח  
chomet 

“a kind of 
lizard” 

Found in the list of unclean crawling 
creatures (Lev. 11:30).   

#2550 
noun 

לַמָח  
chamal 

“to pity”  

#2345 
adj 

םּוח  chum “darkened, 
dark brown, 
black” 

Black sheep Gen. 30:32-40 

#2554 
verb 

סַמָח  
chamas 

“to treat 
violently or 
wrong” 

Her priests have done violence to the Law 
– Zeph 3:4, Eze. 22:26 

#2541 
noun 

ןָּמַח  
chamman 

“sun-pillar” Altars of incense used in idolatrous 
worship 

#2536 
noun 

לֵאּוּמַח  
Chammuel 

“Chammuel” A name that means “anger of el” (1 
Chron. 4:26) 

#2550 
noun 

לַמָח  
chamal 

“to pity”  

#2534 
noun 

הָמֵח  
chemah 

“wrath, fury, 
rage” 

The rage of Heel’s brother Prepared 
(Gen. 27:44) “rage of tannanim [sea 

The Nations 

2 `Builders of Opened are End, and Magog, and 
Middleland, and Wine, and Flow, and Drawing-up, and 
Tiras.2  

3 And builders of End are Ashkenaz,3 and Riphath,4 and 
Togarmah.5  

monsters/dragons]” (Deut. 32:33 
literal)  

#2535 
noun 

הָּמַח  
chammah 

“sun” Less common than shemesh (#8121) 

#2530 
verb 

דַמָח  
chamad 

“to desire, 
covet” 

“the tree was desirable to make one 
wise” Gen. 3:6. “you are not coveting 
a house of your friend, you are not 
coveting a woman of your friend” Ex. 
20:17 literal. 

#2548 
adj 

ץיִמָח  
chamits 

“seasoned 
(with salt)” 

“And the oxen [aleph] and the colts 
serving the Ground are eating salted 
fodder…” Isa. 30:24 literal 

#2568 
noun 

ׁשֵמָח  
chamesh 

“five” יִׁשיִמֲח  chamishi (#2549), means fifth. 
“And he HAS BECOME, in the 
Harvest you have given a fifth to 
Pharaoh…” Gen 47:24 literal 

#2558 
noun 

ץֶמֹח  
chomets 

“vinegar” “Like vinegar to teeth” Prov. 10:26. 
“They gave me vinegar to drink” Ps. 
69:21. See John 19:29 

#2560 
verb 

רַמָח  
chamar 

“to boil up, 
bubble” 

Stem for the tar (chemar #2564) in 
the tower of Babel and the tar of Moses’ 
ark. See Gen. 11:3 and Ex. 2:3.  

#2563 
noun 

רֶמֹח  
chomer 

“clay morter, 
heap” 

Called the “homer” dry measure (Lev. 
27:16, Num. 11:32). It is also a 
“heap” (Ex. 8:14). “With the jawbone 
of a male ass (chamor #2543) a heap 
[chomer] of a double-heap 
[chomeratayim] 

#2570 
noun 

ׁשֶמֹח  
chomesh 

“belly, 
abdomen” 

Used only of the killing of Asahel, 
Abner, Ish-bosheth, and Amasa. (See 2 
Sam. 2:23, 3:27, 4:6, 20:10) 

Samson in Judges 15:16 makes a riddle of the words chamor, and 
aleph as pointed out by Charles Ellicott in his commentary: 

a sort of punning couplet, which turns entirely on the identity of sound 
between chamor, a heap, and chamor, an ass, and the play of meaning 
between aleph, a thousand, and aleph, an ox. In the Hebrew the 
couplet runs:— 

“Bi-lechi ha-chamor chamor chamorathaim. 
Bi-lechi ha-chamor hikeyti eleph ish.” 

Literally, with some attempt, however clumsy, to keep up the play of 
words, 

“With jaw of the Ass, a (m)ass two (m)asses, 
With jaw of the Ass I smote an ox-load of men.” 

2 There are seven builders of Opened (Japheth). Gomer (#1586), End, 
Completion (also a wife of Hosea 1:3); Magog (#1586) land of Gog; 
Madai (#4074), the Medes, Media—middle land; Javan (#3120) wine, 
effervescing (i.e. Hot and active) (Isa. 66:19, Dan. 8:21); Tubal לָ֑בֻת  spelled 
the same as tebel #8398 לֵבֵּת  world. See root tabal (#8422) you shall be 
conducted, borne along (Isa. 66:19); Meshech (#4902) Drawn Out (a dark, 
bad place, Ps. 120:5) Tiras (#8494) desire? 

“Creatures of the desert are bowing-down to the faces of him, And his 
enemies are licking [tongue] dust.” Psalm 72:9 literal  

Javan, Tubal, and Meshech traded bronze/brass, and in the breath of the 
red-one [Adam] (Eze. 27:13). 

3 Strong’s #813: Ashchenaz or Ashkenaz = ‘a man as sprinkled: fire 
as scattered’ northern people. 

4 Strong’s #7384: Riphath = ‘spoken’ 

5 Strong’s #8425: Togarmah = ‘you wilt break her’, Togarmah traded 
horses, war horses, and mules (Ezekiel 27:14). 
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4 And builders of Wine are Elishah,1 and Tarshish,2 
Kittim,3 and Dodanim.4  

5 From these the isles5 of the Nations [Backs]6 have been 
separated in their earths, a man to his tongue, to their 
families, in their nations [backs].  

 
Isle, coastland. Bordered by Water. Isolated. By tongue, family, and 

nation. 

 
1 Strong’s #473: Elishah = ‘el of the coming (one)’ 

2 From Strong’s #8659, tarshish. a precious stone, perhaps yellow jasper, 
or other gold-colored stone, used on the breastpiece of judgment (Ex. 
28:20, 39:13). In tribe of Benjamin (1 Chron. 7:10). A ship-port, 
prophetic (Isa 2:16, 23:1,14,60:9, etc). Merchants (Eze. 38:13). Traded 
silver, iron, tin, and lead. 

3 Strong’s #3794: Chittim or Kittim = ‘bruisers’ 

4 Strong’s #1721: Dodanim or Rodanim = ‘leaders’ 

5 The Hebrew יִא  (Strong’s #339) means coastland, isle, or island. 
Christianity has been divided up constantly over the last two thousand 
years: 

 

The idea is a country or nation (or even continent) whose borders are 
coastlines and so contrasts with countries that are adjacent other 
countries or nations. It comes from the root avah meaning desire, covet.  

6 Hebrew ֙םִיֹוּגַה , Backs, The Gentiles, Goyim, Nations. #1471 goyim. 
Derivative of gevah #1465 the back of the body.  The words did not mean 
what “nation” means today. It signified stranger, foreigner, non-Israelites. 
In Exodus 19:6, the Israelites are referred to as a goy kadosh, a “set-apart 
nation”. 

7 Mitzraim (Egypt) is the dual form of Strong’s #4692, matsor. Dual-
Siege enclosure, siege, dual-straits, inclosure, something hemming in. The sense is 
that of being blocked in or under siege. Hemmed in from both sides. 
It has been historically understood that Egypt had two parts—upper 
Egypt and lower Egypt. Hieroglyphic writing had two symbols for the 
land. Arabs had two names for the two parts. Jesus said that the Way 
would be pressed from all sides. He did not mean to illustrate that it 
was a narrow, horizontal path or some sort of “straight” line to be 
walked. “Pressed [thlibó compressed, constricted] is the road (Matt. 7:14). 
“we are pressed [thlibó] on every side, yet not straitened” (2 Cor. 4:8). 
Egypt is the symbol of this pressing, or oppression, from all sides. She 
holds captive many and oppresses many from every side. She is a slave-
driver. 

The Dust, the Ransom 

6 And builders of Warm are Cush, and Dual-Siege,7 and 
Disparaged,8 and Humbled. 7 And builders of Cush are 
Drunkard,9 and Circle,10 and Sabtah, and Thunder,11 and 
Sabtechah; and builders of Thunder are Seven12 and 
Low-Country.13  

8 And Cush has begotten תֶא -Nimrod, himself has untied 
TO BECOME a warrior in the Earth. 9 Himself HAS 

8 Strong’s #6316. Put. From an unused verb meaning to push away, 
despise. Putiel is a father-in-law whose name would mean disparaged of el 
(Ex. 6:25). In the army of Tyre, men of war (Eze. 27:10). 

9 From the verb seba’ (Strong’s #5433), to imbibe, drink heavily. They 
are prophesied in Isaiah 56 as watchmen, mute dogs, dreamers, greedy for 
unjust gain, “Come, let me get the wine, let us imbibe [seba’] the strong 
drink, and tomorrow will be like today, only far better!” (Isa. 56:12 
BLB). 

THE RANSOM 
These three, Cush, Mitzraim, and Drunkard (Seba) are given as a 
ransom and to take the place of Heel/Israel, “For Myself, YAHWEH, 
your elohe, The Holy One of Israel, your Saviour, I have appointed 
Egypt (Mitzraim) your ransom [kopher], Cush and Seba in your 
underneath [tachath].” (Isa. 43:3 literal) Recall that Adam’s Rib was shut 
up with Flesh in her underneath [tachath] (Gen 2:21). Nimrod is the 
builder of Cush.  

“If there is over him a messenger, a mediator, one from a thousand [א], 
to declare to adam his uprightness, and he is favoring him and is 
saying, ‘Deliver him from descending to the Pit; I have found a ransom 
[kopher]’, his flesh has become fresh from a child, he turns back to 
the days of his youth.” Job 33:23-24 literal 

10 Hebrew Havilah, circle, whirl, turned. See note on Genesis 2:11. 

11 Raamah means rage or thunder (#from #7481) and is used 
prophetically of the war horse in Job 39:19 “Do you clothe his neck 
with thunder?”, of the Earth and Sea (Ps. 96:11), and of the Dual-
Heavens (Ps. 18:3). Recall that as Jesus gives a prophetic name to 
Simon (Peter, meaning Rock), he also gives a prophetic name to James 
and John calling-out the two of them “builders of Thunder”. He told 
them at the beginning he would make them “fishers of men”. These 
three renamed disciples were the only ones taken up on a mountain to 
the transfiguration (Matt. 17). Sheba and Dedan are found again as 
grandsons of Father-of-Tumult by his concubine (Gen. 25:1-3). From 
Sheba comes the Queen of Sheba to hear Solomon’s wisdom bearing 
with her spices, gold, and precious stones (1 Kin. 10:1-2).  

12 Strong’s #7614. Sheba. Seven. As was foretold in Genesis 9:25, those 
from Ham and Opened would be serving Shem with Ham being the 
accursed, “The kings of Tarshish [of Opened] and of the isles shall bring 
presents [#4503 – offering, tribute]: the kings of Sheba and Seba [of Ham] 
shall offer gifts [#814 – wages, payment].” Psalm 72:10 KJV. 

13 Strong’s #1719. Dedan supplied horns of ivory (white) and ebony 
(black) and saddle cloths. Sheba and Thunder (Raamah) are “traders 
in the head” for the mother ship of “Tyre” who traded with her the 
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BECOME a warrior hunter1 to the faces of YAHWEH; 
upon an upright he is being called-out,  

`As Nimrod the warrior hunter to the faces of 
YAHWEH.`2 

Babylon 

10 And SHE IS BECOMING the shaking-one3 of his 
kingdom of Babel, and Long,4 and Accad,5 and 
Calneh,6 in the Earth of Two-Rivers.7  

 
whole of the spices, perfumes, and whole of the precious stones, and 
gold (Eze. 27:22).  

1 Hebrew gibbor tsayyid. Warrior hunter. Strong’s #6718, hunter. 
Hunter is specific to game, animals, taken for food. 

2 Consider this line as a subtle reference to a reflection as in a mirror, 
i.e. faces to faces. Hence the plurality of “faces of YAHWEH”. HAS 
BECOME = IS COMING… (Jer. 16:16) 

3 Hebrew ֹ֙וּתְכַלְמַמ תיִׁ֤שאֵר  , reshith mamlaktow. Head (or beginning) of his 
reign. This phrase is the same as found in Jeremiah 49:34, “in the head 
[beginning] of the reign of Zedekiah”. Resith (Strong’s #7225), 
meaning head or summit is an objective standard of Biblical time and not 
merely space. Hence the traditional in the beginning [be-reshith] 
elohim has cut out the Dual-Heavens and the Earth.  

NIMROD, BABYLON, AND THE WEST 
Babel (Babylon) is a consummation of places and building over time. 
Recall the time paradox of how the beginning is the end. This is the chief 
end, the summit, of Nimrod’s (Christ’s) Kingdom, which he did not 
build, Long enduring, Fortified. From that Earth has gone out 
Asshur. Asshur’s (Christ’s) city is the counterpart to Nimrod’s. She is 
a new City, enlarged, Vigor, Bridling the horse (James 3:2-3), just as 
Jesus left his disciples, the Earth, the Flesh, “to go and prepare a place” 
(John 14:3). 

If time, like the earth, is circular, westward movement toward the 
sunset is progress toward the east, the end and beginning again. Eden 
is not a “place” but a direction or aim, and hence from the east is the 
same as saying from the end-beginning, or to put it in more western 
terms, from eternity. Eternal is the same as saying HE IS or I AM which 
translates into no beginning or end. I am = has been + coming. Like electricity 
flowing through a closed circuit, elohim’s presence is everywhere in 
the circuit of time, from power source to power source. 

“And he is in front of the whole, and in himself the whole has held 
together.” Colossians 1:17 literal 
“For from himself and through himself and into himself is the whole. 
To himself is the glory into the ages, amen.” Romans 11:36 literal  

Paul in Romans 11:36 aptly describes a two-hot-one cycle—from the 
head, through the head, and back to the head. The full cycle, a Hot-
one, is described by Peter (2 Pet. 3:8) as being as a thousand 

 
Wheel of Time? 

duplications, or aleph in Hebrew, the first letter of the Hebrew 
alphabet. From aleph to aleph = one thousand. From the removal of 
Christ’s rib are three days.  

“He is reviving us from [the end of] dual-days [miyomayim]; in 
the Third Hot-one he is causing us to stand-up, and we are living to 
his faces.” (Hosea 6:2 literal).  

Miyomayim is a rare dual-plural form of “days” as in a pair of days. The 
Third Hot-one is the standing-up [resurrection]. As Nineveh is a city 
built that spans three days, we learn that she, the Great City, is a type 
of Eve and Nimrod foreshadows Christ, the mighty warrior to the 
faces of YAHWEH. Take note of how Nimrod is born into Cush, the 
Ransom, the Earth of Two-Rivers (v.8) and then later goes out from that 
Earth (v.11). “And if I go and prepare a place for you…where I AM, 
there you may be also.” (John 14:3) 

East more concretely means in front (Strong’s #6924, qedem) and is 
used in the sense of time and our relationship to it as observed in Psalm 
139:5 “you have hedged me in behind and in front [qedem]”, Proverbs 
8:22-23, “YAHWEH possessed me at the head of his Way, the front 
[qedem] of his works from that time [me’az #227]. From the Age I 
was poured out, from the head [summit, end], from the front [qedem] 
of Earth.” Recall that elohim’s time cycle goes in reverse of ours. Our 
thinking as it relates to elohim’s is backwards. From these clues we can 
deduce that Nimrod’s Babylon is a “place” or better, a direction to the 
very front, “eastward”, the head of elohim’s work, that is, at the end-
time. Babylon is a product of the Present. 

4 Hebrew Erech. From ‘arak; length or long in terms of time. 

5 Strong’s #390: Accad = ‘subtle’ or ‘fortified’. The Akkadian empire. 

6 Strong’s #3641: Calneh or Calno = ‘fortress of Anu’? This 
suggestion is in reference to the Anunnaki. 

7 Strong’s #8152: Shinar = ‘country of two rivers’. The two rivers 
being Phrat (Euphrates) and Hidekkel (Tigris). The Earth of Two-
Rivers is the same place where the religious Tower of Babel is built, 
and where the house for the ephah carried by two women with stork 
wings (half black and half white) is built (Zech. 5). 
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The Chosen City 

11 From the Earth of Himself 1 Straight-one2 has gone 
out and he is building Nineveh, and Open-city,3 
and Vigor,4 12 and Bridle between Nineveh and 
between Vigor; himself is the Great City.5 

 
Resen, ןֶסֶר , between Nineveh and Vigor, means halter or bridle.  

“he bridles the whole of the Body” James 3:2-3 literal 

“Men of Nineveh shall stand up in the decision with the revolution of 
this one, and will condemn her, for they reformed into the proclamation of 

Jonah, and behold, a greater [one] than Jonah here!” Matt. 12:41 
literal 

“The queen of the south will wake up in the decision with the men of the 
revolution of this one, and will condemn them, for she came from out of 

the extremities of the earth to hear the wisdom of Solomon; and behold, a 
greater [one] than Solomon here!” Luke 11:31 literal 

 
1 Hebrew אוִ֖הַה ץֶרָ֥אָה  , ha-eretz ha-hu. The mystery masculine 
pronoun + definite article is used with the feminine noun “Earth”. 

2 Who is Asshur? Strong’s #804, Ashshuwr is defined as both a place 
and a person. Yet we don’t learn of him until later as a builder of Shem 
(the Name) in Genesis 10:22. There is a lot of apparent 
“backwardness” in our story, but it is on purpose. Christ’s Chosen City 
is prepared before the Christian Kingdom of Man. Modern translators 
assume this verse refers to Nimrod. But the old translations are correct 
as is also supported by the LXX which reads, “From out of that land 
came forth Assyria.” 

3 Hebrew Rehoboth-Ir (Strong’s #7344), The open spaces, enlargements. 
This is also the meaning of the name Opened who dwells in the tents 
of Shem. See note on Genesis 6:10. 

4 Strong’s #3625, Kelach. From the same root as #3624, kelach, firm, 
or rugged strength, full complete age, maturity—vigor. 

5 The pronoun he draws an apparent connection to Resen (Bridle) as 
the Great City. It could also be speaking of Asshur himself since the 
pronoun is the mystery pronoun (see notes on Hebrew Pronouns). The 
Scripture speaks of Ninevah as the Great City in Jonah 3:2. 

6 Strong’s #3853. Lehabim, the plural of lehab (#3851) which means 
blade and implies flame. The flame being that which takes a similar shape 
of a blade, pointed and sharp. 

7 Strong’s #6430, Pelishti. From the root palash = to roll/wallow (in 
dust) 

8  Strong’s #3866: Ludim or Lydians = ‘to the firebrands: travailings’, 
#6047: Anamim = ‘affliction of the dual-waters’, #5320: Naphtuhim 
= ‘openings’   #6625: Pathrusim = see Pathros ‘region of the south’, 
#3695: Casluhim = ‘fortified’,  

#3732: Caphtorim = see Caphtor a crown, Caphtor is a coastland (See 
Jeremiah 47:4). The Hebrew kaphtor (#3730) means knobs or bulbs. 

Dual-Siege 

13 And Dual-Siege has begotten the Ludim, and the 
Anamim, and the Blades,6 and the Naphtuhim, 14 and 
the Pathrusim, and the Casluhim who go out from them 
the Philistines,7 and the Caphtorim.8 

Humbled 

15 And Humbled has begotten תֶא -Hunt9 his first-born, 
and תֶא -Terror,10 16 and תֶא -the Trodden,11 and תֶא -the 
Sayers,12 and תֶא -the Clay-Dwellers,13 17 and the Tent-
Dwellers,14 and תֶא -the Gnawers,15 and תֶא -the Thorns,16 
18 and תֶא -the Arvadite, and תֶא -the Wool,17 and תֶא -the 
Walled.18 And a back-one the families of the Humbled 
have been dashed-in-pieces.19 19 And HE IS BECOMING 
the boundary of the Humbled from Hunt, coming in 
Dragged-ward,20 until Fierce21 coming in Sodom-ward, 

9 Strong’s #6721, Sidon. Hunt, from tsuwd in the sense of catching 
fish; fishery 

10 Strong’s #2845, תֵח  Cheth. From chathath; terror. See also the noun 
תַח  chath, #2844, crushed, dismayed, dread, afraid. “the fear and terror 

[chath] of you is upon the whole…” Genesis 9:2. 

11 Hebrew יִסּובְי  yebusi. From Strong’s #2982 and #947, boos. To tread 
down, trample. 

12 Strong’s #567, Emori. Or Amorites. From #559, Sayers. These are 
the most prominent of Humbled (Canaan) and are noted as dwelling 
in the “mountains.” See Numbers 13:29; Deuteronomy 1:7,19. 

13 Strong’s #1622. Girgashites. From ׁש ָּגְרִּג  clayey, slime. Cf. Fuerst, 
Gesenius. 

14 Perhaps tent-dwellers, villagers. Strong’s #2340. 

15 From Strong’s #6207, araq. To gnaw. See Job 30:3,17 

16 Strong’s #5513: Sinite = see Sin ‘thorn’ or ‘clay’ 

17 From Strong’s #6785, tsemer. Wool. 

18 Hamath. From Strong’s #2346, chomah, wall.  

19 Strong’s #6327, puwtz. A primitive root; to dash in pieces, literally or 
figuratively (especially to disperse) -- break (dash, shake) in (to) pieces. 
Hence the interpretation “scatter” abroad or “disperse”. 

20 Gerar + directional “ה” Strong’s #1641, garar. To draw, drag away, 
used of sawing with a saw in 1 Kings 7:9 and dragging up cud by 
animals in Leviticus 11:7. 

21 Azzah, the feminine of az (Strong’s #5794), mighty, fierce, vehement. 
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and Gomorrah,1 and Admah, and Zeboim, until Lasha.2 
20 These are builders of Warm, to their families, to their 
tongues, in their earths, in their nations.  

The Name 

21 And to Name has been born, also himself, a father of 
the whole of the builders of Beyond,3 brother of Opened 
the Great:4 22 Builders of Name are Concealed,5 and 
Straight,6 and Arphaxad, and Lud, and Castle.7 23 And 
builders of Castle are Counsel,8 and Turning,9 and 
Gether, and Mash. 24 And Arphaxad has begotten Sent,10 
and Sent has begotten Beyond. 25 And to Beyond have 
two builders been born; the name of the One is Division 
for in his days the Earth has been divided,11 and his 

 
1 the border of the Humbled from Hunt, coming in Drawn-ward, 
as far as Fierce coming in Sodom-ward, and Gomorrah. As a 
revelation of the completeness of time, that is, its beginning and end, this 
tells us something about the end-time situation in front of us. Notice 
the pairings the Scripture makes: from Hunted, Drawn and from 
Fierce/Insolent, Sodom. The same language can be found 
throughout the prophets relating to the End: 

“A nation fierce [az] of faces, which is not lifting faces to old, and is 
not showing favor to a boy …” Deuteronomy 28:50 literal 
“Behold-myself sending forth to fishers abundant, an oracle of 
YAHWEH, and they have fished them; and behind an upright I am 
sending forth to many hunters, and they have hunted them from over 
the whole of a mountain, and from over the whole of a hill, and from 
clefts of the Rock.” Jer. 16:16 literal 
“Do not draw me away with the wicked and with those making 
sorrow…” Psalm 28:3 literal 
“And yourself, YAHWEH, you have known me, you are seeing me, 
and you have tried my heart near thee; tear them away like a sheep 
to butchered-meat and cause them to be set-apart to a hot-one of 
slaughter!” Jeremiah 12:3 literal 
“And growing up is iniquity, built-one of my people, from the miss of 
Sodom, the overturned-one, like as an instant, and they have not 
circled in her hands.” Lamentations 4:6 literal 
“just as Sodom and Gomorrah and the cities around them in like 
manner having out-whored them, having gone away behind another-
kind [hetero] of flesh are set forth a sample of age-during fire 
undergoing justice.” Jude 1:7 literal 
“And the body of themselves is over the broadway of the Great City, 
which is called-out spiritually Sodom and Egypt where also the 
master of themselves was staked” Revelation 11:8 literal 

Nineveh and Babylon (Rev. 18:10) are the two Great Cities in 
Scripture, both identified with Nimrod. And on and on the prophecies 
go. 

2 Admah is the feminine (Strong’s #126) of Adam (Man), as in Man-
City. Zeboim (Strong’s #6636) means gazelles, beautifulty, glorious, goodly, 
pleasant, roebuck. Lasha (Strong’s #3962) possibly means pierce, bore, 
chink, fissure, break through; a boiling spring. Cf. Gesenius. 

3 Eber means “region beyond” read a father of the whole of the builders of 
Beyond. Eber is a root to the word Hebrew (See #5680): people of the 
region beyond. Beyond what? The “horizon”, the “Olam”, the Age. An 
attempt to tkind this thought along the lines of Western linear time will 
conjure up ideas of Back to the Future or Terminator being sent back 
in time and thus possessing knowledge of what is coming. YAHWEH’s 
time however is not linear but cyclical, and thus the concept must be 
meditated upon in that sense. 

4 Strong’s #1419, gadol. Great. It can also signify older. 

5 Elam from Strong’s #5867, alam. To conceal. 

6 “Straight” Asshur, רּוּׁשַא , noted as the place where Nimrod went to 
build Nineveh is from רַׁשָא , ashar meaning to go straight, go ahead, be 

brother’s name is Small.12 26 And Small has begotten 
Almodad, and Dragged,13 and Court-of-Death,14 and 
Moon,15 27 and Hadoram, and Uzal, and Diklah, 28 and 
Obal, and Abimael, and Seven,16 29 and Ophir,17 and 
Circled, and Crier.18 The whole of these ones are builders 
of Small.19 30 And HE IS BECOMING their seat from 
Burden,20 coming in to Book,21 a mountain of the Front 
[East]. 31 These are builders of Name, by their families, 
to their tongues, in their earths, to their nations.  

32 These are families of the builders of Rest, to their 
births, in their nations, and from these ones have the 
Nations been divided in the Earth, the back of the 
Flow.22 

happy, lead. Take note of the difference between the names of the 
Wilderness (no spiritual connotations), the Gentiles (unpleasant 
spiritual connotations) and the Name (all pleasant meanings). 

7 Aram from Strong’s #759, armon, a citadel, castle, fortified tower. 

8 Uz from Strong’s #5779, uts. To counsel, plan. 

9 Hul from Strong’s #2342, chul. To circle, writhe, turn. 

10 Shelach from Strong’s #7971, shalach. To send. 

11 in his days has the Earth been divided. Another cryptic allusion 
to Jesus, and more so the consummation of everything. Divided 
(Strong’s #6385) is from palag meaning to split up. 

“Swallow up, Master, divide [palag] their tongues, for I have seen 
violence and dispute in the City. Psalm 55:9 literal 

“a whole queen having been divided upon herself is made desolate, and 
a house is falling upon a house.” Luke 11:17 literal 

See also Acts 14:4-5, and “divided tongues” Acts 2:3. 

12 Joktan. Strong’s #3355, yoqtan. From #6994, qaton, small, 
insignificant.  

13 Shelaph. Strong’s #8026 from #8025 shalaph, to draw out or off (as 
in a sword – Num. 22:23,21, Josh. 5:13) 

14 Chatsar-maveth. Strong’s #2700 from compound of #2691, 
enclosure, court and #4194 death.  

15 Jerah. Strong’s #3392, yareach. Moon. 

16 Sheba, a builder of Thunder, Gen. 10:17. Seven. The Queen of Sheba. 

17  Ophir, place of highest quality gold (1 Kin. 9:28, Job 22:24, 28:16) 
See Psalm 45:9,  

“Built-ones of kings are among your costly-ones: to your right the queen 
is standing-firm in gold of Ophir.” 

18 Jobab. From Strong’s #2980, yabab. To cry in a shrill voice. (Judges 
5:28) 

19 The whole of the builders to Beyond רֶבֵ֥עְל , to the Age, are two—
Divide and Small, the Great Luminaries. In the spiritual sense one can 
be a builder of several “fathers” in the sense of doctrine and belief, and 
thus they are builders of both The Name and Beyond. The builders of 
Small are 13. There were 13 total apostles (Matthias replacing Judas).  

20 Hebrew אָׁ֑שֵּמ , mesha. Strongs #4852. Strong’s #4853 אָּׂשַמ  massa 
being the same root, means burden, lifting, bearing and oracle. See Jeremiah 
23:33, “oracle [massa] of the Master”, etc. 

21 Sephar. Strong’s #5612, sepher. A missive, document, writing, book. 

22 divided in the Earth behind the Flow. Once the Earth becomes 
divided into parts (cf. Eze. 1 and 8?), the Flow comes. 

“and if a queen against herself be divided [in parts], that queen has 
not power to stand.” Mark 3:24 literal 



GENESIS 

CHAPTER 11  

1 And HE IS BECOMING, the whole of the earth is an 
edge1 of one, and words2 of ones.3 2 And HE IS 
BECOMING in their pulling up from the front [east], for 
they are finding a valley in the Earth of Two-Rivers and 
are sitting there. 

Tower of Two-Rivers 

3 And they are saying, a man to his friend,4 `Pay,5 we 
are becoming-whitened6 white-ones,7 and we are 
setting-on-fire8 for a fiery-one9 And the White-
one IS BECOMING to-themselves for a stone. And 
the Foaming-tar10 he HAS BECOME to-themselves 
for the Foaming-clay.11 

4 And they say, `Pay, we are building for ourselves a 
city and tower, and his shaking-one in the Dual-
Heavens,12 and we are making for ourselves a 
name, so that we are not being dashed-in-pieces 
upon the faces of the whole of the Earth.` 5 And 

 
1 Strong’s #8193, saphah. Lip, edge. Not language/tongue as referred 
to in Gen. 10:31 and previously. Used for shore, bank, brim, edge, lip of the 
mouth/cup/bowl, etc. The implication of this word might be a controlled 
way of speech, limited to flowing in one path, or if one lip, a single 
bank surrounding a pool or lake. 

2 This word (Strong’s #1697, dabar) means arranged discourse, word. It is 
exactly that used of “the Word of the Master”. 

3 Hebrew םיִֽדָחֲא  achadim. The masculine plural of the number one. 
Found also in Ezekiel 37:17, םיִדָחֲאִל ּויָהְו  “and THEY ARE [the two 
sticks] to ones.” 

4 THE NEIGHBOR 

Strong’s #7453, rea. Friend, companion, fellow. Neighbor is a widely 
misunderstood word. See its primary definition in Exodus 33:11, 

 “Yahweh has spoken toward Moses [Drawn-out], faces to faces, 
when a man is speaking toward his friend [ ַעֵר  rea].”  

5 Strong’s 3051, yahab. To provide, yield, pay. The Aramaic yahab 
(#3052) is used in the context of paying numerous times. The derivative 
noun yehab (#3053) is used for lot, burden, or something given (Ps. 
55:22). It occurs 33 times whereas nathan, to give, occurs over 2000 
times in the Hebrew Scriptures. The name YAHWEH Yireh, otherwise 
known as “the Master provides” is actually YAHWEH is seeing (Gen. 
22:14).  

6 WHITE 

Strong’s #3835, laban. Verb, to be or become white. This is in the Qal 1st 
person collective plural form nilbenah הָ֣נְּבְלִנ . This form is only found 
here. The Hiphil is the causative form ּוניִּ֖בְלִה  hilbinu which would 
mean to make white or to whiten and that is not used here but is found in 
Joel 1:7, 

 “…and my fig tree for a splintering, to strip off he has stripped her, 
and he has thrown, they have whitened her tendril branches.” 

7 Strong’s #3843 lebanim. The noun is a feminine noun, lebanah, but 
given here for some reason in a masculine plural form. The feminine 
singular the White-one is used in the next sentence with a definite 
article. The root verb is laban #3843, to be white. This noun clearly 
represents something that is white. Interpreted as bricks, pavers, etc.  

8 Strong’s #8313, saraph, to set on fire, actively burn something. 

YAHWEH is coming down to see תֶא -the city and 
the Tower which the builders of the Red-one 
have built;  

 

6 And YAHWEH is saying, `Behold, a people13 of one, 
and an edge of one to their whole, and this one is 
their untying to make; and now, nothing is being 
cut off from them, the whole of which they are 
planning to make. 7 Pay, let us descend and let us 
overflow their edge there, which they are not 
hearing a man the edge of his friend.`14 

9 Hebrew #3843 הָ֖פֵרְׂשִל , to a fiery-one. From saraph; cremation -- 
burning. See Isaiah 9:5 where it is also found written. This is the 
feminine singular from of the masculine plural seraphim #8314, fiery 
serpents typically understood to be the poison or venomous kind. 

10 Strong’s #2564, chemar. Fermenting/foaming-one Bitumen, tar, asphalt. 
Formed from the same stem as chomer (clay, bubbling-one), to 
bubble up, boil (#2560). Derivative of chamar, to ferment/foam, and 
chamor (male donkey) foaming-one. 

11 Strong’s #2563, chomer. A homer. A general word signifying a 
measure, heap mainly of clay; symbolic of other things, i.e. bodies of men 
(jars of clay 2 Cor. 4:7, Rom. 9:21, Rev. 2:27), “And Samson said, With 
the jawbone of an ass, a heap [chomer] of two heaps [chomer-
atayim], with the jaw of an ass have I slain a thousand men. From 
chamar; properly, a bubbling up, foaming, boiling. 

12 head in the dual-heavens. From Strong’s #7218, rosh. Meaning 
chief end, top of place, time, and rank. Its beginning, or source, would be 
ultimate religious power over the world, hence in the dual-heavens. 

13 Strong’s #5971, am. Singular noun. This is defined as a people. The 
root amam (#6004) to gather together, join together. It also means to 
shut/conceal and to dim. Used over 1800 times. Cf. Gesenius, Feurst. 

14 TOWER OF TWO-RIVERS 

As we progress through Genesis, notice how it seems we are moving 
“backward” in time. It is at the break-down of this project where we 
learn Babylon first comes into existence. In Genesis 10 she is spoken 
of as already existing. The name Babel was given after the project was 
squandered. This is the first great religious project of the “builders of 
Adam”, a.k.a. Christians? Nothing could create a more confusing 
presentation of the Gospel than 20,000 denominations. The word for 
brick, lebanah, is part of an important biblical word-theme relating to 
whiteness and purity: 

White 
#3836 
adj 

ןָבָל  
White 

“white” Gen. 30:35, Lev. 13:3 

ןָבָל  #3837  
White 

“White” The father-in-law of Heel, Gen. 24:29 

#3839 
noun 

הֶנְבִל  
libneh 

“white 
[poplar] 
tree” 

Gen. 30:37, Hos. 4:13 

ןֹונָבְל  #7231  
lebanon 

“Lebanon” Noted for its forest of great trees, cedars 

 



GENESIS 

 

8 And YAHWEH is dashing-in-pieces תֶא -them from 
there above the faces of the whole of the Earth, and they 
are quitting to build the City. 9 Upon an upright he has 
called-out her name Babel, for there has YAHWEH 
overflowed the edge of the whole of the Earth, and from 
there has YAHWEH dashed-them-in-pieces upon the 
faces of the whole of the Earth.1 

The Name of the Living 

10 These are births of Name: Name is a builder of a 
hundred of a duplication and is generating תֶא -Arphaxad 
double-duplications2 the back of the Flow. 11 And Name 
is living back-ones of his generating Arphaxad five 
hundred of a duplication and is generating builders and 
built-ones. 12 And Arphaxad Living3 five and thirty of a 
duplication and is generating Sent. 13 And Arphaxad is 
living after his generating Sent three duplications and 
four hundred of a duplication and is generating builders 
and built-ones. 14 And Sent Living thirty of a duplication 
and is generating Beyond. 15 And Sent is living back-
ones of his generating Beyond three duplications and 

 
#3842 
noun 

הָנָבְל  
lebanah 

“the white 
[moon]” 

Song 6:10, Isa. 24:23, Isa. 30:26 

#3843 
noun 

הָנֵבְל  
lebanah 

“brick, tile” Building material made from clay, white 
or whitened. Genesis 11:3, Exodus 
5:7,8,16, Isa. 9:10, Isa. 65:3, Eze. 4:1 

#3840 
noun 

הָנְבִל  
libnah 

“paved 
work” 

White paved work – “and they see the 
elohe of Israel, and under His feet is as 
the white work of the sapphire, and as the 
bone of the dual-heavens for purity” 
Exodus 24:10 YLT 

#3835 
verb 

ןַבָל  
White 

“to be white” “Many shall be purified, and made white, 
and tried” Dan. 12:10, Psalm 51:7, Isa. 
1:18, Joel 1:7 

#3847 
verb 

ׁשַבָל  
labash 

“to clothe, 
wear” 

 

#4403 
noun 

ׁשּוּבְלַמ  
malbush 

“raiment, 
attire” 

Job 27:16, Isa. 63:3, Eze. 16:13, Zeph. 
1:8 

Note how the word give appears twice in verse 3 and 4.  

“The female-vampyre-demon [#5936 laaluqah] has two built-ones. 
Give, Give…” Prov. 30:15 literal.  

The word tower is a prophetic reference to political power (Compare 
Song 4:4, 7:5 and Isa. 9:6). As will be seen in the promise of Father-of-
Tumult, He-Laughs, and Heel it becomes the most ridiculous thing in 
the world for those who believe to ask God to “give” anything. The 
white-washed mud bricks made of hay and stubble (1 Cor. 3:12) were 
exchanged for stone and mortar. YAHWEH tells Ezekiel to make a 
statement to this effect by inscribing a picture of Jerusalem on a chunk 
of white brick: 

 

“And you, builder of adam, take to-yourself a white-brick, and you 
have set herself to the faces of yourself, and have graven upon her a city 
– Jerusalem” Ezekiel 4:1 literal 

four hundred of a duplication and is generating builders 
and built-ones. 16 And Beyond is living four and thirty 
of a duplication and is generating Division. 17 And 
Beyond is living back-ones of his generating Division 
thirty of a duplication and four hundred of a duplication 
and is generating builders and built-ones. 18 And 
Division is living thirty of a duplication and is generating 
Friend.4 19 And Division is living back-ones of his 
generating Friend nine duplications and double-hundred 
of a duplication and is generating builders and built-
ones. 20 And Friend is living two and thirty of a 
duplication and is generating Knit.5 21 And Friend is 
living back-ones of his generating Knit seven 
duplications and a double-hundred of a duplication and 
is generating builders and built-ones. 22 And Knit is 
living thirty of a duplication and is generating Snorter.6 
23 And Knit is living back-ones of his generating Snorter 
two hundred of a duplication and is generating builders 
and built-ones. 24 And Snorter is living nine and twenty 
of a duplication and is generating Terah.7 25 And Snorter 
is living back-ones of his generating Terah nine ten of a 
duplication and a hundred of a duplication and is 
generating builders and built-ones. 26 And Terah is 

“who are provoking me to anger, To My faces continually, Sacrificing 
in the Enclosures, and making perfume on the white-bricks” Isa. 65:3 
literal 

The whole city is white-washed in hypocrisy. 

1 From there YAHWEH is dispersing…from there YAHWEH has 
dispersed. The repetition of this point, one in the incomplete form 
and the last in the complete, would tell us that the dispersion began 
there and continues to the end when it is complete. It has been an 
ongoing dispersion, mixing, and scattering for the last four centuries, 
resulting in tens of thousands of traditions, denominations, sub-
denominations, factions, sects, cults, and who knows what else, world-
wide. The World Christian Encyclopedia gives these numbers as of the 
21st century: 

• Independents: 22,000 denominations 
• Protestants: 9000 denominations 
• Marginals: 1600 denominations 
• Orthodox: 781 denominations 
• Catholics: 242 denominations 
• Anglicans: 168 denominations 

The sheer amount of confusion over doctrine is truly representative of 
Babel.  
2 Strong’s #8141, shnatayyim. Dual form of year.  

3 Hebrew יַ֔ח , chay. This is assumed to be a verb form of to live (Qal, 
Incomplete, 3rd person masculine) yet the spelling is exactly the same 
as that of the noun form #2416 יַח , Life/Living. This verse and verse 
14 are the only occurrences of this so-called verb form in the Hebrew 
Scriptures. 

4 Strong’s #7466 Reu. From #7453 rea, friend. Another form is Reuel 
which means Friend of el (Strong’s #7467) who is one of Prepared’s 
builders (See Gen. 36:4,10) 

5 Serug from Strong’s #7276 sarag. To be intertwined, wrap, wreath. 

6 Nachor from Strong’s #5170, nachar, a snorting. Used of horses in 
Jer. 8:16 and Job 39:20.  

7 A station where the Israelites camped in the wilderness, Numbers 
33:27, 28. Father who worshipped other gods, Joshua 24:2. 
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living seventy of a duplication, and is generating Raised-
Father,1 Snorter, and Mountain.2 

27 And these are births of Terah: Terah has begotten 
Raised-Father, Snorter, and Mountain; and Mountain 
has begotten Lot;3  

28 and Mountain is dying upon the faces4 of Terah his 
father, in the Earth of his birth-place,5 in Flame of the 
Chaldeans.6  

29 And Raised-Father and Snorter are taking to-
themselves women,7 a name of a woman of Raised-
Father is Noble-Lady,8 and a name of a woman of 
Snorter is Queen,9 built-one of Mountain, father of 
Queen and father of Beholder.10  

 
1 Abram means Raised Father (Strong’s #87, #85, see Gesenius, 
Fuerst). -ram is based on the root verb rum (#7311) to be high, rise and 
is used in the context of Rest’s ark lifted up (Gen. 7:17) a hand raised 
up (Gen. 14:22), a pillar raised up (Gen. 31:45), a voice raised up 
(Gen. 39:18), a rod raised up (Ex. 7:20), etc. The renaming of “Raised-
Father” to “Father-of-Tumult” in Genesis 17:5 is associated with him 
becoming a father of a Multitude and marks a prophetic change. See note 
on Genesis 17:5. The idea of Raised-Father raised might lend to the 
image of Jesus’ self being lifted up and his new name Father-of-
Tumult matches the drawing of men to himself, 

“Also-myself, if I am lifted up from out of the earth, the whole will 
draw toward myself.” John 12:32 literal 

Hence, in Genesis 17:5 he is “not again called-out Raised-Father.” 

2 Haran, Strong’s #2039, from Strong’s #2022, har. Mountain, hill, hill 
country. 

3 Strong’s #3876, Lowt. Lot’s name is from a root meaning covering, 
enwrap, envelop. 

4 dying upon the faces. Compare with Ishmael dying and falling upon 
the faces of his brothers, Genesis 25:18. 

5 Strong’s #4138, moledeth. Birth place. From the root yalad (#3205) 
to bear, bring forth. This is different from toldot (Gen 5:1), which is also 
a derivative of yalad but means births, offspring, descendents. 

6 Flame of Chaldeans. Ur is from Strong’s #217 ur, a flame, fire. This 
itself stems from #215 or, meaning light. Chaldees (or Chaldeans) are 
part of Babylonia. They are used of YAHWEH in judgement in the 
Prophets. 

7 Haran (Mountain) is not listed as taking a woman, although he 
generates Lot. 

8 “Woman” is from the Hebrew תֶׁשֵֽא  eshet which is the form used 
for a taken woman which stands in contrast to ishah which would imply 
an un-taken or unattached woman. Hence this word has always been 
translated as wife. This is the first time it appears in the Hebrew 
Scriptures and it is found 97 times.  

Sarai יַרָׂש  means “ruler, chief” = noble lady.  In the feminine (Strong’s 
#8297) from sarar (#8323) to have dominion, to bear rule. See note on 
Genesis 17:15. יָֽרָׁש  Sharai is a name found in Ezra 10:40 that comes 
from #8324 sharar to be hostile.  
9 Milcah, A form of malkah; queen. Strong’s #4435. 

10 Iscah (Strong’s #3252) From an unused root meaning to watch; 
obslave; one who beholds, looks out (cf. Gesenius). 

11 Strong’s #6135, aqar. From the root aqar (#6131), plucked up, rooted 
up. Interpreted as barren. According to Strong, “as if extirpated in the 
generative organs” 

12 Hebrew דָֽלָו  walad. Masculine singular. This is the only instance of 
this word walad (boy, offspring Strong’s #3206) in the Masoretic Text. 
It is also found in 2 Sam 6:23, according to Gesenius, with the same 

30 And SHE IS BECOMING Noble-Lady uprooted,11 
nothing is to-herself a דָֽלָו -boy.12  

31 And Terah is taking תֶא -Raised-Father his builder, and 
תֶא -Lot builder of Scorched,13 builder of his builder,14 

and תֶא -Noble-Lady his kallah,15 woman of Raised-
Father his builder; and they are going out תא -
themselves16 from Flame of the Chaldeans, to walk 
earth-ward17 of Humbled. And they are coming in until 
Scorched, and they are sitting there.18 32 And THEY ARE 
BECOMING the days of Terah five duplications and 
double-hundred of a duplication and Terah is dying in 
Scorched.19 

phrasing but also the masculine verb to be, though other translations 
ignore the gender:  

“Michal, built-one of Saul, a boy HAS NOT BECOME to her until 
the hot-one of her death.” 

This phrase specifically speaks to possession and lacks any verbiage about 
bearing as is usual when speaking about mothers giving birth, i.e. “she 
conceives and bears Cain” Genesis 4:1. Jesus said every stroke and 
tittle of the Law matters. “HAS BECOME” is indicative of the 
predestined, those chosen from the foundation of the world to become 
heirs, the ones “from-to the Age.”  

13 Strong’s #2771, Charan. From root charar, to be scorched. As in 
burned in judgement (Isa. 24:6), Jerusalem and her rust (Eze. 24:11) 
and Job’s sick bones burning (Job 30:30) and also Psalm 102:4. All 
related to judgement. 

14 builder of his builder. The phrase ֹו֔נְּב־ןֶּב , generally translated 
“grandson”, occurs here and in Jeremiah 27:7. There is no distinct 
word for “grandson”. 

15 Hebrew Kallah means complete one, perfect one and “bride”, #3618 From 
kalal; a bride (as if perfect) 

16 they are going out תֶא -them. Note that Terah is not the direct object 
of verb go out. This would be a redundant statement, “themselves” 
being an unnecessary word except for the fact that YAHWEH is good 
at hiding things. Who is “themselves”? 

17 Hebrew הָצְרַ֣א , artzah. With directional ה-, signifying a limitation of 
direction. Normally translated toward the land of. But the inherent 
meaning of this construct is spelled out for us in Gen. 18:2, “bowing 
down earth-ward [artzah]” and Gen. 19:1, “bowing himself—nostrils 
earth-ward [artzah],”. This implied downward direction is played out 
enigmatically in Jesus’ many ascendings and descendings from the 
Mount of Olives. 

18 Strong’s #3427, yashab. To sit, dwell, abide, remain. The idea being 
conveyed is that they are abiding in the “place” they are offroading to. 
See note on Genesis 4:16 

19 This story is quite the puzzle. We read that Terah’s builder Haran 
(Mountain) is dying over the faces of Terah in Ur of the Chaldeans in 
verse 28. We read of no place built by Haran and Haran is dying in the 
place he was born. In verse 31 it says “they come in until Mountain, 
and dwell there. The word ad ־דַע  is a preposition referring almost 
always to time in the Law, i.e. “until morning” Ex. 29:34, “until this 
hot-one” Gen. 32:32, “until evening” Lev. 11:31, “until a month of 
days” Num. 11:20, “until they are consumed” Deut. 2:15, “smote until 
no was left” Deut. 3:3. Stephen’s “error” is one of a “misplacement” 
of things according to a western understanding of time. Stephen spoke, 
“God appeared to Father-of-Tumult before his dwelling [abiding] in 
Haran [Mountain]…Then having come forth out of the land of the 
Chaldeans, he dwelt [abode] in Haran, and from thence, after [meta – 
with] the death of his father, He did remove him…” Acts 7:2-4 YLT. 
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CHAPTER 12  

1 And YAHWEH is saying toward Raised-Father, `Walk 
to-yourself,1 from your earth, and from your 
birth-place,2 and from the house of your father, 
toward the Earth which I am causing you to see.3  

2 And I am making you to a great nation, and kneeling 
you,4 and may your name grow up.5 And BECOME 
you a kneeled-one.6 

3 And may I kneel those kneeling you, and him-who-is-
disesteeming you I am execrating,7 and have 
kneeled in you the whole of the families of the 
Red-one. 

4 And Raised-Father is walking when YAHWEH has 
ordered toward him, and Lot is walking תֶא -8himself, and 
Raised-Father is a builder of five duplications and 
seventy of a duplication in his going out from Scorched. 
5 And Raised-Father is taking Noble-Lady his woman, 
and Lot his brother’s builder, and the whole of their 

 
1 Walk to you. Hebrew ְל־]ֶל_֛ . This is an imperative walk + to you. 
Compare with the imperative of Genesis 6:21, ְל־חַק_֗ , take to yourself. 
Raised-Father is commanded to walk to himself which may be a similar 
thought to “loving your friend as yourself”. 

2 Strong’s #4138, moledeth. Origin, birth, nativity, relatives. Based on the 
root #3205, yalad, to bear.  

3 As though he were walking in a circle  

4 No mark of the accusative תֶא - here as seen previously with the verb 
to kneel. 

5 Strong’s #1431, gadal. To grow up, make great, twist, twine. From which 
comes the same root as gadol, great (#1419 ) and gedil, twisted threads 
(#1434) used of tassel in Deut. 22:12. Compare with the proverb “a 
threefold cord is not quickly broken.” Ecc. 4:12. This verb primarily 
means grow up, twist together, as a vine grows, 

“Which our builders, like plants, growing up [gadal] in their youths, 
our built-ones like corners cut of a building-pattern." Psalm 144:12 
literal 

6 Strong’s #1293, berakah. A kneeling or blessed-one? This feminine 
noun is literally neither. Berek is knee (#1290), barak is to kneel 
(#1288).  Berakah is a kneeling or a kneeled-one. It is hard to render a 
noun as a noun-verb like this however, i.e. a kneeling, especially in a 
primitive language. The idea of kneeling makes us think, 

“Come in, we are bowing ourselves down, and we are bending-the-knee, 
we are kneeling [barak] to the faces of YAHWEH.” Psalm 95:6 
literal 

In Isaiah 36:16 it has been interpreted as a “peace-treaty”: 

“Don’t listen toward Hezekiah for thus the King of Asshur has said, 
Make תֶא -me a kneeled-one [barakah], and go out toward me 
and eat, a man his vine, and a man his fig-tree, and drink a man 
dual-waters of his cistern.” Isa. 36:16 literal 

7 The shift in the text from the plural “those” to the singular “him” is 
deliberate. “him who disesteems you” is translated from the verb 
participle meqalel. The Meqalel is spoken of in a few other places – 
Jeremiah 15:10, Proverbs 20:20, 1 Sam. 3:13. Particularly the builder of 
Shelomith (Leviticus 24:14, 23) of the tribe of Dan, the serpent over 
the Way (Gen. 49:17). 

8 Strong’s #854, eth. With, near, by. Same as the accusative mark תֶא  
(#853). 

possessions that they have received, and the Breath 
which they have made in Scorched; and they are going 
out to walk earth-ward of Humbled; and they are coming 
in earth-ward of Humbled.9  

YAHWEH Appears to Raised-Father 

6 And Raised-Father is passing-by in the Earth, until the 
Standing-place of Shoulder,10 until the oak of 
Teacher/Shooter;11 and at that time the Humbled-one is 
in the Earth.12  

7 And YAHWEH is being seen toward Raised-Father, and 
is saying, `To your seed I give the Earth of This one.` 
And he is building there a slaughtering-place to 
YAHWEH, who has been seen toward him.  

8 And he is causing to remove from there Mountain-
ward from the front [east] to House of El, and is 
stretching-out his tent, House of El from the sea,13 and 
the Ruins from the front [east],14 and he is building there 
a slaughtering-place to YAHWEH, and is calling-out in the 
name of YAHWEH. 9 And Raised-Father is pulling up, 
walking on and pulling up Dry-South-ward.15  

9 going out, coming in, passing-by. “Going out” and “coming in” 
are tokens of two opposing directions relative to some starting point. 
How does one “go out” and “come in” at the same time and not 
change direction? You follow a circular path. 

10  Strong’s #7927, Shekem. Shoulder. See note on Genesis 9:23. 

11 Strong’s #436 and #4175. elown moreh. Oak ןֹו֣לֵא  (a strong and 
hardy tree, strong, god-like, authoritative implied) of the Teacher. 
Moreh means “teacher” and “early rains”, but also “shooter” from the 
root yarah #3384 to throw, shoot (arrow). Derivative is Torah (the Law). 
See Deuteronomy 11:30 “Oaks of the Teacher/Rain”, Judges 7:1 “hill 
of the Teacher/Rain” and Joel 2:23 “early rains”. 

The Latter Rain is ׁשֹוקְלַמ , malqosh, stemming from the root verb to 
take. This gives reference to “spring” rains or the season of gathering 
and harvest that occurs, “Thus hath the Master YAHWEH caused me 
to see, and lo, He is forming locusts at the start of the ascending of the 
latter growth, and behold, the latter growth is behind the mowings of 
the king” Amos 7:1 literal  

The Early Rain is הֶרֹוי , yoreh, from the root verb to throw, cast, shoot 
(#3384). 

12 and then. Hebrew זָא , az. An adverb meaning at that time, at which 
time, hitherto. The Humbled (Canaan) are not in the Earth until the 
“early rains”.  

13 The sea was used to represent the direction opposite “front” (a.k.a. 
East) and as such gets translated “west”. See Strong’s #3220. The 
Septuagint (LXX) also used the word thalassa (Sea) for “west”, i.e kata 
thalassa, according to the west, and anatolé (rising) for “east”, i.e. kata 
anatolé, according to the rising. 

STRETCHING OUT THE TENT 
This is one of lingos of Heaven and how she is “covered”. Recall that 
the “expanse” of Heaven is a word that means “vault” or “canopy” 
(See note on Genesis 1:6). 

And He stretches out the dual-heavens, and descends, And thick 
darkness is under His feet. Psalm 18:9 literal 

14 An inference to the Whole inheritance, from the Sea to the Ruined-
one (Ai, #5857), a place in Humbled (Canaan).  

15 Negev, Strong’s #5045, from an unused root meaning to be dry, dried, 
parched. Translated as “south” in many versions. 
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The Descent, Sarai’s Identity Hidden 

10 And there is a hungry-one in the Earth and Raised-
Father is descending Dual-Siege-ward to offroad1 there, 
for heavy is the Hungry-one in the Earth. 11 And HE IS 
when he has drawn near to come in Dual-Siege-ward, and 
he is saying toward Noble-Lady his woman, `Behold 
now, I have perceived that you art a woman of beautiful 
sight; 12 and he HAS BECOME that the Egyptians see תֶא -
you, and they have said, ̀ This one is his woman,` and they 
have slain me, and you they let live:2 13 say, now, you art 
my sister, to the purpose that he is causing-good to-
myself in account of you, and my breath has lived for 
your sake.` 14 And HE IS BECOMING, at the coming in of 
Raised-Father Dual-Siege-ward, that the Egyptians are 
seeing תֶא -the Woman that himself is exceedingly 
beautiful; 15 and princes of Pharaoh are seeing תֶא -her,3 
and shining4 תֶא -her toward Pharaoh, and the Woman is 
being taken by the house of Pharaoh; 16 and to Raised-
Father he has done well in account of her, and HE IS 
BECOMING to-himself5 a sheep and a ploughing-one,6 
and fermenting-one,7 and men-slaves, and slavewomen, 
and everflowing-ones, and camels. 

 
Hebrew #2560 chamar, to ferment. Used of wine. The male donkey is 
named after this, chamor, fermenting-one. 

 
1 Strong’s #1481, guwr, to turn aside from the way. I.e. sojourn. Cf. 
Gesenius. To turn off of a road or way. 

2 This clearly speaks to Christ’s act of coming down and saving his 
Chosen Bride by letting himself be slain by the Egyptians, the religious 
leaders, who saw Christ’s following and influence, and slew him on 
account of it. His breath lives for her sake. 

3 They “expose/uncover” to Pharoah as Ham did to his brothers.  

4 SHINE 

Strong’s #1984, halal. To shine, be clear, brilliant, to glory, to make a show, 
to praise, to make bright. All these definitions given by Gesenius and BDB 
should make it fairly clear that this word means to make shine or to shine. 
Especially when the mark of the accusative תֶא - follows it since 
“praising” as it is generally rendered doesn’t quite fit with the use of 
the mark of the accusative.  In the Piel form this gets rendered “praise” 
or “be boastful”. When used in reference to YAHWEH, i.e “praise the 
Master” no such direct-object mark תֶא - exists. Instead what we find is 
the preposition to, הוהיַל לֵּלַה  halel laYAHWEH, shine to YAHWEH. 

“Thus let shine the light of yourselves in front of the men, that they 
may perceive yourselves the good works and may glorify the father of 
yourselves in the dual-heavens.” Matthew 5:16 literal 

Sarai’s Word Betrays Her 

17 And YAHWEH is touching תֶא -Pharaoh with great 
marks,8 and תֶא -his house, upon the word of Noble-
Lady, the woman of Raised-Father. 18 And Pharaoh is 
calling-out for Raised-Father, and is saying, ̀ What is this-
one you have made to-myself? Why have you not fronted 
to-myself, for himself is your woman? 19 Why have you 
said, My sister is himself, and I am taking her to-myself 
to a woman? 

Behold your Woman, Take and Walk 

And now, behold your woman, take and walk.` 20 And 
Pharaoh is charging mortal-men concerning him, and 
they are sending him forth, and his woman, and the 
whole that he has. 

CHAPTER 13  

The Ascent, Exodus 

1 And Raised-Father is ascending from Dual-Siege 
(himself and his woman, and all that he has, and Lot with 
him) Dry-South-ward; 2 and Raised-Father is exceedingly 
heavy in a bought-one, in the Silver-one,9 and in the 
Gold-one. 3 And he is walking to his pulling-up from 
Dry-South, and until House of El, until the Standing-
place where his tent HAS BECOME in the Pierced-one,10 
between House of El and Ruins, 4 toward the Standing-
place of the slaughtering-place which he has made there 

5 Hebrew ֹו֤ל־יִהְי ַֽו . He is his own possessions. “Abide in me, as I also 
abide in you.” John 15:4. 

6 TO PLOUGH – THE OX 
Strong’s #1241, baqar. Ploughing-one (Ox). Singular noun from root 
baqar (#1239) to plough, seek, inquire. Occurs in the plural beqarim in 
Amos 6:12 and 2 Chron. 4:3. 

 “For thus the master Yahweh has said, ‘Behold myself. And I have 
tread תֶא -my sheep, and I have ploughed [baqar] them.” Eze. 
34:11 literal 

7 Strong’s #2543, chamor, fermenting-one. The male donkey is called a 
chamor while the female donkey is called athon #860, ever-flowing. The 
root is #2560 chamar, to ferment and is used of wine, “the wine is 
foaming/fermenting [chamar]” Psa. 75:8. Often given the 
signification of reddish since the wine is red. 

8 Hebrew nega, #5061. Strokes, marks, spots, wounds. Seems to always be 
in reference to the skin. 

9 Strong’s #3701, keseph. Silver one. This is in the masculine singular. 
There are also plural forms, kesephe, silver ones (Gen. 42:25) 

10 YAHWEH sent Father-of-Tumult to travel a circuit by continuing in 
the same direction Negev-ward, Dry-ward, southward. His journey takes 
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in the First one,1 and there Raised-Father is calling-out in 
the name of YAHWEH. 5 And also to Lot, the One-
Walking תא -2Raised-Father, HE HAS BECOME a sheep 
and a ploughing-one and tents. 

The Right and Left Division 

6 And the Earth has not lifted תֶא -them up to sit united, 
for HAS BECOME their possessions abundant, and they 
have not been able to sit united.  

7 And HE IS BECOMING a wrestling-one between those-
who-see3 of a bought-one of Raised-Father and between 
those-who-see of a bought-one of Lot. And the 
Humbled and the Unwalled4 are at that time sitting in the 
Earth.  

 
him towards Dry (v. 1) then suddenly (v. 3) we find that he is 
sojourning from Dry until he reaches his starting point.  

Strong’s #8462, techillah. Feminine noun, singular. Something pierced, 
pierced one. Conjectured to mean beginning, commencement, start. Based on 
the root לַלָח  chalal (meaning to bore, pierce) used elsewhere for began.  

1 Hebrew הָ֑נֹׁשאִרָּב , preposition in + definite article the + feminine 
singular first. 

2 Strong’s #854, eth. With, near, by. Same as the accusative mark תֶא  
(#853). 

3 SHEPHERD ⇒ OVERSEER 

Strong’s #7473 יִעֹר  ro’i. Ro’i is the active participle of ra’ah to see. 
Properly a seer or him-who-sees = overseer. This is different from ra’ah 
(#7462) to pasture, tend which is translated shepherd. Abel is called a ra’ah 
in the participle, one-who-tends a sheep in Genesis 4:2. Hagar is the one 
who finds herself by the Well of the Living one of Sight [ro’i] in 
Genesis 16:13. Who could possibly be the Living one of Sight? 

4 THE WALL 

Perizzites. Strong’s #6522. Based on perazah which means open, 
unwalled towns, hamlets. Compare Deut. 3:5 KJV “All these cities were 
fenced with high walls, gates, and bars; beside unwalled [perazi] towns 
a great many.” The Unwalled is a Hebrew prophetic reference to the 
Lawless, as the wall is a reference to the Law—there is an inside and an 
outside wherever you find a wall. 

Paul seemed to apply this to hypocrites, 

Then Little [Paul] said toward him ‘The Theos is about to strike you, 
whitewashed wall. And you sit down judging me according to the law 
and manipulating-closely-around-the-law you command me to be 
struck. Acts 23:3 literal 

5 Strong’s #4808, meribah. Wrestling, grapple place. Meribah becomes 
a location or place symbolizing wrestling among the builders of Israel 
(Ex. 17:7, Num. 20:13,24, 27:14, Deut. 33:8, Ps. 81:7). 

6 LEFT ⇒ NORTH ⇒ HIDDEN 

RIGHT ⇒ SOUTH ⇒ HAND 

Strong’s #8040, semol. properly, dark, hidden (as enveloped ), i.e. The 
north; hence (by orientation), the left—left (hand, side). This word is 
sometimes interpreted as “north” (see #6828) but concretely refers to 
the left-hand side or direction as one faces the front (East, beginning, 
or Head).  

Strong’s #3225, yamin. Right hand. This is more specific to the hand 
than the word for “left” which is not specific to the hand. The Hebrew 
speaks of “left-handedness” as being “shut up [i.e. hidden] from the 
right hand”. One of the judges YAHWEH raises up is Ehud who is a 
Benjaminite and left-handed. Benjamin means builder of the right hand. 
“…Ehud builder of Gera, a Benjamite, a man shut up of his right 

8 And Raised-Father is saying toward Lot, ̀ Do not, now, 
BECOME a wrestling-place5 between me and between 
you, and between those-who-see of mine and those-
who-see of yours, for mortal-men, brothers are 
ourselves. 9 Is not the whole of the Earth to your faces? 
Separate, now, from upon me. If the Left,6 and may I 
cause-right; and if the Right, and may I cause-left.` 10 
And Lot is lifting up his eyes, and is seeing תֶא -the whole 

hand…” Judges 3:15 YLT. All left-handed men are referred to in this 
way (Judges 20:16). This word is also interpreted directionally as 
“south” in a few places but this obscures a deeper prophetic sense, 

And your greater sister Samaria is she, and her built-ones, who is 
abiding over your left, And your smaller sister, from you, who is 
abiding from your right hand, Sodom and her built-ones. Ezekiel 
16:46 literal 

Lot ends up in Sodom, and according to Ezekiel, to the Right. Father-
of-Tumult’s words are causative Hiphil meaning he causes something 
to go left or right. In Chapter 20 we find Father-of-Tumult 
“descending from” the Right [South]. He is apparently remaining 
where he is for “Samaria” is left/north. Jerusalem is the sister being 
directly rebuked in between in Ezekiel 16. She is the one with whom 
YAHWEH establishes the everlasting covenant and who “takes” her 
other two sisters as “built-ones” at the end. She walked more wickedly 
than her sisters (i.e. the bowels). These words are key to what it means 
to find wisdom and walk in it: 

Let not cause to stretch out the right hand and left. Turn aside your 
foot from evil. Proverbs 4:27 literal 

A wise heart is for his right hand, and a foolish heart is for his left. 
Ecclesiastes 10:2 literal  

Keep in mind that Jesus had three nails pierced into him, one to each 
hand, and one to both feet—judgment. The front is the “east” from 
and toward which time flows. Mixing up the meanings of left, right, 
north, south, obscures the meanings of a great many prophetic passages. 

And from the earths has gathered them, From east [sunrise] and 
from west [maarabah, dusk], From north [hidden], and from the 
sea. Psalm 107:3 YLT 

Translators like to force “south” out of the word “sea” for the sea is 
usually interpreted as “west.” Too much interpretation leads to 
confusion. There is a reason “south” (#8486, teman) is not mentioned 
in the gathering. Judah and Benjamin (Right Hand) are “south”. The 
word teman (south) is based on yamin, right hand. In Deuteronomy 
there is reference to four directions using a different line up of words: 

and lift up your eyes westward [sea-ward], and northward [hidden-
ward], and southward [right hand-ward], and eastward [sunrise-
ward], and see with your eyes… Deut. 3:27 YLT 

Isaiah says, 

“And your ears are hearing a word behind thee to say, ‘this one is the 
Way, walk in him.’ When you are causing to the right and when you 
are causing to the left.” Isaiah 30:21 literal 

In Ezekiel 21 there is a great end-time “parable of the sword”: 

“Unite yourself, cause-to-the-right, set yourself, cause-to-the-left, 
wherever your faces are assigned.” Ezekiel 21:16 literal 
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of a round1 of the Descender2 for the whole of her is a 
drink-giver3 to the faces of YAHWEH laying-waste תֶא -
Sodom and תֶא -Gomorrah,4 like the enclosure of 
YAHWEH, like the earth of Dual-Siege, as you come in 
Little.  

 
kikkar, a round 

11 And Lot is choosing for himself the whole round of 
the Descender. And Lot is pulling up from the front 
[east], and they are separating a man from upon his 
brother; 12 Raised-Father has sat in the Earth of 
Humbled, and Lot has sat in the cities of the Round and 
is tent-pitching until Sodom. 

13 And the men of Sodom are ruinous and missing5 to 
YAHWEH exceedingly. 

Promise of the Dust 

14 And YAHWEH has spoken toward Raised-Father, 
back-ones of the separating of Lot from-with-
him, `Lift up, now, your eyes, and see from out of 
the Standing-Place whom yourself is there, 
hidden-ward, and dry-south-ward, and front-ward 
[eastward], and sea-ward. 15 For תֶא -the whole of 

 
1 Strong’s #3603, kikkar. a round, a round district, a round loaf, a round 
weight, a talent (a measure of weight or money). A cylindrical shape, used of 
gold, bread, and other things. A “kikkar of gold” would be a talent of 
gold, Exodus 37:24. A “kikkar of bread” would be a “loaf of bread” 
Exodus 29:23. 

2 Strong’s #3383, Yardin. Jordan means descender, descending-one.  

3 Strong’s #4945, mashqeh. Butler, cupbearer, drink-giver. הֵ֨קְׁשַמ יֵ֞לְּכ  , keli 
mashqeh, in 1 Kings 10:21 means vessels of a cupbearer or drink-giver. 

4 Sodom is from an unused root meaning to scorch, burnt district (#5467). 
Gomorrah means heap, from the root amar; properly, apparently to 
heap; figuratively, to chastise (as if piling blows); 

5 Strong’s #2400, chatta. Adjective missing. Many might have already 
heard how sin in the Bible is a word that means “missing the mark” but 
what few stop to think about is the fact that you have to be aiming for 
the mark in order to miss the mark.  

6 your seed is inscribed. One seed, after the kind of dust, is 
multiplied. “The first man was of the dust of the earth… As was the 
earthly man, so also are those who are of the earth” 1 Cor. 15:47-48 
BLB. 

7 Compare Ephesians 3:18, “to comprehend the length and the width 
and the height and the depth of his love.” 

8 Strong’s #4471, אֵרְמ  ?mamre. Oaks of Mirror? Oaks of Vision ַמ
The word mara prefixed with ַמ (ma-) makes it a proper name. Mara 
אָרָמ (#4755)  is the name Naomi uses for herself to express her 
bitterness (Ruth 1:20). Marar (#4843) means to be bitter.  Mare (#4756) 
in Aramaic means master (see Daniel 2:47, 4:19, 4:24, 5:23). Mareh 
(#4758) is a noun that means vision based on the root verb ra’ah 

(#7200) to see. Most interesting is הָאְרַמ  mar’ah (#4759) a noun 
defined as a mirror for us in Exodus 38:8, 

the Earth which you are seeing, to-yourself I am 
giving her, and to your seed until the future. 16 
And I have placed your seed like a dust of the 
Earth, which, if a man is able to inscribe the dust 
of the Earth, so also your seed is being inscribed.6 
17 Stand up, walk about in the Earth, to her 
length, and to her width, for to-yourself I am 
giving her.`7 

18 And Raised-Father is tent-pitching, and is coming in, 
and is sitting in oaks of Mamre,8 which are in League,9 
and is building there a slaughtering-place to YAHWEH.  

CHAPTER 14  

An Armageddon 

1 And HE IS BECOMING in the days of Dark-Sayer10 king 
of Two-Rivers, Lion-like11 king of Elohim-Disciplines,12 
Handful-of-Sheaves13 king of Eternity,14 and Great-
Builder15 king of Nations,16 2 they have made a war תֶא -
Builder-of-Ruined-one17 king of Sodom, and תֶא -
Iniquitous18 king of Gomorrah, Altered Father19 king of 
Red-one,20 and Name-Wing21 king of Gazelles,22 and the 

“And he is making the pot of brass, and his pedestal of brass, in 
mirrors of the Warring ones, who have warred at the opening of the 
tent of an appointed time.” Exodus 38:8 literal 

Strong and Gesenius associate it with an unused verb mara meaning 
to be full or well nourished and hence, fattened, or strengthened. 

9 Strong’s #2275, Chebron. Association, league, company. 

10 Strong’s Hebrew #569: Amraphel = ‘sayer of darkness’. Raphel 
being from #6205 araphel, thick darkness, gloom, cloud. 

11 Strong’s #746: Arioch = lion-like 

12 Strong’s #495: Ellasar = ‘el is chastener’ 

13 Strong’s #3540: Chedorlaomer = ‘handful of sheaves’ 

14 Strong’s #5867: Elam = ‘eternity, the age’ 

15Strong’s #8413: Tidal = ‘great builder’  

16 These all describe Jesus perfectly. His garments are divided into four 
parts at the cross. He spoke in dark sayings, riddles, and parables (John 
16:25); is the Lion of Judah (Rev. 5:5); the eternal King (Jer. 10:10); is 
the Master of the harvest (Luk. 10:2); and is the Great Builder of God 
(Heb. 1). 

17 Strong’s #1298: Bera = ‘builder of ruined-one 

18 Strong’s #1306: Birsha = ‘with iniquity’ 

19 Shinab. Strong’s #8134, Probably from shana and ‘ab; a father has 
changed, altered, turned; a Canaanite (Humbled) 

20 Strong’s #126: Admah = ‘red earth’ or adamah (#127) ground. 

21 Strong’s #8038: Shemeber = ‘lofty flight’. Apparently from shem 
and ‘eber; name of pinion, i.e. Illustrious 

22 Strong’s #6636: Zeboim or Zeboiim = ‘gazelles’ 
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king of Swallowed1 (herself2 is Little). 3 All these have 
become united toward the valley of Fields,3 he is the sea 
of the Salt. 

King of Kings Comes in to End the Rebellion 

4 Double ten of a duplication they have served תֶא -
Handful-of-Sheaves, and three ten of a duplication they 
have rebelled. 5 And in four ten of a duplication has 
come in Handful-of-Sheaves, and the kings who are תֶא -
him, and they are smiting תֶא -the Healers4 in Goddesses-
of-the-Dual-Horns,5 and תֶא -the Roving Beasts6 in 
Warm, and תֶא -the Terrors7 in Level-Plain of Two 
Cities,8 6 and תֶא -the Hole-Dwellers9 in their mountain 
of Hairy,10 until Oak of Branch,11 which is upon the 
wilderness12; 7 and they are turning back and coming in 
toward Eye of Judgment,13 himself is Holy, and are 
smiting תֶא -the whole field of the Amalekite,14 and also 
the Sayer15 who is sitting in Divided-Palm.16  

8 And the king of Sodom is going out, and the king of 
Gomorrah, and the king of Red-one, and the king of 
Gazelles, and the king of Swallowed (himself is Little) 
and they are setting in array תֶא -them a war in the valley 

 
1 Bela. From Strong’s #1105, bela.  Devoured, swallowed, a thing swallowed. 
Perhaps a reference to another Bel: 

“And I have seen after Bel in Babylon, And I have brought forth 
that which he swallowed—from his mouth, And flow no more toward 
him do nations, Also the wall of Babylon hath fallen.” Jer. 51:44 
YLT.  

Bel is the contraction of the masculine Ba’al, the great sea monster that 
swallows Jonah for three days. Bela is feminine, the thing swallowed.  

“For just as Jonah became a sign to the Ninevites, so will the Builder 
of Man be to this revolution.” Luke 11:30 literal 

2 This pronoun איִה  for Zoar/Little changes in verse 8 to the mystery 
masculine pronoun. 

3 Strong’s #7708: Siddim = plural ‘fields’ or ‘plains’ 

4 Strong’s #7497. Rephaim. From the root rapha (#7495) meaning to 
heal. Used of physicians and healers. Rophim, physicians, embalmed 
Israel in Genesis 50:2. Thought of as giants due to Deut. 3:11. 

5 Strong's #6255: Ashtoreth-karnaim = Ashtoreth of the dual horns 
or peaks’. Ashtaroth is the plural of Ashtoreth, the goddess of the 
Zidonians (1 Kings 11:5, 33). 

6 Strong’s #2104: Zuzim = ‘roving creatures’ or crawling things. 

7 Strong’s #368: Emims = ‘terrors’ 

8 Strong’s #7740 and #7156. Shaveh-kiriathaim. Level Plains of Two 
Cities. 

9 Strong’s Hebrew #2752: Chorite = ‘hole dweller’. Derived from 
chor (#2356), a hole. 

10 Strong’s #8165, Seir. Hairy. Hairy as a mountain or place appears 20 
times in the Law and is translated as Hairy.  

11 El Paran. Strong’s #364, From ‘ayil and Pa’ran; oak of Paran 

12 Strong’s #4057, midbar. Wilderness. It is thought to mean mouth in 
one place: “As a thread of scarlet are your lips, And your wilderness is 
comely, As the work of the pomegranate is your temple behind your 
veil…” (Song. 4:3) which is the Bridgroom speaking about the Bride. 

13 Strong’s #5880. From ayin (eye) and mishpat; fountain of judgment. 

of Fields, 9 תֶא -Handful-of-Sheaves king of Eternity, and 
Great-Builder king of Nations, and Dark-Sayer king of 
Two-Rivers, and Lion-Like king of El-Disciplines, four 
kings תֶא -the Five. 

The Valley of The Fields 

10 And the valley of the Fields is wells wells of tar.17 And 
the kings of Sodom and Gomorrah are escaping, and 
falling18 there-ward, and the Remnant19 mountain-ward 
have escaped.20 11 And they are taking תֶא -the whole of 
the possession of Sodom and Gomorrah, and תֶא -the 
whole of their food, and they are walking; 12 (and they 
are taking תֶא -Lot, builder of Raised-Father’s brother, 
and תֶא -his possession, and are walking, and himself 
sitting in Sodom). 13 And the Escaped-one21 is coming 
in and is exposing to Raised-Father the Beyond-one.22  

14 Strong’s #6003: Amalekite = see Amalek ‘people of lapping or 
labor’ 

15 Strong’s #567: Amorite = ‘a sayer’. “the mother of you [sisters] is a 
Hittite and the father of you is an Amorite.” Eze. 16:45 literal. Hittites 
are from Heth (Gen. 10:15) whose name means terror. Her mother is a 
“Terror” and her father is a “Sayer”. 

16 Strong’s #2688: Hazezon-tamar = ‘dividing the date-palm’ 

17 wells wells of tar. Hebre ֙תֹרֱאֶּב תֹ֤רֱאֶּֽב  . Word for “well” in plural is 
repeated. Taken to mean full of tar pits by other translators. Although 
“two pits” for “two cities” also makes sense. Hebrew doesn’t make a 
distinction between “pit” and “well”. Hinting at the location of the 
Tower of Babel which was built using tar/bitumen in Genesis 11. 

18 Strong’s #5307, naphal. To fall, whence comes our Nephalim. 

19 Hebrew םיִ֖רָאְׁשִּנַה , the Hannisharim. This is the first likely 
identification of “the Remnant” which are spoken of by the Prophets. 
The first reference to the Remnant is in Genesis 7:23, identified with 
Rest (Noah). 

20 THE REMNANT 

Hebrew הָרֶ֥ה , harah. Singular with the directional “ה”. The Remnant 
escape toward the mountain. Jesus speaks of this in his prophecies, 
“then let them that are in Judaea [Judah] flee toward the mountains” 
Matt. 24:16. Luke specifically speaks of “her”: 

“Then those in Judea, let them flee to the mountains; and those in her 
midst, let them depart out; and those in the countries, let them not enter 
into her.” Luk. 21:21 Berean Literal Bible 

21 Strong’s #6412, טיִ֔לָּפַה , ha-paylit. From the verb to escape (#6403), 
from which we get the word “deliverer” (cause to escape), 

“My kindness, and my net, my high-place, my deliverer to-myself, my 
defender, and in him I seek refuge, the One-who-treads-down my people 
underneath me.” Psalm 144:2 literal 

22 Strong’s #5680, Ibri. Hebrew. Father-of-Tumult is the first 
“Hebrew” which comes from root eber (Strong’s #5677) which means 
“region beyond” and according to Joshua 24:2 means specifically from 
beyond the [Euphrates] River: “Thus has said YAHWEH elohe of Israel, 
‘From the age your fathers lived beyond the River, namely, Terah, the 
father of Father-of-Tumult and the father of Nahor, and they served 
other gods.’” 
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Baals 

And himself is one-who-dwells in oaks of Mamre the 
Sayer,1 brother of Cluster,2 and brother of Boy,3 and they 
are owners4 of a cut-out-one of Raised-Father.  

14 And Raised-Father is hearing that his brother has 
been taken captive, and he is pouring out תֶא -his trained-
ones,5 born-ones6 of his house, eight ten and three 
hundred, and is pursuing until Judge. 15 And he is being 
smoothed7 upon them night-ward, himself and his slaves, 
and is smiting them, and pursuing them until Guilt,8 
which is from the left to Damascus; 16 and he is causing 
to turn back תֶא -the whole of the possession, and also 

תֶא -Lot his brother and his possession he has caused to 
return, and also תֶא -the Women and תֶא -the People.  

The King of Sodom Repents from Attacking 

17 And the king of Sodom is going out to meet him, 
back-ones of his turning back from smiting תֶא -Handful-
of-Sheaves, and תֶא -the kings who are תֶא -him, toward 
the Valley of Level9 (himself is the Valley of the King).  

Builders [Sons] of Uppermost 

18 And Melchizedek, king of Complete,10 has brought 
out bread and wine, and himself is priest to el of 
uppermost one.11 19 And he is kneeling him, and is 

 
1 in the oaks of Mamre the Amorite. Mamre is the name (See v. 24). 
Mamre means strength or fatness. Strength, Cluster, and Boy are baals of 
a covenant of Father-of-Tumult. The mention of baal gives away the 
object (covenant) as being the owned, a.k.a. a beulat (virgin). 

2 Strong’s #811, eshkol. Cluster. Usually of grapes. Recall the Kopher 
covering of the Ark in Genesis 6:14, “A cluster of the Kopher is my 
beloved to me, In the vineyards of En-Gedi!” Song 1:14 YLT. 

3 Strong’s #6063, aner. Probably for na’ar; youth, boy. 

4 Strong’s #1167, Baal. Owner, master. See note on Genesis 20:3. 

5 Strong’s #2593, יִנָח[  chanik. Practiced, dedicated, trained. From the root 
chanak (#2596) whence come the name Narrow, the heroes who 
save the hot-one. The verb drawn out is used of a swords (#7324). 

6 Strong’s #3211, yalid. A noun (or adjective) meaning born one from 
the verb yalad, to bear (#3205). 

7 Strong’s #2505, chalaq.  

8 Hobah. Strong’s #2327. From chub (#2325), to be guilty. Also related 
to chob (#2326), debt. 

9 Strong’s #7737, Shaveh from the verb meaning to level, or smooth. 

10 Melchizedek (#4442) King of Salem (#8004). Salem is an early 
name of Jerusalem and is from the root shalem (#8003) which means 
complete, full, perfect. This one word speaks powerfully to the Hebrew 
concept of complete/incomplete inherent in the language. The name 
Salem appears in one other passage, “And HE IS in Complete 
[Salem], his tabernacle and his dwelling place in Zion.” Psalm 76:2 
literal 

11 MELCHIZEDEK – MY KING IS JUSTICE 

Hebrew ןֹוֽיְלֶע לֵ֥אְל , le-el elyon. Noun + Adjective, paragogic nun. To 
an el of the uppermost, most-high. There are no definite articles though it 
gets interpreted as a “title” by translators. El (#410) is a singular noun 
distinct from elohim which is plural. El means god or mighty one. Elyon 
(#5945) is an adjective that means uppermost, highest. This speaks to the 

saying, `He-who-is-kneeled is Raised-Father to el of 
uppermost one, he-who-buys dual-heavens and earth. 

One Finger out of Ten  

20 And he-who-is-kneeled is el of uppermost one, who 
has shielded your narrow-ones12 in your hand.` And he 
is giving to-himself a tenth one from the whole.  

A Temptation 

21 And the king of Sodom is saying toward Raised-
Father, `Give to-myself the Breath, and the Possession 
take to-yourself,` 22 and Raised-Father is saying toward 
the king of Sodom, `I have raised-high my hand toward 
YAHWEH, el of uppermost one, he-who-buys dual-
heavens and earth—23 if from a thread13 and until a 
strap of a sandal, and if I take from the whole of which 
you have, then lest you are uttering, `Myself has made 
rich תֶא -Raised-Father,` 24 not-unto-me only that which 
the Scattered-ones14 have eaten, and the portion of the 
Mortal-men who have walked תא -myself—Shaken-out, 
Cluster, and Vision—they are taking their portion.`  

CHAPTER 15  

1 After of the Words of These ones15 HAS BECOME a word 
of YAHWEH toward Raised-Father in the Vision, to say, 
`Do not fear Raised-Father, myself is a shield to-
yourself, your wages is exceedingly abundant.`  

“builders most-high”, the kings, and the priests after the order of 
Melchizedek. 

“I, I have said, elohim are you all, and builders of uppermost [elyon] 
are the whole of you.” Psalm 82:6 literal 

“And he has been, if hearing you all are hearing in the voice of 
YAHWEH your elohe to guard and to do the whole of his 
commandments which I command you Today, and YAHWEH your 
elohe has set you most-high [elyon] upon the whole of the nations of 
the Earth.” Deut 28:1 literal 

Melchizedek means my King is a Just one (#4442). He is another 
foreshadow of “son-placement” (Rom. 8:29) the circumcised of the 
Flesh: 

Melchizedek…being made like to the Builder [Son] of God, doth 
remain a priest continually. Hebrews 7:3 YLT 

12 Strong’s #6862, tsar, adjective, narrow, tight. As a noun form it means 
generally adversary or foe, but specifically one who afflicts or distresses 
by compressing, tightening or making the way narrow...i.e. Egypt. See 
note on Gen. 32:24.  

 
13 Strong’s #2339, chut. Thread, cord. “And if the One is overcoming, 
the Double are standing-firm opposite-him, and the Thread of the 
One-who-is-threefold, he is not being torn apart in haste.” Ecc. 4:12 
literal 

14 Strong’s #5288. Na’ar. From the root na’ar (#5287) to shake out 
scatter abroad. A-scattered-one. Interpreted as a boy. Na’arah is the 
feminine equivalent and interpreted as a girl. 

15 Hebrew הֶּלֵ֗אָה םיִ֣רָבְּדַה  , definite articles + nouns, These Words.  
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The Prodigal Builder (The Two Builders) 

2 And Raised-Father is saying, `My master1 YAHWEH, 
what do you give to-myself, and myself he-walking 
stripped?2 And a builder of Meshek in my house, himself 
is Dammeshek El-is-Help.`3 3 And Raised-Father is 
saying, ̀ Behold, to-myself you have not given a seed, and 
behold, a builder of my house is he-who-inherits תֶא -me.` 
4 And behold, a word of YAHWEH is toward him, saying, 
`This one is not inheriting you;4 but he who is coming out 
from your stomach,5 himself is inheriting you.`  

The Justice 

5 And he is causing to go out תֶא -him the Outside-ward,6 
and is saying, `Look, now, Dual-Heavens-ward,7 and 
count the Round-ones, if you are able to record8 תֶא -
them.` And he is saying to-himself, `Thus HE IS 
BECOMING your seed.` 6 And he has supported9 in 
YAHWEH, and he is interweaving10 her to-himself a just-
one.11  

 
1 ADONAI יָנֹדֲא  

Strong’s #136, יָנֹדֲא  adonay. Tradition made this a proper title. The 
concrete meaning however is clear according to Gesenius who writes, 
“The termination ַי־  is an older form of pluralis excellentiœ, for the 
common םִי־  (as in יַּדַׁש ) …but for ַי־ , the lengthened form ָי־  has been 
put by the grammarians, so as to distinguish it from יַנֹדֲא  ‘my masters.’” 
What this means is that the plural form was taken to be a formal title 
and the Masoretes modified a vowel point to make the distinction. But 
originally there was no distinction. The word then became the traditional 
word to use to refer to God or YAHWEH in speech as it was considered 
a taboo to utter the name. Even to write out the Anglo word “God” is 
taken as a no-no, so instead they write or type “G-d”. This is also the 
case with יַּדַׁש לֵ֣א  “el Shaddai” which means god of destroyers. See note on 
Genesis 17:1. 

2 Strong’s #6185, ariri. Stripped, childless. From the root arar (#6209) to 
strip oneself. 

3 Strong’s #461, Eliezer, el is help. The word “meshek” is a rare word 
only here and as a part of Dammashek, which is related to Damascus. 
Gesenius opines, “I judge that the sacred writer used meshek, an 
uncommon word, in order to allude to the word Dammeshek” 
Gesenius Hebrew Lexicon (1846). Meshek is sometimes interpreted 
as possession. 

4 Reference to the Anti-christ. 

5 THE PRODIGAL BUILDER ⇒ ISHMAEL 

Strong’s #4578, meeh. Internal organs, stomach, belly, inward parts. This is 
emblematic of that part of the Body of Christ which is useless (1 Cor. 
6:13, Mark 7:19, Matt. 15:17) but from which the prodigal builder(s) 
emerges,  

“And he was coveting to fill the belly of himself from the pods which 
the pigs were eating, and no one was giving to himself.” Luke 15:16 
literal 

Another hint: This can be related to the Scriptures’ use of the word 
vomiting. He-Laughs does not come forth from the “stomach” from out 
of a pig’s sty. That is Ishmael. He is Jonah, the one calling-out in the 
wilderness, the outcast, etc. 

6 Strong’s #2351, chuts. the outside, of a house, tent, city, camp, etc. 
This is an important symbol, “Jesus also suffered outside the city gate” 
(Heb. 13:12), “Outside are the dogs…” (Rev. 22:15), “They were 
trampled in the winepress outside the city” (Rev. 14:20). 

The Gentle Inherit the Earth 

7 And he is saying toward him, `Myself is YAHWEH 
who has caused you to go out from Flame of the 
Chaldees,12 to give to-yourself תֶא -the Earth of 
This one to inherit her.`  

8 And he is saying, `Master YAHWEH, how am I 
perceiving that I am inheriting her?`  

9 And he is saying toward him, `Take to-myself a heifer 
of her-who-is-threefold13 and a she-goat of her-who-is-

7 Hebrew ה ָמְיַ֗מָּׁשַה , masculine plural dual-heavens + “directional heh” 
(morphologically third-person feminine singular) 

8 Strong’s #5608, saphar. To score with a mark as a tally or record, i.e. (by 
implication) to inscribe, and also to enumerate; intensively, to recount. This word 
might infer the act of counting but more important is the fact that the 
word is a denominative verb from sepher, a missive, document, writing, 
book (#5612). Refer to the book [sepher] in Genesis 5:1. 

9 Strong’s #539, aman. To confirm, support. As pillars do. Typically 
translated to believe. “A primitive root; properly, to build up or support”. 
A clear objective example is in 2 Kings, 

“Hezekiah cut off the doors of the temple of YAHWEH and the 
Supports [omnah #547] which Hezekiah king of Judah has 
overlaid…” 2 Kings 18:16 literal 

10 Strong’s #2803, chashab. A primitive root; properly, to plait or 
interpenetrate, i.e. (literally) to weave or (gen.) To fabricate; figuratively, to 
plot or contrive 

11 He is weaving her to-himself a just-one. The Hebrew ָהֶ֥בְׁשְחַּי , 
yachshevehah (#2803) has a feminine suffix denoting a “her”. We 
find this same verb construct in Genesis 38:15, “And Judah is seeing 
her, and he is weaving [yachshevehah] her for a harlot” and in 1 
Samuel 1:13, “and Eli is weaving [yachshevehah] her for a drunk.”  

The noun “justice” (#6666) is in the feminine, tsedaqah. 
“Righteousness” is an abstract interpretation of what is really an 
objective concept—just or justice. This is the “Bride” of Heaven. Justice 
in the feminine appears in the Proverbs and Prophets and also in 
Genesis 18:19, Deuteronomy 24:13, Psalm 33:5, 106:3, and Job 37:23. 

“But seek first the kingdom of the Theos and the justice of himself and 
these-ones the whole will be put to yourselves.” Matt. 6:33 literal 

For I am saying to yourselves that unless shall abound of yourselves the 
justice more than the writers and Pharisees, no, you all shall not enter 
into the kingdom of the dual-heavens. Matt. 5:20 literal 

12 This is another way of saying Egypt, which is a symbol slavery to the 
written Code. God speaks in multiple “tongues” about the same spiritual 
truth. Compare, “Myself, YAHWEH, your elohe, who has brought you 
out from the earth of the Egypt, from BEING their slaves” Lev. 26:13, 
Exo. 20:2. 

13 Hebrew meshulashet. #8027, three times, divide into three parts, to triple. 
Feminine singular participle, her-who-is-threefold or her-who-is-three-parts 
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threefold, and a ram1 of him-who-is-threefold,2 and a 
turtle-dove, and a nestling.` 10 And he is taking to him 
the whole of these, and is cutting them in two in the 
middle, and is putting, a man his part to meet his 
friend,3 but the sparrow he has not divided.  

 
A turtledove is grey or dark brown. 

11 And the ravenous birds descend upon the corpses, 
and he causes Raised-Father to blow them.4 

 
1 CHIEF LEADER RAM  

Strong’s #352, ayil. Leader, chief, strong one, terebinth. A variety of 
definitions. Ram is implied as being “chief” or “leader” of the sheep. 
The commonality lies in the strength of leadership. So the pillars or 
gateposts of Ezekiel 40, 

“And he is measuring תֶא -the porch of the Gate, eight ammot, and the 
gateposts [ayil] two ammot…” Ezekiel 40:9 literal 

Or a leader, 

“And I am giving him in the hand of a chief  [ayil] of nations…” 
Ezekiel 31:11 literal 

Or terebinth/oaks, 

“For they are ashamed from the oaks [ayil] you have desired…” 
Isaiah 1:29 literal 

2 Strong’s #8027, shalash. To thrice, make three, threefold. This is a 
denominative verb from the number three in the feminine sing. 
participle form. It is the same word used in Ecclesiastes,  

“and if the One is overpowering him, the Double are standing-firm his 
opposite, and the Cord of the One-who-is-threefold is not in haste 
being torn off.” Ecc. 4:12 literal 

3 The Hebrew for middle is tavek (#8432) which comes from an unused 
root that means to sever; a bisection, i.e. (by implication) the centre, middle. The 
animals should be seen as being cut between head and tail along the 
middle just as the Jordan River and Red Sea are parted in half, top to 
bottom. Take note how YAHWEH calls each piece a friend/neighbor 
(Hebrew rea, #7453) of the other half. The whole “ritual” says 
something about a great schism or division (divided Kingdom?). To 
meet each other is to say “opposite faces to faces” (compare Genesis 
29:13). The nestling (gowzal #1469) is distinct from the word for 
turtledove (tor #8449) and bird (tsippor #6833), and is used of young 
eaglets in Deut. 32:11. The word bird is a singular noun and not plural 
yet is interpreted by all the translations as plural birds. There are plural 
forms of bird (i.e. tsipporim – see Isa. 31:5). So it is not clear whether 
both birds were uncut or only the one young one. Some commentators 

 
A division, then an ambush? 

The Sun Sets in the West 

12 And HE IS BECOMING the sun5 to go in, and a dead-
sleep has fallen upon Raised-Father, and behold, a 
dread6 of a great dark-one is her-who-falls upon him.  

13 And he is saying to Raised-Father, `To perceive you 
are perceiving that an offroader HE IS BECOMING, your 
seed, in an earth not theirs,7 and they have served them, 
and they have faced8 them four hundred of a duplication, 
14 and also תֶא -the Nation whom they are serving, he-
who-judges is myself,9 and after-ones of an upright they 
are going out in a great possession; 15 and yourself is 
coming in toward your fathers in peace; you are being 

see seven pieces in this “ritual,” some see four. Accounting for the 
threefold of the animals, there could be 20 parts. If the turtle-dove is cut 
in half there could be 21. It is after this that the “ravenous birds” 
descend upon the corpses. The ravenous birds are birds of prey 
(language for religious rulers, powers of the air?) who take (have taken) 
the queen of heaven by violence? The word is ayit (#5861) which 
comes from the verb iyt (5860) which means to scream, shriek. Maybe 
fanatics? 

4 Strong’s #5380, nashab. To blow. This verb appears in two other 
places.  

“he is sending out his word and is causing them to melt, he causes his 
spirit to blow, the dual-waters are dripping.” Psalm 147:18 literal.  

“The grass has withered, the flower has been foolish, for the spirit of 
YAHWEH has blown in him; indeed the people are grass.” Isaiah 
40:7 literal. 

5 Strong’s #8121, shemesh. Sun. The noun “sun” is both masculine 
and feminine which is very rare in Hebrew. 

6 Strong’s #367, emah. Terror, dread. “Your heart is growling terror..” 
Isa. 33:18 literal.  

7 The sentences correlate the singular noun seed with the plural them and 
they because the seed of Father-of-Tumult is not just one builder, but 
many. This helps us understand what Paul was saying in Galatians 3:16, 
“The promises were spoken to Father-of-Tumult and to his seed. The 
Scripture does not say, “and to seeds,” meaning many, but ‘and to your 
seed,’ meaning One, who is Christ.” That is, Christ himself begins a 
new lineage of “saviors” who stem from the one seed by abiding in 
Him/His Word. 

8 Strong’s #6031, anah. A primitive root (possibly rather ident. With 
anah [which means “to face”] though the idea of looking down or 
browbeating); to depress literally or figuratively. Interpreted to mean 
humble, afflict. 

9 Strong’s #1777, dan. To judge. From whence comes the name Dan of 
the tribe of Dan. In the participle form + anoki, meaning us. 
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buried in a good grey-one.1 16 And a fourth revolution 
is turning back here, for the bent-one of the Sayer is not 
yet complete until here.`  

Crossover 

17 And HE IS BECOMING the Sun, she-who-comes,2 and 
a veiled-one3 HE HAS BECOME and behold, a fire-pot of 
smoke4 and a torch of fire which has crossed-over 
between the Pieces of These ones.5  

 
1 Strong’s #7872, sebah. Feminine noun, Hoary, gray. Implies old age, 
perhaps. “Hair” or “head” is not mention in contexts containing this 
word. 

2 See note on Genesis 28:11 

3 Strong’s #5939, alatah, הָ֖טָלֲע , noun feminine. Veiled-one. Appears 
four times in the scriptures, from an unused verb to be veiled, covered, 
concealed. Cf. Fuerst. Assumed by translators to mean thick darkness. 
Gesenius notes a meaning related to thick.  

4 THE FIRE-POT AND THE TORCH OF FIRE 

There is already quite a bit of enigmatic narrative built around a 
singular division. The world?, the Church?, the Kingdom?…split in half. 
The Scriptures explain the fire-pot (Strong’s #8574) and the torch 
(#3940) of fire as YAHWEH’s means of judgment which are the “chiefs 
of Judah” and “Jerusalem” (a.k.a Builders of the Most High/the 
Heavenly Bride Jerusalem) who judge the world (1 Cor. 6:2). The right 
and left are judged: 

In the That Hot-one I am placing the chiefs of Judah as a pot of 
fire in trees and as a torch of fire in sheaves and they have devoured 
on the right hand and on the left the whole of the peoples round about. 
And Jerusalem has sat again in her place in Jerusalem. Zech. 12:6 
literal 

The chiefs are the aluphe ףּוּלַא  (#441) which comes from the stem 
word aleph א, to teach/learn, clan, companion, a thousand. They are the right 
hand: 

“Your hand, she is finding to the whole of your enemies; your right 
hand, she is finding those who hate you. You are setting them like a 
fire-pot of fire for the time of your faces. YAHWEH in his nostril is 
swallowing them up, and the fire—she is eating them.” Psalm 21:8-9 
literal 

This same pattern is seen in the judgement of Korah where the 
Ground underneath them cleaves (Hebrew baqa #1234) in two, 
opens up, and swallows the whole after which fire comes forth from 
YAHWEH himself and devours 250 men (Num. 16:31-35).  

“The whole of them are adulterers, Like a fire-pot burning from a 
baker, He is ceasing from causing to wake up from kneading dough 
until his leavening. A hot-one of our king, the princes have made sick 
a skin from wine, he has drawn out his hand near scorners. For they 
have brought near like the Fire-pot their heart in their ambush, the 
whole of the Night their baker sleeps, in the morning he burns like a 
fire of a blade. The whole of them are growing warm like a fire-pot, 
and they have eaten their judges, the whole of their kings have fallen 
[naphal]. There is none in them who call towards me.” Hosea 7:4-7 
literal 

“For behold, the Hot-one comes, burning like a fire-pot and they 
HAVE BEEN the whole of the proud and the whole who make 
wickedness, stubble.” [wickedness is a fem. noun—rishah, #7564, 
the masc. noun wickedness is resha #7562] Malachi 4:1 literal 

 “Therefore, thus has said Jehovah: Ye have not listened toward Me to 
proclaim freedom, a man to his brother, and a man to his friend” Jer. 
34:17 literal 

The end-time picture of Father-of-Tumult’s vision is starting to come 
together, but there are still many pieces involved in this puzzle. Jesus 
himself adds more insight to this prophecy (and also more to ponder) 
quoting Micah 7:6: 

I came to cast fire upon the earth, and how I wish it were kindled 
already! But I have a baptism with which to be baptized, and how I 
am pressed until it should be completed!  

Do you think that I came to give peace on the earth? No, I say to you, 
but rather a division. For from now there will be five in one house 
divided, three against two, and two against three. They will be divided 
father against builder and builder against father, mother against built-
one and built-one against mother, mother-in-law against her built-one-
in-law and built-one-in-law against mother-in-law.” Luke 12:49-53 
literal 

What does he mean by three against two, two against three? It appears he 
is speaking of three against three and that there are six in one house. 
Perhaps two are reunited (Mal. 4:6)… 

There are five animals in the vision, two females one male, and two 
birds. The three animals that faces one another are halved—divided and 
set in opposition to one another, three against three. Mother-in-law is תֹומֲח  
chamot (#2545) to a woman (recall our study on Ham in Gen 10). 
Another hint: The fire itself is something, in Christ’s mind, that is good. 
We find this prophetic pattern in another story: 

“And Samson is walking and catching three hundred foxes [dogs], 
and he is taking torches, and causing to turn a tail toward a tail, and 
is putting one torch between two tails in the Middle.” Judges 15:4 
literal 

Or how about this one which causes us to think upon something which 
is swallowed and vomited… 

“From his mouth torches are walking; sparks of fire escape; from his 
nostrils is going out smoke like a blowing pot and reeds.” Job 41:19-
20 literal  

We see builders and fathers divided (and reunified) in the end-times in 
the words of Malachi: 

“And he has turned back a heart of fathers upon builders, and a heart 
of builders upon their fathers lest I am coming and I have struck the 
Earth a ban [utter destruction].” Malachi 4:6 literal 

This masculine division is further defined by the messenger Gabriel, 

“and he shall go forth in the eye of him [enópios face to face], in 
the spirit and power of Elijah, to turn hearts of fathers upon children 
and disobedient ones, in wisdom of just ones, to make ready to 
Master, a kinspeople prepared.” Luke 1:17 literal 

5 The pattern of this similitude parallels others such as the parting of 
the Red Sea and passing over, the fiery furnace of Daniel, the Passover 
that happens at night in Egypt, the Body of Christ in Ezekiel 1 and 8 
divided in two and put through fire, etc.  
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The Ten 

18 In the Hot-one of Himself1 YAHWEH has cut off2 
תֶא -Raised-Father a cut-out-one3 to say, `To your 

seed I have given תֶא -Earth of This one, from the 
river of Dual-Siege until the Great River—the 
river Phrat, 19 תֶא -the Kenite,4 and תֶא -the 
Kenizzite,5 and תֶא -the Easterner,6 20 and תֶא -the 
Terrified,7 and תֶא -the Unwalled,8 and תֶא -the 
Healers,9 21 and תֶא -the Sayer,10 and תֶא -the 
Humbled, and תֶא -the Clay-dwellers, and תֶא -the 
Jebusite.11` 

CHAPTER 16  

1 And Noble-Lady, woman of Raised-Father, has not 
borne to him, and she has a slavewoman, an Egyptian, 
and her name is Hagar.12 

2 And Noble-Lady is saying toward Raised-Father, 
`Behold, now, YAHWEH has restrained me from 

 
1 Hebrew אּו֗הַה םֹוּ֣יַּב  . In-the-Hot-one of Himself. Or, The Hot-one of Him. 
The pronoun he + the definite article the means a very specific person 
or thing. Translators default to the more ambiguous “that” which is 
not a relative pronoun at all. Who is “that one” other than “himself”? 
If not himself than we are left with an unidentified definite hot-one. 
The covenant is not merely a historical event between Raised-Father 
and YAHWEH but a prophetic event (as with all of these) showing us 
the covenant he makes us in the Hot-one, our Hot-one (1 Thes. 5:5). 

2 Strong’s #3772, karat. To cut off. This is the standard word for 
covenant “making” and is based on the imagery of circumcision in 
which the foreskin is cut off, and those who are uncircumcised are cut off 
(Gen. 17:14). Remember this as, things get more interesting in Chapter 
17. 

3 Is Father-of-Tumult a “tree” and the covenant a “branch”? 

4 Hebrew יִניֵק , Qeni #7017 from ןִיַק  Qayin. Cain’s clan. 

5 From Strong’s #7073: Kenaz = ‘hunter’ 

6 Strong’s #6935: Kadmonite = ‘easterner’ 

7 Chittite. From Strong’s #2845, תֵח  Cheth. From chathath; terror. See 
note on Genesis 10:15. “Origin” of mother of YAHWEH’s Bride 
Jerusalem (Ezekiel 16:45), i.e. “your mother is a Terrified”. 

8 Strong’s #6522, Perizzi. From #6519, perazah. Open country villages, 
hamlets, unwalled. “And you have said ‘I am ascending upon an earth of 
unwalled-villages [perazot #6519], I am going in the Quiet ones sitting 
for security, the whole of them sitting without wall [chomah], and bars 
and doors they do not have.” Ezekiel 38:11 literal. 

9 Rephaim. Strong’s #7497. Healers. See note on Genesis 14:5. 

10 The Sayers. Origin of father of YAHWEH’s Bride (Ezekiel 16:45). 
See note on Genesis 14:7. 

11 JERUSALEM 

Jebusite from Strong’s #2983, Yebus. Early name of Jerusalem. 
Derived from the root bus (#947) to tread down, trample. Thus Luke 
21:24 literal, “And they will fall by edge of sword, and will be led 
captive into all the nations; and Jerusalem will be trodden down by 
Gentiles, until times of Gentiles are complete.” Also Luke 21:24; 
Revelation 11:2; Psalm 79:1; Isaiah 63:3; Isaiah 63:18; Daniel 8:13; 

bearing. Go in, now, toward my slavewoman. 
Perhaps I am being built13 up from her;`  

And Raised-Father is hearing to the voice of Noble-
Lady. 

A Slavewoman Inherits Her Mistress 

3 And Noble-Lady, woman of Raised-Father, is taking 
תֶא -Hagar the Egyptian, her slavewoman, from the cut-

off of ten duplications to sit Raised-Father in the Earth 
of Humbled and is giving תֶא -her to Raised-Father her 
man, to himself for a woman. 4 And he is going in 
toward Hagar, and she is conceiving, and she is seeing, 
that she has conceived, and her mighty-one14 is being 
lightened in her eyes. 

Abraham’s Pocket-fold 

5 And Noble-Lady is saying toward Raised-Father, `My 
violent-one is upon you, myself has given my 
slavewoman in your pocket-fold,15 and she is 
seeing that she has conceived, and I am being 
lightened in her eyes. YAHWEH is judging 
between me and between you.`16  

Zechariah 12:3. Jerusalem is the winepress from which wine will come 
forth, 

“And the messenger cast forth his pruning-hook to the earth and 
gathered the vine of the earth, and cast them into the great winepress of 
the wrath of God. And the winepress was trodden outside the city, and 
blood flowed out of the winepress, as high as the bridles of the horses, to 
the distance of one thousand six hundred stadia.” Rev. 14:20 literal 

12 According to Gesenius and Strong Hagar means ‘flight’ as in to flee. 

13 Strong’s #1129, banah. To build, construct. 

14 Strong’s #1404, gebereth. Mighty-one, queen, lady. Derived from the 
root gabar (#1396) strong, mighty. Related to gebir (#1376) master/sir 
and geber (#1397) valiant man and gibbor (#1368) mighty man, warrior, 
hero. 

15 SHE IS THE TESTIMONY 

Compare this saying with Matt. 11:12, “From the days of John the 
Baptist until now the queen of heaven suffers violence, and violent 
men take her by force” and Luke 16:22, “The poor man became, then, 
to die and was carried away by the messengers into the pocket-fold of 
Father-of-Tumult; then also the rich man died and was buried.” Notice 
how Sarah makes a vague connection with Hagar as herself. Compare, 

None have ever seen Theos, an only-kind Theos, the-one who is in 
the pocket-fold of the father, that one has shown-the-way-out. And 
she is the testimony of the Favor-of-Yah.” John 1:18-19 literal 

16 THE GREAT DISPLACEMENT 

The passive form of being lightened is a subtle way of revealing that Hagar 
is not the one disesteeming Sarah, but rather is seeing Sarah being 
lightened (opposite of glory/weight). Notice she, Hagar ends up in 
Father-of-Tumult’s pocket-fold. Her eyes are opened. She sees that 
her lady-mistress, Sarah, is getting smeared. 

“Underneath three the earth has quaked, and underneath four she is 
not able to lift up.  
Underneath a slave when he reigns,  
and a fool when he is being filled with bread.  
Underneath her-who-is-hated when she is being owned [married], 
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6 And Raised-Father is saying toward Noble-Lady, 
`Behold, your slavewoman is in your hand, make 
to her the Good one in your eyes.` And Noble-
Lady is facing her, and she is fleeing from her 
faces.  

7 And a messenger1 of YAHWEH is finding her upon an 
eye of the Dual-Waters in the Wilderness, upon the Eye 
in the Road of Wall,2 8 and he is saying, `Hagar, 
slavewoman of Noble-Lady, where from have you come 
in, and where do you walk?` And she is saying, `From 
the faces of Noble-Lady, my mighty-one, myself is she-
who-flees.`3 

9 And a messenger of YAHWEH is saying to her, `Turn 
back4 toward your mighty-one, and face yourself 
underneath her dual-hands.`  

 
and a slavewoman when she is inheriting her mighty-one.” Proverbs 
30:20-23 literal 

“Blessed are the gentle-ones because they will inherit the earth.” Matt. 
5:5 literal 

1 MESSENGERS 

Strong’s #4397, malak. Messenger. Always masculine. There are no 
female messengers spoken of in the Hebrew Scriptures. A contrast is 
made between messengers and builders in Hebrews 1. There are numerous 
clues as to what messengers are. Messengers are sent ones, slaves, who 
can be deaf (Isa. 42:19). They are the priests—also only men—who are 
guarding knowledge (recall the Cherubs guarding the way to the tree), 

For the lips of a priest are guarding knowledge and the law they are 
seeking from his mouth, for a messenger of YAHWEH of armies is he. 
Malachi 2:7 literal 

Messengers are a foreshadow, as are miracles, signs, and wonders. They 
are meant to foreshadow something that is other wise too great for our 
present minds to grasp in our “infancy” as humans. They are the sent 
ones who carry the message, 

“And Heel is sending messengers to his faces toward Prepared his 
brother Earth-ward of Hairy, the field of Edom” Genesis 32:3 literal 

As we grow up into the fulness of the measure of a “complete man” 
(Eph. 4:13 BLB) we are wrestling with things we do not understand. 
We are not yet complete as humans. In these last days no one is seeking 
to arrive. All have turned aside. Death looms. But a few, a remnant, 
will emerge and succeed at laying hold of the prize—and they will lead 
the rest in glory. Those who believe will begin to see the light and glory 
of the true language behind the Word such as this one: 

“Then the desire having conceived, is bearing sin; and the sin having 
become complete, is causing to come in forth death.” James 1:15 literal 

Such a verse speaks very clearly of a “mother”, a “built-one”, and a 
“builder” if the text is left unchanged. Wisdom flips our thought 
patterns upside down and what we thought was the context ends up 
being the object and the object, the context. Hidden revelations begin to 
show themselves. If your mind is hurting, you are heading in the right 
direction. You are waking up. 

2 Hebrew be-derek Shur. Shur is a word for wall (Strong’s #7791) 
related to shor (#7794) ox. This symbolic pattern carries into other 
scriptures: 

We have a little sister, 
    And she has no breasts; 
    What are we making for our sister 
    in the Hot-one which she is being spoken in herself? 

10 And a messenger of YAHWEH is saying to her, 
`Abounding I am abounding your seed, and he is 
not being recorded from an abundance.`5  

11 And a messenger of YAHWEH is saying to her, 
`Behold-you a pregnant-one, and you have borne 
a builder,6 and you have called-out his name El-
Hears,7 for YAHWEH has heard toward your 
misery;8  

“If she is a wall [chomah], 
    We are building on her a battlement of silver; 
    But if she is a door, 
    We are besieging her with planks of cedar.” 

Song of Solomon 8:8 literal 

3 Rather than saying in the incomplete חרבא , I am fleeing, Hagar instead 
cryptically says תַחַֽרֹּב יִ֖כֹנָא  anoki borachat, myself is she-who-flees (i.e. I 
am a fleeing-woman) This same participle construct is used in one 
other place: 

“From the voice of the horseman [steed] and he-who-shoots a bow; 
she-who-flees is the whole of the City, they have come in the Clouds 
and in the Rocks…” Jer. 4:29 literal 

4 Strong’s #7725, shub. To turn back, return. This is the first message 
and call to repentance in the Scriptures and forms the basis of Gospel’s 
call of repentance. The messenger calls to Hagar, “repent and bow 
down (#6301) under Sarah’s hand.” 

5 Hebrew ֙הֶּבְרַא הָּ֤בְרַה  , harbah arbeh. Abounding I am abounding. The 
same phrase is found in only one other place: 

“Toward the Woman he has said, `Abounding I am abounding your 
painful one and your conceiving one, in pain are you bearing 
builders…” Genesis 3:16 literal 

The dust are “counted” (Gen. 13:16), the stars are “recorded” (Gen. 
15:5), and the seed of Hagar are “not recorded”. 

6 Behold-you a pregnant-one, and you have borne a builder. 
Showing her the future? This phrase is found one other time of 
Samson, spoken by messenger of YAHWEH, also in the complete tense: 
“Behold yourself pregnant, and you have borne a builder…” Judges 
13:5 literal. 

7 Strong’s #3458, Ishmael means el hears. From the root verb shama 
(#8085), to hear. 

8 Strong’s #6040, oni. Misery, affliction, poverty. From anah (#6031) to be 
bowed down, humbled. The meaning has to do with misery, being hated, 
oppressed, and constant trouble (Ps. 9:13, 25:18, 31:7, 44:24, 88:9, 
107:10). 

“Those sitting in darkness and a death-shadow, prisoners of misery 

[oni] and iron.”  Psalm 107:10 literal 

“ruined-one and a misery are in their paths;” Romans 3:16  

“Come now, you rich, weep a wailing over the miseries that are coming 

upon you.” James 5:1 BLB  
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The Hand 

12 And himself HE IS BECOMING a swift-one1 of Red-
one, his hand is in the Whole,2 and a hand of the 
whole is in-him—and upon the faces of the whole 
of his brothers he is dwelling.`3 

13 And she is calling-out the name of YAHWEH, the 
One-who-orders toward her,4 `Yourself is el of 
sight.`5 For she has said, `Is it6 also here I have 
seen the back-parts of his-who-sees-me?`7 

14 Upon an upright he has called-out to the Well, Well 
for the Living-one of Sight, behold between Holy 
and Hail.8 

 
1 Strong’s #6501, pere. Swift-one, running-one. Gesenius writes, “a wild 
ass, so called from its running (as it is a very swift animal).” An 
infrequent word, it is used once as a verb in Hosea 13:15, 

“For himself is between brothers, he-is-causing-to-run/bear swiftly 
[para]…” 

But this is interpreted for some reason as “to be fruitful”. See #6500.  

“a wild-ass/running-one [pere] is he-who-is-separated to-
himself…” Hosea 8:9 literal 

2 Hebrew לֹּ֔כַב , ba-kol. Definite article gives this a specific identity. The 
Whole. The “hand” is in the “middle” of the Whole. Likely the “right 
hand” since a left “hand” is never named in the scriptures. If the 
preposition “in” can be interpreted as “against” as scholars have said, 
then we would read his hand is against the whole, and the hand of the whole is 
against him. 

3 Upon the faces. The Hebrew לַע  means on, upon, or above. יֵ֥נְּפ־לַע . This 
wording is the same as that found in Gen. 1:20 speaking of the birds, 
“upon the Earth, upon the faces of the expanse of the Dual-Heavens” 
Who are the brothers of Ishmael? He-Laughs, and six others: “Then 
again Father-of-Tumult took a wife, and her name was Keturah. And 
she bare him Zimran, and Jokshan, and Medan, and Midian, and 
Ishbak, and Shuah” Genesis 25:1-2. In YAHWEH’s foreknowledge he 
speaks here of one of the eight builders of the Faith and calls him a 
“wild ass of adam.” A people not recorded from the multitude. He 
shall dwell = to settle down, abide, station, dwell. The name of Keturah, 
Father-of-Tumult’s concubine, means perfumed or smoke sacrifice 
(Strong’s #6999). It is of the builders of Keturah, of the Lower Earth, 
that the sacrificial “burnt-offerings” (literally, ascendings) of various 
earthly produce are made.  

4 Hebrew ָהיֶ֔לֵא רֵ֣בֹּדַה  , ha-dober eleha. He-who-orders toward her. A 
participle of the verb to order [words] in the masculine singular with a 
definite article. The text clearly refers to the messenger of YAHWEH for it 
is the messenger who is speaking toward her. “The Name” of YAHWEH 
is a label for those who abide in him and are “called-out by his 
Name”—messengers (Isa. 43:7). In other words, messenger = the 
Name.  

5 Hebrew יִ֑אֳר לֵ֣א  הָּ֖תַא  , atah el roi. The word is el (#410) which is the 
singular form as opposed to elohim which is plural. The singular el 
was used in Genesis 14:18,19,20, and 22. 

6 Hebrew םַגֲה  The conjunction also in this saying is prefixed with the ה 
which signifies the saying is a question. 

15 And Hagar is bearing to Raised-Father a builder. And 
Raised-Father is calling-out the name of his builder, 
whom Hagar has borne, El-Hears. 16 And Raised-Father 
is a builder of eighty of a duplication and six duplications 
in Hagar’s bearing El-Hears to Raised-Father.  

CHAPTER 17  

1 And Raised-Father IS BECOMING a builder of ninety 
and nine duplications, and YAHWEH is being seen 
toward Raised-Father, and is saying toward him, 
`Myself, El of Destroyers,9 walk yourselves to my 
faces, and BECOME complete.10  

2 And I am giving my cut-out-one between me and 
between you, and I am causing to be abundant you in 

7 Strong’s #8034. Heb. יִ֑אֳר לֵ֣א  , el roi. Roi is a noun that means sight and 
seer but also a participle verb he-who-sees. It is used of Shepherds, 
overseers, as we saw earlier. If Hagar sees “behind him-who-sees”, 
then we have some connection to the story of Shem and Opened 
walking backward with the Garment toward their naked mother, which 
is a story about the brother “not seeing” the naked-one. See Genesis 
9:23. Compare with the two disciples of John beholding the backside of 
Jesus and then following him, 

 And having looked to the Salvation-of-Yah walking, he is saying, 
behold, the lamb of the Theos. And heard the two learners of himself 
speaking, and they followed the Salvation-of-Yah. But turned-around 
the Salvation-of-Yah, and looked upon them following…” John 1:36-
38 literal 

In this contrived scene, what we have is a redux of two brothers 
(Andrew and Peter) and Jesus as “the Garment” in between with all 
three of them walking backwards until Jesus turns around, the 
“covering” of “Rest’s naked-one”. 

8 Hebrew Beer-lahai-roi. This well is the “eye-spring of the dual-
waters in the wilderness” mentioned in verse 7. Kadesh means holy, 
clean, pure, or consecrated and Bered (#1260) is from the root barad, 
meaning to hail (ice). See Exodus 9:18-34, 10:1-15. 

9 GOD OF DESTROYERS 

As with the case of Adonai, Shaddai is also originally a plural word. 
There has been some debate over the centuries as to whether shaddai 
(#7706) really is derived from the Hebrew root shadad (#7703), to 
deal violently with, despoil, devastate. Fuerst and Gesenius affirm this 
however, as do the LXX, Vulgate, and Syriac versions. Incidentally, the 
prophet Isaiah does too, 

Howl you all, for near is the hot-one of YAHWEH, as destruction 
from the destroyers he is coming. Isaiah 13:6 literal 

And Joel also, 

Aha for the Hot-one! For near is the hot-one of YAHWEH, and as 
destruction from the destroyers he is coming. Joel 1:15 literal 

Like it or not, as destruction from the destroyers is the superior translation 
given that the Hebrew is יַּ֥דַׁשִמ דֹׁ֖שְכ , ki-shod mi-shaddai. This 
shouldn’t be surprising given that the Christ is an el-gibbor, god of 
might, or warrior-god according to Isaiah 9:6. He is coming to make war, 
with his chosen army of fearless volunteers. 

“These ones will make war with the lamb, and the lamb will conquer 
them, because master of masters he is and king of kings; and those ones 
with him are called-out and chosen and trustworthy.” Revelation 
17:14 literal 

10 Hebrew םיִֽמָת הֵ֥יְה  , BE complete? Jesus’ words were not about doing 
but BECOMING. It doesn’t make sense to say “doing 
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exceedingly exceedingly.` 3 And Raised-Father is falling 
upon his faces, and elohim is ordering with him to say, 
4 ̀ Myself behold, my cut-out-one is תא -yourself, and you 
HAVE BECOME to a father of a Multitude1 of nations.  

The New Man – The New King 

5 And your name is not continually called-out Raised-
Father, and he HAS BECOME your name Father-of-
Tumult, for a father of a Multitude of nations have I 
have given you.2 6 And I have caused yourself to bear 
fruit in exceedingly exceedingly, and I have given you to 
nations, and kings are going out from you. 7 ̀ And I have 
caused to stand up my cut-out-one between me and 
between you, and between your seed of your back, to 
their generations, to a cut-out-one of the future, TO 
BECOME to-yourself, to elohim, and to your seed of your 
back.3 8 And I have given to-yourself, and to your seed 
of your back, the Earth of your offroading-places, the 
whole earth of Canaan, for a possession of the future, and 
I HAVE BECOME to-themselves to elohim.`  

Father-of-Tumult’s Builders to be Cut-off 

9 And elohim is saying toward Father-of-Tumult, `And 
yourself my cut-out-one you are guarding, yourself and 
your seed of your back, to their generations.  

 
complete/perfect”, but we can conceive of becoming complete. But 
what does it mean to become complete? Jesus’ saying wasn’t a command, 
but was a future-indicative you will be: 

“You all will therefore BE complete [teleios #5046], as your Father 
the Heavenly-one IS complete.” Matt. 5:48 literal 

1 Strong’s #1995, ןֹו֥מֲה  hamon. Noun masculine singular (feminine in 
Job 31:34) sound, murmur, roar, crowd, Multitude, abundance. The 
implication is that a multitude or crowd creates such a noise. Occurs 
only here in the Law but 83 times elsewhere. 

“To a voice he gives a Multitude [hamon] of dual-waters in the 
Dual-Heavens, and he causes to ascend exalted-ones from an extremity 
of earth, he has made lightnings to the Rain, and he is causing to come 
in a wind from his storehouses.” Jeremiah 51:16 literal 

2 Father-of-Tumult means Father of a Multitude (Strong’s #87, #85). 
The renaming of Raised-Father (Raised Father) to Father-of-Tumult is 
associated with him becoming a father of a Multitude. As seen in the 
previous note, -ham is derived from hamon.  

3 Hebrew ֲעְרַזְלּֽו_֖ םיִ֔הdאֵֽל  ֙_ְל  תוֹ֤יְהִל  , to be to you to elohim and to your 
seed. Elohim does not always mean YAHWEH. 

4 CIRCUMCISION 

This is one of the most interesting prophetic enigmas of the Bible. Out 
of the middle of the Flesh comes forth the rescue of the Flesh? The 
Gospel seems to reflect this in the person of Jesus who makes his first 
coming forth from corrupt Flesh—out of the Belly. In the feminine 
language it is the womb that gives birth to the savior and hero. Here, in 
an apparently different tongue, it is the mutilation of the Flesh of the 
builders of Father-of-Tumult, the circumcision, that brings forth the 
saviors and heros. Builders of the Hot-one? 

“And if the Master had not cut-off those days, the whole flesh would 
not have been rescued; but on account of the chosen, whom He chose, 
He cut-off the days.” Mark 13:20 literal 

The Hebrew for circumcision is mul (#4135), concretely meaning to 
cut short, curtail, destroy. The very word Jesus uses in the Gospel in the 
Greek, koloboó (#G2856), to mutilate, cut short, curtail. This is no 
coincidence. The text here has the verb to be circumcised in the infinitive 
absolute rather than an imperative command or a 

10 This one is my cut-out-one which you-all are 
guarding between me and between you-all, and 
between your seed of your back, the whole of a 
male to you-all to be circumcised.4  

11 And you all have been clipped-off5 תֵא -a flesh of 
your foreskin,6 and he HAS BECOME to a sign of a 
cut-out-one between me and between you all. 12 
`And a builder of eight days is being circumcised 
to you all; the whole of a male to your 
generations, a born-one of a house, and a bought-
one of a silver-one from the whole of a builder of 
a foreigner, who not from your seed is himself. 

13 Being circumcised he is being circumcised7 a born-
one of your house, and a bought-one of your 
silver-one; and my cut-out-one HAS BECOME in 

complete/incomplete verb. Infinitive absolutes are rare and are 
explained by Gesenius as “speak[ing] of an action (or state) without 
any regard to the agent or to the circumstances of time and mood 
under which it takes place.” Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar #113. 
Extensive papers have been written attempting to explain these odd 
constructs. But here it is apparent from the literal that Yahweh is 
illustrating a sign, and that sign is a cut-off male, a male mutilated/cut 
off from the Flesh. 

5 THE NEMALIM 

 

The Nemalim םיִלָמְּנַ֭ה  (#5244) means the clipped-off ones. Derived from 
the root verb namal (#5243) to be cut down/off, circumcised. The nemalim 
are mentioned in Proverbs 6:6 and 30:25 where it is interpreted as 
“ants” even though the proverb explicitly says they are a people: 

“the Nemalim, a people not powerful, but they are standing-upright 
in the Harvest (#7019) their bread.” Proverbs 30:25 literal 

6 a flesh of your foreskin. Plural you all + singular foreskin, i.e a foreskin 
of yourselves. Strong’s #6190 orlah, foreskin. This is a feminine noun. 
This is particularly odd for the male foreskin, especially when the 
uncircumcised foreskin is masculine, arel (#6189). It’s also interesting that 
it functions as a verb, aral (#6188) in Leviticus 19:23 and Habakkuk 
2:16 meaning to expose, 

“You all have been satiated of shame from glory. Drink also yourself 
and be exposed [as uncircumcised…Rest’s “woman” …], she 
is circling upon you a cup [or an owl #3563], the right hand of 
YAHWEH, and utter shame upon your glory.” Habakkuk 2:16 
literal 

7 Hebrew לֹוּ֛מִי לֹוּ֧מִה  . Being circumcised he is being circumcised. Like “dying 
you are dying” in Genesis 2:16. 
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the flesh of yourselves,1 a cut-out-one age-during. 
14 And an uncircumcised one of a male who is not 
being circumcised תֵא -a flesh of his foreskin, the 
Breath of Himself 2 has been cut off from her 
people; he has broken3 תֵא -my cut-out-one.`  

Sarah’s Reputation Revoked 

15 And elohim is saying toward Father-of-Tumult, 
`Noble-Lady is your woman, you are not calling-
out תֵא -her name Noble-Lady, for 
ContentiousWoman is her name.4 16 And I have 
kneeled תֶא -her, and also I have given from her 
to-yourself a builder, and I have kneeled her,5 and 
she HAS BECOME to nations—kings of peoples 
from-out of her THEY ARE BECOMING.`  

17 And Father-of-Tumult is falling upon his faces, and 
he is laughing, and is saying in his heart, `To the builder 
of a hundred of a duplication is he being born? And if 
ContentiousWoman—a built-one of ninety of a 
duplication—is bearing?` 18 And Father-of-Tumult is 
saying toward the Elohim, `O that El-Hears IS to your 
faces.` 19 And elohim is saying, `Indeed, 
ContentiousWoman your woman bears to-yourself a 
builder, and you have called-out תֶא -his name He-
Laughs,6 and I have caused to stand up תֶא -my cut-out-
one תא -himself, to a cut-out-one of the future, to his seed 
his back-ones.  

20 And to El-Hears, `I have heard you, behold, I have 
kneeled תֶא -him, and have caused to be fruitful תֶא - 

 
1 in the flesh of yourselves. This is speaking to the flesh of foreskin 
just mentioned in verse 11. A variety of hidden truths converge here. 
A covenant as we learned in Genesis 15:8, is something cut off. A 
corporate body of builders of light—exalted, holy ones—and thus the 
feminine foreskin. 

2 Hebrew אוִ֖הַה ׁשֶפֶּ֥נַה  , ha-nephesh ha-hu. The mystery masculine 
pronoun + definite article is used with the feminine noun “Breath”. 

3 Strong’s #6565, parar. To break to pieces. Christ broke the bread into 
two pieces and explained each one:  

“Having given thanks he broke and said, ‘This one of myself is the 
body which is above yourselves, this one make you into the 
remembrance of myself.” 1 Corinthians 11:24 literal 

4 FROM NOBLE LADY TO CONTENTIOUS WOMAN 

Sarah #8283 הרש  The root has several connected meanings. הָרָׂש  
sarah #8280 to persist, contend, exert oneself, strive as found in לֵאָרְׂשִי  Isra-
el, El-strives/contends. See Gen. 32:28. 

This renaming is done after the narrative of her treatment of Hagar 
which was harsh. A Hebrew name is a reputation, fame, symbol, what 
one is known for. Changing from “Sara” to “Sarah” is not renaming. 
We have no instance in the Hebrew text of “sarah” being used for 
princess in the feminine singular. The word for princess (#8282) is only 
found in the plural sarot four times, and one time as a singular sarati 
֙יִתָ֙רָׂש #8282 , 

“How she has sat separate, the City abundant of a people! She HAS 
BECOME as a widow of an abundant-one in the nations, a princess 
[sarati] in the provinces HAS BECOME to a labor-band.” Lam. 
1:1 literal 

himself, and have caused to be abundant תֶא -him, in 
exceedingly exceedingly. Double ten exalted-ones he is 
generating, and I have given him to a great nation. 21 
And תֶא -my cut-out-one I am causing to stand up תא -
He-Laughs, whom ContentiousWoman is bearing to-
yourself for the Appointed-time of This one in the 
Duplication of the Back-one.`7  

22 And he is ending to order תא -himself, and elohim is 
ascending from upon Father-of-Tumult. 23 And Father-
of-Tumult is taking תֶא -El-Hears his builder, and תֶא -the 
whole of born ones of his house, and תֶא -the whole of a 
bought one of his silver-one—a whole of a male in men 
of a house of Father-of-Tumult, and is circumcising תֶא -
a flesh of their foreskin, in a bone of the Hot-one of This 
one, when elohim has ordered תא -himself. 

24 And Father-of-Tumult is a builder of ninety and nine 
of a duplication in his being circumcised a flesh of his 
foreskin.  

25 And El-Hears his builder is a builder of three ten of a 
duplication in his being circumcised תֶא -a flesh of his 
foreskin. 

26 In a bone of the Hot-one of This one Father-of-
Tumult has been circumcised, and El-Hears his builder; 
27 and the whole of men of his house—a born-one of a 
house, and a bought one of a silver-one from תֶא -a 
builder of a foreigner—they have become circumcised 

תא -himself.  

Other less-likely meanings: sharah, to let loose, set free (#8281), palm or 
tree standing up stiff (#8284, Fuerst), bracelet (#8285), to connect, to attach to 
one another firmly, weave together (unused root, cf, Fuerst), intransitive to 
project upward, to be prominent, to rise up, to stand high up as a palm or ship 
mast (unused root, cf. Fuerst), intransitive to rule, to govern, be noble 
(unused, cf. Fuerst), sharah #8284 fortification, fem. of wall.  Unlike 
other instances, we are not given a reason or contextual definition for 
the new name. One can logically presume however that being renamed 
from “Noble Lady” to “Princess” or “Lady” (#8282) would contradict 
the point as that would not constitute a renaming. Her name changed 
from Noble-Lady to something else. It is my opinion that it means 
Contentious-Woman as this fits the context of her mocking, 
pretending, complaining to Abraham, humiliating and running Hagar 
out of the house (Gen. 16). 

“Good sits in an earth of wilderness, from a woman [eshet] of 
contentions and anger.” Proverbs 21:19 literal 

“In the belly, he took by the heel תֶא -his brother and in his might he 
has contended [sarah #8280] תֶא -Elohim. 

5 I have kneeled תֶא -her…I have kneeled her. This is an example of 
a deliberate change between using a direct object (the mark of the 
accusative תֶא - in the feminine) berakti otah, and a verb construct, 
beraktiha.  

6 Strong’s #3327, Yitschaq. He-Laughs means he laughs. From the 
root tsachaq (#6711), to laugh.  

7 Hebrew תֶרֶֽחַאָה הָ֖נָּׁשַּב  . In The Year the Back-one. 
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CHAPTER 18  

1 And YAHWEH is being seen toward him in oaks of 
Mamre, and himself is he-who-sits at an opening of the 
Tent, as the hot-one of the Hot-one.  

2 And he is lifting up his eyes and he is seeing, and 
behold, three mortal-men standing-firm upon him, and 
he is seeing, and he is running to meet them from an 
opening of the Tent, and he is bowing-down earth-ward. 

 
#7812 הָחָש  shachah, bowing down to the earth 

3 And he is saying, `My master, if, now, I have found a 
favored-one in your eyes, do not, now, pass-by from 
upon your slave. 4 He is being taken, now, a little one of 
the dual-waters1 and you-all wash your feet-pair, and lean 
underneath the Wood. 5 And I am taking a broken-
piece2 of bread, and supporting3 your heart, the back you 
are passing-by,4 for upon an upright you have crossed-

 
1 Hebrew syntax doesn’t technically allow the connection of the plural 
word water with the masculine singular verb he is taken.  

2 Strong’s #6595, path. A morsel, broken piece, fragment. A rather odd 
offering—only a piece of bread? Or is there something else to this? 

3 Strong’s #5582, saad. To support, prop. This is verb is specially used in 
connection with the heart, i.e. support your heart. “Sustain” “refresh” etc. 
are implied meanings. David, a “man like his heart”, applies this word 
to himself in at least three Psalms, 

“You are giving to me a shield of your deliverance, and your right hand 
is supporting [saad] me…” Psalm 18:35 literal 
“He is sending your helper from a holy-one. And from Zion he is 
supporting [saad] thee.” Psalm 20:2 literal 
“YAHWEH is supporting [saad] him over a couch of sickness, the 
whole of his bed you have overturned in his weakness.” Psalm 41:3 
literal 

YAHWEH has sought to him a man like his heart, and YAHWEH is 
charging him to a leader over his people…” 1 Samuel 13:14 literal 

4 Passing-by… 

“Amen I am saying to yourselves, until the Heaven and the earth 
pass-by [#3928], one iota or one little horn, no will not pass-by 
from the Law, until the whole becomes.” Matt. 5:18 literal 

5 Genesis 14:24 

6 That is, Father-of-Tumult is hastening to make himself… 

 

over your slave.` And they say, `Thus you are making as 
when you have ordered.`  

Hasten the Coming 

6 And Father-of-Tumult is hastening tent-ward toward 
ContentiousWoman, and is saying, `Hasten three 
measures of flour-meal, knead, and make bread-rounds.` 
7 And toward the Ploughing-one Father-of-Tumult has 
run, and he is taking a builder of a ploughing-one, tender 
and good, and is giving toward the Shaken-out-one,5 and 
he is hastening to make himself.6  

8 And he is taking curd and milk-fat,7 and the builder of 
the Ploughing-one which he has made and is giving to 
their faces, and himself set-upright8 upon them 
underneath the Wood, and they are eating. 9 And they 
are saying toward him, `Where is ContentiousWoman 
your woman?` And he is saying, `Behold—in the Tent.` 
10 And he is saying, `Turning back I am turning back 
toward you, according to the Time of a living-one, and 
behold, a builder is to ContentiousWoman, your 
woman.`  

And ContentiousWoman is she-who-hears at the 
opening of the Tent, and himself is his back-ones.9 11 
And Father-of-Tumult and ContentiousWoman are old 
coming into the Days, the caravan-way10 according to 
the Women has quit TO BECOME to 
ContentiousWoman. 12 And ContentiousWoman is 
laughing11 in her inner-part, to say, `The back-ones of 

Recall what Jesus said, “Having given thanks he broke and said, ‘This 
one of myself is the body which is upon yourselves [feet?], this one 
make ye into the remembrance of me.” 1 Corinthians 11:24 literal 

“the Short-one IS BECOMING to the Thousand [aleph], and the 
Little-one to a mighty nation. Myself YAHWEH in her time I am 
causing her to hasten.” Isaiah 60:22 literal 

Recall that aleph (#505) means both a thousand and an ox—the first 
letter of the Hebrew alphabet originally being a picture an ox head. The 
Young Boy, a builder of an ox, will become a thousand… 

“Expecting and hastening the coming of the God of Hot-one on 
account of whom the dual-heavens being set on fire will be loosed and 
elements with burning heat are melting.” 2 Pet. 3:12 literal 

7 Strong’s #2461 בָלָח  chalab. Fat(milk). From the root meaning to be 
fat. See בֶלֶח  cheleb (#2459), fat.  

8 Strong’s #5975, amad. To prop up, station, fix upright. Hence the 
conjecture of “taking one’s stand”. The word is used of a pillar in 
cognate languages like Arabic, Ethiopic, Syriac. 

“and the standing-places which he has built in-them high places, and 
set-upright Asherim [or straight-ones]…” 2 Chron. 33:19 literal 

“And you have made the Boards for the Laying-place, woods of 
acacias, those-who-are-set-upright.” Exodus 26:15 literal 

9 Hebrew ו יָֽרֲחַא אּו֥הְו  , and himself his back-ones. Compare with verse 8, 
םֶ֛היֵלֲע דֵ֧מֹע אּוֽהְו  and himself set-upright upon them. They cannot be 

translated the same. 

10 Not a “how” women go, but “a treaded path that the whole of the 
Women go” as in a caravan…path/way signifies a “highway” or 
“broadway” in that the masses take it. Hebrew orach #734. 

11 The Hebrew word in fact sounds like laughing: tsaw-khak. Note that 
it is not in her heart but her midst or inward part, or entrails, or gut 
(#7130). The middle laughs. 
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my wearing out,1 SHE HAS BECOME to-myself a 
luxurious-one, and myself has grown old.`2  

14 And YAHWEH is saying toward Father-of-Tumult, 
`Why this one? ContentiousWoman has laughed, 
to say, Truly really am I bearing and myself has 
grown old? Is a word from YAHWEH 
extraordinary? To the appointed time I am 
returning toward you, according to the Time of a 
living-one, and to ContentiousWoman, a builder.` 

15 And ContentiousWoman is lying,3 to say, `I have not 
laughed;` for she has feared. And he is saying, `Nay, for 
you have laughed.`  

Apostles 

16 And the Mortal-men4 are standing up from there, and 
they are looking-down upon the faces of Sodom, and 
Father-of-Tumult is he-who-walks with them to send 
them forth.5 

The Tabernacle 

17 And YAHWEH has said, `The One-Covering6 is 
myself from Father-of-Tumult which myself is he-
who-makes. 18 And Father-of-Tumult TO 

BECOME HE IS7 to a nation great and mighty.8 
 

1 wearing out. A hint to the deeper enigma. The verb balah (#1086) 
is mainly used in reference to clothes (Deut. 8:4), sandals (Josh 9:13) etc. 
It is defined by the Psalmist, 

“These ones are perishing, and yourself is standing-firm, and the whole 
of themselves like a garment-of-treachery are wearing-out [balah], 
like the Clothing, you are causing them to pass-through, and they are 
passing-through.” Psalm 102:26 literal 

2 Compare with 2 Peter 3:3-4, “where is the promise of his coming?” 

3 Strong’s #3584, kachash. To be untrue, in word (to lie, feign, disown) or 
deed, to pretend. As in bearing false witness. Deception is implied but it 
is not the same as that used of the Woman, “the Serpent deceived 
(#5377) me and I am eating.” Used elsewhere, “Say to elohim, how 
fearsome your works, in a multitude of your might your adversaries are 
lying to you.” Ps. 66:3 literal. 

4 Strong’s #582, enowsh. Mortal man (weak or sick man).  From the root 
verb anash (#605) to be weak or sick. 

5 THE SENT ONES 

The Greek word apostle is defined as one sent forth and is derived from 
the verb apostelló (#G649) meaning to send away or send forth. This is 
important to bear in mind when we come across the Hebrew parallel 
word shalach (#7971) to send.  

“The builder of man will send forth [apostelei] the messengers of 
himself and they will collect from out of the kingdom of himself the 
whole of the snare and the ones making the lawlessness.” Matthew 
13:41 literal 

“And he ascends into the mountain and is calling-out-near those he 
wanted himself, and they went away to himself. And he made two ten 
that they might BE behind himself and that he might send forth 
[apostelei] themselves to proclaim.” Mark 3:14 literal 

The one recieving yourselves receives me and the one receiving me 
receives the one having sent forth [apostelei] me. Matt. 10:40 
literal 

And the whole of the nations of the Earth have 
been kneeled in-himself.9 19 For I have perceived 
him, to the purpose which he is charging תֶא -his 
builders, and תֶא -his house his back-ones, and 
they have guarded the road10 of YAHWEH, to 
make justice and judgment, to the purpose of 
YAHWEH causing to come in upon Father-of-
Tumult תֶא -which he has spoken upon him.`  

20 And YAHWEH is saying, `An outcry of Sodom and 
Gomorrah—for she has been abundant; And 
their miss—for she has been heavy exceedingly. 
21 Let me descend, now, and am seeing whether 
according to the outcry11 of her, she has come in 
toward me they have made complete—and if 
not—I am perceiving.`  

22 And the Mortal-men are facing12 from there, and they 
are walking Sodom-ward; and Father-of-Tumult is again-
him13 standing to the faces of YAHWEH.  

The Fifty Righteous 

23 And Father-of-Tumult is drawing near and is saying, 
`Really are you sweeping14 even righteous with 

6 Both verbs in this statement are participles, i.e. noun-verbs. Hebrew 
הֶּ֤סַכְמַֽה  Him-Covering or the Covering one. This is the participle of kasah 

(#3680) to cover with a definite article. It is found 9 times with the 
definite article. The mem ְמ also seems to make it a proper noun. This 
proper noun-definite-participle-verb form is used in Psalm 147:8 
especially, 

“The One-Covering [hamkaseh] dual-heavens in thick-darkness, 
the Preparer [hammekin] of rain to the Earth, the Grower 
[hammatsmiyach]of grass of mountains.” Psalm 147:8 literal 

7 Hebrew ha-yoh yihyeh. Infinitive absolute + incomplete: to become, 
he is. He is and is to become. As Jesus has been, is, and is coming. 

8 Strong’s #6099, atsum. Mighty in number, countless. It’s no coincidence 
that this and its related verb atsom (#6105) to be vast, numerous are 
denominatives of etsem (#6106) bone.  

9 This is probably where the saying comes from, 

“For it has been written, ‘Zoe-living myself,’ is saying Master, ‘that to 
myself will bow the whole knee, and the whole tongue will confess the 
Theos.’” Romans 14:11 literal 

Also Isaiah 45:23. 

10 A.k.a. the cherubim. 

11 Strong’s #6818, tseaqah. An outcry, shriek. A “bitter cry” (Gen. 27:34) 
is objectively bitter sounding.  

12 Strong’s #6437, הָנָפ  panah. To faces-away (i.e. turn away). There is a 
difference between facing away and turning away in modern English. This 
word is relevant to the faces and hence the root of the noun םיִנָפ  
(#6440) faces.  

13 Hebrew ּוּנֶ֥דֹוע  

14 Strong’s #5595, saphah. To sweep, scrape. Gesenius and Strong agree 
that it is, “A primitive root; properly, to scrape (literally, to shave; but 
usually figuratively) together (i.e. To accumulate or increase) or away”. 
So consider it this oracle, 
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wicked? 24 Perhaps there exists fifty righteous in 
the inner-part of the City1—really are you 
sweeping and not lifting to the Standing-place to 
the purpose of fifty of the Righteous who are in 
her inner-part?2 25 Profane-thing!3 to-yourself 
from making like This Word to cause to die 
righteous with wicked; then he HAS BECOME like 
the Righteous, like the Wicked—Profane-thing! 
to-yourself. Is the one-who-judges the whole of 
the Earth not making a justice?`  

26 And YAHWEH is saying, `If I am finding in Sodom 
fifty righteous in the middle of the city, then I 
have lifted to the whole of the Standing-place in 
account of them.`  

Forty-Five 

27 And Father-of-Tumult is facing4 and is saying, 
`Behold, now, I have determined to order toward 
my master, and myself is a dust and ashes. 28 
Perhaps there are lacking fifty of the Righteous, 
five—Will you be laying-waste in the Five תֶא -the 
whole of the City?`  

And he is saying, `I am not laying-waste if I am finding 
there forty and five.`  

The Forty 

29 And he is adding continually to order toward Him, 
and he is saying, `Perhaps there are being found 
there forty?`  

 
“Hoy! rebellious builders! An oracle of YAHWEH! To make a 
counsel and not from me, and to pour out a cast-image and not of my 
spirit, to the purpose of sweeping [saphah] sin over sin” Isaiah 30:1 
literal  

1 Parallel riddle of the hundred golden rings in the middle of the 
tabernacle covering of ten curtains of twined linen which themselves 
are embroidered with cherubim icons, 

“Fifty loops you are making in the Curtain of the One, and fifty loops 
you are making in the extremity of the Curtain which is in the Second 
People accepting the loops, a woman toward her sister.” Exodus 26:5 
literal 

In 2 Kings 1 we read the narrative of three princes of fifty and each of 
their fifty men (totaling 150) over three revolutions. 

“And he is turning back and is sending toward him a prince of fifty 
following, and his fifty…” 2 Kings 1:11 literal 

2 Strong’s #7130, qereb. Inward part of body, entrails, gut. Based on the 
verb qarab (#7126) to come near.   

“And he has caused to come near [qarab] from a sacrifice of the 
Complete-offering of fire to YAHWEH תֶא -the Covering Fat, תֶא -the 
Inward-part [qereb], and תֶא -the whole of the Fat which is over the 
Inward-part [qereb].” Leviticus 3:3 literal 

And he is saying, `I am not making on account of the 
Forty.`  

Thirty 

30 And he is saying, `Do not, now, burn to my master, 
and I am ordering. Perhaps there are being found 
there thirty?`  

And he is saying, `I am not making if I am finding 
there thirty.`  

The Twenty 

31 And he is saying, `Behold, now, I have determined 
to order toward my master. Perhaps there are 
being found there twenty?`  

And he is saying, `I am not laying-waste in account of 
the Twenty.`  

The Ten 

32 And he is saying, ` Do not, now, burn to my master, 
and I am ordering, yet the Occurance:5 Perhaps 
ten are being found there?`  

And he is saying, `I am not laying-waste in account of 
the Ten.`  

33 And YAHWEH is walking, when he has ended to order 
toward Father-of-Tumult, and Father-of-Tumult has 
turned back to his standing-place.  

CHAPTER 19  

Dark Times 

1 And two of the Messengers are coming in Sodom-ward 
in the Dusk, and Lot is sitting in the gate of Sodom, and 

3 Strong’s #2486, chalilah. A directive. BDB—“used as exclamation 
literally ad profanum!” The exclamation is based on the verb chalal 
(#2486) to pollute, defile, profane. The opposite of sacred. 

4 TO ANSWER/TO FACE 

Strong’s #6030, anah. To face, eye, turn to, (respond, answer). The word 
sometimes has a mark of accusative along with it which means it is not 
a passive action. Hence,  

“You are not facing [anah] in your friend a witness of falsehood.” 
Exodus 20:16 literal.  

“And Miriam is facing [anah] to them…” Ex. 15:21 literal.  

“Indeed for myself I am facing him [anah], and I may choose my 
words with him…” Job 9:14 literal.  

Fuerst writes, “the fundamental signification of the stem is to turn, to 
wind, to turn to, to turn back” this definition is “applied” to the notion of 
answering or responding.”  

Scholars differ as to its primary root meaning. Gesenius says it properly 
means to sing, while Strong writes, “A primitive root; properly, to eye or 
(generally) to heed, i.e. Pay attention; by implication, to respond; by 
extens. To begin to speak; specifically to sing, shout, testify, announce” 

5 Hebrew םַעָּ֑פַה , ha-paam. The Step. See note on Genesis 2:23. 
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Lot is seeing, and he is standing up to meet them, and 
he is bowing-down himself, dual-nostrils earth-ward.  

 
2 And he is saying, ̀ Behold, now, my masters, turn aside, 
now, toward a house of your slave, and lodge,1 and wash 
your feet-pair, and you have shouldered-up2 and have 
walked to your road.` And they are saying, `Nay, but in 
the Broad-way we are lodging.` 3 And he pecked3 in 
them greatly, and they are turning aside toward him, and 
they are coming in toward his house, and he is making 
to-themselves a drink, and has baked unleavened ones; 
and they are eating.  

4 Before they are lying down, and the mortal-men of the 
City, mortal-men of Sodom, have circled themselves 
upon the House, from a shaken-out-one and until an old 
one, the whole of the People from the extremity. 5 And 
they are calling-out toward Lot and they are saying to 
him, `Where are the Mortal-men who have come in 
toward you the Night-ward? Cause them to go out 
toward us, and we are perceiving תֶא -them.`  

The Shadow of Death 

6 And Lot is going out toward them, the Opening-ward, 
and the Door he has shut his back.4 7 And he is saying, 
`Do not, now, my brothers, create-ruin.5 8 Behold, now, 
to-myself two built-ones, who have not perceived a man, 
I am causing to go out, now, תֶא -them toward you all, 
and make you to-themselves according to the Good-one 
in your eyes,6 only to the Mortal-men of These ones7 do 
not make a word, for upon an upright they have come 
in the shadow of my beam.`8  

 
1 Strong’s #3885, luwn. To lodge. Specific to staying overnight or 
lodging in a place. 

2 Strong’s #7925, םַכָׁש  shakam. To load up on the shoulder.  The basis of 
the noun םֶכְׁש  shekem, shoulder. 

3 Strong’s #6484, patsar. Strong – to peck at. BDB – to push, press. 
Gesenius – to beat, make blunt. Fuerst – to cut into, notch. The consensus 
seems to favor Strong’s definition. Occurs only 7 times. “…sorrow 
and teraphim-healers cause to peck…” 1 Sam. 15:23 literal 

4 and the Door has shut behind him. Recall the choice of words in 
Genesis 2:21, “YAHWEH shut up the Flesh underneath” and in Genesis 
7:16, “and YAHWEH is shutting behind him.” The same meta-narrative 
is repeating throughout virtually every narrative. 

5 Strong’s #7489, ra’a. To spoil or ruined-one by breaking in pieces, shatter. 
The word literally means to dash, shatter, crush, break to pieces. It has been 
interpreted abstractly as to do or cause evil. See Gesenius or Fuerst. 

6 This saying copies what Father-of-Tumult said to Sarai (Genesis 16:6) 

7 Hebrew ֙לֵאָה םיִׁ֤שָנֲאָֽל  . The Hebrew these + a definite article means the 
These. There are 9 occurances of this construct. Why does the text have 
seemingly unnecessary words? 

“At that time, he will answer them saying Amen I am saying to you 
as much as you have not made one of these ones the little, neither 
myself did you make.” Matthew 25:45 literal 

9 And they are saying, ̀ Draw near further-out.` And they 
are saying, `The One has come in offroading [alien], and 
he is judging, to judge.9 Now we are creating-ruin to-
yourself from them.` And they are pecking in the Man, 
in Lot exceedingly,10 and they are drawing near to break 
the Door. 

10 And the Mortal-men are sending forth תֶא -their hand 
and are causing to come in תֶא -Lot toward them, the 
House-ward, and they have shut תֶא -the Door. 11 And 

תֶא -the Mortal-men who are at an opening of the House 
they have struck in the Blindness, from a small-one and 
until a great-one, and they are wearying to find the 
Opening.  

The Abomination of the Desolation 

12 And the Mortal-men are saying toward Lot, `Who 
continually have you here? A builder-in-law, and your 
builders, and your built-ones, and the whole of whom 
you have in the City, cause to go out from the Standing-
place 13 for ourselves are those-who-lay-waste תֶא -the 
Standing-place of This one, for their outcry has grown-
great תא -the faces of YAHWEH, and YAHWEH is sending 
us forth to lay-waste her.`11  

14 And Lot is going out, and he is ordering toward his 
builders-in-law, those taking his built-ones, and he is 
saying, `Stand up, go out from the Standing-place of 
This one, because of YAHWEH laying-waste תֶא -the City.` 
And he is like a laughing-one in the eyes of his builders-
in-law.  

8 Strong’s #6982, qorah. Beam, rafter, or meeting-one. From #7136, 
qarah, to meet, encounter. Lot is an allegory of the Crucified Jesus? The 
“shadow of the beam” translates into the “shadow of the cross” which 
further translates into the “shadow of Death” (Luk. 1:79, Job 34:22, 
Am 5:8, Jer. 2:6, Ps. 107:10, etc.). This is the idea behind the riddle of 
the sick [Mortal-men] being overshadowed “enveloped” by Peter’s 
shadow at his coming and being healed, as in, able to stand up, 

“So that even into the broad-ways to bring forth the sick, and to put 
upon couches and mats, that at the coming of Peter, even the shadow 
might envelop [#G1982] some one of them” Acts 5:15 literal 

Recall from our note on Genesis 11:27 that Lot’s name means envelop.  

9 Hebrew טֹו֔פָׁש טֹּ֣פְׁשִּי  , incomplete + an infinitive absolute of the verb 
to judge. Could also be to judge he is judging or he is judging to judge.  

10 Or against the Man in Lot. Hebrew ְּבd֙טו ׁשיִ֤אָב  , be-ish be-Lot. 

11 the whole of whom you have in the City, cause to go out from 
the Standing-place. So very like the words of Christ, 

“When, now, you perceive the abomination of the desolation, the one 
spoken of by Daniel the prophet, standing where he ought not—the one 
knowing-again let him understand—then the ones in Judea let them 
escape into the mountains.” Mark 13:14 literal 
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15 And the-likeness-of-him1  is the Daybreak,2 he has 
ascended.3  

And the Messengers are causing to press in Lot, to say, 
`Stand up, take תֶא -your woman, and תֶא -your two built-
ones the Found-ones, lest you are being swept-up in the 
bent-one of the City.` 16 And he is delaying, and the 
Mortal-men are strengthening in his hand, and in the 
hand of his woman, and in the hand of his two built-
ones, in the spared-one4 of YAHWEH upon him, and they 
are causing him to go out, and causing him to rest from 
outside to the City.5  

An Exodus 

17 And HE IS BECOMING as their causing to go out תֶא -
them the Outside-ward, that he is saying, `Escape upon 
your breath; do not cause to look your back, and do not 
set-upright in the whole of the Round.6 Escape the 
Mountain-ward, lest you are being swept-up.`7  

18 And Lot is saying toward them, `Do not, now, my 
masters!8 19 Behold, now, your slave has found a 
favored-one in your eyes, and you are causing to grow 
up your kind-one9 which you have made by-me,10 to 
cause to live my breath, and myself I am not able to 
escape the Mountain-ward, lest the Ruined-one is 
cleaving-to me,11 and I have died. 20 Behold, now, the 

 
1 Strong’s #3644, kemo. Like, as it were, in comparison of him. Hebrew ֹו מְכ  
with 3rd person masculine singular suffix 

2 Strong’s #7837, shachar. To split, to cut through, to break through, to 
separate. The picture is that of the sun light or rays cutting through the 
darkness. 

3 The people is sitting (v. 14) in darkness, and here we learn that a light 
dawns… 

“The people sitting in darkness have perceived a great light, and those 
sitting in a region and shadow of death, a light has uprisen on 
themselves.” Matthew 4:16 literal 

4 Strong’s #2551, chemlah. From the verb to spare, have pity on. Taken 
to mean “compassion” or “mercy.” Feminine singular noun. 

5 We saw YAHWEH-elohim do the same with Adam in Genesis 2:15, 
“And YAHWEH elohim is taking the Adam and is causing him to rest 
in the enclosure of Eden”. Recall the enigmatic nature of the Woman 
and the Two Built-ones as revealed in Ezekiel 16. The older sister Samaria 
(north/left) and the younger sister Sodom (south/right) are later 
designated as Jerusalem’s “built-ones”: 

And you have remembered תֶא -your roads and have been Humbled in 
your taking תֶא -your Great sisters from thee toward the Young from 
thee, and I have given תֶא -them to thee to built-ones—but not from 
your covenant.” Ezekiel 16:61 literal 

“Builder of adam, two women, built-ones of one mother they HAVE 
BEEN…” Ezekiel 23:2 literal 

6 nor stand you in the whole of the round. In chapter 13 it was called 
“the round of the Jordan”. The messengers command Lot not to take 
a stand/remain anywhere in the “round” which is described in Genesis 
13:10. Jesus speaks a parallel saying to three kinds of people:  

“Then those ones in Judea escape into the mountains, and those ones in 
the middle of herself withdraw, and those ones in the regions do not 
come into herself.” Luke 21:21 literal 

7 Swept-up (saphah, #5595). In a deeply poetic prophecy, the head is 
shaved and the beard is swept up—an obvious symbol of the masculine 
class: 

City of this one is close-by to escape there-ward, and 
herself is little. Let me escape, now, there-ward, is not 
herself little? And my breath may live.`  

21 And he is saying toward him, `Behold, I have lifted 
up your faces also to the Word of this one, to-except 
overturning the City of which you have ordered. 22 
Hasten, escape there-ward, for I am not able to make a 
word until your coming in there-ward.` Upon an upright 
he has called-out the name of the City Little.12  

23 The sun has gone out upon the Earth, and Lot has 
come in Little-ward, 24 and YAHWEH has caused to rain 
upon Sodom and upon Gomorrah gopher-wood-pitch13 
and a fire from תֶא -YAHWEH, from out of the Dual-
Heavens. 25 And he is overturning תֶא -the Cities of 
These ones, and תֶא -the whole of the Round, and תֶא -the 
whole the sitting-ones of the Cities, and a sprout of the 
Red-one. 26 And his woman is causing to look from his 
back, and SHE IS BECOMING a statue14 of salt.  

27 And Father-of-Tumult shouldered-up early in the 
Dawn, toward the Standing-place which he has set-
upright there תֶא -the faces of YAHWEH. 28 And he is 
looking-down on the faces of Sodom and Gomorrah, 
and upon the whole of the faces of earth of the Round. 

In the Hot-one of That-one, the master is shaving in a sheath [a.k.a. 
sword] of the Hired, in a region-beyond the river, in a king of 
Straight, תֶא -the Head and hair of the Feet; and also he is sweeping-up 
[saphah] תֶא -the Beard.” Isaiah 7:20 literal 

The ideas are interchangeable—catch-up, shave-up, sweep-up. 
8 Hebrew יָֽנֹדֲא , adonay, masters, masters. Masculine plural. 

9 Strong’s #2617, chesed. Kind-one. Interpreted in the abstract 
“kindness” or “lovingkindness”. Sometimes it is found with a definite 
article, 

“And HE HAS BECOME because you all are hearing תֶא -the 
Judgements of These ones, and have guarded, and have made תֶא -them, 
and Yahweh your elohe has guarded to-yourself תֶא -the Cut-out-one 
and תֶא -the Kind-one whom he has sevened to your fathers.” Deut. 
7:12 literal 

10 Strong’s #5978, immadi. According to Gesenius, “only found with 
the suffix of the first-person by me. This word is not at all connected to 
with the root amad [#5975] to stand, but it rather belongs to an unused 
root to tie, bind together.” 

11 Lot refers to “The Evil”, Hebrew הָ֖עָרָה  ha-ra’ah. Feminine form + 
definite article. Lot is not wanting her to cleave… 

12 Strong’s #6820, Tsoar. Insignificance. 

13 See note on Genesis 6:14. Strong’s #1614, gophrith occurs 7 times 
in Scripture. Speculated to be combustible wood pitch, brimstone. 
Notice the rare mark of accusative attached to YAHWEH. 

14 Strong’s #5333, netsib. Something set up, stationary. From the verb to 
stand firm (#5324). This is a strong clue to something that takes place 
in the end—to Lot’s woman. The word occurs only 12 times, and has 
been interpreted as military posts/garrisons. Consider what happens in the 
story of David, 

And David is making a name in his turning back from his smiting 
תֶא -Castle in the Valley of Salt, eight ten thousand. And he is putting 

in Edom statues [netsib], in the whole of Edom he has put statues, 
and HE IS BECOMING, the whole of Edom, slaves to David…” 
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And he is seeing, and behold, smoke of the Earth has 
ascended like smoke of the Furnace.  

29 And HE IS BECOMING in the laying-waste of elohim 
תֶא -the cities of the Round, elohim is memorializing תֶא -

Father-of-Tumult. And he is sending תֶא -Lot forth from 
the middle of the Overturn1 in overturning תֶא -the Cities 
which Lot has sat in them. 30 And Lot is ascending from 
Little, and he is sitting in the Mountain, and two of his 
built-ones with him, for he has has feared to sit in Little. 
And he is sitting in the Cave, himself and two of his 
built-ones.  

A Resurrection and Ascension 

31 And the First-fruit2 is saying toward the Little, `Our 
father has become old, and a man nothing is in the Earth 
to come in upon us, according to the road of the whole 
of the Earth. 32 Walk, let us cause to drink תֶא -our father 
wine, and lie down3 with him, and we revive4 from our 
father a seed.`  

33 And they are causing to drink תֶא -their father wine in 
the Night-ward of himself5 and the First-fruit is going in, 
and she is lying down תא -her father, and he has not 
perceived6 in her lying down, or in her standing up. 34 
And HE IS, from the morrow,7 that the First-fruit is 
saying toward the Little, `Behold, I have laid down 
yesterday תא -my father.8 Let us cause him to drink 
wine—also the Night-ward—and you come in, lie down 
with himself, and we may revive from our father—a 
seed.`  

35 And they are causing to drink also in the Night-ward 
of Himself תֶא -their father wine, and the Little is standing 

 
1 From the Hebrew verb haphak (#2015) an overturn. Everything is 
turned over, i.e. upside down. Recall the Cherubims in Genesis 3:24 
wielding a sword that overturns [haphak] – turns everything upside 
down. Cf. Jeremiah 23:36 and Acts 17:6 for more amusement. 

2 Strong’s #1067, bekirah. Feminine noun, first-fruit. Its verb stem is 
bakar (#1069) to bear new fruit. The plural bikkurim (#1061) first-fruits 
is derived from this. 

3 As to sleep, Strong’s #7901, shakab, to lie down [to sleep]. immow 
(#5973) with him is not the preposition denoting proximity but rather 
following in manner. The act symbolizes prophetically a sleep of 
death…and resurrection of the seed (cf. 1 Corinthians 15). Both the 
transfiguration and resurrection are seen in this story (cf. 1 Thess. 4:15-
17). All made possible by none other than wine (the Spirit). 

4 Strong’s #2421, chayah. To live. In the Piel form meaning to give life, 
restore to life, revive, quicken. 

5 In the Night-ward of himself. Definite article + night. Only four 
times does there occur the anomalous construction אּוה הָלְיַּלַּב  Genesis 
19:33; Genesis 30:16; Genesis 32:23; 1 Samuel 19:10. 

6 He has not known. Previously this was found in the context of 
conceiving and bearing, a.k.a. sex. However here, does the meaning 
change? Rest has not known…  

7 As in, from the other side… 

8 A marked change from “our father” to “my father”.  

9 with him. Hebrew immow (#5973). Contrast this with the older 
sister’s “lying down תא -himself”. Why the change? 

10 Strong’s #4124: Moab = ‘from father’. From a prolonged form of 
the prepositional prefix m- and ‘ab 

up and is lying down with himself,9 and he has not 
perceived in her lying down, and in her standing up. 36 
And the two built-ones of Lot are conceiving from their 
father. 37 And the First-fruit is bearing a builder and is 
calling-out his name From-Father;10 himself a father of 
From-Father until the Hot-one; 38 and the Little, also 
himself, has birthed a builder,11 and she is calling-out his 
name Builder of My-People.12 Himself a father of the 
Builders-of-Tribal until the Hot-one. 

CHAPTER 20  

Father-of-Tumult Descends from the Right, down 
into the Middle 

1 And Father-of-Tumult is pulling-up from there earth-
ward of the Dry-South,13 and is sitting between Holy14 
and between Wall and is offroading in Dragged. 

“Behold Myself, my Brother and Sister and Mother” 

2 And Father-of-Tumult is saying toward 
ContentiousWoman his woman, `Himself is my sister.`  

And Father-King15 king of Dragged is sending forth and 
is taking תֶא -ContentiousWoman. 3 And elohim is 
coming in toward Father-King in the Bonded-one of the 
Night-ward, and is saying to-him,16 `Behold-yourself17 is 

11 Another change in tense, the First-fruit “is bearing” but the Little 
“has given birth”. 

12 Notice the unusual lack of the mark of the accusative תֶא - in the 
name calling-out of Moab (From-Father) and Builder-of Tribal. 

13 LEFT ⇒ DOWN, RIGHT ⇒ UP 

South, we learned, is “Right”, and now we see it also means “upward”. 
At this point you can be thinking about the Kingdom of Israel dividing 
into two—the “North” and the “South” a.k.a. “Left” and “Right”, 
upward, and downward. The upside of Right and downside of Left is 
illustrated in the staging of the leaders next to Ezra over his right hand 
and from the left hand, 

“Ezra the Counter is standing-firm over a tower of wood, which they 
have made to the Word. And they are standing-firm beside-him Gift-
of-Yah, and Report, and Yah-Answers, and Flame-of-Yah, and My-
Portion-is-Yah, and Work-of-Yah, over his right hand. And 
from his left Ransom-of-Yah, and Who-Which-God, and My-King-
Yah, and Enriched, and Plotting-Judge, Yah-Remembers, Allied.” 
Nehemiah 8:4 literal 

Perhaps the reason the vernacular “left hand” doesn’t exist in Hebrew 
but only “left” is that the left hand gets cut-off… 

14 Strong’s #6946: Kadesh. Holy, set-apart 

15 Strong’s #40, Abimelech. “Father is King” 

16 The unusual use of the preposition ֹו֗ל  low to-him here. See note on 
Genesis 2:19. 

17 An unusual instance of behold as it has a second-person singular 
suffix – behold you. This occurs only here and in Deuteronomy 31:16. 
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he-who-dies upon the Woman whom you have taken, 
and himself is she-who-is-owned of an owner.`1  

One Woman…or Three? 

4 And Father-King has not drawn near toward her, and 
he is saying, `My master, the Nation, also just, you are 
slaying. 5 Has not himself said to-myself, my sister is 
himself, and herself also himself, has said, my brother is 
himself.2 In the completeness of my heart, and in the 
cleanness of my palms,3 I have made this one.`  

6 And the Elohim is saying toward him in the Bonded-
one, `Also myself I have perceived, for in the 
completeness of your heart you have made this one, and 
myself also is withholding תֶא -you from missing to-
myself, upon an upright I have not given you to touch 
toward her. 7 And now, cause to turn back the woman 
of the Man, for a prophet is himself, and he is mediating-
himself4 behind you, and live! And if you are nothing, 
he-who-causes-to-turn-back, perceive that to die you are 
dying, yourself, and the whole of which is to-yourself.`  

 
1 Hebrew לעב תלעב  , beulat baal. Beulat is a passive participle verb 
that functions as an “attributive adjective”. Beulat means one-who-is-
owned in the feminine. The text thus says, “owned of an owner.” The 
common Hebrew noun for “virgin” is bethulah, Strong’s #1330.  
Bethulah stems from a root meaning, “separate” and thus is taken to 
mean “unowned”. Baal literally means “owner, lord” and not 
“husband”. See Strong’s #1166 and #1167. Baal and Beulat share the 
same root in the same way the words for “man” and “woman” do (ish 
and ishah). See also Exodus 21:3,22; Deuteronomy 22:22; 
Deuteronomy 24:4; 2 Samuel 11:26; Joel 1:8; Proverbs 12:4; Proverbs 
31:11,23,28; Esther 1:17,20; Hosea 2:18. 

2 Hebrew אּו֑ה יִ֣חָא  הָ֖רְמָֽא  אוִ֥ה  ־םַג־ איִֽה אוִ֔ה ְו יִתֹ֣חֲא  ֙יִל־רַמָֽא  אּו֤ה  ֹלֲה  א֨ . Five 
emphasized pronouns in one sentence. The writer is deliberately trying 
to get us to pay attention to the mysterious usage of pronouns here. 
This mystery looks to be found in Jesus’ words about his disciples over 
whom he stretched out his (right) hand, all men,  

“And having extended the hand of himself over the disciples of himself, 
he said, ‘Behold the mother of myself and the brothers of myself. For 
whoever may make the will of the father of myself, the-one in dual-
heavens, himself, myself, brother and sister and mother he is.’ 
Matt. 12:50 literal 

At the foot of the cross stood three Mary’s. Is it a coincidence that all 
three of the names are Mary? One of them became to John as 
“mother”. The entire picture is symbolic of something no insignificant, 

Had been standing, now, beside the cross of the Jesus, the mother of 
himself [Mary], and the sister of the mother of himself Mary the-one 
of the Cleopas, and Mary the Magdalene. Jesus, therefore, having seen 
the mother and the disciple standing close beside, whom he was 
loving, is saying to the mother, ‘Woman, behold, the builder of 
yourself.’ Then he is saying to the disciple, ‘Behold, the mother of 
yourself.’ and from the hour of that-one the disciple took her into the 
own. John 19:25-27 literal 

The language is intentionally indirect. This is how enigma works. It 
shows up in the subtleties of the text. If the details, i.e. the definite 
articles, the genitive, dative, accusative, etc., are ignored then we end 
up with biased translations such as in Matt. 7:26 which says literally, 

And the whole hearing of myself [genitive pronoun] the words of 
these [toutous demonstrative accusative masculine plural 
pronoun] and not making them [accusative masculine plural 
pronoun] he will become like a stupid [mōrós #G3474] man…” 

8 And Father-King is shouldering-up in the dawn, and 
he is calling-out to the whole of his slaves, and he is 
ordering תֶא -the whole of the Words of These ones in 
their ears. And the Mortal-men are fearing exceedingly. 
9 And Father-King is calling-out to Father-of-Tumult, 
and is saying to-himself,5 `What have you made to-
ourselves?6 And what have I missed to-yourself,7 for you 
have caused to come in upon me, and upon my kingdom 
a great miss-offering?8 Made-ones which are not made 
you have made by-me.`9  

10 And Father-King is saying toward Father-of-Tumult, 
`What have you seen, for you have made תֶא -the Word 
of This one?`  

11 And Father-of-Tumult is saying, `For I have said, 
Only nothing of the fear of elohim is in the 
Standing-place, of This one. And they have slain 
me upon the word of my woman. 12 And also, 
Amenah,10 she is my sister, a built-one of my 

3 Strong’s #3709, kaph, the hollow of your hand or palm. Distinguished 
from the wrist and arm, Leviticus 14:16,17,18,27,28. The same word is 
used to describe the sole of the foot. 

4 TO INTERVENE/MEDIATE ⇒ “PRAY” 

 Strong’s #6419, palal. To mediate, intervene, interpose. Basically putting 
oneself in the middle. This is often translated as to pray. The problem 
with this is the fact that the verb is mainly in the Hithpael form, which 
is a reflexive intensive verb, i.e. he stood himself, he turned himself, etc. The 
real meaning has to do with standing one’s self “in the gap” on behalf of 
another, i.e interpose yourself. 

5 Hebrew ֹו֜ל , to-himself. Possessive construct.  

6 Hebrew ּ֙ונָּ֨ל  to-ourselves. Possessive construct. 

7 Hebrew ָ֔ל[  to-yourself. Possessive construct. 

8 According to Strong’s “Feminine of chet' an offence, or a sacrifice 
for it -- sin (offering).” The masculine noun chet (#2399) is the proper 
noun for miss, crime, fault, offense. This feminine form, just as the 
feminine plural form seen in 

9 Strong’s #5978, immadi. By me. According to Gesenius, “only found 
with the suffix of the first-person by me. This word is not at all 
connected to with the root amad [#5975] to stand, but it rather belongs 
to an unused root to tie, bind together.” This means close by as opposed to 
with or near. This specific word was used by Adam in Genesis 3:12 
regarding the woman who was deceived. A great miss. 

10 FAITH ⇒ AMEN ⇒ PILLAR X2 

Strong’s #546, amenah. A Hebrew counterpart to the NT “Amen”. 
Only two occurrences of this form, Gen. 20:12, Josh. 7:20. From the 
root verb aman (#539) to confirm, support. “A primitive root; properly, 
to build up or support”. A clear objective example is in 2 Kings, 

“Hezekiah cut off the doors of the temple of YAHWEH and the 
Supports [omnah #547] which Hezekiah king of Judah has 
overlaid…” 2 Kings 18:16 literal  

The verb appears over 100 times for “believe” in the Hebrew 
Scriptures and in a couple of interesting places, 

“And HE IS BECOMING, confirming-one [omen] Myrtle, 
herself is Star, built-one of his uncle…” Esther 2:7 literal 
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father, himself surely not a built-one of my 
mother, and SHE IS to myself, to a woman. 13 
And HE IS BECOMING, when elohim has caused to 
wander1 תֶא -me from a house of my father, and I 
am saying to herself, This your kindness whom 
you make by-me, toward the whole of the 
Standing-place which we are coming in there-
ward, say to myself, my brother is himself.`  

14 And Father-King is taking a sheep and a ploughing-
one, and slaves and slavewomen, and is giving to Father-
of-Tumult, and is causing to turn back to himself תֶא -
ContentiousWoman his woman. 15 And Father-King is 
saying, `Behold, my earth is to your faces, in the Good 
in your eyes, sit.` 16 And to ContentiousWoman he has 
said, `Behold, I have given a thousand of a silver-one to 
your brother. Behold, himself is to-yourself a covering 
of eyes, to the whole who is תא -yourself and תֶא -the 
whole, and she-being-justified.`2  

17 And Father-of-Tumult is mediating-himself toward 
the Elohim, and elohim is healing תֶא -Father-King and 

תֶא -his woman, and his slavewomen, and they are 
bearing.  

 
“And Naomi is taking the male-child and is putting him in her 
bosom, and she is becoming to himself to a confirming-one 
[omen].” Ruth 4:16 literal 

Has myself conceived the whole of the People of This one? If myself has 
borne them, for you are speaking toward myself, lift him in your bosom 
as when the confirming-one [omen] is lifting up the nursing-one 
over the Ground which you have seven-ed to his father.” Num. 11:12 
literal 

Because there are two pillars to the temple entrance, could this be why 
Jesus frequently says “Amen” twice? 

 “Amen, amen I am saying to you” John 1:51 literal 

The only translation I know of that translated those words correctly is 
the 1582 Douay-Rheims Bible. All the modern ones render “verily, 
verily” or “truly, truly”. 

1 Strong’s #8582, taah. To vacillate, i.e. err, stagger, go astray. Indicative of 
intoxication, 

“And also these-ones in wine have strayed, and in the Strong-Drink 
have vacillated [taah], a priest and a prophet have strayed in the 
Strong-Drink, they are swallowed up from the Wine, they have 
vacillated [taah] from the Strong-Drink, they have strayed in the 
Seer, they have wavered a decision.” Isaiah 28:7 literal 

2 and she-being-justified. Hebrew תַחָֽכֹנְו . Niphal Participle verb 
Feminine singular. From yakach (#3198) to decide, reason with, correct, 
adjudge, prove. This is where the NT concept of justification comes from. 
It has to do with proving oneself or another right. Here it is a participle 
in the Niphal form which is a passive (reflexive) verb which means 
Hagar is being justified. The same verb form appears here in the plural 
reflexive, 

“Walk, now, and let ourselves reason [yachach], is saying 
YAHWEH. If THEY ARE BECOMING the misses of yourselves 
like scarlet-worm, like the Snow they are causing to whiten. If they 
cause to be red like the Maggot-worm, like wool THEY ARE 
BECOMING.” Isaiah 1:18 literal 

18 For restraining has restrained YAHWEH behind the 
whole of the womb to the house of Father-King, upon 
a word of ContentiousWoman, woman of Father-of-
Tumult.  

CHAPTER 21  

The Prodigal Builder - He-Laughs vs. God-Hears 

1 And YAHWEH has visited תֶא -ContentiousWoman as 
when He has said, and YAHWEH is making to 
ContentiousWoman according as He has ordered. 2 And 
ContentiousWoman is conceiving and is bearing to 
Father-of-Tumult a builder to his old-ones,3 to the 
Appointed-time which has ordered תא -himself elohim. 3 
And Father-of-Tumult is calling-out תֶא -the name of his 
builder, the One-who-is-born4 to himself, whom she has 
born to himself ContentiousWoman, He-Laughs.5  

4 And Father-of-Tumult is circumcising תֶא -He-Laughs 
his builder, a builder of eight days, as when elohim has 
laid charge upon תֶא -him. 5 And Father-of-Tumult is a 
builder of a hundred of a duplication in bearing to 
himself תֶא -He-Laughs, his builder. 6 And 
ContentiousWoman is saying, `Elohim has made to-
myself a laughing-one,6 the whole of the One-who-
hears7 is laughing to-myself.` 7 And she is saying also, 
`Who has cut-off8 to Father-of-Tumult? Has 

It’s as though Elohim is speaking as “Us” again just as he did in 
Genesis 1:26… 

3 Always in the plural. 

4 Hebrew דַלֹוּֽנַה , the Born-one. Definite article + masculine singular Nifal 
participle of the verb yalad (#3205) to bear.  

5 Strong’s #3327, Yitschaq. He laughs or mocks. The context of this 
word in the whole of Genesis is mocking as in laughing in derision. Not a 
positive name. The possessive preposition ֹו֛ל  to himself is used twice in 
the sentence, and the order of the words is as strange as it sounds. If 
by now you are still not used to odd sentences and usages of pronouns, 
possessives, and the obscure nature of word structure in the Scripture, 
then I can’t help you. Sarah is either referred to as “himself” in a slight-
of-hand, inconspicuous way or the text is unnecessarily redundant, and 
the writer something of an idiot. 

6 Strong’s #6712, tsechoq. Laughter, laughing-one. From the context of 
the only other place the word is used it is taken to mean laughter in 
derision, 

“A cup of your sister you are drinking, the Deep and the Broad. SHE 
IS BECOMING to a laughing-one [tsechoq] and to a mocking-
one, much to contain.” Ezekiel 23:32 literal 

7 Hebrew masculine singular participle of to hear (#8085) he-who-hears or 
hearing-one. 

8 Strong’s #4448, לַלָמ  malal. There is some connection with the verb 
for circumcise, cut off, לּומ  mul.  It appears to have two definitions to utter, 
speak, and to scrape, cut off. “Some consider the notion of cutting as 
primary, and this they consider to be applied to speaking…but I leave 
this undetermined.” – Gesenius’ Hebrew-Chaldee Lexicon. From its 
use in Proverbs 6:13 it seems to imply “uttering” in the sense of 
gesturing or signaling,  

“He winks with his eyes, signals with his feet, points with his 
fingers” 

Because enigma is all about the play on words, it is possible that 
Proverbs 6:13 should read like this, in the good ‘ol fashioned literal, 
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ContentiousWoman caused to suck builders?1 For I have 
born a builder to his old-ones.`  

Excommunicated 

8 And the Born-one is growing-great, and he is being 
weaned,2 and Father-of-Tumult is making a great drink3 
in the hot-one of being weaned,4 תֶא -He-Laughs. 9 And 
ContentiousWoman is seeing תֶא -the builder of Hagar of 
Dual-Siege, whom she has borne to Father-of-Tumult, is 
he-who-laughs.5  

10 And she is saying to Father-of-Tumult, ̀ Drive out the 
Slavewoman of This one and תֶא -her builder for the 
builder of the Slavewoman of This one is not inheriting 
with my builder, with He-Laughs.` 11 And the Word is 
ruinous exceedingly in the eyes of Father-of-Tumult, 
upon the causes of his builder.6  

He-Laughs to a Possession, Ishmael to a Nation 

12 And elohim is saying toward Father-of-Tumult, `Do 
not be ruinous in your eyes upon the Shaken-out-
one, and upon your slavewoman. The whole of 
whom ContentiousWoman is saying toward you, 
hear her voice,7 for in He-Laughs a seed is being 
called-out to yourself. 13 And also תֶא -the builder 

 
“Pinching in his eyes, cutting-off [malal] in his feet, causing to 
shoot in his fingers.” Provebs 6:13 literal 

The wicked worthless “walker” suddenly goes from deceptive to violent. 

1 The plural form builders םיִ֖נָב  is sneakily put in here. 

2 Strong’s #1580, gamal. To wean, accustom, cultivate. This word has 
incurred a variety of meanings because of its apparent figurative usage 
as to wean, ripen, repay, or deal bountifully. Interestingly, gamal as a noun 
(#1581) also means a camel. The primary meaning however is to wean. 
Gesenius writes, “This primary signification and the origin and 
connection of the other meanings are well illustrated by Alb. Schultens, 
(on Prov. 3:30)…”. There is a clear relationship to “weaving” as used 
by Joseph in Gen. 50:17 who is responding to the brothers having 
“weaned” a ruin to him. 

3 Strong’s #4960, mishteh. A drink, drinking. Thought to be a formal 
way of saying feast or banquet. 

4 Nifal infinitive of to ripen is used here. Meaning is unconnected to any 
specific subject in the verse. Considering the presence of a mark of 
accusative ( תֶא -) to Isaac, it seems as if the author is saying Isaac is 
being made a drink. The Born-one (masc. sing.) as we see later is 
attributed to Ishmael. 

5 ISHMAEL VS. ISAAC?  

This has been speculated on ever since Paul’s letter where he seemed to 
allude to this passage as Ishmael persecuting Isaac in Gal. 4:24-29. 
There is no actual narrative of persecution between Ishmael and Isaac. 
The reality is that text here becomes surprisingly more enigmatic when 
we learn that Sarah saw that Ishmael [El-Hears] is he-who-laughs. The 
Hebrew is קֵֽחַצְמ  mtsacheq, the participle masc. sing. form of Isaac’s 
own name, קָחְצִי  Yitschaq given to him in Gen. 17:19. The two 
instances of mtsacheq are here and in Gen. 26:8 where Isaac [He-
Laughs] is laughing with his wife. Translators have always “tropically 
defined” words like these because of such contexts thus rendering this 
simple word as mocking and caressing, two rather contradictory ideas. 

6 Father-of-Tumult is not happy about this. The consequences for his 
builder Ishmael are of great distress to him. He in fact shows more 
love to Ishmael being cast out to the wilderness than to Isaac when he 

of the Slavewoman to a nation I am placing him, 
for your seed is himself.`8 

14 And Father-of-Tumult is shouldering-up in the dawn, 
and is taking a bread, and a container9 of dual-waters, 
and he is giving toward Hagar, putting upon her 
shoulder, and תֶא -the Born-one,10 and is sending her 
forth, and she is walking and she is wandering in the 
wilderness of Well of Seven.11  

A Voice of one Calling-out in the Wilderness 

15 And the Dual-Waters are ended from the Container, 
and she is throwing12 תֶא -the Born-one underneath one 
of the Shrubs. 16 And she is walking and is sitting to-
herself from-anti,13 causing to be far, according to those 
extending a bow,14 for she has said, `Never may I see in 
the death of the Born-one.` And she is sitting from-anti, 
and is lifting up תֶא -her voice, and is weeping.  

17 And elohim is hearing toward the voice of the Male-
Child.15 And a messenger of elohim is calling-out toward 
Hagar from out of the Dual-Heavens, and is saying to 
herself, ̀ What to yourself, Hagar? Do not be fearing. For 
elohim has heard toward the voice of the Shaken-out-
one, in whom himself is there. 18 Stand up, lift up תֶא -
the Shaken-out-one, and strengthen תֶא -your hand in-
himself for to a great nation I am putting him.` 19 And 

is commanded to slaughter him. There, even with knife in hand, find 
no emotion from Abraham. Yet, could not Father-of-Tumult have 
kept Ishmael? Or are Hagar and Ishmael somehow inseparable? 

7 Now Father-of-Tumult is supposed to hear her voice. See note on 
Genesis 16:2. 

8 From the impersonal “a seed” (He-Laughs) to the personal “your 
seed” (Ishmael). He-Laughs is never promised to become a nation. 

9 Strong’s #2573, chemeth. From the word chomah (#2346) a wall. 
Rather than construct the word from skin and so create dual-waterskin, 
we find the word constructed from wall. Hence, container, or bottle. 
Recall the note on word-family Ham (Cham) to which this word 
belongs See note on Genesis 10:1. It is placed, like a burden, on 
Hagar’s shoulder. 

10 Compare, 

“For a male-child has been born to ourselves, a builder has been given 
to ourselves, and SHE IS the Government over his shoulder…” Isaiah 
9:6 literal 

Also Revelation 12. 

11 A as place of swearing by seven lambs, cf. Genesis 21:30,31. 

12 Strong’s #7993, shalak. To throw, fling, cast. Another example of 
dishonesty in traditional Bible translations. The NET Bible is the only 
translation I have found that ventures to render this word as “shoved”. 

13 Strong’s #5048, neged. Anti, in front, opposite, ex adverso, דגנמ ּהל  בׁשתו   
sitting to herself opposite, i.e. face to face. Same word used in Genesis 
2:18,20. 

14 Not “bowshot” but תֶׁשֶ֔ק יֵ֣וֲחַטְמִּכ  , like those drawing a bow. Why choose 
the participle plural form those-drawing rather the singular one-
drawing? Because “Hagar” is not one, but allegorical remember (Gal. 
5). The metaphor, at least in the concrete Hebrew, sounds dismal, like 
an execution scene. Or suicide? 

15 Just as John said, “the sound of shouting in the wilderness, make 
straight the road…” John 1:23 literal 
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elohim is splitting תֶא -her eyes, and she is seeing a well 
of dual-waters, and she is walking and filling the 
Container of dual-waters, and is causing to drink תֶא -the 
Shaken-out-one. 

Immanuel 

20 And HE IS elohim תא -the Shaken-out-one. And he is 
growing-great, and he is sitting in the Wilderness, 
and HE IS he-who-abounds1 a bowman. 

21 And he is sitting in a wilderness of Paran,2 And his 
mother is taking to himself a woman from the earth of 
Dual-Siege.  

22 And HE IS in the Time of Himself,3 and Father-King 
is speaking, and Mouth-of-the-Whole,4 prince of his 
army toward Father-of-Tumult, to say, `Elohim is with 
you in the whole of which yourself makes. 23 And now, 
seven herself5 to myself in elohim here. If you are not 
cheating to-myself, and to my offspring and to my 
posterity, according to the Kindness which I have made 
with yourself, you are making with myself, and with the 
Earth which you have offroaded in-herself.`  

24 And Father-of-Tumult is saying, `Myself is sevening 
myself.`6  

The End-time [Violently] Stolen Kingdom 

25 And Father-of-Tumult has justified תֶא -Father-King 
upon the causes of a well of the Water which slaves of 
Father-King have torn away,7 26 and Father-King is 
saying, `I have not perceived8 who has made the Word 
of This one, and also yourself has not fronted to myself, 
and also myself has not heard until the Hot-one.`  

 
1 Strong’s #7235, rabah. Verb in the participle form, masc. sing. To 
become many or abundant. Refer to the word table on “Arabia”.  

2 Strong’s #6290, Paran. Meaning a bough, or ornamental. One could 
think of the ornaments of a certain “bride” in a certain “song” who 
was decked with a neck of “a thousand shields of warriors”… 

3 Hebrew אוִ֖הַה תֵ֣עָּב  , ba-et ha-hu. The mystery masculine pronoun + 
definite article + in the Time. 

4 Strong’s #6369, Picol. Apparently from peh and kol; mouth of all; 
Picol 

5 SEVEN AS A VERB = SEVEN TIMES? 

Hebrew הָעְבָּׁ֨שִה , hasabeah. Nifal reflexive imperative + feminine 
singular. Compared to Joshua 6:22 where it says ּהָֽל םֶּ֖תְעַּבְׁשִנ  seven 
yourselves to her which has traditionally been understood as “swearing to 
her.” To “swear” or “make an oath” was actually to seven oneself. No 
implication of “dividing” into seven is present, so the logical definition 
would be similar to two as a verb (to double) and three as a verb (to 
triple), etc. 

6 Hebrew ַעֵֽבָּׁשִא יִ֖כֹנָא  , Myself + Nifal first-person reflexive verb, to seven. 

7 SUFFERS VIOLENCE 
Strong’s #1497, gazal. To tear away, take by force, seize, violently take. Here 
is the premise for the saying, 

“Then from the days of John the Submerger until now, the kingdom of 
the dual-heavens suffers violence, and violent-ones seize her.” Matthew 
11:12 literal 

27 And Father-of-Tumult is taking a sheep and a 
ploughing-one, and is giving to Father-King, and they 
are cutting-off, their double,9 a cut-out-one.10 28 And 
Father-of-Tumult is causing to stand-firm תֶא -seven 
ewe-lambs of the Sheep to their separation. 29 And 
Father-King is saying toward Father-of-Tumult, `What 
are these seven ewe-lambs, These-ones which you have 
caused to stand-firm to their separation?` 30 And he is 
saying, `For תֶא -seven lambs you are taking from my 
hand, in account of which HE IS to myself to a testimony 
that I have dug the Well of This one.` 31 Upon an 
upright has he called-out to the Standing-place of 
Himself Well-of-Seven for there they have sevened 
themselves their two. 32 And they are cutting-off a cut-
out-one in Well-of-Seven, and Father-King is standing-
up, and Mouth-of-the-Whole, prince of his army, and 
they are turning back toward the earth of Philistines. 33 
And he is setting-up a tamarisk in Well-of-Seven. And 
he is calling-out there in the name of YAHWEH el of the 
future.11 34 And Father-of-Tumult is offroading in the 
earth of Philistines, days abundant.  

CHAPTER 22  

1 And HE IS BECOMING the back of the Words of These 
ones. And the Elohim has tested תֶא -Father-of-Tumult, 
and he is saying toward him, `Father-of-Tumult.`  

And he is saying, `Behold-me.`12  

The United One, “Jacob I have loved” 

2 And He is saying, `Take, now, תֶא -your builder, תֶא -
your united-one13 whom you have loved, תֶא -He-Laughs, 
and walk to yourself toward the Earth of Vision-of-

Other parables such as slaves beating up fellow slaves also come to 
mind (Luke 12:45, Mark 12:7-9). 

8 “Never knew I yourselves, depart from myself…” Matt. 7:23 literal  

9 Hebrew shne-hem. Double + masculine plural possessive suffix. 

10 Compare Zechariah 4:12 where two olive branches are cut off from 
two olive trees. 

11 Hebrew םָֽלֹוע לֵ֥א  הָ֖והְי  . This could even be translated “YAHWEH 
toward the future” as לֵ֥א  is the same spelling for both words “toward” 
(#413) and “god” (#410).  

12 Hebrew יִנֵּֽנִה , behold me or behold myself.  Trick question, who is “he” 
in this sentence? Father-of-Tumult or elohim? This is the standard text 
following this oft repeated call.  

13 ONE 

Strong’s #3173, yachid. United, unity. Masculine adjective. There is a 
feminine construct of this word in Psalm 22:20. From the verb yachad 
(#3173) to unite, to make one. The logic of this word construct is straight-
forward. The numeral 1 achad is used as a verb to express the action 
of making two, one. The noun logically follows as describing the 
product—a oneness or unity. Words like “solitary” or “only-one” are 
completely off on this level. Everyone knows the word for “one” in 
Hebrew is by far one of the most mysterious. There are numerous 
illustrations to help us understand what’s going on.  Consider the 
double-edged sword, 
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Yah,1 and cause him to ascend there for an ascending-
one2 upon the one of the Mountains of whom I am 
saying toward you.`  

3 And Father-of-Tumult is shouldering-up in the Dawn, 
and he is binding תֶא -his male-ass, and is taking תֶא -two 
of his scattered-ones תא -himself, and תֶא -He-Laughs his 
builder, and he is cleaving wood of an offering, and he 
is standing up and is walking toward the Standing-place 
of which has said to himself the Elohim. 4 In the Hot-
one of the Third-one Father-of-Tumult is lifting up his 
eyes and is seeing the Standing-place from afar. 5 And 
Father-of-Tumult is saying toward his scattered-ones, 
`Sit to yourselves here with the Male-ass, and myself and 
the Shaken-out-one may walk until thus and are bowing-
down ourselves, and may turn back toward yourselves.`  

He-Laughs Bears the Wood 

6 And Father-of-Tumult is taking תֶא -woods of the 
Ascending-one, and he is placing upon He-Laughs his 
builder, and he is taking in his hand תֶא -the Fire, and תֶא -
the Eating-one[Knife]. And they are walking, their pair, 
unified.  

 

 

The Hebrew chad דַח  (#2299) means sharp. The double-edged sword 
comes together at a unified point. The verb chadad דַדָח  (#2300) 
means to be sharp. The word achad means one but is also used once as 
a verb (#258) in Ezekiel 21:16 in the feminine singular, intensive reflexive 
Hithpael imperative - יִ֥דֲחַאְתִה . Literally translated, unite yourself, and the 
context happens to be—you guessed it—a sword: 

“For the purpose to melt the heart, and cause to become many the 
stumbling-ones over the whole of their gates, I have given a turning of 
the sword. Ah! She is made to a lightning, wrapped up to a massacre. 
Unite yourself, cause right, set, cause left, wherever your faces are 
appointed.” Ezekiel 21:15-16 literal 

Myself and the Father are One 

7 And He-Laughs is saying toward Father-of-Tumult his 
father, and he is saying `My father,` and he is saying, 
`Behold-me, my builder.` And he is saying, `Behold, the 
Fire and the Woods, and where is the Sheep for an 
ascending-one?`  

“Elohim Yireh Lo” - Elohim is Seeing Himself 

8 And Father-of-Tumult is saying, `Elohim is seeing to-
himself3 the Sheep for an ascending-one of my builder. 
And they are walking, their two, united.`4 

 
chad means "united" and is the word for the tip of a sword or spear 

9 And they are coming in toward the Standing-place of 
which has said to himself the Elohim, and Father-of-
Tumult is building there תֶא -the Slaughtering-place, and 

One - United 
#2318 
verb 

ׁשַדָח  
chadash 

“to renew” Kingdom renewed (1 Sam. 11:14), altar 
renewed (2 Chron. 15:8), house renewed (2 
Chron. 24:12), spirit renewed (Psalm 
51:10), youth renewed (Psalm 103:5), 
“renew our days as the front” 
Lamentations 5:21.  

#2315 
noun 

רֶדֶח  
cheder 

“inner 
chamber, 
room” 

“let me come in toward my woman the 
Chamber-ward” Judges 15:1 literal 

#2314 
verb 

רֶדֶח  
chadar 

“surround, 
encompass” 

 

#2319 
adj. 

ׁשָדָח  
chadash 

“new” A new woman (Deut. 24:5), new 
elohim/gods (Josh. 5:8), new ropes (Judg. 
16:12), “new glory by-me (Job 29:20), new 
wineskins (Job 32:19), new song (Ps. 
33:3) 

#2320 
noun 

ׁשֶדֹח  
chodesh 

“new moon” Typically translated “month” 

#2321 
name 

ׁשֶדֹח  
Chodesh 

“New-
Moon” 

Name of a woman, wife of Jobab 1 Chron. 
8:9 

#2322 
name 

הָׁשָדֲח  
Chadashah 

“New” Name of a city in Judah Joshua 15:37 

#2330 
verb 

דּוח  
chud 

“to tie a 
knot” 

“tying a knot” is the vernacular behind the 
idea of “making a riddle”. Samson’s riddle 
in Judges 14 

#2420 
noun 

הָדיִח  
chidah 

“a riddle” Dark sayings (Num. 12:8), riddle (Judges 
14), Queen of Sheba (2 Chron 9:1) on the 
harp (Ps. 49:4) “riddles from out of the 
front” (Ps. 78:2 literal) 

#3173 
Adj. 

דיִחָי  
yachid 

“unity, 
united” 

“snatch her from a sword my breath, from 
a hand of a dog my united.” Ps. 22:20 
literal 

#3161 
verb 

דַחָי  
yachad 

“to be 
united” 

Genesis 49:6, Ps. 86:11, Isa. 14:20 

#258 
verb 

דַחָא  
achad 

“to make 
one, unite” 

Ezekiel 21:16 

 
1 Strong’s #4179, Morijah. Seen of Yah. Also referred to as a mountain 
in 2 Chron 3:1. 

2 In other words, “mount of transfiguration”… 

3 Hebrew ֹוּ֥ל ־הֶאְרִי  םיִ֞הdֱא  . The commentaries recognize the literal, 
“Heb. see for himself” (Cambridge Bible on Gen. 22:8). The idea of 
“providing” is an interpretation of the scene. God sees himself. 

4 A vague notion of two selves becoming one—united? This fits as part 
of Abraham’s dialogue. Quotations don’t exist in the Hebrew. 
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he is setting-in-order the Woods, and he is binding תֶא -
He-Laughs his builder, and is putting תֶא -him upon the 
Slaughtering-place from-on-top1 to the woods. 10 And 
Father-of-Tumult is sending forth תֶא -his hand, and he 
is taking תֶא -the Knife to slaughter2 his builder.  

11 And a messenger of YAHWEH is calling-out toward 
him from the Dual-Heavens, and is saying, `Father-of-
Tumult, Father-of-Tumult.` And he is saying, `Behold-
me.` 12 And he is saying, `Do not send forth your hand 
toward the Shaken-out-one, and do not make to himself 
a blemish, for now I have perceived that fearful of 
elohim is yourself, and you have not withheld תֶא -your 
builder, תֶא -your united, from out of me.`  

13 And Father-of-Tumult is lifting up תֶא -his eyes, and 
he is seeing, and behold, a chief3 of the back has been 
grasped4 in the Interwoven5 by his dual-horns.6 And 
Father-of-Tumult is walking, and is taking תֶא -the Chief, 
and is causing him to ascend to an ascension underneath 
his builder.  

“YAHWEH Yera’eh” - YAHWEH is Being Seen 

14 And Father-of-Tumult is calling-out the name of the 
Standing-place of Himself `YAHWEH is seeing`7 
whom he is being called the Hot-one,8 in the 
mountain of YAHWEH he is being seen.`9  

15 And a messenger of YAHWEH is calling-out toward 
Father-of-Tumult a double-one from-out of the Dual-
Heavens. 

 
1 Strong’s #4605, maal. Adverb, preposition meaning above, upwards, on 
high. 

2 Strong’s #7819, shachat. To slaughter. The word is normally used in 
reference to slaughtering animals in sacrifice and not of humans. The 
miss-offering (sin-offering) is also slaughtered [shachat] in Leviticus 
4:33. 

3 A.k.a ram. See note on Genesis 15:9. 

4 Strong’s #270, achaz. To grasp, take hold, catch with hand. Very 
particular to the action of a hand.  

5 Strong’s #5442, ָבְס[  sebak. Interwoven branches, i.e. thicket. Here only 
with the definite article. Apparently a specific “thicket”. This is a noun 
from the verb root ַבָס[  sabak (#5440) to interweave, entwine, plait. The 
“thicket” in particular is therefore an “internet” of branches which 
“takes hold” or “grasps” the “ram”.  

6 Hebrew ויָ֑נְרַק  dual form of Strong’s #7161, qeren. Horn pair. 

7 Hebrew yireh הֶ֑אְרִי  is Qal active form, he is seeing. 

88 Abraham, in a round about way, is being called the Hot-one. This 
is where Paul’s enigmatic saying probably comes from, 

“we are builders of Hot-one” 1 Thes. 5:5 

9 Hebrew yera’eh הֶֽאָרֵי  is Niphal incomplete passive/reflexive form, 
he is being seen. The commentaries affirm the literal, but interpretations 
are varied, 

“or, the Master shall appear (Oort, Kuenen), which overlooks the manifest 
allusion to Ver. 8 - as it is said to this hot-one, - or, so that it is said; cf. 
Genesis 13:16 (Keil) - In the mount of the Master it shall be seen - or "it 
shall be provided" (Gesenius, Rosenmüller, Dathe, 'Speaker's 
Commentary'), though by competent authorities it has been otherwise 
rendered. "In the mount the Master shall appear, or be seen" (LXX.); 
"in the mount the Master will see, or provide" (Vulgate, Syriac, Samaritan); 

16 And he is saying, `In me I have sevened-myself, an 
oracle10 of YAHWEH, for the purpose of which 
you have made תֶא -the Word of This one, and 
have not withheld תֶא -your builder, תֶא -your 
united-one, 17 for kneeling I am kneeling you, and 
multiplying I am multiplying תֶא -your seed like the 
round-ones of the Dual-Heavens, and as the 
Turning-one11 which is upon the edge of the Sea. 
And your seed is inheriting תֶא -the gate of his 
enemies. 18 And they have kneeled themselves12 
in your seed the whole of the nations of the 
Earth, because of whom you have heard in my 
voice.` 

19 And Father-of-Tumult is turning back toward his 
scattered-ones, and they are standing up and walking 
united toward Well of Seven. And Father-of-Tumult is 
sitting in Well of Seven.  

A Spoken Revelation 

20 And HE IS BECOMING the back-ones of the Words of 
These ones. And he is exposing to Father-of-Tumult, to 
say, `Behold, Queen has borne, also himself, builders to 
Snorter your brother, 21 תֶא -Counsel13 his first-born, and 

תֶא -Despise14 his brother, and תֶא -Standing-of-El15 

"in the mount of the Master he will be seen" (Murphy); "in the mount of 
the Master one shall be seen," or "people appear," i.e. the people of God 
shall gather on this mountain for worship (Kalisch); "on the mountain 
where Jehovah appears" (Keil). Amidst such a conflict of interpretations 
absolute certainty is perhaps unattainable; but the sense of the proverb 
will probably be expressed by understanding it to mean that on the mount 
of Father-of-Tumult's sacrifice Jehovah would afterwards reveal himself 
for the salvation of his people…” (Pulpit Commentary on Genesis 22:14) 

10 Strong’s #5002, neum, oracle, utterance. From na’am; an oracle -- 
(hath) said, saith. This is where “thus saith the Master” is derived 
from. It is specifically related to prophecies, sayings, and oracles. It is 
not the same word as amar, to say (#559) which you find in Genesis 1 
and elsewhere, i.e. “And elohim is saying”. 

11 Strong’s #2344, chul. “Sand” as something that turns/rolls. Noun 
from chul #2342, to turn, whirl, roll. This word doesn’t appear anywhere 
in a plural form. Definite article + masculine singular.  

12 Strong’s #1288, barak. To kneel, bless. This instance is in the intensive 
reflexive Hithpael form. 

13 Strong’s #5780, Uz. From uz (#5579) to counsel, plan. 

“Plan [uz] a plan [uza], and she is being broken, speak [dabaru] a 
word [dabar], and he is not standing up, for with ourselves is El.” 
Isaiah 8:10 literal 

14 Strong’s #938, Buz. From buz (#936) to despise.  

“A fear of YAHWEH is a head of knowledge, wisdom and discipline 
fools have despised [buz].” Proverbs 1:7 literal 

“He despising [buz] to a word is being bound to himself, he-fearful 
of a commandment himself is being completed.” Proverbs 13:13 literal 

15 Strong’s #7055, לֵאּומְק  Qemuel. From qum (#6965) to stand up. 
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father of Castle, 22 and תֶא -Chesed,1 and תֶא -Seer,2 and 
תֶא -Pildash,3 and תֶא -He-Drips,4 and תֶא -Destroyed-of-

El.5 23 And Destroyed-of-El has begotten תֶא -Stall-Fed.6 
Eight of these ones has Queen borne to Snorter, brother 
of Father-of-Tumult.  

The Raised Concubine 

24 And his concubine, and her name is Raised,7 and she 
has borne, also himself, תֶא -Slaughtering,8 and תֶא -
Flame,9 and תֶא -Leather,10 and תֶא -Pressed.11 ` 

CHAPTER 23  

Something Bad Happens to Sarah 

1 And THEY ARE BECOMING the living ones12 of 
ContentiousWoman a hundred of a duplication and 
twenty of a duplication and seven duplications, 
duplications of the living ones of ContentiousWoman. 2 
And ContentiousWoman is dying in Meeting-City of the 
Four,13 himself is League,14 in the earth of Humbled, and 
Father-of-Tumult is coming in to lament15 to 
ContentiousWoman, and to bewail her.  

A Burial Place 

3 And Father-of-Tumult is standing up from upon the 
faces of his dying-one,16 and he is ordering toward the 
builders of Terror,17 to say, 4 `An offroader and a 

 
1 Strong’s #3777, דֶׂשֶּכ  Kesed. Unknown derivation but sounds and 
pronounced the same as chesed דֵסֵח  (#2617) goodness, kindness. 

2 Strong’s #2375, Chazo. From chazah (#2372), to behold, see (visions) 

3 Strong’s #6394, ׁשָּדְלִפ  Pildash. Uncertain. Closest resemblance 
would be הָדָלְפ  pelada. From an unused root meaning to divide; a 
cleaver, i.e. Iron armature (of a chariot) -- torch. דלפ  is an unused root 
meaning to cut. Cf. Gesenius. 

“Shields of his warriors reddened, powerful men scarlet-clad, in a flame 
of irons [paladah] of the Chariot, in a hot-one of causing to erect, 
and the Cypresses quiver.” Nahum 2:3 literal 

4 Strong’s #3044, Yidlaph. From the root dalaph (#1811) to drip, drop. 

“In dual-sluggishness the Meetings [i.e. rafters] are tumbling, and in 
the sinking of hands the House is dripping [dalaph].” Ecc. 10:18 
literal 

5 Strong’s #1328, Bethuel. Destroyed of El. 

6 Strong’s #7259, Ribqah. Stall-fed or fattened. From an unused root 
meaning to tie up; a stall (for a bought-one) -- X fat(-ted), stall. When 
one wanted to fatten up an animal they would tie it in a stall and let it 
feed there. Hence the word marbeq (#4770) stall, 

“The Lying-down-ones over couches of a tooth, and spread over your 
beds, and ones-who-eat lambs from the sheep, and calves from a middle 
of a stall [marbeq].” Amos 6:4 literal 

“And she has broken-forth to-yourselves fearing my name, a sun of 
justice, and health in her extremities [wings], and you have gone out, 
and have spread-out like calves of a stall [marbeq].” Malachi 4:2 
literal 

7 Strongs’s #7208, Reumah. From raam (#7213) to rise. Verb is used 
in one place of Jerusalem, 

 “He is circling the whole of the Earth like the Arabah from Geba to 
Pomegranate south-country of Jerusalem, and she has risen [raam], 
and she has sat underneath her to-from a gate of Benjamin until the 

remainer18 is myself with yourselves; give to-myself a 
possession of a burial-place with yourselves, and let me 
bury my dying-one from-to the faces of myself.`19 5 And 
the builders of Terror are facing תֶא -Father-of-Tumult, 
to say to-himself, 6 `Hear us, my master, an exalted-one 
of elohim is yourself in our middle. In a chosen-one of 
our burial-place bury תֶא -your dying-one. A man from 
ourselves is not withholding תֶא -his burial-place from 
yourself, from burying your dying-one.` 7 And Father-
of-Tumult is standing up, and he is bowing-down 
himself to a people of the Earth, to the builders of 
Terror.  

 
ןֹורְפֶע  - Fawn-like, i.e. tawny, white-spotted 

8 And he is ordering תא -themselves, to say, `If there 
exists תֶא -a breath of yourselves to bury תֶא -my dying-
one from-to the faces of myself, hear me, and meet to-

Standing-place of the First gate until the Corner gate, and a tower of 
Favor-of-El until winepresses of the King.” Zechariah 14:10 literal 

8 Strong’s #2875, Tebach. Slaughtering. See tebach (#2874). From 
tabach (#2873) to slaughter, butcher, slay 

9 Strong’s #1514, Gacham. From an unused root meaning to burn; 
flame; Gacham, a builder of Nahor -- Gaham. 

10 Strong’s #8476, tachash. “a kind of leather or skin, and perhaps the animal 
yielding it” – BDB. 

“And I am causing you to wear embroidered-work, and I am locking-
on you leather [tachash], and I am binding you in the Fine-linen, 
and I am covering you silk.” Ezekiel 16:10 literal 

11 Strongs’s #4601, Maakah. From maak (#4600) to press, bruise.  

12 Masculine plural chayye יֵּ֥יַח  living ones. 

13 Jerusalem. Strong’s #7153, Qiryah Arba. Qiryah (#7151) is a 
specific word for “city” derived from the verb to meet, encounter (#7136). 
It can also mean connect as it is used for rafters/beams, i.e. joinery, 
which connect two sides to create a roof (2 Chron. 34:11, Neh. 2:8, Ps. 
104:3).  “as meeting-place of men” – BDB. The signification is more 
towards a city hall, townhall, capitol, or meeting place within a city, 
contrasting with the Hebrew iyr (#5892) which is the standard word 
for city. 

14 See Genesis 13:18. 

15 Strong’s #5594, saphad. A primitive root; properly, to tear the hair 
and beat the breasts (as Orientals do in grief); generally to lament; by 
implication, to wail 

16 Hebrew ֹו֑תֵמ  participle verb of to die in the masculine singular. 

17 See Genesis 10:15. 

18 Strong’s #8453, toshab. Sitter, remainer, dweller. From yashab 
(#3427) to sit, remain, dwell. 

19 Hebrew יָֽנָפְּלִמ  milpane. Prepositions from + to + my faces. 
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myself in Fawn-Like,1 builder of Whiteness.2 9 And may 
he give to-myself תֶא -a cave of Doublefold,3 which is to-
himself, which is in the extremity of his field; in a full 
silver-one he is giving her to-myself, in the middle of 
yourselves, to a possession of a burial-place.` 

10 And Fawn-Like is sitting in the middle of the builders 
of Terror, and Fawn-Like the Terrified4 is facing תֶא -
Father-of-Tumult in the ears of the builders of Terror, 
to the whole of those coming in a gate of his city, to say, 
11 `Nay, my master, hear me, the Field I have given to-
yourself,5 and the Cave which is in-himself, to-yourself I 
have given her, to the eyes of the builders of my people 
I have given her to-yourself—bury your dying-one.`  

12 And Father-of-Tumult is bowing-down himself to the 
faces of a people of the Earth, 13 and he is ordering 
toward Fawn-Like in the ears of a people of the Earth 
`Only if yourself please, hear me, I have given the silver-
one of the Field—take from me, and may I bury my 
dying-one there-ward.` 14 And Fawn-Like is facing תֶא -
Father-of-Tumult, saying to him, 15 `My master, hear 
me, earth—four hundred shekel6 of a silver-one; 
between me and between you, what is himself?—and תֶא -
your dying-one bury.`  

16 And Father-of-Tumult is hearing toward Fawn-Like, 
and Father-of-Tumult is weighing to Fawn-Like תֶא -the 
Silver-one which he has ordered in the ears of the 
builders of Terrified, four hundred shekel of a silver-one, 
going-round7 to the Merchant.  

Built-one of Father-of-Tumult 

17 And standing up is the field of Fawn-Like, which is in 
Doublefold, which is to the faces of Mamre, the Field 
and the Cave which is in-himself,8 and the whole of the 
Woods which are in the Field, which circle in the whole 
of his border,  

 
1 Strong’s #6085, Ephron. From opher (#6082) fawn, young hart. The 
root is aphar (#6083) which means dust or dry dirt. 

2 Strong’s #6714, Tsochar. From tsachar (#6715) tawny, whiteness. 
רֹחָצ  adj. white. Judges 5:10, “white asses,” i.e. reddish with white spots 

(for they are not found altogether white, although the Orientals highly 
esteem this colour in asses, camels, and elephants). Vulg. nitens. Syr. 
white. (Arabic ُروُحص  prop. white, but used of an ass marked with white 
and red spots.) - Gesenius 

3 Strong’s #4375, Makpelah. From kaphal (#3717) to double, double 
over, fold together. 

“And you have joined תֶא -five of the Curtains to a separation and תֶא -
six of the Curtains to a separation, and you have doublefolded 
[kaphal] the Curtain of the Sixth-one toward opposite the faces of the 
Tent.” Exodus 26:9 literal 

4 See Genesis 15:20 

5 Hebrew ָ֔ל[  is feminine possessive to you. 

6 Strong’s #8255, sheqel. From shaqal (#8254) to weigh. Referring to 
a weight measurement like pound or kilo. 

 
Wheel of Genesis? The cave an enigma of the womb? The Trees/Woods 

circle the entire border of the “Field of Doublefold” 

18 to Father-of-Tumult to a possession to the eyes of the 
builders of Terrified, in the whole coming in a gate of 
his city. 19 And the back-ones of an upright Father-of-
Tumult has buried תֶא -ContentiousWoman his woman 
toward a cave of a field of Doublefold, upon the faces 
of Mamre, himself is League,9 in the Earth of Humbled. 
20 And the Field is standing up, and the Cave which is 
in-himself, to Father-of-Tumult to a possession of a 
burial-place, from תֶא -the builders of Terror. 

CHAPTER 24  

1 And Father-of-Tumult has become old, he has come-
in in the Days, and YAHWEH has kneeled תֶא -Father-of-
Tumult in the whole.10 2 And Father-of-Tumult is saying 
toward his slave, the oldest of his house, the Ruling-one 
in the whole of which is to himself, `Place, now, your 
hand underneath my thigh, 3 and I am causing you to 
seven-yourself in YAHWEH, elohe of the Dual-Heavens, 
and elohe of the Earth, which you are not taking a 
woman to my builder from built-ones of the Humbled, 
whom myself is he-who-sits in the inner-part. 4 For 
toward my earth and toward my birth-place you are 
walking, and you have taken a woman to my builder, to 
He-Laughs.`  

5 And the Slave is saying toward him, `Perhaps the 
Woman is not breathing-after11 to walk the back of me 

7 Strong’s #5503, sachar, to go round. Interpreted as to “trade”. Cf. 
Gesenius. 

8 Compare the “built-one of Father-of-Tumult” story in Luke 13, 

“And behold, a woman having a spirit of weakness eight ten 
duplications, and she was bent double [sug-kuptó], and not being 
able to unbend [anakupto]herself into the all-complete [pan-telés]. 
Having beheld then herself, the Jesus called-out and said to herself, 
Woman, you have been sent-away [apolýō – divorced]  from the 
sickness of yourself. And he put on herself the hands and immediately 
she was set-up and was honoring the Theos.” Luke 13:11-13 literal 

9 In Genesis it was the “oaks of Mamre” now it is “faces of Mamre”. 
In Genesis 23:2 we read that “League” is identified as a Meeting-City 
of Four. This City is one of powerful “oaks” and constitute an 
association or league.  

10 Compare, 

“In order that in the name of Jesus the whole knee might bend of 
heavenlies and of earth and of under-the-earth.” Phil. 2:10 literal 

11 Strong’s #14, avah. To breath after. This word is nearly always used 
with the negative “not”. “properly to breathe after, compare the roots 
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toward this Earth of This one. To cause to turn back  am 
I causing to turn back תֶא -your builder toward the Earth 
which you have gone out from there?`  

6 And Father-of-Tumult is saying toward him, `Guard-
yourself to yourself1 lest you are causing to turn back תֶא -
my builder there-ward. 7 YAHWEH, elohe of the Dual-
Heavens, who has taken me from a house of my father, 
and from the earth of my birth-place, and who has 
ordered to-myself, and who has sevened-himself to 
myself, to say, To your seed I am giving תֶא -the Earth of 
This one, himself is sending forth his messenger to your 
faces, and you have taken a woman to my builder from 
there. 8 And if the Woman is not breathing-after to walk 
the back of you, and then you have become clean from 
my sevened-oath of this one. only תֶא -my builder may you 
not cause to turn back there-ward.`  

9 And the Slave is putting his hand underneath the thigh 
of Father-of-Tumult his master, and he is sevening-
himself to himself upon the Word of This one. 10 And 
the Slave is taking ten camels from the camels of his 
master and he is walking, and the whole of a good of his 
master in his hand, and he is standing up, and he is 
walking toward Castle of the Double Rivers,2 toward the 
city of Snorter.  

The Water-Drawers 

11 And he is causing to kneel3 the Camels at the outside 
to the city, in a well of the Dual-Waters, to the time of 
dusk, to the time of the going-out of the Water-
Drawers.4 12 And he is saying, `YAHWEH, elohe, master 
of Father-of-Tumult! Meet, now, to the faces of myself 
the Hot-one5—and make kindness with my master 
Father-of-Tumult.  

13 Behold myself is he-who-is-standing-firm upon an 
eye of the Dual-Waters,6 and built-ones of mortal-men 
of the City going out to draw dual-waters. 14 And he HAS 
BECOME, the Girl7 who I am saying toward her, stretch-
out, now, your jar, and let me drink. And she has said, 
drink, and also your camels I am causing to drink— תֶא -

 
kindred both in form and signification…Lat. aveo; hence: (1) to be 
inclined, willing, prone, to wish; except in Isaiah 1:19; Job 39:9, always 
found with a negative particle…” - Gesenius 

1 Hebrew ְל_֔ רֶמָּׁ֣שִה  . Niphal reflexive form of the verb to guard/keep 
oneself + possessive prep to-yourself. 

2 Strong’s #763, Aram Naharayim. Aram we already learned means 
citadel or castle. םִיַרֲהַנ  Nahrayim is the word for river in the dual form, 
double river or dual rivers. In Genesis 10:10 we saw the connection 
between Babel/Babylon and the earth of “Two-Rivers”. 

3 The same word as “to bless” (#1288).  

4 Hebrew תֹֽבֲאֹּׁשַה . Definite article + feminine plural participle of shaab 
(#7579) to draw (water) 

5 This literal reading is exactly how Paul would have read it, 

“For the whole of yourselves, builders of light are, and builders of hot-
one. We are not of night, nor of darkness.” 1 Thes. 5:5 literal 

6 over an eye of the Dual-Waters. This phrase copies Gen. 16:7, 
“over an eye of the Dual-Waters in the Wilderness, over the Eye in the 
Road of Wall” 

her you have justified to your slave, to He-Laughs. And 
in-herself I am perceiving, for you have made a kindness 
with my master.`  

15 And HE IS BECOMING himself before he has ended to 
order, and behold Stall-Fed,8 who has been born to 
Destroyed-of-El, builder of Queen, woman of Snorter, 
brother of Father-of-Tumult, going out, and her jar is 
upon her shoulder.9 16 And the Girl is a good-one of 
sight exceedingly, a separate-one,10 and a man has not 
perceived her. And she is descending the Eye-ward, and 
is filling her jar, and is ascending. 

Giving Drink to the Slave from the Trough 

17 And the Slave is running to meet her, and he is saying, 
`Cause me to swallow, now, a little bit of dual-waters 
from your jar.` 18 And she is saying, `Drink, my master.` 
And she is hastening, and she is causing to descend her 
jar upon her hand, and she is causing him to drink. 19 
And she is ending to cause him to drink, and she is 
saying, `Also to your camels I am drawing until when 
they have ended to drink.`  

Giving Drink to Ten Camels from the Well 

20 And she is hastening, and she is laying-bare11 her jar 
toward the Drinking-Trough, and she is running 
continually toward the Well to draw, and she is drawing 
to the whole of his camels. 21 And the Man, wondering 
to-herself, is he-who-is-dumb12 to perceive if YAHWEH 
has made his road successful or not. 22 And HE IS 
BECOMING when the Camels have ended to drink, and 
the Man is taking a ring of a gold-one of a half of his 
weight,13 and two bracelets upon her hands, ten of a gold-
one of their weight.14  

7 Hebrew ָ֗רֲעַּנַֽה הָ֣יָהְו  . Masculine singular Qal perfect verb to be + definite 
article the Girl. 

8 Strong’s #7259, Ribqah. From a root meaning to tie up, as pertaining 
to animals tied up in a stall to be fattened for a slaughter. Not exactly 
a nice name.  

9 Hebrew ּהָֽמְכִׁש־לַע ּהָּ֖דַכְו   Compare, וֹ֑מְכִׁש־לַע הָ֖רְׂשִּמַה  יִ֥הְּתַו   “and SHE IS, 
the government, over his shoulder.” Isaiah 9:6 

10 Strong’s #1330. Bethulah. Separate one, unowned, a “virgin”. “Feminine 
passive participle of an unused root meaning to separate” 

11 Strong’s #6168, arah. To be naked or bare. As in emptying her jar back 
into the trough.  

12 Hebrew ׁשיִ֕רֲחַמ , macharish. A dumb, mute one, or he-who-is-dumb. 
Hiphil participle masc. singular. Interpreted to mean silence because of 
various contexts. See note on Gen. 4:22 on the verb charash.  

13 Hebrew ֹו֑לָקְׁשִמ עַקֶּ֖ב  . Strong’s #1235, beqa, half. From the root baqa 
(#1234) to cleave in half. Strong’s mishqal #4948, weight. With the 
masculine singular possessive suffix: his-weight. 

14 Alluding to the ten camels. 
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A gold ring “half its weight” is half a ring. 

23 And he is saying, `Built-one of who are you? Reveal, 
now, to-myself, is there in the house of your father a 
standing-place to-ourselves to lodge?` 24 And she is 
saying toward him, `A built-one of Destroyed-of-El is 
myself, builder of Queen, whom she has borne to 
Snorter.` 25 And she is saying toward him, `Also straw 
also a collection are abundant with ourselves, also a 
standing-place to lodge.`  

26 And the Man is bending over,1 and he is bowing-
down himself to YAHWEH, 27 and he is saying, `Him-
kneeling YAHWEH elohe my master Father-of-Tumult, 
who has not forsaken his kindness and his true-one2 
from-with my master, myself in the Road, YAHWEH has 
led me to the house of brothers of my master.`  

 
1 Strong’s #6915, qadad. To shrivel up, contract or bend the body. Different 
from crouching down/prostrating. 

2 TRUTH / TRUE-ONE 

Strong’s #571, aman. True-one, support, reliability, sureness. Truth is 
illustrated in the pillar. The household of faith is called a singular pillar 
and buttress because the two pillars are enigmatic of the “face-to-face” 
reflection mystery. The two pillars are like a reflection of one another. 
The only difference is their names, Boaz and Jachin. In between lies 
the opening. 

 
3 Strong’s #3837, White. From White (#3836) white. 

4 The Ring is a nose ring. Enter here the Proverb, 

“A ring of gold in a nostril of a swine, is a beautiful woman and her-
turning-aside judgement.” Proverbs 11:22 literal. 

28 And the Girl is running, and she is exposing to a 
house of her mother according to the Words of These 
ones.  

The Brother Comes  

29 And to Stall-Fed is a brother, and his name is White,3 
and White is running toward the Man the Outside-ward, 
toward the Eye. 30 And HE IS BECOMING, when he is 
seeing תֶא -the Ring,4 and תֶא -the Bracelets upon the 
hands of his sister, and when he is hearing תֶא -words of 
Stall-Fed his sister, to say, `Thus the Man has ordered 
toward me.` And he is coming in toward the Man, and 
behold, he-who-sets-upright upon the Camels upon the 
Eye.  

31 And he is saying, `Come in, kneeling-one of 
YAHWEH, why are you standing in the Outside? And 
myself I have faced the House and a standing-place to 
the Camels!` 32 And the Man is coming in the House-
ward, and he is opening the Camels, and he is giving straw 
and fodder to the Camels, and dual-waters to wash his 
feet-pair, and the feet-pair of the Mortal-men who are 

תא -himself. 33 And he-is-placing5 to his faces to eat, and 

Notice the conjunction “and” in the Proverb. The ring of gold is the 
beautiful woman, and she who turns aside judgment is the swine. 

 

Stall Fed 

5 WHAT IS READ VS. WHAT IS WRITTEN (QERE VS. 
KETIV) 
In many places in the Hebrew scriptures two words are supplied: 

[ םשייו ] ( םַׂ֤שּוּיַו ) 
The one in parenthesis is an alternative reading found in the margins 
of the old Masorete manuscripts. It is assumed by many that this was 
done by the Masoretes, although the origins of this practice is 
uncertain. Two ideas are that it was done as a means of making 
“corrections” without erasing the original written text or it may be due 
to an ancient collation of manuscripts that had variant readings. The 
FLT translation adheres to what is written (the ketiv) in every case.  

The Pulpit Commentary on this word to set/place notes “if the Kethib 
[what is written] be preferred, then םֶׂשיַּיַו  is the fur. Qal of םַׂשָי , 
signifying, and he set”. This unique construct of the verb he is setting is 
found here and in Gen. 50:26 and has been conjectured to be a special 
passive or intransitive form, to be set/to be placed. Gesenius was uncertain 
himself and commented on these two verses,  

“A passive of Qal from םיִׂש  may perhaps be seen in םֶׂשיִּ֫יַו  Gen. 50:26 

(also Gen. 24:33 Ketiv םשייו , Qerê םָׂשּוּיַו )…The explanation of םשיי  
as a passive of Qal arising from yiysam, = yuysam (so Barth, ibid., note 
1), is certainly also unconvincing, so that the correctness of the 
traditional reading is open to question.” 

Cf. The Origins of Ketiv-Qere Readings by Michael Graves in TC: A 
Journal of Biblical Textual Criticism (ISSN 1089-7747) 
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he is saying, `I am not eating until if I have ordered my 
words.`  

And he is saying, `Order.`  

A Story Repeated 

34 And he is saying, 1 `A slave of Father-of-Tumult is 
myself, 35 and YAHWEH has kneeled תֶא -my master 
exceedingly, and he has grown great, and he is giving to-
himself a sheep, and a ploughing-one, and a silver-one, 
and gold, and men-slaves, and slavewomen, and camels, 
and asses. 36 And ContentiousWoman is bearing, a 
woman of my master, a builder to my master, the back-
ones of her old age, and he is giving to-himself the whole 
of whom is to-himself. 37 `And he has caused-to-seven-
myself my master, to say, You are not taking a woman 
to my builder from built-ones of the Humbled, of whom 
myself is sitting in his earth. 38 If not, toward house of 
my father you are walking, and toward my family, and 
you have taken a woman to my builder. 39 `And I am 
saying toward my master, perhaps the woman is not 
walking the back of me? 40 And he is saying toward me, 
YAHWEH, whom I have walked-about to his faces, is 
sending forth his messenger near you, and he has caused 
to succeed your road, and you have taken a woman to 
my builder from my family, and from house of my 
father. 41 At that time you are clean from my curse,2 for 
you are coming in toward my family, and if they are not 
giving to-yourself. And you HAVE BECOME clean from 
my curse.  

42 `And I am coming in the Hot-one toward the Eye, 
and I am saying, YAHWEH, elohe my master Father-of-
Tumult, if there is of yourself,3 now, one causing to 
succeed my road, which myself is he-who-walks upon 
her,4 43 behold myself standing upon the eye of the 
Dual-Waters, and he HAS BECOME the Veiled-Maiden5 
Going-Out6 to draw. And I have said toward her, cause 
me to drink, now, a little bit of dual-waters from your jar. 

 
1 The mystery of this story being repeated is in how a lot of the dialogue 
is in the incomplete action tense of Hebrew. Why is the Slave telling a 
completed story using incomplete action verbs rather than the complete 
action form? Is he being haphazard with his word choices or 
intentionally changing between the two? 

2 CURSE 

Strong’s #423, alah. a curse. “Oath” does not do this word justice. The 
context here obviously shows that this is something not clean. The root 
verb is alah (#422) to swear, curse. The point of an “oath” is to bind 
someone, regardless. 

“YAHWEH, your elohe, the whole of the Curses [alah] of These 
ones over your enemies and over those who hate thee…” Deut. 30:7 
literal 

“Upon thus a curse [alah] has eaten the earth…” Isaiah 24:6 
literal 

“And the Priest has written the Curses [alah] of These ones in the 
Book, and he has wiped out toward dual-waters of the Bitterness.” 
Numbers 5:23 literal  

3 Strong’s #3426, yesh. There be, there is. This is the word more akin to 
the English to exist which is not the same as “to be”. Yesh + second 
person singular suffix = there is of yourself 

44 And she has said toward me, Also yourself drink, and 
also to your camels I am drawing—himself is the 
Woman whom YAHWEH has justified to a builder of my 
master.  

45 ̀ Myself, before I am ending to order toward my heart, 
and behold Stall-Fed going out, and her jar is upon her 
shoulder, and she is descending the Eye-ward, and is 
drawing. And I am saying toward her, cause me to drink, 
now. 46 And she is hastening and is causing to descend 
her jar from upon herself and she is saying, Drink, and 
also your camels I am causing to drink. And I am 
drinking, and also the Camels she has caused to drink. 
47 `And I am asking תֶא -her, and I am saying, Built-one 
of who is yourself? And she is saying, Built-one of 
Destroyed-of-El, builder of Snorter, whom Queen has 
borne to-himself. And I am putting the Ring upon her 
nostril, and the Bracelets upon her hands.  

48 And I am bending over, and I am bowing-down 
myself to YAHWEH, and I am kneeling תֶא -YAHWEH, 
elohe, my master Father-of-Tumult, who has guided me 
in a road of true-one, to take תֶא -a built-one of a brother 
of my master to his builder. 49 `And now, if there exists 
of yourselves one-who-makes a kind-one and a true-one 
near my master, front to-myself. And if not, front to-
myself. And I may face upon the right or upon the left.`  

50 And White is facing, also Destroyed-of-El, and they 
are saying, `From YAHWEH has gone out the Word; we 
are not able to order toward yourself ruined-one or good 
one. 

Behold your Woman, Take and Walk 

51 Behold, Stall-Fed is to the faces of yourself, take and 
walk, and may she BECOME a woman to a builder of your 
master, when YAHWEH has ordered.` 52 And HE IS 
BECOMING when a slave of Father-of-Tumult has heard 

תֶא -their words, and he is bowing-down himself earth-
ward to YAHWEH. 53 And the Slave is causing to go out 

4 Hebrew ָה יֶֽלָע ]ֵ֥לֹה  יִ֖כֹנָא  רֶׁ֥שֲא  יִּ֔כְרַּד  ַח  יִ֣לְצַמ . Myself + participle him-who-
walks + over + feminine suffix. Jesus says this also, 

“the Jesus is saying to him, ‘Myself [ego] is the road, and the truth, 
and the zoe-life; no one comes toward the Father if not through 
myself.” John 14:6 literal 

Road = walk over, truth = support pillar, zoe-life = ?  

5 Strong’s #5959. Almah, young woman (ripe sexually; maid or newly 
married); — Genesis 24:43 (J), Exodus 2:8 (E), Proverbs 30:19; Isaiah 
7:14; plural תֹומָלֲע  Psalm 68:26; Songs 1:3; Songs 6:8; תֹומָלֲֿעלַע  to (the 
voice of) young women, 1 Chronicles 15:20; Psalm 9:1. Feminine 
counterpart word to elem, young man, which is used in 1 Sam 17:56 and 
20:22. The Hebrew root alam (#5956) means something kept out of 
sight, veiled, hidden, concealed. The masculine elem (#5958) would infer 
the same hidden man that Peter wrote about to the “women”: 

“…but the hidden man of the heart, in the incorruptible of the meek 
and tranquil which is, in the face of the God, very costly.” 1 Peter 3:4 
literal 

6 As like a title, Hebrew תאֵ֣צֹּיַה ֙הָמְלַעָֽה   ha-almah ha-yotset. 
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finished-articles1 of a silver-one, and finished-articles of 
a gold-one, and garments-of-treachery,2 and he is giving 
to Stall-Fed, and he has given precious-things3 to her 
brother and to her mother.  

54 And they are eating and drinking, himself and the 
Mortal-men who are with him, and they are lodging, and 
they are standing up in the Dawn. And he is saying, 
`Send me forth to my master.` 55 And he is saying her 
brother, and her mother,4 `The Girl is sitting near 
ourselves days or ten, the back she is walking.` 56 And 
he is saying toward them, `Do not you-all remain-
behind5 תֶא -me. And YAHWEH has caused to succeed my 
road. Send me forth, and I may walk to my master.` 57 
And they are saying, `May we call to the Girl, and may 
we ask תֶא -her mouth.` 58 And they are calling-out to 
Stall-Fed, and are saying toward her, `Do you walk with 
the Man of This one?` And she is saying, `I am walking.`  

59 And they are sending forth תֶא -Stall-Fed their sister, 
and תֶא -she-nursing-her,6 and תֶא -a slave of Father-of-
Tumult, and תֶא -his mortal-men. 60 And they are 
kneeling תֶא -Stall-Fed, and are saying to-herself, `Our 
sister is yourself, BECOME you to thousands of myriads, 

 
1 THE FINISHED ARTICLES 

 Strong’s #3627, keli. An article, vessel, implement. From the root kalah 
(#3615) to be complete, finished, ended. Can be utensils, vessels, or military 
weapons and shields. Indicative of what it means to be formed or 
fashioned, as we are fashioned into vessels, 

“You are ruining them in a rod of iron, like a finished-article [keli] of 
one-who-forms, you are shattering them.” Psalm 2:9 literal 

“I am forgotten like a dying-one from a heart, I HAVE BECOME like 
a finished-article [keli] of a perishing-one.” Psalm 31:12 literal 

“…you have fallen like finished-articles [keli] of desire.” Jeremiah 
25:34 literal 

“Israel is swallowed up, now they have become in the Nations like a 
finished-article [keli] of no delight in-himself” Hosea 8:8 literal 

“Also myself may throw you in a finished-article [keli] of a wine-skin, 
your truth elohe, I may pluck to-yourself in a holy lyre.” Psalm 71:22 
literal 

2 Strong’s #899, beged. Treachery, garments. This word for garment has 
an important underlying meaning. It is specifically used of treachery in 
Isaiah 24:16 and Jeremiah 12:1 and is from the root verb bagad (#898) 
meaning to act or deal treacherously.  

3 Strong’s #4030, migdanah. Precious, excellent, eminent thing. This is the 
feminine of meged (#4022) excellent or choice thing. 

“And from the head of the mountains of the front, and from choice-
things [meged] of the age-during hills.” Deuteronomy 33:15 literal 

“Awaken hidden-one, and come in right-one, cause to breath my 
enclosure, his spices are flowing, my beloved is coming in to his 
enclosure, and he is eating fruits of his choice-things [meged].” 
Songs 4:16 literal 

“And their father is giving to-themselves abundant gifts to silver and to 
gold and to precious-things [migdanah] with fortified cities in 
Judah…” 2 Chronicles 21:3 literal 

and your seed is inheriting תֶא -the gate of those-who-
hate-him.`  

61 And Stall-Fed is standing up, and her girls, and they 
are riding upon the Camels, and are walking the back of 
the Man. And the Slave is taking תֶא -Stall-Fed, and he is 
walking. 

62 And He-Laughs has come in from coming in Well to 
the Living One of Sight; and himself sitting in the earth 
of the Dry-South. 63 And He-Laughs is going out to 
sink7 in the Field,8 to face the dusk, and he is lifting up 
his eyes, and he is seeing, and behold, camels are those-
who-come-in.  

64 And Stall-Fed is lifting up her eyes, and she is seeing 
תֶא -He-Laughs, and she is falling9 from upon the Camel.  

The Slave in Between 

65 And she is saying toward the Slave, `Who is the Man 
of This-one-further?10 The One-who-walks in the Field 
to meet us?` And the Slave is saying, `Himself is my 
master.` And she is taking the Veil, and is covering 
herself. 66 And the Slave is recording to He-Laughs תֶא -
the whole of the Words which he has made. 67 And He-
Laughs is causing her to come in the Tent-ward of 

4 He is saying, her brother and her mother. These unified 
statements are telling us of a “oneness”… 

5 Hebrew ּו֣רֲחַאְּת . Incomplete second-person plural of to remain behind, 
tarry, loiter. Strong’s #309. 

6 Hebrew ּהָּ֑תְקִנֵמ  meniqtah. From Strong’s #3243, yanaq. To suck. 
Causatively to give milk, nurse. This is a causative (Hiphil) participle 
feminine singular construct, she-causing-to-suck (i.e. she who nurses) + 
feminine singular suffix -ּה -ah. Verb suffixes and verb participle 
suffixes ≠ a possessive suffix that I am aware of. They signify the 
object of the action. Rendering this as “her nurse” rather than 
“nursing-her” is a mistranslation. Another example of the participle, 

“And his sister is saying toward a built-one of Pharaoh, do I walk 
and have called-out to-yourself a woman who-nurses [meneqet] 
from the Hebrewesses…” Exodus 2:7 literal  

7 Strong’s #7742, ַחּוׂש  suach. No one knows the true definition of this 
word but conjecture that it means to meditate or some such. It is said to 
be the only occurrence in the Bible. However, there is this word ַחּוׁש  
shuach (#7743) to sink down which is the closest. Actually the letters 
are exactly the same. 

“For our breath has sunk down [shuach] to dust, our belly has 
cleaved to the earth.” Psalm 44:25 literal 

8 Consider that Jesus “descends” into the “deep” (Romans 10:7),  

9 The Hebrew word tiphal means “she falls”. See Strong’s #5307. Every 
other usage is translated that way. Judges 6:20, “the wall fell down flat”, 
Ruth 2:10, “she fell on her faces”, etc. 1 Samuel 25:23 literally reads,  

“And Abigail is seeing David, and she is hastening and is 
descending [Heb. tered, Strong’s #3381] from over the male-
ass, and is falling [tiphal] to the faces of David over her faces, and 
earth is bowing down.”  

Remember, Abigail was the “prudent and understanding” woman of 
David (1 Sam. 25:3). 

10 The unique pronoun hallazeh (#1976) is used here which means 
this-one yonder. Compound from hallah (#1973) which means out-there, 
yonder, further. It is only used twice. The other context is when the 
brothers of Joseph say, Here comes this-one-further dreamer!  
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ContentiousWoman his mother, and he is taking תֶא -
Stall-Fed, and SHE IS to-himself to a woman, and he is 
loving her, and He-Laughs is being consoled the back of 
his mother.  

CHAPTER 25  

1 And Father-of-Tumult is adding and is taking a 
woman, and her name is Incense.1 2 And she is bearing 
to-himself תֶא -Musical,2 and תֶא -Snare-Layer,3 and תֶא -
Strife,4 and תֶא -Contentious,5 and תֶא -Left-Alone,6 and 

תֶא -Sunk.7 

3 And Snare-Layer has begotten Seven and Low-
Country. And the builders of Low-Country HAVE 
BECOME Successful-ones,8 and Hammered-ones,9 and 
United-ones.10 4 And the builders of Contentious are 
Gloomy,11 and Fawn,12 and Trained, and My-Father-
Perceives,13 and El-Perceives,14 the whole of these are 
builders of Incense. 

5 And Father-of-Tumult is giving תֶא -the whole which is 
to-himself to He-Laughs. 6 And to the builders of the 
Concubines whom are to Father-of-Tumult, Father-of-
Tumult has given gifts, and he is sending them forth 
from-upon He-Laughs his builder, in the continuance of 
ourselves15 a living-one, front-ward [eastward], toward an 
earth of the front [east].  

 
1 Strong’s #6989, Qeturah. Same as qetoreth (#7004) smoke, incense, 
odor of sacrifice. 

2 Strong’s #2175, Zimran. From zamar (#2167) to make music. 
Properly to touch the strings or parts of a musical instrument, play it. 

3 Strong’s #3370. Jokshan. From #3369, yaqosh, to lay bait, lure, snare 

4 Strong’s 4091, Medan. From medan (#4090) discord, strife. 

5 Strong’s #4080, Midyan. “Midianites” From #4079, midyan, 
brawling, contention. This we noted earlier regarding Sarah, who was 
clearly contentious and angry with Hagar, in Genesis 17:15, 

“Good sits in an earth of wilderness, from a woman [eshet] of 
contentions and anger.” Proverbs 21:19 literal 

6 Strong’s #3435, Yishbaq. From #7662 shebaq, He leaves, or let alone. 

7 Strong’s #7744, Shuach. From shuach (#743) to sink down. 

8 Strong’s #805, Asshurim. From ashar (#833) to go straight, advance, 
succeed, be happy. 

9 Strong’s #3912, Letushim. From latash (#3913) to hammer (an edge), 
sharpen, whet. Basically forged swords. 

10 Strong’s #3817, Leummim. Plural form of leom (#3816), united-
ones. 

11 Strong’s Hebrew 5891: Ephah = gloomy 

12 Strong’s #6081, Epher. From opher (#6082) young hart, fawn, gazelle. 

13 Strong’s Hebrew 28: Abida or Abidah = my father knows 

14 Strong’s #420, Eldaah = God has known 

15 Hebrew ּוּנ ֶ֣דֹועְּב  be-owd-enu. The suffix is first person plural, 
although regarded by some as the “energetic nun” third person 
masculine, dictated by perceived context. This plural suffix is found 
over 2000 times in the Bible. Only a handful are “interpreted” as 
masculine singular. See note on Genesis 2:17. 

16 Masculine plural chayye יֵּ֥יַח  living ones. 

7 And these ones are the days of duplications of living 
ones16 of Father-of-Tumult, whom is a living-one,17 a 
hundred and seventy and five duplications. 8 And 
Father-of-Tumult is breathing out,18 and is dying in a 
good grey-one, old and satisfied, and is being gathered 
toward his people. 9 And He-Laughs and El-Hears his 
builders are burying תֶא -him toward a cave of 
Doublefold, toward the field of Fawn-Like, builder of 
Whiteness the Terrified, which is upon the faces of 
Mamre, 10 the Field which Father-of-Tumult has bought 
from תֶא -the builders of Terror there-ward has been 
buried Father-of-Tumult and ContentiousWoman his 
woman. 11 And HE IS BECOMING the back of the death 
of Father-of-Tumult, and elohim is kneeling He-Laughs 
his builder, and He-Laughs is sitting with Well to the 
Living One of Sight.  

12 And these ones are births of El-Hears, builder of 
Father-of-Tumult, whom Hagar the Egyptian, 
slavewoman of ContentiousWoman, has borne to 
Father-of-Tumult. 13 And these ones are the names of 
the builders of El-Hears, in their names, to their births: 
first-born of El-Hears is Fruitfulnesses, and Dark,19 and 
Disciplined-of-El, and Spice, 14 and Report,20 and 
Silence, and Burden,21 15 Sharp, and Dry-Country, 
Enclosed, Refreshed, and Precedence.22 16 These ones 
of themselves23 are builders of El-Hears, and these ones 
are their names, in their enclosures,24 and by their 

17 Genesis 3:16 - יָֽח ־לָּכ  םֵ֥א   = mother of all Life.  

Genesis 25:7 - יָ֑ח ־רֶׁשֲא םָ֖הָרְבַא  = Father-of-Tumult who is Life.  

The traditional KJV rendering, “And these are the days of the life of 
Abraham’s which he lived” is quite difficult to accept with respect 
to the literary nature of the Hebrew. The painstaking process of 
scribing and copying scripture in 2000 B.C. necessitated careful and 
purposeful writing. Redundancy and pointless words that don’t add 
to the thought would have been avoided. Modern translations are 
even more miserable when they decide to eliminate words altogether: 

“These are all the years of Abraham’s life that he lived, one hundred 
and seventy-five years.” – NASB 

“Abraham lived a hundred and seventy-five years.” – NIV 

“Abraham lived for 175 years,” – ISV, NLT 

“Abraham lived a total of 175 years.” – NET 

18 Strong’s #1478, gava. To breath out. Also verse 17. 

19 Strong’s #6938, Qedar. From qadar (#6937) to be dark, swaryour. 

“the sky grew dark [qadar] with clouds…” 1 Kin. 18:45 

20 Strong’s #4854, Mishma. From mishma (#4926) something heard.  

21 Silence and Burden. These two “names” (Massa and Dumah) 
appear in Isaiah, 

A burden of silence. Toward me is him-calling-out from Hairy, 
‘Guarding-one, what from the night? Guarding-one, what from the 
night?” Isaiah 21:11 literal 

22 Strong’s #6929, Qedemah. From qadam (#6923) to be in front, 
precede. 

23 Hebrew םֵ֞ה הֶּלֵ֣א  . Two pronouns together these-ones + them.  

24 Strong’s #2691, chatser. Enclosure, court 
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battlements,1 double ten exalted-ones to their united-
ones. 17 And these ones are the duplications of living 
ones2 of Ishmael, a hundred and thirty of a duplication 
and seven duplications. And he is breathing out, and he 
is dying, and he is being gathered toward his people.  

18 And they are dwelling from Circle3 until Wall, which 
is upon the faces of Dual-Siege, as you come in Straight-
ward upon the faces of the whole of his brothers he has 
fallen.4 

19 And these ones are births of He-Laughs, builder of 
Father-of-Tumult. Father-of-Tumult has begotten He-
Laughs. 20 And HE IS BECOMING He-Laughs a builder 
of forty of a duplication in his taking תֶא -Stall-Fed, built-
one of Destroyed-of-El the Castle-Dweller,5 from 
Highland-Castle,6 sister of White the Castle-Dweller, to-
himself to a woman. 21 And He-Laughs is making 
entreaty to YAHWEH to-opposite-of7 his woman, for 
plucked-up is himself. And YAHWEH is being entreated 
to-himself, and Stall-Fed his woman is conceiving.  

22 And the Builders are crushing themselves8 in her 
inner-part, and she is saying, `If so—why is this one 
myself?` And she is walking to seek תֶא -YAHWEH.  

Double Ones - Myself 

 
Prepared and Heel 

 
1 Strong’s #2918, tirah. A battlement, encampment, or tower. “Feminine of 
(an equivalent to) tuwr; a wall; hence, a fortress or a hamlet -- (goodly) 
castle, habitation, palace, row.” See Songs 8:9.  

2 Masculine plural chayye יֵּ֥יַח  living ones. 

3 Where the good gold is, Genesis 2:11 

4 Naphal, he has fallen. The sense is, “over the faces of his brothers he 
has fallen.” Cf. Genesis 11:28. 

5 Strong’s #761 Arammi. City name from Aram (#758) citadel, castle. 

6 Strong’s #6307, Paddan-Aram. Plataeu, highland + Citadel/Castle. 

7 Strong’s #5227, nokach. Preposition to + over against, opposite, in front 
of.  

8 Strong’s #7533, ratsats. Hithpael reflexive. To crush, break in pieces. 

9 From Strong’s #553, amets. To be stout, alert, bold, courageous. This 
statement is interpreted to be a comparison, i.e. one is bolder than the 
other. This however, as in many other cases, is conjecture based on the 
preposition from.  

10 TAOMIM – DOUBLE ONES 

Strong’s #8380. Taomim. The word taom means double (like a curtain 
is folded/doubled over in Ex. 26:24. The root verb properly means to 
be complete and thus is used of a single curtain folded and the breasts 
(twins of a gazelle) of the bride in Song of Songs. This would seem to 
infer that a complete whole is made up of something doubled. I.e double-
edged sword. It is only found in the plural and thus should be rendered 
doubles or double-ones. 

23 And YAHWEH is saying to-herself, `Double nations 
are in your belly, and double united-ones from 
your bowels are being divided; and a united-one 
from a united-one is being bold;9 and the 
abundant one is serving the little one.`  

24 And her days to bear are being filled, and behold, 
double-ones10 are in her womb. 25 And the First one is 
going out ruddy the whole of himself like a cloak of hair, 
and they are calling-out his name Prepared.11 26 And the 
back of an upright his brother has gone out, and his hand 
is her-grasping12 in the heel of Prepared.  

The Heel 

And he is calling-out his name Heel.13 And He-Laughs is 
a builder of sixty of a duplication in her bearing תֶא -them. 
27 And the Scattered-ones are growing great, and HE IS 
Prepared a man, he-who-perceives a hunter, a man of 
the field. And Heel is a man of completeness,14 him-
sitting tents.15 28 And He-Laughs is loving תֶא -Prepared, 
for a hunter16 is in his mouth; and Stall-Fed is loving תֶא -
Heel.  

11 Strong’s #6215, Esav. From the root asah (#6213) to make, prepare. 
(said to be in the sense of handling (?). Perhaps it simply means 
Prepared/Made. Prepared is Prepared. 

12 The Scripture is incredibly choosy and deliberate with its words. This 
is the feminine singular participle verb – she who grasps or her seizing. 
Yad, the hand, is the feminine subject. Strong’s #270, achaz. To grasp, 
take hold. Very particular to the hand.  

13 Heel is the Heel. Who is calling-out his name? Himself? Yaaqob is 
from aqeb #6119 heel. Also used for horse hoof, and the “heel” of an 
army. Some places this word has been obscured, 

“Which they have reproached those-hating-you, YAHWEH, which they 
have reproached the heels [aqeb] of your anointed one. 

“If you do not know to-yourself, the Beautiful one in the Women, 
follow to-yourself in the heels of the Sheep, and tend your goat-kids over 
the tabernacles of the Overseers.” Song. 1:8 literal 

If you’ve made it this far, congratulations. I will tell you 
a little secret. “Prepared” is your old self. “Heel” is your 
new self, the new creation. Twins. 
14 Strong’s #8535, tam. Complete. From tamam (#8552) to be complete, 
finished. 

15  Participle masculine singular, to sit, dwell. Him-sitting or him-dwelling 
tents. There is no preposition in here. 

16 The same word tsayid (#6718) is said to mean both hunter and hunted, 
as contradictory as that sounds. This translation does not render these 
words as “hunted” since the root verb (#6679) means to hunt and not 
“to be hunted”.  
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Sell the Whole of What He Has 

29 And Heel is boiling a boiling,1 and Prepared is coming 
in from the Field, and himself is faint. 30 And Prepared 
is saying toward Heel, `Cause me to swallow, now, from 
out of the Red one the Red one2 of This one, for faint is 
myself.` Upon thus he has called-out his name Red. 31 
And Heel is saying, `Sell her as the Hot-one3 תֶא -your 
firstborn4 to-myself.` 32 And Prepared is saying, 
`Behold, myself is him-walking to die, and what is this 
one to myself a firstborn?` 33 And Heel is saying, `Seven 
her to myself like the Hot-one.` And he is sevening to-
himself, and is selling תֶא -his firstborn to Heel. 34 And 
Heel has given to Prepared a bread and a boiling of 
lentils, and he is eating, and he is drinking, and he is 
standing up, and he is walking, and Prepared is despising 
the Firstborn.5  

CHAPTER 26  

1 And HE IS BECOMING a hungry-one in the Earth, from-
to a separation of the First Hungry-one whom HAS 
BECOME in the days of Father-of-Tumult.  

And He-Laughs is walking toward Father-King, king of 
Philistines, to Dragged. 2 And YAHWEH is being seen 
toward him, and he is saying, `Do not descend Dual-
Siege-ward. Dwell in the Earth of which I am saying 
toward you. 3 Offroad in the Earth of This one, and I AM 
BECOMING with you, and I am kneeling you, for to-
yourself and to your seed I am giving תֶא -the whole of 
the Earths of These ones, and I have caused to stand up 
the Sevened-Oath which I have sevened to Father-of-
Tumult your father. 4 And I have abounded your seed 
like stars of the Dual-Heavens, and I have given to your 
seed תֶא -the whole the Earths of These ones, and the 
whole of the nations of the Earth have kneeled 
themselves in your seed. 5 Because of whom Father-of-
Tumult has heard in My voice, and is guarding my guard, 

 
1 Strong’s #5138, nazid. Something boiled. Stemming from the verb to 
boil (#5138). 

2 Definite article he + adjective masculine singular adom = the Red one 
or the Ruddy one. Strong’s #122. Likened to blood, 

“And they are shouldering-up in the Dawn, and the Sun she-is-
breaking-forth over the Dual-Waters, and the Moabites are seeing 
from-opposite side תֶא -the Dual-Waters are red [adom] like the 
Blood.” 2 Kings 3:22 literal 

3 Hebrew םוֹּ֛יַכ ה  ָ֥רְכִמ . To sell + feminine singular suffix. Preposition 
like/as + definite article hot-one. 

4 Strong’s #1062, bekorah. This is the feminine of bakar, first-born or 
firstling. The abstract idea of “birthright” is conjecture. James Strong 
admits “abstractly primogeniture - birthright”. It us used concretely in 
Genesis 4:4 “firstborns of his sheep” and also Deuteronomy 12:6, 
12:17, 14:23, and 21:17. 

5 The (prophetic) words of Jesus were,  

“Having heard then the Jesus said to him, Yet one to yourself is 
destitute, sell the whole as much as you have, and distribute to poor 
ones and you will have a treasure-chest in the dual-heavens, and until-
now follow myself.” Luke 18:22 literal 

my commandments, my engravings, and my thrown-
ones.`6 

6 And He-Laughs is sitting in Dragged. 7 And mortal-
men of the Standing-place are asking to his woman, and 
he is saying, `My sister is himself.` For he has feared to 
say, `My woman—lest the mortal-men of the Standing-
place are slaying me upon Stall-Fed, that a good one of 
sight is herself.` 8 And HE IS BECOMING, for the Days 
have been long to-himself there, and Father-King king 
of Philistines is looking down from-the back of the 
perforation,7 and he is seeing, and behold, He-Laughs is 
laughing תֶא -Stall-Fed8 his woman. 9 And Father-King is 
calling-out to He-Laughs, and he is saying, ̀ Only behold, 
himself is your woman and only you have said, My sister 
is himself?` and He-Laughs is saying toward him, `For I 
have said, Lest I die upon her.` 10 And Father-King is 
saying, `What is this one you have made to-ourselves? 
Like a little one9 he has laid down the one of the People 

תֶא -your woman, and you have caused to come in upon 
us a guilty-one.`  

11 And Father-King is laying-charge on תֶא -the whole of 
the People, to say, `The One-Touching in the Man of 
This one or in his woman, dying he is being put to death.` 
12 And He-Laughs is sowing in the Earth of Himself,10 
and he is finding in the Of a duplication of Himself11 a 
hundred measures,12 and YAHWEH is kneeling him. 13 
And the Man is growing-great, and he is walking, walking 
and growing-great, until for he has grown great 
exceedingly. 14 And HE IS BECOMING to-himself 
bought-one of a sheep and a bought-one of a ploughing-
one, and a slave of abundance, and Philistines are 
envious of תֶא -him. 15 And the whole of the Wells which 
the slaves of his father have dug in the days of Father-

Scarcely has anyone ever taken his words literally, as far as selling all 
their material goods, and never will, for its quite impossible. His words 
are concealing something, and not plain speech. Understanding it 
means thinking about who it is that purchases it. 

6 My watch. Strong’s #4931, mishmereth, a guard, a watch, function. 
This is a noun derived from the masculine counterpart mishmar 
(#4929) prison, guard, watch, confinement. Both from the verb shamar, to 
guard, watch. Thrown-ones, see note Gen. 29:35 

7 Why mention only a “window” in this narrative and not a building? 
Was he looking down from a tower? A house? We are not told. The 
important thing to know apparently is that he looked down from 
behind a perforation/hole. 

8 The mark of accusative would imply Isaac laughing at Rebekah. Or 
mocking her. The preposition with is an added word in all the 
translations. 

9 Hebrew טַעְמִּכ , ki-me’at. Preposition like/as + adjective masculine 
little/few. 

10 Hebrew אוִ֖הַה ץֶרָ֥אָה  , ha-eretz ha-hu. The mystery masculine 
pronoun + definite article is used with the feminine noun “Earth”. 

11 Hebrew אוִ֖הַה ץֶרָ֥אָה  , ha-eretz ha-hu. The mystery masculine 
pronoun + definite article is used with the feminine noun “Earth”. 

12 i.e. a hundredfold. 
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of-Tumult his father, Philistines have shut-up them,1 and 
are filling them of a dust. 16 And Father-King is saying 
toward He-Laughs, `Walk from with ourselves, for you 
have become exceedingly mightier from-ourselves.` 17 
And He-Laughs is walking from there, and he is 
bending-down in the torrent-valley of Dragged, and is 
sitting there.  

 
Chanah, to bend down, incline. Related to chanan (#2603) which to 

stoop or bend down in kindness, the underlying meaning of 
“kindness/favor” chen (#2580). “Favor” refers to an act of stooping. 
The “inclining down” has always been interpreted for “pitching a tent”. 

18 And He-Laughs is turning back, and is digging תֶא -the 
wells of the Dual-Waters which they have dug in the days 
of Father-of-Tumult his father, which Philistines are 
shutting them up the back of the death of Father-of-
Tumult, and he is calling-out to-themselves names 
according to the Names which his father called-out to-
themselves.  

19 And the slaves of He-Laughs are digging in the 
torrent-valley, and they are finding there a well of the 
dual-waters of dual-life.2 20 And those-who-tend of 
Dragged are wrestling3 with those-who-tend of He-
Laughs, to say, `To-ourselves is the Dual-Waters.` And 
he is calling-out the name of the Well `Pressed` for they 
have pressed themselves with him. 

Sitnah 

21 And they are digging a well of a back-one, and they 
are wrestling also upon her, and he is calling-out her 
name `Sitnah.`4 22 And he is departing from there, and 
is digging a well of a back-one, and they have not 
wrestled upon her, and he is calling-out her name 
Broadways, and is saying, `For now YAHWEH has 
enlarged to-ourselves, and we have been fruitful in the 
Earth.`  

23 And he is ascending from there to Well of Seven. 24 
And YAHWEH is being seen toward him in the Night-

 
1 Strong’s #5640, satham. To stop up, to shut up. This is the closest to 
the idea of censorship. It is used in the sense of sealing up words, 
concealing, etc. 

“…shut up [satham] the Words and seal up the Book…” Daniel 
12:4 literal 

םיִּיַח 2  chayyim 

3 Strong’s #7378, rib. To toss, grapple. “Striving” is a less concrete 
rendering of this word and doesn’t do it justice. 

4 Strong’s #7856, הָנְטִׂש  Sitnah. The feminine of “Satan” #7854 ןָטָׂש . 
Satan means adversary, accuser. The Lexicons are oddly silent on the 
etymological relationship to Satan. Sitnah is found in one other place, 

 “And in the reign of Ahasuerus in the piercing of his reign, they have 
written an accusation [sitnah] over those-sitting Judah and 
Jerusalem.” Ezra 4:6 literal 

Probably shouldn’t overlook this. 

ward of Himself, and he is saying, `Myself, elohe Father-
of-Tumult your father, do not be fearing, for תא -yourself 
is myself, and I have kneeled you, and have abounded 

תֶא -your seed, in account of Father-of-Tumult my slave.` 
25 and he is building there a slaughtering-place, and is 
calling-out in the name of YAHWEH, and he is stretching-
out there his tent, and the slaves of He-Laughs are 
digging a well there.  

26 And Father-King has walked toward him from 
Dragged, and Grasped5 his companion, and Mouth-of-
the-Whole, prince of his army. 27 And He-Laughs is 
saying toward them, `Of What-perception have ye come 
in toward me, and yourselves have hated תֶא -me, and you 
are sending me from תֶא -yourselves?` 28 And they are 
saying, `Seeing, we have seen, for HE HAS BECOME 
YAHWEH with yourself, and we are saying, `She IS 
BECOMING, now, a curse6 between ourselves, between 
ourselves and between you, and let us cut off a cut-out-
one with yourself. 29 If you are making with ourselves 
a ruined-one,7 as when8 we have not touched you, and 
as when we have made with yourself only a good one, 
then we are sending you in peace. Yourself is now he-
who-is-kneeled of YAHWEH.`  

They Were Eating and Drinking 

30 And he is making to-themselves a drink, and they are 
eating and drinking, 31 and they are shouldering up in 
the Dawn, and are sevening themselves, a man to his 
brother, and He-Laughs is sending them forth, and they 
are walking from תֶא -him in peace. 32 And HE IS 
BECOMING in the Hot-one of Himself, and the slaves 
He-Laughs are coming in and are exposing to-himself 
upon the causes of the Well which they have dug, and 
are saying to-himself, `We have found dual-waters.` 33 
And he is calling-out תֶא -her Seventh,9 upon thus the 
name of the City is Well of Seven, until the Hot-one of 
This one.  

Prepared’s Woman is a Jew 

34 And HE IS BECOMING Prepared a builder of forty of 
a duplication, and he is taking a woman, תֶא -Jewess,10 
built-one of My-Well the Terrified, and תֶא -Fragrance,11 
built-one of Ram12 the Terrified. 35 And THEY ARE 

5 Strong’s #276, Achuzzath. From achaz (#270) to grasp, take hold of 
(with a hand) 

6 Strong’s #423, alah. See note on Genesis 24:41. 

7 Strong’s #7451, ra’ah. Feminine adjective for evil, ruined-one.  

8 Hebrew preposition -ַכ, as when or according to/like 

9 Strong’s #7656, Shibah, seventh. From sheba (#7651) seven. 

10 Strong’s #3067, Yehudith. Feminine of Yehudi (#3064) Jewish. 
Also adjective yehudith, #3066, jewish. This identity is directly from 
the tribe of Judah. 

11 Strong’s #1315, Basemath. Perfume, fragrance. From bosem (#1314) 
spice, balsam, balsam tree. 

12 Strong’s #352, יֵאd֖ן  aylon. From ayil לִיַא  (#352), a ram, chief, leader, 
terebinth. “From the same as ‘uwl; properly, strength; hence, anything 
strong; specifically a chief” 
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BECOMING a bitter one of wind to He-Laughs and to 
Stall-Fed.1 

CHAPTER 27  

1 And HE IS BECOMING, for old is He-Laughs, and his 
eyes have grown weak from seeing, and he is calling-out 

תֶא -Prepared his builder the Great one, and he is saying 
toward him, `My builder`  

and he is saying toward him, `Behold-me.`  

2 And he is saying, `Behold, now, I have become old, I 
have not perceived the hot-one of my death. 3 And lift 
up, now, your articles, your quiver, and your bow, and 
go out in the Field, and hunt her to-myself a hunted-
one,2 4 and make to-myself tasteful things, such as when 
I have loved, and cause her to come in to-myself, and I 
am eating, in account of my breath kneeling you, before 
I am dying.` 

5 And Stall-Fed is hearing while He-Laughs is ordering 
toward Prepared his builder; and Prepared is walking to 
the Field to hunt a hunter3—to cause to come in. 6 And 
Stall-Fed has ordered toward Heel her builder, to say, 
`Behold, I have heard תֶא -your father, the one-speaking 
toward Prepared your brother, to say, 7 Cause her to 
come in4 to-myself a hunter, and make to-myself tasteful 
things, and I am eating, and kneeling you to the faces of 
YAHWEH to the faces of my death. 8 `And now, my 
builder, hear in my voice, to-whom is myself5 the one-
commanding6 תֶא -you. 9 Walk, now, toward the Sheep, 
and take to-myself from there two good kids of the 
goats, and I am making תֶא -them tasteful things to your 
father, such as when he has loved. 10 And you have 

 
1 Isaac and Rebekah have let a root of bitterness take hold in 
themselves. 

2 Hebrew tsedah, feminine noun for hunter. 

3 Now the noun is in the masculine. 

“Behold-me sending forth to fishers abundant, an oracle of YAHWEH, 
and they have fished them, and behind an upright I am sending forth to 
an abundance of hunters and they have hunted them from over the 
whole of a mountain, and from over the whole of a hill, and from the 
holes of the Craggy-Rock.” Jeremiah 16:16 literal 

4 Hebrew habi’ah. Hiphil to come in + third-person feminine suffix 

5 Hebrew רֶׁ֥שֲאַל , preposition to + who/which. This construct is found 
only 23 times. In nearly all cases it is clearly for a personal pronoun to 
whom.  

Hear in my voice to whom is myself. The Hebrew is repeated almost 
verbatim in Jeremiah 38:20,  רֵ֣בֹּד ֙יִנֲא רֶׁ֤שֲאַל הָ֗והְי לֹו֣קְּב אָ֣נ  עַֽמְֽׁש ,  

“Hear, now, in the voice of YAHWEH to whom is myself the one-
speaking…” Jeremiah 38:20 literal 

Normally a preposition follows the verb to hear to point us to the 
object, ּו֖רְמֹאי־רֶׁשֲא לֹ֥כְל םָ֔עָה לוֹ֣קְּב ֙עַמְׁש , hear in the voice of the people to the 
whole of which they are saying…” It seems more wordy than necessary, but 
it provokes us to more thought. 

6 Hebrew ה ָּ֥וַצְמ יִ֖נֲא  , myself the one-speaking or myself, she-speaking. Piel 
participle verb in the feminine singular. 

7 Strong’s #8163, sa’iyr. Hairy one, he-goat, satyr. The elders in the 2nd 
century BC translated this word as used in Isaiah 34:14 in the LXX as 

caused to come in to your father, and he has eaten, in 
account of whom he is kneeling you to the faces of his 
death.  

11 And Heel is saying toward Stall-Fed his mother, 
`Behold, Prepared my brother is a man hairy-one7, and 
myself is a smooth8 man, 12 perhaps my father is feeling 
me, and I HAVE BECOME in his eyes like him-who-
deceives, and have caused to come in upon myself an 
light-one,9 and not a kneeled-one.` 13 And his mother is 
saying to-himself, `Upon myself is your light-one, my 
builder, only hear my voice, and walk, take to-myself.` 14 
And he is walking, and is taking, and is causing to come 
in to his mother, and his mother is making tasteful 
things, such as when his father has loved.  

Putting off the Old, Putting on the New 

15 And Stall-Fed is taking תֶא -the treacherous-garments 
of Prepared her builder the Great one of the Desirable 
ones,10 which are תא -herself in the House, and she is 
clothing תֶא -Heel her builder the Small-one. 16 And תֶא -
the skins of the kids of the Goats she has clothed upon 
his hands, and on the portion11 of his neck, 17 and she 
is giving תֶא -the tasteful things, and תֶא -the Bread which 
she has made, in the hand of Heel her builder.  

18 And he is coming in toward his father, and he is 
saying, `My father.`  

And he is saying, `Behold-me, who is yourself, my 
builder?` 

ONOCENTAUROS, a half-man, half-donkey creature. This is related 
to the word Centaur, the half-man half-horse creature. The Azazel 
(Scapegoat) was to be a sa’iyr (hairy one) of the female goats in the 
Atonement rite in Leviticus 16. 

8 Strong’s #2509, chalaq. Smooth. Compare with these: “smoother 
[chalaq] than oil” Prov. 5:3. “smooth [stones] of the valley” Isaiah 
57:6 YLT. “And he taketh his staff in his hand, and chooseth for him 
five smooth stones from the brook” 1 Sam. 17:40 YLT. Smooth 
stones are such on account of one reason only: they live in a River bed. 
Smooth river stones are also clean stones, because they are “peeled”. 

“In the time a present is brought to YAHWEH of Armies, A nation 
drawn out and peeled [smooth].” Isaiah 18:7 literal.  

9 Hebrew qelalah, #7045. Feminine noun. From the root to make or be 
light, trifling (#7043). It is the opposite of heavy as used in 1 Kings 
12:10, 

“…thus you are saying to the People of This one who has ordered 
toward you to say, Your father has-caused-to-be-heavy תֶא -our yoke, 
and you must cause-to-be-light [qalal] from over ourselves 

10 Hebrew תֹ֔דֻמֲחַה ֙לֹדָּגַה  ּהָ֤נְּב  . Her builder the Great one of the Desirable 
ones. Desirable ones, desires. ha-hamudot, is a noun in the feminine 
plural + definite article. Strong’s #2532, chemdah, desires, pleasant ones, 
delights.  

“And to who is the whole of the desire [chemdat] of Israel? Is it 
not to yourself and to the whole of the house of your father?” 1 Sam. 
9:20 literal 

11 Strong’s #2513, chelqah. Portion of ground, a plot. Used mainly of 
pieces of land. 
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Isaac Likes Prepared 

19 And Heel is saying toward his father, `Myself is 
Prepared your first-born. I have made as when you have 
ordered toward me; stand up, now, sit,1 and eat2 from 
my hunter, in account of your breath kneeling me.` 20 
And He-Laughs is saying toward his builder, `What is 
this one you have made haste to find, my builder?` And 
he is saying, `For has caused to meet YAHWEH your 
elohe to my faces.`3  

21 And He-Laughs is saying toward Heel, `Draw near,4 
now, and I may feel you, my builder, whether yourself is 
this one, my builder Prepared, or if not.` 22 And Heel is 
drawing near toward He-Laughs his father, and he is 
feeling him, and he is saying, `The Voice is a voice of 
Heel, and the Hands are hands of Prepared.` 23 And he 
has not recognized him, for they HAVE BECOME his 
hands as the hands of Prepared his brother, hairy, and 
he is kneeling him, 24 and he is saying, `Yourself is this 
one, my builder Prepared.` And he is saying, `Myself.` 25 
And he is saying, `Cause her to draw near to-myself, and 
I may eat from the hunter of my builder, so that my 
breath she is kneeling you.` And he is causing to draw 
near to-himself, and he is eating. And he is causing to 
come in to-himself wine, and he is drinking. 

26 And is saying toward him, He-Laughs his father, 
`Draw near, now, and kiss5 to-myself, my 
builder.` 27 And he is drawing near, and he is 
kissing to-himself, and he is smelling תֶא -a smell 
of his treacherous-garments, and he is kneeling 
him, and is saying, `See, a smell of my builder is as 
a smell of a field which YAHWEH has kneeled 
him. 28 And the Elohim is giving to-yourself 
from the dew of the Dual-Heavens, and from the 
fatness of the Earth, and abundance of grain and 

 
1 THE “PARAGOGIC HAY” 

Hebrew qum na sebah. Stand up, now, sit. Interesting, no? What is 
going on? The verb sebah is in the masculine singular imperative, yet 
with a “feminine singular” suffix. This suffix is a mystery and thus 
given the label “paragogic hay”. According to unfoldingWord’s 
Hebrew Grammar, “The paragogic ה (hay) suffix can only attach to an 
imperative verb and most likely expresses some kind of added 
emphasis to the verb. However, the specific nature and meaning of 
this emphasis is unknown.” Gesenius doesn’t explain it (Cf. Gesenius’ 
Hebrew Grammar (§45 d). 

Opinions are varied and abstract or dull and often make these appear 
like pointless, wasted ink. The rule seems to be, if it is a mystery, it is 
likely just for emphasis or an idiomatic expression. Did God take 
ancient cultural human expressions with meanings which were 
impossible to preserve and use them for his Word? Did he inspire 
them? I do not believe there is any way to know an “expression” unless 
it is interpreted by the person or culture from which it comes. 
Expressions are culturally and verbally preserved. When the culture is 
gone, the true meanings are lost. Perhaps they are not idioms or poetic 
expressions at all? Many scholars like to fancy that the Hebrew 
Scriptures are meant to be pretty poetry and euphonic. Yet I must ask, 
What the hell for? Is it really God’s intention to save humanity through 
euphonic lullaby and enchant the rest to hell? What if they are literary 
codes meant for the reader, as in, “let the reader understand”? What if 
they are prophetic? What if the answer is the easiest one? 

new-wine.6 29 Peoples are serving you, and 
bowing-down themselves to-yourself, to united-
ones. Be you a master7 to your brothers, and the 
builders of your mother are bowing-down 
themselves to-yourself.8 Those-execrating you is 
him-execrated, and those-kneeling you is him-
kneeled.`  

30 And HE IS BECOMING as when He-Laughs has ended 
to kneel תֶא -Heel, and HE IS BECOMING yet coming out 
he has come out from תֶא -the faces of He-Laughs his 
father and Prepared his brother has come in from his 
hunter. 31 And he is making, also himself, tasteful things, 
and he is causing to come in to-his-father, and he is 
saying to-his-father, `My father is standing up, and he is 
eating from a hunter of his builder, in account of she is 
kneeling me, your breath.` 32 And He-Laughs his father 
is saying to-himself, `Who is yourself?` And he is saying, 
`Myself is your builder, your first-born, Prepared.` 33 
And He-Laughs is trembling a great trembling until 
exceedingly.  

And he is saying, `Who, then, is himself the One-
Hunting a hunter, and is causing to come in to-myself, 
and I am eating from the whole in-before you are 
coming in, and I am kneeling him—also him being 
kneeled IS BECOMING?`  

34 When Prepared hears תֶא -the words of his father, and 
he is crying out a great outcry and bitterness until 
exceedingly, and he is saying to his father, `Kneel me, 
also myself, my father.` 35 And he is saying, `Your 
brother has come in a deception,9 and is taking your 
kneeled-one.` 36 And he is saying, `Is it because he has 
called-out his name Heel and he is taking me by the heel 
of these dual-steps?10 My firstborn he has taken; and 
behold now, he has taken my kneeled-one.` And he is 
saying also, `Have you not kept back to-myself a 

Cf. https://uhg.readthedocs.io/en/latest/suffix_paragogic_he.html 

2 Hebrew ֙ה ָלְכָאְו , and eat. Masculine Qal imperative + feminine singular 
“paragogic hay” suffix. 

3 Literal sentence order. The verb to meet, encounter is in the causative 
Hiphil. Hiphil verbs are not reflexive. YAHWEH is not meeting himself 
with Jacob but causing elohe to meet with Jacob’s faces. 

4 Hebrew geshah ה ָׁשְּג , draw near. Qal imperative masculine singular + 
feminine singular “paragogic hay” suffix. 

5 Hebrew sheqah ה ָקְׁש , kiss. Qal imperative masculine singular + 
feminine singular “paragogic hay” suffix. 

6 Strong’s #8492, tirosh. Regular wine is yayin, new wine is tirosh. 
New wine is based on the verb root yarash #3423, to inherit, take 
possession of. 

7 Strong’s #1376, gebir, master. From gabar (#1396), to be mighty, strong. 

8 Master to your brothers. This parallels the later story of Joseph who 
dreamt that his brothers bowed themselves to him. 

9 Strong’s #4820, mirmah. A deception or something hurled/thrown. 
See root ramah (#7411). 

10 Strong’s #6471, paamayim. Dual form of step. See note Gen. 2:23. 
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kneeled-one?` 37 And He-Laughs is facing and is saying 
to Prepared, `Behold, a master have I put him to-
yourself, and תֶא -the whole of his brothers have I given 
to-himself to slaves, and with grain and wine have I 
supported him; and to you now, what shall I make, my 
builder?` 38 And Prepared is saying toward his father, 
`The Kneeled-one is one himself to yourself my father? 
Kneel me, also myself, my father.` And Prepared is 
lifting up his voice, and he is weeping. 

Jacob is Prepared’s Seat 

39 And He-Laughs his father is facing and is saying 
toward him, `Behold, from the fat ones1 of the 
Earth HE IS BECOMING your seat, and from the 
dew of the Dual-Heavens from above. 40 And 
upon your sword you are living, and תֶא -your 
brother you are serving. And HE HAS BECOME 
when you are causing to wander restlessly,2 and 
you have broken off his yoke from upon your 
neck.`  

41 And Prepared is hating תֶא -Heel, upon the Kneeled-
one which his father has kneeled him, and Prepared is 
saying in his heart, `The days of lamenting of my father 
draw near,3 and I may slay תֶא -Heel my brother.`  

42 And תֶא -the words of Prepared her builder the Great 
one are fronted to Stall-Fed, and she is sending forth and 
is calling-out for Heel her builder the Small one, and is 
saying toward him, ̀ Behold Prepared your brother, him-
consoling-himself to-yourself to slay you. 43 And now, 
my builder, hear in my voice, and stand up, flee to-
yourself, toward White my brother, Scorched-ward, 44 
and you have sat with him days of ones,4 until which she 
is turning back, the fury, of your brother, 45 until the 
turning back of the nostril5 of your brother from-
yourself, and he has forgotten תֶא -whom you have made 
to-himself, and I have sent and I have taken you from 
there. Why am I miscarrying also two of yourselves hot-
one one?`6  

 
1 Hebrew יֵּ֤נַמְׁשִמ . Plural of mishman (#4924) which means fat one.  

2 Strong’s #7300, rud. To wander restlessly, roam. Strong’s says the 
primitive root is to tramp about. Only here and in Psalm 55:3 is it given 
in the Hiphil causative form. The scholars aren’t sure of the exact 
meaning in the Hiphil and so speculate to shew restlessness. Cain, Ishmael, 
and now Prepared have something strikingly in common.  

3 There are no prepositions “to/for” here.  

4 Hebrew achadim םיִ֑דָחֲא , one in the plural form. 

5 Strong’s #639, aph. Nostril. In the singular. Hebrews described the 
emotion of anger—an abstract word—with the word nostril likely 
because of how the nostrils tend to flare when someone is angry. But 
there is more to the enigma than mere emotion. 

6 Strong’s #7921. “Miscarry” is the literal, bereave is an interpretation. 
םֶ֖כיֵנְׁש  shnechem = two + 2nd person masculine plural suffix. Yom 

achad = hot-one one. Same as Genesis 1:5, hot-one one. 

7 Strong’s #6973, quts ץּוק . To sever oneself (to be anxious, sickening 
dread, vex, distress, loathe). Thought to be related to qut טּוק  (#6962) 

46 And Stall-Fed is saying toward He-Laughs, `I have 
been anxious7 in my living ones from the faces of the 
built-ones of Terror. If Heel is him-taking a woman of 
the built-ones of Terror, like these ones from the built-
ones of the Earth—what are to-myself the dual-life?`8  

CHAPTER 28  

1 And He-Laughs is calling-out toward Heel, and is 
kneeling him, and is commanding him, and is saying to 
him, `You are not taking a woman of the built-ones of 
Humbled. 2 Stand up, walk Highland-Castle-ward, the 
house-ward of Destroyed-of-El, the father of your 
mother, and take to-yourself from there a woman of the 
built-ones of White, the brother of your mother. 3 And 
El of Destroyers is kneeling you תֶא -you, and is making-
you-bear-fruit, and is abounding you, and you HAVE 
BECOME an assembly of peoples. 4 And he is giving to-
yourself תֶא -the kneeled-one of Father-of-Tumult, to-
yourself and to your seed תא -you, to inherit yourself,9 
the Earth of your offroad-places,10 which elohim has 
given to Father-of-Tumult.`  

5 And He-Laughs is sending forth Heel, and he is 
walking Highland-Castle-ward, toward White, builder of 
Destroyed-of-El the Castle-Dweller, brother of Stall-
Fed, mother of Heel and Prepared. 6 And Prepared is 
seeing for He-Laughs has kneeled תֶא -Heel, and has sent 
forth תֶא -him to Highland-Castle-ward to take to-himself 
from there a woman—in his kneeling him תֶא -him11, and 
he is laying-charge upon him, to say, You are not taking 
a woman from the built-ones of Humbled.  

7 And Heel is hearing toward his father and toward his 
mother, and he is walking Highland-Castle-ward. 8 And 
Prepared is seeing for the built-ones of Humbled are 
ruinous ones in the eyes of He-Laughs his father.  

9 And Prepared is walking toward El-Hears, and is 
taking תֶא -Mahalath,12 built-one of El-Hears, builder of 
Father-of-Tumult, sister of Fruitfulnesses,13 upon his 
women, to himself, to a woman.  

10 And Heel is going out from Well of Seven and is 
walking Scorched-ward. 11 And he is meeting in the 

to cut off, snap. Same as the word for “summer” or “summer-fruit” ץּוק  
quts (#6972). 

8 The first instance of living is chayyeh with a possessive suffix. The 
second instance is םיִּיַח  chayyim with no possessive suffix. 

9 Hebrew ְּתְׁשִרְל_֙ . To inherit you/yourself. Infinitive construct is the same 
as that in Genesis 15:7, ּהָּתְׁשִרְל  to inherit her (the Earth) and in 1 Kings 
ֹוּתְׁשִרְל ,21:16  to inherit him. Rendering this as a causative is incorrect. 
Qal infinitive verb.  

10 Strong’s #4033, רּוגָמ , magur. Offroad-place, sojourning-place.  

11 Hebrew ֹו֔תֹא ֹו֣כֲרָבְּב  . Piel infinitive masculine singular construct + 
accusative him. 

12 Strong’s #4258, Machalat. The title of a couple Psalms (Ps. 53:1, 
88:1). Also the grandbuilt-one of King David in 2 Chronicles 11:18. 
Strong relates it to challah (#2470) to be weak/sick, hence sickness. 

13 Strong’s #5032, Nebayoth. Fruitfulnesses. The brother, yet a feminine 
plural of #5107, nub, to bear fruit, to germinate.  
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Standing-place, and he is lodging there, for the Sun is he-
who-comes-in,1 and he is taking from the stones of the 
Standing-place, and he is putting his shaking-places,2 and 
he is lying down in the Standing-place of Himself. 

A Bonding in the Night 

12 And he is bonding3 and behold a casting-up-one4 is 
him-being-made-to-stand-firm earth-ward, and his 
shaking-one is him-touching the Dual-Heavens-ward. 
And behold, messengers of elohim are those-ascending 
and those-descending in him.5  

YAHWEH Standing upon Jacob 

13 And behold YAHWEH is he-who-stands-firm upon 
him, and he is saying,  

`Myself is YAHWEH, elohe of Father-of-Tumult your 
father, and elohe of He-Laughs. The Earth whom 
yourself is him-who-lies-down upon her, to-
yourself I am giving her, and to your seed.6 14 
And your seed HAS BECOME as the dust of the 
Earth, and you have broken out7 sea-ward, and 
front-ward [eastward], and hidden-ward, and Dry-
South-ward,8 and in-yourself the whole of the 
families of the Red-one have been kneeled and in 
your seed. 15 `And behold, myself is with you, 
and I have guarded you in the whole of which 
you are walking, and have caused you to turn 
back toward the Red-one of This one; for I am not 

 
1 The Hebrew word is come not “set”. It is said to be in the perfect tense 
here but it is exactly the same as the participle masculine singular. The 
proper translation (he has come or the coming one) is virtually guessed from 
the context because the perfect אָּב  and the participle form אָּב  are the 
same. This instance is highlighted blue to contrast the other interesting 
reference to the sun which treats the word as a feminine singular thus 
showing the odd dual masculine-feminine function of “the sun”: 

“…the sun is she-who-comes-in…” Gen. 15:17 literal 

The same participle (or perfect?) form is used of Rachel, 

“…behold Ewe [Rachel] his built-one is-she-who-comes-in with the 
Sheep…” Gen. 29:6 literal 

2 Strong’s #4763, meraashoth. Feminine plural head-place. Formed like 
marashah (#4761) headship, principalities. Properly, a headpiece, i.e. 
(plural for adverbial) at (or as) the head-rest (or pillow) -- bolster, head, 
pillow. Compare marglah (#4772) foot-place. 

“Say to the King and to the Lady, cause yourselves to become low, sit, 
for he has descended, your head-places [marashot], a crown of your 
beauty.” Jeremiah 13:18 literal 

3 DREAMING 

Strong’s #2492, chalam. The primary meaning is to be bound together, 
tied together.  Cf. Gesenius, Fuerst. It will be seen later in the “dreams” 
of Gen. 40-41 that the word “interpretation” is from a word that 
literally means to divide. Thus it seems there is a strong correlation in 
the literal meanings behind the traditional renderings. 

4 Strong’s #5551, sullam. Stairway, ladder. From the root salal (#5549) 
to lift up, cast up.  

5 Hebrew ֹוּֽב  bo. Third-person masculine singular preposition: in him. 

6 The “earth” is that which is “given” in “marriage” as Isaiah spoke, 

forsaking you until which if I have made תֶא -
which I have ordered to-yourself.`  

16 And Heel is awaking from his sleep, and he is saying, 
`Truly there exists YAHWEH in the Standing-place 
of This one, and myself has not perceived.` 17 And 
he is fearing, and is saying, `How is he-fearing9 
the Standing-place of This one?10 Nothing is this 
one for if a house of elohim, and this one is a gate 
of the Dual-Heavens.`11 

 
18 And Heel is shouldering up in the Dawn, and he is 
taking the Stone which he has put as his head-places, and 
he is putting תֶא -her as a standing-pillar, and he is pouring 
oil upon her head,12 19 and he is calling-out תֶא -the name 
of the Standing-place of Himself13 House of El, and yet, 
Almond-tree is a name of the City to the First one.14  

“…for YAHWEH has delighted in thee, and your earth is being 
owned. For a chosen-one is owning a virgin, your builders are owning 
thee, and a rejoicing of a bridegroom over a bride is your elohe rejoicing 
over thee.” Isaiah 62:4-5 literal 

7 Strong’s #6555, parats, to break out or through. From a sense of being 
enclosed and causing a breach (see noun #6556), 

“…and she is saying, how you have broken out [parats]? Over 
yourself is a breach [perets]…” Genesis 38:29 literal 

8 Negev, Strong’s #5045, from an unused root meaning to be dry, dried, 
parched. Translated as “south” in many versions. 

9 Niphal passive participle verb, masculine singular 

10 The sentence begins with the interrogative ־הַמ , signifying a question. 
Statements of exclamation in ancient Hebrew usually contain a word 
like ah or aha (see Strong’s #1889) to make it obvious. 

11 Jesus plays into this riddle, 

“Said therefore again to them the Jesus, ‘Amen, amen, I say to 
yourselves that myself is the door of the sheep. The whole as much as 
came in front of myself are thieves and bandits; but the sheep did not 
listen to them. Myself is the door; if someone enters through myself he 
will be rescued, and he will come in and he will go out and he will find 
a pasture.” John 10:7-9 literal 

12 Hebrew ּה ָֽׁשֹאר , roshah. her head. Masculine form of “head”. The 
feminine possessive of this word is used of objects only twice in the 
scriptures. Here and of the lampstands in Zechariah 4:2, “a bowl on 
her head”. 

13 Hebrew אּו֖הַה םֹו֥קָּמַה   

14 Hebrew הָֽנֹׁשאִרָל . Luz (Almond tree) is a Hittite city. 
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Do not worry about what you will eat, what you will 
wear 

20 And Heel is vowing a vow, saying, `If HE IS 
BECOMING elohim by-me, and he has guarded me in the 
Road of This one which myself is him-walking, and he 
has given to-myself bread to eat, and a treacherous-
garment to put on, 21 then I have turned back in 
completeness toward a house of my father, then 
YAHWEH HAS BECOME to-myself to elohim, 22 and the 
Stone of This one which I have put as a standing-pillar, 
HE IS BECOMING a house of elohim, and the whole of 
which you are giving to-myself—to tenth I am tenthing 
him to-yourself.`1 

CHAPTER 29  

1 And Heel is lifting up his feet-pair and is walking earth-
ward of the builders of the front [east]. 2 And he is seeing, 
and behold, a well in the Field, and behold, there three 
sheeps of a sheep those-lying-stretched-out upon her, 
for from the Well of Himself2 they are causing to drink 
the sheeps, and the Stone of a great one is upon the 
mouth of the Well.  

3 And have been gathered there-ward the whole of the 
Sheeps, and they have rolled תֶא -the Stone from upon 
the mouth of the Well, and have caused to drink the 
sheep, and then they have rolled back the Stone upon the 
mouth of the Well to her standing-place. 4 And Heel is 
saying to-themselves, `My brothers, from where are ye?` 
And they say, `From Scorched3 is ourselves.` 5 And he 
is saying to-themselves, `Have ye perceived תֶא -White, 
builder of Snort?` And they are saying, `We have 
perceived.` 6 And he is saying to-themselves, `Is a 
completeness to-himself?` And they are saying, 
`Completeness; and behold, Ewe4 his built-one is she-
coming with the sheep.` 7 And he is saying, `Behold, 
again the Hot-one is great, it is not time for the Bought-
one to be gathered; cause-to-drink you all the Sheep, and 
walk, tend them.`  

 
1 TO TITHE TO TENTH 

Hebrew ָֽל ּוּנֶ֥רְּׂשַעֲא[ , I am tenthing him to-yourself. You/yourself is in the 
second person feminine singular yet this gets translated as referring to 
God/masculine which is clearly misleading.  

2 Hebrew אוִ֔הַה רֵ֣אְּבַה   

3 Strong’s #2771, Charan. From root charar, to be scorched. As in 
burned in judgement (Isa. 24:6), Jerusalem and her rust (Eze. 24:11) 
and Job’s sick bones burning (Job 30:30) and also Psalm 102:4. All 
related to judgement. 

4 Strong’s #7254. Ewe. From #7353, Ewe. A female sheep, ewe. From 
an unused root meaning to journey; a ewe (the females being the 
predominant element of a sheep) (as a good traveller) -- ewe, sheep. 

5 Hebrew ּוּנֶ֥דֹוע  

6 Or, he who orders words is continually with them. 

7 Hebrew ה ָדיִּ֥גַה , third person feminine singular suffix? imperative 
Hiphil. “Wages” is a feminine noun and therefore would be the object 
of the verb. 

8 And they are saying, `We are not able, until which they 
are being gathered the whole of the Sheep, and they have 
rolled תֶא -the Stone from the mouth of the Well, then we 
have caused to drink the Sheep.`  

9 His-again5 is he-who-orders with them,6 and Ewe has 
come with the sheep which are to her father, for she-
who-pastures is himself. 10 And HE IS BECOMING when 
Heel has seen תֶא -Ewe, built-one of White, brother of 
his mother, and the sheep of White, brother of his 
mother, then Heel is drawing near and he is rolling תֶא -
the Stone from upon the mouth of the Well, and he is 
causing to drink the Sheep of White, brother of his 
mother. 11 And Heel is kissing to Ewe, and he is lifting 
up תֶא -his voice, and is weeping. 12 And Heel is exposing 
to Ewe for a brother of her father is himself, and for a 
builder of Stall-Fed is himself, and she is running and is 
exposing to her father.  

13 And HE IS BECOMING, when White hears תֶא -the news 
of Heel the builder of his sister, that he is running to 
meet him, and he sticking to-himself, and is kissing to-
himself, and is causing him to come in toward his house. 
And he is counting to White תֶא -the whole of the Words 
of These ones.  

“Bone of my bone, flesh of my flesh” 

14 And White is saying to-himself, `Only my bone and 
my flesh art you.` And he is sitting with him a new moon 
of days. 15 And White is saying to Heel, ̀ Because you art 
my brother you have served me for nothing? Expose her7 
to-myself what is your wages.`  

16 And to White are two built-ones, the name of the 
Great one is Weary,8 and the name of the Small one is 
Ewe. 17 And the eyes of Weary are weak,9 and Ewe HAS 
BECOME beautiful of outline10 and beautiful of sight. 18 
And Heel is loving תֶא -Ewe, and he is saying, `I am 
serving you seven duplications in Ewe, your built-one 
the Small one.` 19 And White is saying, `A good one is 
my giving תֶא -her to-yourself11 from [rather than] my 
giving תֶא -her to a man of a back-one. Sit her by me.`12 

8 Strong’s #3812, leah. Weary. From #3811, la’ah meaning weary, 
impatient, tired, disgusted, faint, sick and tired. 

You have been tired [la’ah] in the abundance of your plans; they are 
standing up, now, and they are rescuing thee—those who divide the 
dual-heavens, Those-who-see in the Stars, those-who-cause-to-know to 
the New-ones—from that which is coming in over thee. 

9 Strong’s #7390, rak. Weak, frail, tender, delicate.  

10 Hebrew רַאֹּ֖ת ־תַפְי  , yaphat toar. Beautiful/favorable of outline/form. 
Yaphah is more generic as Jospeh is also yapha toar (Gen. 39:6). Toar 
comes from ta’ar (#8388) which means draw in outline, tkind out (as in 
a border) 

11 Hebrew Eָ֔ל to yourself. Prep to + feminine singular 

12 Hebrew יִֽדָּמִע ה  ָ֖בְׁש . The imperative form without the third person 
feminine suffix בֵׁ֥ש  appears seven times (Gen 20:15, 2 Sam. 11:12, 2: 
Kings 2:2, etc.) 
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20 And Heel is serving in Ewe seven duplications; and 
THEY ARE BECOMING in his eyes according to days of 
ones,1 in his loving תֶא -her.  

21 And Heel is saying toward White, `Give her תֶא -my 
woman, for my days have been filled, and I may come in 
toward her.` 22 and White is gathering all the mortal-
men of the Standing-place, and he is making a drink. 23 
And HE IS in the Dusk, and he is taking Weary, his built-
one, and he is causing to come in תֶא -her toward him, 
and he is coming in toward her. 24 And White is giving 
to-herself תֶא -Trickle, his slavewoman, to Weary his 
built-one, a slavewoman.  

25 And HE IS BECOMING in the Dawn, and behold, 
himself is Weary; and he is saying toward White, `What 
is this one you have made to-myself? Is it not in Ewe I 
have served with you? And why have you shot me?`2 26 
And White is saying, `He is not making thus in our 
standing-place, to give the Small-one to the faces of the 
firstborn; 27 fill the sevened-one of this one, and we may 
give to-yourself also תֶא -this one, in the service which you 
are serving with me again seven duplications of a back-
one.` 28 And Heel is making thus, and is filling the 
sevened-one of this one, and he is giving to-himself תֶא -
Ewe his built-one, to-himself to a woman. 29 And White 
is giving to Ewe his built-one תֶא -Troubled his 
slavewoman, to-herself to a slavewoman. 30 And he is 
coming in also toward Ewe, and he also is loving Ewe 
from Weary; and he is serving with him again seven 
duplications of a back-one. 31 And YAHWEH is seeing 
that she-who-is-hated is Weary, and He is opening תֶא -
her womb, and Ewe is a plucked-up one.  

 
1 Hebrew םיִ֔דָחֲא , ones. Plural form of one.  

2 Strong’s #7411, ramah. To cast, hurl, throw, shoot arrow. Interpreted 
often as a figure of speech for deceive or beguile by translators. 

3 Strong’s #8095, Shimon. Hearing, report, news.  Simeon is named from 
the fact that “YAHWEH heard” her. The root is shama, to hear (#8085). 
The derivative noun shema (#8088) means news, report. 

And HE IS, when White hears תֶא -the news [shema] of Heel the 
builder of his sister, that he is running to meet him… Gen. 29:13 

4 Hebrew םַעָּ֑פַה הָּ֤תַע  , atah ha-paam. Now [is] the Step. See note on 
Genesis 2:23. LXX translates this in the present time.  

5 Levi means attached, joined. Strong’s #3867. 

6 Hebrew םַעָּ֑פַה , ha-paam. The Step. See note on Genesis 2:23. 

7 TO CAST/THROW THE TORAH 
Strong’s #3034, yadah. To cast, throw, shoot. This word has an 
interesting counterpart, yorah (#3384) which also means to throw, shoot, 
teach. Both words look very similar yadah הָדָי  and yorah הָרָי  so it is 
easy to see why these two words have the same definition. Yorah 
specifically is the root of torah, which is the label of the first five books 
of the Bible, commonly known as “the law”. Contexts, such as the one 
here—casting/throwing YAHWEH?—have led interpreters to believe 
they also mean praise and teach respectively. The Torah (the 
Law/Teaching) therefore could be concretely translated as the 
Throwing or the Shooting. Contexts could be rendered quite 
differently in this case, 

“And a people abundant has walked and has said, Walk, and may 
we ascend toward the mountain of YAHWEH, toward the house of 

32 And Weary is conceiving, and is bearing a builder, and 
is calling-out his name Behold-Builder, for she said, 
`Because YAHWEH has seen in my misery; for now my 
man is loving me.` 33 And she is conceiving again, and 
is bearing a builder, for she has said, `For YAHWEH has 
heard that she-who-is-hated is myself, and he is giving 
to-myself also this one.` And she is calling-out his name 
News.3 34 And she is conceiving again, and is bearing a 
builder, and is saying, `Now is the Occurance,4 enjoined 
is my man toward me, for I have born to-himself three 
builders,` upon an upright his name has been called-out 
Joined.5 35 And she is conceiving again, and is bearing a 
builder, and is saying, `The Occurance,6 I am casting7 

תֶא -YAHWEH.` Upon an upright she has called-out his 
name Cast.8 And she is setting-upright from bearing.  

CHAPTER 30  

1 And Ewe is seeing that she has not borne to Heel, and 
Ewe is envious in her sister, and she is saying toward 
Heel, `Give9 to-myself builders, and if there is none—
she-who-is-dying is myself.` 2 And a nostril of Heel is 
burning in Ewe, and he is saying, `Is myself underneath 
elohim who has withheld from you the fruit of the 
belly?` 3 And she is saying, `Behold, my slavewoman 
Troubled, come in toward her, and she is bearing upon 
my knees, and I may be built up, also myself, from her.` 
4 And she is giving to-himself תֶא -Troubled her 
slavewoman to a woman, and Heel is coming in toward 
her. 5 And Troubled is conceiving, and bearing to Heel 
a builder. 

elohe of Heel, and he will shoot us [Hiphil causative] from his road, 
and we may walk in his paths, for from Zion the thrown-one is going 
out, and the word of YAHWEH from Jerusalem.” Isaiah 2:3 literal 

In terms of riddles, this is not a far-fetched translation for the Bible. 
After all, 

“Like arrows in a hand of a warrior, so are the builders of the 
Young-ones [the Neurrim].” Psalm 127:4 literal 

8 Judah and comes from the root yadah (#3034) that means (as 
denominative from yad) literally, to use the hand (i.e. hold out); 
physically, to throw, shoot, cast (a stone, an arrow) at or away. “Praise” 
is a bad interpretation and is confused with halal (#1984) to shine 
(praise) and tehillah (#8416) a praise. 

 
9 Hebrew ה ָבָֽה  Qal imperative masculine singular, feminine singular 
suffix 
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6 And Ewe is saying, `elohim has judged me, and also 
he has heard in my voice, and is giving to-myself 
a builder.`  

Upon an upright she has called-out his name Judge.1 7 
And Troubled, slavewoman of Ewe, is conceiving again, 
and bearing a double builder to Heel,  

8 and Ewe is saying, `Wrestlings of elohim I have 
wrestled with my sister, also, I have been able.`  

And she is calling-out his name My-Wrestling.2 9 And 
Weary is seeing that she has set-upright from bearing, 
and she is taking תֶא -Trickle her slavewoman, and is 
giving תֶא -her to Heel to a woman; 10 and Trickle, 
slavewoman of Weary, is bearing to Heel a builder, 11 
and Weary is saying, `A troop.3` And she is calling-out 

תֶא -his name Troop. 12 And Trickle, slavewoman of 
Weary, is bearing a double builder to Heel,  

13 And Weary is saying, `In my straightness, for built-
ones have made me straight.`  

And she is calling-out תֶא -his name Straight.4  

 
Mandragora (mandrake). Found in the Mediterranean region. 

14 And Behold-Builder is walking in the days of wheats-
harvest, and is finding mandrakes5 in the field, and is 
causing to come in תֶא -them in toward Weary, his 

 
1 Strong’s #1835. Dan, judge. From #1777 to judge. 

2 Strong’s #5321. Naphtali. From pathal; my wrestling; 

3 Strong’s #1409. Gad. From guwd (in the sense of distributing); 
fortune -- troop.  

 

4 Strong’s #833, asher. To go straight, go on, advance. Contexts such as 
this one have led translators to believe that this word means 
“happiness”. Figuratively it does. The Hebrew esher (#835) means 
happy or blessed. But there is objectivity behind this lofty word: 
straightness. The opposite, crookedness, is unhappiness. Straightness is 
happiness. We could even understand this as success which is a 
happiness that has everything to do with making steps in the right 
direction. Making that connection can help us understand the meaning 
of “make straight his paths” in the NT. This root is found in Asher 
(#836) a tribe and builder of Heel, ashshur (#838) which means step, 
ashurim (#839) a boxtree, Asshur/Assyria (#804), Asherah (#842) a 
female goddess which was symbolized by a tree or pole set up next to an 
altar, and ushsharna (#846) which is Aramaic for wall in Ezra 5:3,9. 

5 Strong’s #1736, יַדּוּד  duday. This comes from the word meaning 
beloved and uncle and is used throughout the Song of Solomon. The 
Hebrew root means to boil. The mandrake is a unique plant in that its 
root has the form of a human body. They are described in Songs 7:13 
as having a fragrance. The mandrake root is a hallucinogenic and 
hypnotic narcotic. Occasionally, a Hebrew word is used in a multi-

mother, and Ewe is saying toward Weary, `Give now to-
myself, from the mandrakes of your builder.` 15 And she 
is saying to-herself, `Is it a little one, your taking תֶא -my 
man? And to take also תֶא -the mandrakes of my builder?` 
And Ewe is saying, ̀ Therefore he is lying down with you 
the Night-ward, underneath6 the mandrakes of your 
builder.`  

16 And Heel is coming in from the Field in the Dusk; 
and Weary is going out to meet him, and she is saying, 
`Toward me you are coming in, for hiring I have hired 
you in the mandrakes of my builder.` And he is lying 
down with her in the Night-ward of himself. 17 And 
elohim is hearing toward Weary, and she is conceiving, 
and bearing to Heel a builder, a fifth. 18 And Weary is 
saying, `Elohim has given my wages, which I have given 
my slavewoman to my man.` And she is calling-out his 
name He-Brings-Wages.7 19 And Weary is conceiving 
again, and she is bearing a builder sixth to Heel.  

20 And Weary is saying, `Elohim has endowed תֶא -
me—a good endowment. The Occurance8 of my 
man is indwelling9 me, for I have borne to-
himself six builders.` 

And she is calling-out תֶא -his name Indwell.10 21 And the 
back she has born a built-one, and is calling-out תֶא -her 
name Judge.11 22 And elohim is memorializing תֶא -Ewe, 
and elohim is hearing toward her, and is opening12 תֶא -
her womb,13 23 and she is conceiving and bearing a 
builder, and is saying, `Elohim has gathered תֶא -my 
disgraced-one.` 24 And she is calling-out תֶא -his name 
He-Adds,14 to say, `YAHWEH is adding to-myself a 
builder of a back-one.`  

25 And HE IS BECOMING, when Ewe has borne תֶא -He-
Adds, that Heel is saying toward White, `Send me forth, 
and I am walking toward my standing-place, and to my 

faceted way. The ancient written Hebrew language didn’t happen by 
accident nor is it haphazard. It is perhaps the most precise and 
perfectly designed of languages of human history. What is this 
mysterious relationship between a mandrake plant, a beloved, and an 
uncle? Take note of the time that these mandrakes were gathered. 

6 Or in the place of the mandrakes / instead of the mandrakes 

7 Strong’s #3485. Yissaskar. From nasa' and sakar; he will bring a reward 
/ wages. 

8 Hebrew םַעָּ֑פַה , ha-pa’am. The beat, step, this time. See note on Genesis 
2:23. 

9 Strong’s #2082, zabal. A primitive root; apparently properly, to 
inclose, i.e. To reside -- dwell with. 

10 Zebulun. From root zabal, to inclose, indwell. See Strong’s #2074 and 
#2082 

11 Strong’s #1783. Dinah is the feminine of Din, meaning judge.  

12 Strong’s #6605, pathach, to open. A word used for windows, sacks, 
pits, the hand, etc. The noun pethach (#6607) means opening, doorway, 
entrance. 

13 Strong’s #7358, rechem. Womb. Different (more specific) from the 
word for belly. 

14 Strong’s #3130, Joseph. He increases / adds.  
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earth; 26 give1 up תֶא -my women and תֶא -my born-ones, 
whom I have served תֶא -you in them, and I am walking, 
for yourself has perceived תֶא -my service which I have 
served you.` 27 And White is saying toward him, `If, 
now, I have found a favored-one in your eyes, I have 
hissed2 but YAHWEH is kneeling me in your account.` 28 
And he is saying, `Pierce3 your wages upon me, then I 
am giving.`  

29 And he is saying toward him, `Yourself has perceived 
תֶא -whom I have served you, and תֶא -whom your 

bought-one HAS BECOME תא -myself. 30 For a little-one 
is whom HE HAS BECOME to-yourself to my faces, and 
he is breaking out to the Abundance, and YAHWEH is 
kneeling תֶא -you to my foot.4  

And now, when am I making, also myself, to my house?` 
31 And he is saying, ̀ What am I giving to-yourself?` And 
Heel is saying, `You are not giving to-myself a blemish; 
If you are making to-myself the Word of This one, I may 
turn back; I may tend your sheep, I may guard; 32 I may 
cross through in the whole of your sheep the Hot-one, 
causing to turn aside from there the whole of a sheep 
marked5 and him-who-is-spotted,6 and the whole of a 
sheep warm7 in the Lambs, and him-who-is-spotted and 
marked in the She-goats—and HE HAS BECOME my 
wages.  

33 And she has faced in me my justice in the hot-one of 
the morrow,8 for he is coming in upon my wages to your 
faces, the whole of whom are nothing is marked and 
him-who-is-spotted in the She-goats, and warm in the 
Lambs—he-who-is-stolen is himself תא -me.` 34 And 
White is saying, `Behold, oh-that HE IS BECOMING 
according to your word.`  

 
1 Hebrew ה ָ֞נְּת   
2 Strong’s #5172, nachash. To hiss like a snake. A primitive root; 
properly, to hiss, i.e. Whisper a (magic) spell. The noun nechash 
#5174 means brass/bronze and nachash #5175 means serpent/snake. 

3 Hebrew ה ָ֧בְקָנ  V-Qal-Imp-ms | 3fs 

4 Hebrew יִ֑לְגַרְל , to my foot.  

5 Strong’s #5348, naqod. Marked, branded. From an unused root 
meaning to mark (by puncturing or branding); spotted -- speckled. 

6 This is a masculine singular passive participle of a verb. Strong’s 
#2921, tala. to patch, spot. A primitive root; properly, to cover with 
pieces; i.e. (by implication) to spot or variegate (as tapestry) -- clouted, 
with divers colours, spotted. 

7 Strong’s #2345, hum. Literally warm, Darkened, swaryour. From an 
unused root meaning to be warm, i.e. (by implication) sunburnt or 
swaryour (blackish) – brown according to Strong’s but Hebrew does 
not have proper words for colors. 

8 Strong’s #4279, machar. Probably from 'achar; properly, deferred, 
i.e. The morrow; usually (adverbially) tomorrow; indefinitely, hereafter 
-- time to come, tomorrow. 

9 Hebrew ba-yom ha-hu. Definite article + third-person masculine 
singular pronoun.  

10 Strong’s #6124, aqod. Banded (i.e. stripes). From the verb aqad to 
bind which is used once in Genesis 22:9, 

35 And he is causing to turn aside in the Hot-one of 
Himself9 תֶא -the Banded10 He-Goats and They-who-are-
spotted, and the whole of the Marked She-Goats and 
They-who-are-spotted, the whole of which are white in 
him, and the whole of the warm in the Lambs, and he is 
giving in the hand of his builders, 36 and he is setting a 
road of three days between himself and between Heel; 
and Heel is tending תֶא -the sheeps of White, The 
Remaining Ones.11  

Three Shoots 

37 And Heel is taking to himself a shoot of a fresh 
poplar, and of an almond-tree and a plane-tree, and is 
peeling in them white peelings, a baring of the White 
which is upon the shoots, 38 and he is causing to set תֶא -
the shoots which he has peeled in the gutters in the 
troughs of the Dual-Waters which they are coming in, 
the Sheep, to drink, to-opposite-of the Sheep, and they 
are heating in their coming in to drink. 39 And the Sheep 
are heating toward the Shoots, and the Sheep are bearing 
banded ones, marked ones, and they-who-are-spotted. 
40 And the Lambs Heel has caused to divide, and he 
giving the faces of the Sheep towards the banded, and 
the whole of the warm in the sheep of White, and he is 
setting to-himself droves to his separation, and he has 
not set them upon the sheep of White. 41 And HE HAS 
BECOME in the whole heating, the Sheep of Tied-Ones,12 
and Heel has set תֶא -the Shoots to the eyes of the Sheep 
in the gutters, to cause them to heat in the Shoots, 42 
And in causing to envelop13 the Sheep he is not setting 
them; and HE HAS BECOME the Enveloped Ones14 to 
White, and the Tied Ones15 to Heel.  

43 And the Man is breaking out exceedingly exceedingly, 
and HE IS BECOMING to-himself a sheep abundant, and 
slavewomen, and men-slaves, and camels, and asses.  

and Father-of-Tumult is building there תֶא -the Altar, and he is 
setting-in-order the Trees, and he is binding [aqad] תֶא -He-Laughs 
his builder, and is putting תֶא -him over the Altar from-above… 

11 Hebrew תֹֽרָתֹוּנַה  definite article + feminine plural 

12 CONSPIRE 

Strong’s #7194. Qashar. To league together, bind, tie together, conspire. 
Feminine plural. ֹּצַה ֒תֹורָּׁשֻקְמַה ןא֣  – the Tied Sheep, the Binding Sheep. There 
are a number of words with a root meaning of tie, bind, lace, etc. This 
word is the primary word for conspiracy: 

“And David has fronted, to say, My-Brother-is-Tasteless 
[Ahitophel] is among those-who-conspire [qashar] with My-
Father-is-Peace [Absalom]. And David is saying, Make foolish, 
now, תֶא -the counsel of My-Brother-is-Tasteless, YAHWEH.” 2 
Sam. 15:31 literal 

13 Conj‑w, Prep‑b | V‑Hifil‑Inf. Causative Hiphil of ataph. 

14 Hebrew ֙םיִפֻטֲעָה  The Atuphim. The Hebrew ataph (#5848) means to 
cover or shroud. “Feeble” is a poor translation. A primitive root; to 
shroud, i.e. Clothe (whether transitive or reflex.); hence (from the idea 
of darkness) to languish -- cover (over), fail, faint, feebler, hide self, be 
overwhelmed, swoon. 

15 Hebrew םיִ֖רֻׁשְּקַה  The Keshurim. From qashar (#7194). 
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CHAPTER 31  

White’s faces change 

1 And he is hearing the words of the builders of White, 
to say, `Heel has taken תֶא -the whole of which is to our 
father. And from whom is to our father, he has made תֶא -
the whole of the Weight1 of This one.` 2 And Heel is 
seeing the faces of White, and behold, they are nothing 
with him as yesterday, third-hot-one-past.2  

3 And YAHWEH is saying toward Heel, `Turn back 
toward the earth of your fathers, and to your birth-place, 
and I AM BECOMING with you.`3 4 And Heel is sending 
forth and is calling-out to Ewe and to Weary, the Field 
toward his sheep. 5 And he is saying to-themselves, 
`Myself is he-who-sees תֶא -the faces of your father—that 
they are nothing toward me as yesterday, third-hot-one-
past, and the elohe of my father HAS BECOME with me, 
6 and yourselves have perceived that in the whole of my 
strong-one I have served תֶא -your father, 7 and your 
father has mocked in me, and has caused to pass by4 my 
wages ten times; and elohim has not given him to ruined-
one by-me. 8 `If he is saying thus: The marked ones, HE 
IS BECOMING your wage, then the whole of the marked 
Sheep have borne. And if he is saying thus: The banded 
ones, HE IS BECOMING your wages, then the whole of 
the banded Sheep have borne.  

9 And elohim is snatching away תֶא -a bought-one of your 
father and is giving to-myself. 10 `And HE IS BECOMING 
in the time of the Sheep heating, and I am lifting up my 
eyes and seeing in the Bonded-one,5 and behold, the 
Ascending Chiefs6 upon the Sheep, are banded,7 marked, 
and spotted.8 11 And a messenger of the Elohim is saying 
toward me in the Bonded-one, Heel. and I am saying, 
Behold-me.  

12 `And he is saying, Lift up, now, your eyes, and see 
the whole of the Ascending Rams upon the 

 
1 WEIGHT [GLORY] 
Strong’s #3519, kavowd. Weight. This is a super-traditional word, like 
spirit, interpreted as the Latin, glory. The Hebrew means weight. In the 
Greek NT the word doxa is used which means expectation, opinion, 
judgement. The word “glory” is an abstract concept of Latin that is 
translated based on tradition. It’s generally attached to anything 
spectacular, bright, or majestic/honorable, even though it is not 
denominative of any of those. 

2 Hebrew םֹוֽׁשְלִׁש לֹו֥מְתִּכ  . Kitmol shlishom. Strong’s #8032, shlishom, 
Third hot-one prior/back/past. “Three” shalosh appears to be 
compounded with the word “hot-one” yom. Strong’s #8543, timol 
means yesterday but is very frequently interpreted as abstract senses of 
time, i.e. formerly, ago.  An additional word emesh (#570) is used for 
last night, see Gen. 19:34. Cf. Gesenius. 

3 I am becoming with you. Immak like Immanu-el. Verb here used 
by YAHWEH is הֶ֖יְהֶֽא , ehyeh, which is the same complete/incomplete 
form he used when he identified himself to Moses, ehyeh asher 
ehyeh, I am becoming who I am becoming.  

4 Strong’s #2498, chalaph. To pass away, pass on, pass over, slide by 

5 Hebrew םֹו֑לֲחַּב , see note at Genesis 37:5 on “dreams” 

6 Hebrew ha-atudim ha-olim. Chief, ram. (figuratively) leaders of the 
people – chief. The presence of definite articles to the noun and verb 
participle yield a definite label or identification, i.e. the Ascending 

Sheep, are banded, marked, and spotted, for I 
have seen תֶא -the whole of which White is making 
to-yourself.  

13 Myself is the El of House of El which you have 
smeared9 a pillar, which you have vowed to-
myself there a vow. Now, stand up, go out from 
the Earth of This one, and turn back toward the 
Earth of your birth.`  

Ewe and Weary Estranged by their Father White 

14 And Ewe and Weary are facing, and are saying to-
himself, `Is there again to-ourselves a portion and 
inheritance in the house of our father? 15 Have we not 
been woven to-himself as strange-ones10? For he has 
sold us, and he is devouring also a devouring תֶא -our a 
silver-one. 16 For the whole of the Wealth which elohim 
has taken away from our father, to-ourselves is himself, 
and to our children. And now, the whole of which 
elohim has said toward you—make.`  

17 And Heel is standing up and is lifting up תֶא -his 
builders and תֶא -his women upon the Camels. 18 And he 
is driving תֶא -the whole of his bought-one, and תֶא -the 
whole of his possessions which he has received, a 
bought-one of his acquisition, which he has received in 
Highland-Castle, to come in toward He-Laughs his 
father, earth-ward of Humbled. 19 And White has walked 
to cut off11 תֶא -his sheep, and Ewe is stealing תֶא -the 
Teraphim12 which are to her father. 20 And Heel is 
stealing תֶא -the heart of White the Castle-Dweller, upon 
having not fronted to-himself, that him-who-flees is 
himself.  

21 And himself is fleeing, the whole of which is to-
himself, and he is standing, and is crossing over the 

Chiefs or the Ascending Male-Goats. Olim, ascending, is the participle 
of alah (Strong’s 5927) means to go up, ascend, climb. 

7 Strong’s #6124, aqod. Adjective. striped (with bands), ring-striped. 

8 Strong’s #1261, barod. Adjective. Marked, speckled. The root of this 
adjective is barad which means to hail. This contrasts with naqod, 
speckled which is based on an unused root meaning to mark (by 
puncturing or branding). Because the word noqed appears in 2 Kings 
3:4 and Amos 1:1 and means sheep dealer (#5349) or literally a 
“spotter” naqod (#5348) is translated as spotted. 

9 Strong’s #4886, mashach, to smear, rub, stroke. “Anoint” is a 
traditional religious word later ascribed to this function. 

10 Strong’s #5237, nekriyot. Strange, outlandish, alien.  

11 Strong’s #1494, gazaz. A primitive root (akin to guwz); to cut off; 
specifically to shear a sheep or shave the hair; figuratively to destroy an 
enemy -- cut off (down), poll, shave, ((sheep-)) shear(-er). 

12 Strong’s #8655, teraphim. Plural from rapha'; a healer; Teraphim 
(singular or plural) a family idol -- idols(-atry), images, teraphim. 
Teraphim is used of actual people: 

“For the Teraphim have spoken a sorrow, Diviners have beheld a 
falsehood, and vain dreams they are speaking, a vapor they are 
consoling upon an upright, they have plucked up as when sheep are 
being humbled for there is not one-who-tends.” 
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River, and is putting his faces—a mountain of the 
Witness-Heap.1  

22 And he is being fronted to White in the Hot-one of 
the Third-one for Heel has fled. 23 And he is taking תֶא -
his brothers with him and is pursuing the back of him a 
road of seven days and is causing to stick תֶא -him in the 
mountain of the Witness-Heap. 24 And elohim is 
coming in toward White the Castle-Dweller in the 
Dream of the Night, and is saying to-himself, ̀ Guard to-
yourself lest you are ordering with Heel from good until 
ruined-one.`  

25 And White is reaching תֶא -Heel. And Heel has struck2 
תֶא -his tent in the Mountain; and White has struck תֶא -

his brothers3 in the mount of Gilead.  

26 And White is saying to Heel, `What have you made, 
and you have stolen my heart, and you are driving תֶא -
my built-ones as those-who-are-captive of a sword? 27 
Why have you hidden yourself to flee, and are stealing 

תֶא -me, and have not fronted to-myself, and I am 
sending you away in a joy and in songs, in a timbrel and 
in a harp, 28 and have not forsaken me to kiss to my 
builders and to my built-ones?—now you have acted 
foolishly making so. 29 There is to el my hand to make 
with you all a ruined-one, and the elohe of your father 
yesternight has ordered toward me, to say, Guard to-
yourself from speaking with Heel from good until 
ruined-one. 30 `And now, walking you have walked, for 
you have been very desirous to the house of your father; 
why have you stolen my elohe?`4  

31 And Heel is facing and is saying to White, `For I have 
feared, for I have said, Lest you tear away תֶא -your built-
ones from with me; 32 with whom you are finding תֶא -
your elohe, he is not living, anti our brothers recognize 
to yourself what is with me, and take to yourself.` And 
Heel has not perceived for Ewe has stolen them.  

33 And White is coming in the tent of Heel, and in the 
tent of Weary, and in the tent of the two slavewomen, 
and he has not found. And he is going out from the tent 
of Weary and is coming in the tent of Ewe.  

 
1 Strong’s #1568, Gilead. Probably from Gal'ed, witness pile/heap. 
“Toward” is an added word in most translations. 

2 Strong’s #8628, taqa. “(1)  to strike, to smite, especially with ףַּכ  to clap 
the hands, as done (a) in rejoicing, Psalms 47:2 especially at another’s 
misfortune, followed by לַע  Nahum 3:19. (b) in becoming surety, 
Proverbs 17:18, 22:26 followed by ְל for any one, Proverbs 6:1. Without 
ףַּכ  id., Proverbs 11:15.” - Gesenius 

3 Hebrew ויָ֖חֶא תֶא  עַ֥קָּת  , thrust/blew/struck his brothers. The accusative תֶא  
here is always interpreted as “with” in other translations but this is 
misleading for the verb is in the singular masculine, not plural. 

4 A reference to the Teraphim (Healing ones) = elohe 

5 Strong’s #3733, kar. Supposed to mean “furniture” here, but it is a 
singular noun, and all other contexts are very different. captain, furniture, 
lamb, large pasture, ram. “From karar in the sense of plumpness; a ram 
(as full-grown and fat), including a battering-ram (as butting); hence, a 
meadow (as for sheep); also a pad or camel's saddle (as puffed out) -- 
captain, furniture, lamb, (large) pasture, ram. See also Beyth Kar, 
kariy.” 

34 And Ewe has taken תֶא -the teraphim and is putting 
them in the lamb5 of the Camel and is sitting upon them. 
And White gropes the whole of the Tent, and he has not 
found. 35 And she is saying toward her father, `May it 
not burn in the eyes of my master for I am not able to 
stand from your faces, for the road of women is to-
myself.`And he is searching and has not found the 
Teraphim.  

36 And he is burning to Heel, and he is wrestling in 
White. And Heel is facing and is saying to White, `What 
is my rebellion? what my sin, for you have flamed the 
back of me? 37 For you have groped the whole of my 
finished-articles: what have you found from the whole 
of the finished-articles of your house? Put here anti my 
brothers and your brothers, and they are justifying 
between the two of ourselves. 38 `This one of twenty 
duplications is myself with you, your ewes and your she-
goats have not miscarried, and the rams of your sheep I 
have not eaten. 39 The torn one6 I have not caused to 
come in toward you—myself is missing her7—from my 
hand you are seeking her, a-stolen-one of hot-one, and a-
stolen-one8 of night-ward.  

40 I HAVE BECOME in the Hot-one a desolation9 has 
eaten me, and frost in the Night-ward, and my sleeping-
one is waving-to-and-fro from my eyes. 41 `This one is 
to-myself twenty of a duplication in your house: I have 
served you four ten of a duplication in your two built-
ones, and six duplications in your sheep; and you are 
causing to pass by my wage ten times. 42 If not elohe of 
my father, elohe of Father-of-Tumult, and the dread of 
He-Laughs, HAVE BECOME to-myself, then now empty 
you have sent me forth; תֶא -my misery and תֶא -the work 
of my palms elohim has seen, and is justifying 
yesternight.`10  

43 And White is facing and is saying toward Heel, `The 
Built-ones are my built-ones, and the Builders my 
builders, and the Sheep my sheep, and the whole of 
which is yourself him-who-sees is to-myself is himself. 
And to my built-ones—what am I making to these ones 
the Hot-one, or to their builders whom they have born? 

“…the blood of lambs [karim] and goats…” Isaiah 34:6 

“…like lambs [karim] to the slaughter…” Jeremiah 51:40 

6 Hebrew ֙הָפֵרְט  trepah, that which is is torn, feminine singular. (#2966) 

7 Hebrew ה ָּנֶּ֔טַחֲא יִ֣כֹנָא  , myself is missing [sinning] her. Strong’s #2398 
chatat is the word religiously dubbed “sin”.  

8 Hebrew יִ֣תְבֻֽנְּג , genubti, Qal passive participle feminine singular = 
she-who-is-stolen, or a stolen one. (#1589) 

9 Strong’s #2721, choreb בֶרֹח  a desolate-one. This is not the same as dried 
up, to be dry yabesh (#3001) as in Gen. 8:7,14. This is a derivative 
of/related to chereb בֶרֶח  a sword (#2719). The sword (war) lays waste, 
causes desolation. 

10 justifying yesternight/yesterday. A rare example of an 
incomplete/complete verb (is justifying) used with the adverb 
yesterday. By our sense of time the verb should be in the complete tense. 
Mysteriously, it is not. 
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44 And now, walk,1 may we cut off a cut-out-one, myself 
and yourself, and he HAS BECOME to a witness between 
me and between you.`  

Two Memorials 

45 And Heel is taking a stone, and is raising her up for a 
standing pillar. 46 And Heel is saying to his brothers, 
`Pick up stones.`2 And they are taking stones, and are 
making a heap. And they are eating there upon the Heap. 
47 And White is calling-out to-himself Heap-of-
Testimony. And Heel has called-out to-himself Witness-
Heap.  

48 And White is saying, `The Heap of This one is a 
witness between me and between you the Hot-one.` 
Upon thus he has called-out his name Witness-Heap, 49 
and the Lookout,3 of which he has said, `May YAHWEH 
look out between me and between you, for we are being 
hidden, a man from his friend. 

50 If you are facing תֶא -my built-ones, and if you are 
taking women upon my built-ones—there is no man 
with us—see, elohim is a witness between me and 
between you.` 51 And White is saying to Heel, `Behold, 
the Heap of This one, and behold, the Standing pillar 
which I have cast between me and you; 52 A witness is 
the Heap of This one, and a witness is the Standing pillar, 
if myself is not crossing over תֶא -the Heap of This one 
toward you, and if yourself is not crossing over the Heap 
of This one and תֶא -the Standing pillar of This one toward 
me—to a ruined-one. 53 The elohe of Father-of-Tumult 
and the elohe of Snort, is judging between us—the elohe 
of their father.`  

And Heel is sevening in the dread of his father He-
Laughs. 54 And Heel is slaughtering a slaughter in the 
Mountain, and is calling-out to his brothers to eat bread, 
and they are eating bread, and lodging in the Mountain. 
55 And White is shouldering up in the Dawn and is 
kissing to his builders and to his built-ones and is 
kneeling תֶא -them. And White is walking and is turning 
back to his standing-place.  

CHAPTER 32  

Double Camps 

1 And Heel has walked to his road, and messengers of 
elohim are meeting in him. 2 And Heel is saying, when 
he has seen them, `The encampment of elohim is this 

 
1 Hebrew ה ָ֛כְל  

2 The singular for stone ןֶבָ֑א  is feminine while the plural is in the 
masculine םיִ֔נָבֲא . See #68. 

3 Strong’s #4709 proper name, of a location (properly outlook-point; 
with הָּמְצִמ  article (except Hos Joshua 5:1)) 

4 Strong’s #4266, machanayyim. Mahanaim. Dual of machaneh; 
double camp; Machanajim. 

5 Strong’s #8165, Seir. From ריִעָׂש  which means hairy.  

6 Hebrew רַ֖חֵא  to remain behind, tarry, loiter. Strong’s #309. 

one.` And he is calling-out the name of the Standing place 
of Himself `Double Camps.`4  

3 And Heel is sending forth messengers to his faces 
toward Prepared his brother, earth-ward of Hairy,5 a field 
of Red. 4 And he is commanding תֶא -them, to say, `Thus 
you are saying to my master, to Prepared: Thus has said 
your slave Heel, With White I have offroaded, and I am 
remaining-behind6 until now.  

5 And HE IS BECOMING to-myself an ox, and an 
fermenting-one, a sheep, and a man-slave, and a 
slavewoman, and I am sending her forth7 to front to my 
master, to find a favored-one in your eyes.`  

6 And the Messengers are turning back toward Heel, to 
say, `We have come in toward your brother, toward 
Prepared, and also he-who-walks to meet you, and four 
hundred of a man are with him.` 7 And Heel is fearing 
exceedingly, and he is narrow to himself,8 and he is 
dividing תֶא -the People who is תא -him, and תֶא -the 
Sheep, and תֶא -the Ploughing-one, and the Camels, to 
double camps.  

8 And he is saying, `If Prepared is coming in toward the 
Encampment of the One and he has smitten him, then 
HE HAS BECOME the Camp of the Remaining One9 to an 
escape.`  

9 And Heel is saying, `Elohe of my father Father-of-
Tumult, and elohe of my father He-Laughs, YAHWEH 
the One-who-speaks10 toward me, Turn back to your 
earth, and to your birth, and I may create-good with you. 

He must Grow, I must become small 

10 I have become small from the whole of the Kind-ones 
[Chasadim], and from the whole of the True-one which 
you have made תֶא -your slave—for, in my shoot I have 
crossed over תֶא -the Descender of This one, and now I 
HAVE BECOME to two camps. 11 `Snatch me, now, from 
the hand of my brother, from the hand of Prepared: for 
afraid is myself תֶא -him, lest he is coming in and has 
smitten me—a mother upon builders. 12 And yourself 
has said, Causing good I am creating-good with you, and 
have put your seed as the turning-one of the Sea, which 
is not recorded from abundance.`  

13 And he is lodging there in the Night-ward of Himself, 
and he is taking from the One-who-comes-in11 in his 
hand, a gift for Prepared his brother: 14 she-goats a 
double-hundred, and he-goats twenty, ewes a double-

7 Hebrew ֙ה ָחְלְׁשֶאָֽו  Qal verb ‑ConsecImperf‑1cs | 3fs 

8 Strong’s #3334, yatsar. “of steps = be cramped, or impeded, 
Proverbs 4:12; Job 18:7 (both in figure); especially impersonal with ל 
person, ֹול רֶצֵּיַו  Genesis 32:8 and it was narrow for him = he was in 
straits, distress, so Judges 2:15; 2 Samuel 13:2; Job 20:22, also 
3feminine singular ְל רֶצֵּ֫תַו  Judges 10:9; 1 Samuel 30:6 (see Dr).” - BDB 

9 Hebrew רָ֖אְׁשִּנַה , Nifal participle masculine singular verb of to remain, 
be left over. Strong’s #7604. 

10 Hebrew רֵ֣מֹאָה . Definite article + participle verb ms to say. 

11 Hebrew אָּ֧בַה . Definite article + participle masc. sing.  
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hundred, and rams twenty, 15 suckling camels and their 
builders thirty, cows forty, and bulls ten, everflowing-
onees twenty, and awake-ones1 ten.  

A Gap Between Two Sheeps 

16 And he is giving in a hand of his slaves, a sheep of a 
sheep2 to his separation, and is saying toward his 
slaves, `Cross over to my faces, and an interval 
you are putting between a sheep and between a 
sheep.`  

17 And he is commanding תֶא -the First one, to say, `For 
Prepared my brother is meeting you, and he has asked 
you, saying, To-who is yourself? And whither are you 
walking? And to-who are these ones to your faces? 18 
And you have said: to your slave, to Heel, a gift is 
himself, one-who-is-sent to my master, to Prepared; and 
behold, also himself is the back of us.`  

19 And he is commanding also תֶא -the Double, also תֶא -
the Third-one, also תֶא -the whole of Those-following the 
back of the sheeps, to say, `According to the Word of 
This one you are ordering toward Prepared, in your 
finding תֶא -him, 20 and you have said also, Behold, your 
slave Heel is the back of us;` for he has said, `I may 
cover3  his faces in the Gift4 of the Walking one5 to my 
faces, and the back of an upright I am seeing his faces— 
perhaps he is lifting up my faces.`  

Heel’s Dire Straight 

21 And the Gift is crossing over upon his faces, and 
himself has lodged in the Night-ward of Himself in the 
encampment. 22 And he is standing up in the Night-ward 
of himself, and he is taking תֶא -the pair of his women, 
and תֶא -the pair of his slavewomen, and תֶא -one ten of 

 
1 Stong’s #5895, ayir. From uwr (to rouse, awake) in the sense of 
raising (i.e. Bearing a burden); properly, a young ass 

2 Hebrew רֶדֵ֥ע רֶדֵ֥ע   sheep, sheep 

3 Strong’s #3722, רַפָּכ , kaphar. To cover. Used of the pitch in Gen 6:15 
(kopher). 

4 Strong’s #4503, minchah. Gift, present, tribute. 

5 Hebrew תֶכֶ֣לֹהַה ֙הָחְנִּמַּב  . Present/Gift of She-who-walks. Definite articles, 
participle feminine singular of verb to walk.  

6 Strong’s #2999, yabbaq. From abaq #79, to dust, Cf. Gesenius.  

7 Strong’s #79 abaq. To be-dust. as in dustify, or make dust, etc. This word 
is a denominative from abaq (#80) fine dust. Conjectured to mean 
“wrestling” but clearly signifying the symbol of dust. Gesenius writes, 
“denom. from קָבָא  dust, because in wrestling the dust is raised.” This 
word is only found twice here and v24. Gesenius sees this as “an 
unusual word” that “appears to have been used by the sacred writer, 
in order to allude to the name of the river Yabbaq” which is of the 
same Hebrew root. The author wants us to draw a connection between 
the crossing-place of He-Dusts and Jacob’s “trouble”.  

8 See Gen. 19:15 

JACOB’S DIRE STRAIGHT (TSARAH) 
This piece has been thought of as Jacob’s Straight/Distress mentioned 
by the prophet Jeremiah. It makes more sense that it is the wrestling 
between Jacob and Esau in the womb. The Hebrew word is tsarah 

his born-ones and is crossing over תֶא -the crossing-place 
of He-Dusts [Yabbaq].6  

23 And he is taking them and is causing them to cross 
over the Torrent-Valley, and he is causing to cross over 

תֶא -which is to-himself.  

Heel Dusts an Unknown Man 

24 And Heel is remaining over to his separation, and a 
man is dusting [yabbeq]7 with him until the ascending 
of the Daybreak.8  

25 And he is seeing that he had not been able to-himself, 
and he is touching the palm9 of his thigh, and the palm 
of the thigh of Heel is severed in his dusting [yabbeq] 
with him. 

26 And he is saying, `Send me forth, for the Daybreak 
has ascended.` And he is saying, `I am not sending you 
forth, for if you have blessed me.`  

27 And he is saying toward him, `What is your name?`  

And he is saying Heel.  

28 And he is saying, `Not Heel he is being said again 
your name, for if El-Strives10 then you have striven with 
elohim and with mortal-men, and you are able.`  

29 And Heel is asking, and is saying, `Expose,11 now, 
your name.`  

And he is saying, `Why is this one you are asking to my 
name?`  

And he is kneeling תֶא -him there. 

which according to Strong’s #6869 means “transitively, a female rival” 
according to its usage in 1 Sam. 1:6 of a rival wife. It may not be 
coincidental that it sounds very much like Sarah. It refers to a tight, 
distressing, dual straight—reminiscent of the symbolic meaning of 
Mitzrayyim (Egypt). Here’s what he said literally, 

“Hoy! For great is the Hot-one of Himself; from nothing is like him. 
And a time of tsarah [tight-straight] she is to Heel. And from out of 
her he is being rescued.” Jeremiah 30:7 literal 

 
9 See note on Gen. 8:9 

10 Strong’s #3478, yisrael. From sarah and el. El strives/perseveres. 
The idea of striving ( הָרָׂש  sarah #8280) seems to bear some connection 
with the word for רַׂש  “prince” (#8269) and הָרָׂש  “princess/contender” 
(#8283) (power), and so the debate over its exact meaning has lingered 
on for centuries.  

11 Hebrew ה ָדיִּֽגַה , imperative + 3fs 
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The Face of El  

30 And Heel is calling-out the name of the Standing-
place Face of El1 for I have seen elohim, faces toward 
faces, and my breath has been snatched away.2 

31 And the sun is rising to-himself when he has crossed 
over תֶא -Face of El, and himself is he-who-bending-to-
the-side3 over his thigh.  

32 Upon an upright the builders of El-Strives are not 
eating תֶא -the thread4 of the Nerve,5 which is over the 
palm of the thigh, until the Hot-one of This one, for he 
has touched in the palm of the thigh of Heel, in the 
thread of the Nerve.  

CHAPTER 33  

No “born-ones” for Ewe (Rachel) 

1 And Heel is lifting up his eyes and he is seeing, and 
behold, Prepared is he-who-comes-in, and with him four 
hundreds of a man. And he is dividing תֶא -the Born-ones 
over Weary, and over Ewe, and over two of the 
Slavewomen.  

2 And he is putting תֶא -the Slavewomen and תֶא -their 
born-ones the first one, and תֶא -Weary and her born-ones6 
the last ones,7 and Ewe and He-Adds the last ones.8  

3 And himself has crossed over to their faces, and is 
bowing-down himself Earth-ward seven occurances,9 
until his drawing near until his brother.  

4 And Prepared is running to his meeting him, and is 
sticking to him, and is falling upon his neck, and is 
kissing him, and they are weeping.  

 
1 Strong’s #6439, Penuel. Face of El, or facing El. From the “obsolete” 
singular form of face.  

2 Strong’s #5337, natsal. To strip or snatch away. See its use in Gen. 31:9, 
31:16, 32:11,30. 

3 Strong’s #6760, עַלָצ  tsala. To limp, bend/incline to the side (Gesenius). 
Denominative of עָלֵצ  tsela, rib, side.  

4 Strong’s #1517, giyd. Thread or thong from an unused root meaning 
to bind or fetter (Gesenius). Used of the “neck” in Isa. 48:4. 
Interpreted as sinew or tendon. 

5 Strong’s #5384, nashah. With definite article הֶׁ֗שָּנַה  signifies that this 
is a noun, and specific, rather than a verb (which shrank) as some have 
interpreted it. It is only found in this verse.  

6 No mark of the accusative for this instance of “children”.  

7 Hebrew plural adjective םיִֽנֹר ֲחַא  while first one is feminine singular. 

8 he puts the maid-slaves and their children first, and Leah and 
her children behind, and Ewe and Joseph behind. The 
unquestioned Western concept and direction of time is from right to 
left and every timeline reflects this. The Hebrew direction of time 
however is illustrated as the opposite. What is the purpose of Jacob 
orchestrating the “crossing-over” like this? 

First the Slavewomen and Born-ones  

5 And he is lifting up תֶא -his eyes, and is seeing תֶא -the 
Women and תֶא -the Born-ones, and is saying, `Who are 
these ones to-yourself?10` And he is saying, `The Born-
ones who elohim has bent-over11 תֶא -your slave.` 6 And 
the Slavewomen are drawing near, they and their born-
ones, and are bowing-down themselves.  

Then Leah and Children 

7 And Weary also is drawing near, and her born-ones, 
and they are bowing-down themselves. 

Joseph and Rachel Last 

And the back of He-Adds has drawn near with Ewe, and 
they bow themselves.  

8 And he is saying, `Who is to-yourself of the whole of 
the Encampment of This one which I have met?`  

And he is saying, `To find a favor in the eyes of my 
master.`  

9 And Prepared is saying, `There is to-myself an 
abundant one,12 my brother, HE IS BECOMING13 to-
yourself whom is to-yourself.`14  

My Slave With Whom I am Pleased 

10 And Heel is saying, `Nay, now, if, now, I have found 
a favored-one in your eyes, and you have taken my gift 
from my hand, for upon an upright I have seen your 
faces, like seeing the faces of elohim, and you are 
reconciling15 me.  

11 Take, now, תֶא -my kneeling, which has been caused to 
come in to-yourself, for elohim has bent-down to me, 

 

 
9 Hebrew paam in the plural. See note on Genesis 2:23. 

10 Hebrew ָּ֑ל[ , prep + feminine singular 

11 The act of showing favor/kindness.  

12 Hebrew בָ֑ר , adjective masculine singular, abundant 

13 Hebrew יִ֥הְי , he is or he is becoming 

14 Hebrew ָּ֑ל[ , prep + feminine singular 

15 Strong’s #7521, ratsah. To satisfy a debt, reconcile, accept.  
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and for there is to-myself the whole.` And he is pecking 
in him, and he is taking.  

12 And he is saying, `May we pull-up and walk, and may 
I walk to your anti.` 13 And he is saying toward him, ̀ My 
master is he-who-perceives that the Born-ones are weak, 
and the Sheep and the Ploughing-one are those-who-
give-suck1 upon me. And they have knocked2 them hot-
one of one, and they have died, the whole of the Sheep.  

14 He is crossing over, now, my master, to the faces of 
his slave, and myself is guiding to my gentle-one,3 to the 
foot of the Work whom is to my faces, and to the foot 
of the Born-ones until whom I am coming in toward my 
master Hairy-ward.`  

15 And Prepared is saying, ̀ May I cause to set, now, with 
you from the People who is with me.` And he is saying, 
`Why is this one? I am finding a favored-one in the eyes 
of my master.` 16 And Prepared is turning back in the 
Hot-one of Himself to his road Hairy-ward. 

 
Canopy of interwoven branches/boughs. Sukkot/Booth. 

17 And Heel has pulled up Booth-ward, and is building 
to-himself a house, and to his a bought-one he has made 
booths,4 upon an upright he has called-out the name of 
the Standing-place Booth. 18 And Heel is coming in 
Complete [Salem],5 a city of Shoulder, which is in the 
earth of Humbled, in his coming in from Highland 

 
1 Hebrew תֹו֣לָע  participle feminine plural, to suckle, nurse (#5763). 

2 Strong’s #1849, daphaq. To beat, knock. Used three times in scripture. 
In Judges 19:22 and Songs 5:2 it refers to one knocking on a door.  

3 Strong’s Hebrew #328, יִּ֗טִאְל  prep + adv. + possessive 1st person. to 
my gentleness. Some interpret this to mean at my leisure.  

4 Strong’s #5521, sukkah. Booth. A booth was a canopy made of 
interwoven boughs from trees. Compare Nehemiah 8:15, “Go out to 
the hills, and bring olive branches and wild olive branches, myrtle 
branches, palm branches and branches of other leafy trees, to make 
booths, as it is written.” 

5 Strong’s #8003, shalem. Complete, perfect, peace. Whence comes Jeru-
Salem, which is also found in the dual form Yerushalayyim. 

6 Strong’s #2544 chamor. The same as chamowr; donkey; Chamor, a 
Canaanite -- Hamor. 

7 Strong’s #7192, qesitah. From an unused root (probably meaning to 
weigh out); an ingot (as definitely estimated and stamped for a coin) -
- piece of money (silver). 

8 Hebrew לֵֽאָרְׂשִי יֵ֥הdֱא  לֵ֖א  , “el elohe yisra-el.” 

Castle, and he is bending-down תֶא -the faces of the City. 
19 And he is buying תֶא -the portion of the Field which 
he has stretched-out there his tent, from the hand of the 
builders of Fermenting-one,6 father of Shoulder, in a 
hundred kesitah.7 20 And he is causing to stand there a 
slaughtering-place, and he is calling-out to-himself el 
elohe of El-Strives.8 

CHAPTER 34  

The Raping of Justice 

1 And Justice9 is going out, built-one of Weary, whom 
she has borne to Heel, to see in the built-ones of the 
Earth, 2 and Shoulder is seeing תֶא -her, builder of 
Fermenting-one the Tent-Dweller, an exalted-one of the 
Earth, and he is taking תֶא -her, and is lying down תֶא -her, 
and is facing her.  

3 And his breath is cleaving to Justice, built-one of Heel, 
and he is loving תֶא -the Girl, and is speaking upon the 
heart of the Girl. 4 And Shoulder is ordering toward 
Fermenting-one his father, to say, `Take to-myself the 
Female-Child10 of This one to a woman.`  

Heel is Dumb 

5 And Heel has heard for he has made-unclean תֶא -
Justice his built-one, and his builders HAVE BECOME תא -
his bought-one in the Field, and Heel has been dumb11 
until their coming in.  

Justice Withers and Fades 

6 And Fermenting-one, father of Shoulder, is going out 
toward Heel to order תא -him. 7 And the builders of Heel 
have come in from the Field when they heard, and the 
Mortal-men are paining themselves,12 and he burned13 to 
them exceedingly, for he has made a withered-one14 in 

9 Strong’s #1783, dinah. Fem. Of duwn; justice; Dinah, the built-one 
of Jacob -- Dinah. 

10 Strong’s #3207, yaldah. From Strong’s #3205, something born; male = 
yeled, female = yaldah 

11 Hebrew ׁשִ֥רֱחֶה  hacheresh, he has been dumb. This verb has two 
definitions, to cut-in/plow and to be silent, dumb, deaf. See note on Gen 
4:22, 24:21. 

12 Hithpael intensive reflexive verb (#6087) to hurt, pain = he is paining 
himself or is hurting himself. 

13 Hebrew רַחִּֽיַו , masculine singular second person. Exactly the same as 
found in Gen. 4:5 and 30:2, he burned. See note on Gen. 4:5. Here it is 
perhaps referring to Hamor (Fermenting-one/He-Ass). 

14 Strong’s #5039, nebalah. Feminine singular noun. Fading, wilting 
thing (leaf, grass, flower, etc.), a disgrace (moral). Perhaps speaking of Justice 
being made a withered disgrace? Root nabal #5034 to fade, wither, wilt. 
Figuratively it means disgrace, foolish, folly. 

“She has mourned, she has withered [nabal], the Earth, she has 
drooped, she has withered [nabal], the world has drooped; a high-
place of the people of the Earth.” Isa. 24:4 literal 
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El-Strives, to lie down תֶא -the built-one of Heel, and an 
upright one is not being made.1  

8 And Fermenting-one is ordering תֶא -them, to say, 
`Shoulder, my builder, his breath has stuck in your built-
one. Give, now, תֶא -her to-himself to a woman. 9 And 
make-yourselves-bridegrooms2 תא -us. Give to-ourselves 

תֶא -your built-ones, and our built-ones take to-
yourselves. 10 And תא -us you are sitting, and the Earth 
SHE IS BECOMING to your faces. Sit ye and go-round 
her,3 and be possessed4 in her.`  

11 And Shoulder is saying toward her father, and toward 
her brothers, `Let me find a favored-one in your eyes, 
and that which you are saying toward me, I am giving. 12 
Abound upon me exceedingly a bride-price and a gift, 
and I may give when you are saying toward me, and give 
to-myself תֶא -the Girl to a woman.`  

13 And the builders of Heel are facing תֶא -Shechem and 
תֶא -Fermenting-one his father in a treachery, and they are 

ordering whom he has made-unclean Justice their sister. 
14 And they are saying toward them, `We are not able to 
make the Word of This one, to give תֶא -our sister to a 
man who to-himself is a foreskin, for a disgraced-one is 
himself5 to-ourselves.  

15 `Only in this one we are consenting to-yourselves, if 
YOU ARE BECOMING the-likeness-of-us, to circumcise 
to-yourselves the whole of a male, 16 then we have given 

תֶא -our built-ones to-yourselves, and your built-ones we 
are taking to-ourselves, and we have sat תא -you, and 
HAVE BECOME to a people of one; 17 and if you are not 
hearing toward ourselves to be circumcised, then we 
have taken תֶא -our built-one, and have walked.`  

 
1 Hebrew הֶֽׂשָעֵי ֹל  א֥ ןֵ֖כְו  , and he is not being made. This is the literal. 
Interpreted as “such is not done.” Translators force the adverb ken ןֵ֖כ  
(#3651 thus, so) to mean the same as this or that. 

2 Strong’s #2859, chathan. Found in the Hithpa’el form only. To make 
oneself a “daughter’s husband”, bridegroom. This is derived from the noun 
chathan (#2860) which means bridegroom. The word is also used of the 
father-in-law, i.e. Jethro. 

3 Hebrew ָה ּו֔רָחְסּו  and pass-through her. Interpreted to mean trade (as a 
merchant). Translators have always added the word “in” here which is 
misleading as the feminine suffix on the verb doesn’t allow for this. 
“She” is the object of the action. Note the “in her” supplied at the end 
of the verse. This is properly defined as trading (not roving about in) and 
hence its use as a metaphor for sex in Isaiah 47:15. See also Psalm 
38:10, “My heart has traded…” 

4 Strong’s #270, achaz, is in the Niphal reflexive/passive form.  

5 Hebrew אוִ֖ה  masculine pronoun, he with the vowel point added by 
the Masoretes. The noun foreskin is, strangely, feminine – הָ֑לְרָע  orlah 
(#6190) 

6 Hebrew רַ֤חֵא . Piel perfect 3ms of to remain behind, tarry, loiter. Strong’s 
#309. 

7 GLORY / WEIGHT 

Strong’s #3513, kavad. To be heavy, weighty. Kavod (glory #3519) is 
derived from this verb. Often interpreted as being figurative for “rich” 
or “glory”. 

Weight / “Glory” Strong’s #3513 

18 And their words are causing-good in the eyes of 
Fermenting-one, and in the eyes of Shoulder, builder of 
Fermenting-one; 19 and the Shaken-out-one has not 
remained-behind6 to make the Word, for he has 
delighted in the built-one of Heel, and himself is a heavy-
one7 above the whole of the house of his father.  

20 And Fermenting-one is coming in, and Shoulder his 
builder toward a gate of their city, and they are ordering 
toward the mortal-men of their city, to say, 21 `The 
Mortal-men of These are complete they are תא -us; and 
they are sitting in the Earth, and are going-round תֶא -
her8 and the Earth, behold, is broad of hands to their 
faces; we are taking תֶא -their built-ones we are taking to-
ourselves to women, and our built-ones we are giving to-
themselves. 22 `Only in this one do the men consent to-
ourselves, to sit תא -us, TO BECOME a people of one, in 
circumcising to-ourselves the whole of a male, like-
which they are circumcised-ones; 23 their a bought-one, 
and their possessions, and the whole of their behemah is 
not to-ourselves them? Only let us consent to-
themselves, and they are sitting תא -us.`  

24 And toward Fermenting-one, and toward Shoulder 
his builder, are hearing the whole of those-who-go-out 
the gate of his city, and they are being circumcised the 
whole of the male, the whole of those-who-go-out the 
gate of his city. 

Vengeance for their sister Justice 

25 And HE IS BECOMING in the Hot-one of the Third-
one,9 in their BECOMING those-who-are-in-pain, and the 
pair of the builders of Heel, News10 and Joined, brothers 
of Justice, are taking a man his sword, and are coming in 

דַבָּכ  kavad “to be heavy, 
weighty, 
burdensome” 

“their sin is heavy exceedingly…” Gen. 18:20 

דֶבֹּכ  koved “heaviness, 
mass” masc. 
noun 

“heavy is a stone, and burdensome is the 
Turning-one…” Prov. 27:3 literal  

דֵבָּכ  kaved “heavy” “for heavy is the Hunger in the Earth…” Gen. 
12:10 literal 

דֵבָּכ  kaved “liver” “my liver has been poured out to the Earth…” 
Lam. 2:11 literal 

תֻדֵבְּכ  
kevedut 

“heaviness” fem. 
noun 

Used one time in Exodus 14:25, “…and they 
are driving them in a heaviness…” 

דֹובָּכ  kavod “weight, 
copiousness, 
glory” masc. 
noun 

“…weight of YAHWEH…” Ex. 16:10 literal 

הָּדּובְּכ  
kevuddah 

“abundance, 
riches” fem. sing. 

 

 

 

8 Hebrew ּהָ֔תֹא , otah. The direct-object accusative feminine her. 
Translating this as “in it” is wholly incorrect. 

9 Hebrew יִׁ֜שיִלְּׁשַה םֹוּ֨יַב  .  

10 How beautiful are the feet of him who brings news? 

How they have been beautiful over the Mountains the feet of he-who-
bears-news, he-who-hears completeness, he-who-bears-news of good, he-
who-hears salvation [yeshuah], he-who-says to Sign, [Zion - 
#6725] ‘your eloha has-become-king’! Isaiah 52:7 literal 
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upon the City securely, and are slaying the whole of a 
male.  

26 And תֶא -Fermenting-one, and תֶא -Shoulder his 
builder, they have slain to the mouth of the sword, and 
they are taking Justice from the house of Shoulder and 
are going out. 27 The builders of Heel have come in 
upon the Pierced ones,1 and they are plundering the City 
which has made-unclean their sister,2 28 תֶא -their sheep 
and תֶא -their ploughing-one, and תֶא -their fermenting-
ones, and תֶא -whom is in the City, and תֶא -whom is in the 
Field they have taken. 29 And תֶא -the whole of their 
turning-one,3 and תֶא -the whole of their tripping-one,4 
and תֶא -their women they have taken captive, and they 
are plundering, and תֶא -the whole of whom is in the 
House.  

30 And Heel is saying toward News and toward Joined, 
`Ye have stirred-up תֶא -me, to make me stink in 
him-who-sits the Earth, in the Humbled, and in 
the Unwalled. And myself is extended-ones5 of a 
number,6 and they have been gathered upon me, 
and have smitten me, and I have been desolated, 
myself and my house.`  

31 And they are saying, `According to the Harlot7 is he 
making תֶא -our sister?`  

 
1 Strong’s #2491 לָלָח , chalal. Pierced one. Noun derived from #2490, 
chalal, which means to bore or pierce. The verb has been interpreted as 
to begin in a number of places (i.e. Gen. 4:26, 6:1, 9:20, 10:8, 11:6, 41:54, 
44:12). See note on Gen. 4:26. 

2 plundering the city which has made-unclean their sister. The 
Hebrew is plain. Translators have always changed the relative pronoun 

רֶׁשֲא  to mean “because” when it properly means who or which. The verb 
“they-made-unclean” ּו֖אְּמִט  is in the Piel form but translators again like 
to render it as though it were the reflexive Niphal form, i.e “because 
their sister had been made unclean”. The Piel form can be translated 
either way as it is not specifically reflexive. The narrative here seems to 
say “the City defiled Justice.” An enigma? 

3 Strong’s #2428, chayil. Singular noun. Said to mean power, strength, 
ability, force (army). But comes from #2342, chuwl to whirl, turn, spin. 

4 TRIPPING ONE 

Strong’s #2945, taph. Tripping one. Singular noun. Typically interpreted 
as “little ones” meaning “children”. Brown-Driver-Briggs notes 
“collective children (as going with quick, tripping steps). Derived from 
the root taphaph (#2952), to mince, trip with steps which is only used 
once here, 

“And YAHWEH is saying for because the built-ones of Zion have 
been lofty, and are walking those-stretching-out the neck, and those-
ogling the eyes [seducing with the eyes], walking and tripping they are 
walking, and in their feet they are fettering [acas].” Isaiah 3:16 
literal 

CHAPTER 35  

1 And elohim is saying toward Heel, `Stand up, ascend 
house of El, and sit there, and make there a slaughtering-
place to El, the One-appearing toward you in your 
fleeing from the faces of Prepared your brother.`8 

2 And Heel is saying toward his house, and toward the 
whole of which are with him, `Turn aside תֶא -the elohe 
of the Foreigner who are in your middle, and cleanse 
yourselves, and pass by your garments. 3 And let us 
stand up and ascend house of El, and I am making there 
a slaughtering-place to El, the One-who-eyes9 תֶא -me in 
the hot-one of my narrowness,10 and HE IS BECOMING 
by me in the road which I have walked.`  

4 And they are giving toward Heel תֶא -the whole of the 
gods [elohe] of the Foreigner which are in their hands, 
and the Rings which are in their ears, and Heel is hiding 

תֶא -them under the Goddess [ha-Elah]11 which is with 
Shoulder. 5 And they are pulling-up, and HE IS 
BECOMING a terror of elohim upon the Cities which 
encircled them, and they have not pursued the back of 
the builders of Heel. 6 And Heel is coming in almond-
tree-ward which is in the Earth of Humbled, himself is 
house of El, himself and the whole of the People who is 
with him, 7 and he is building there a slaughtering-place, 
and is calling-out to the Standing-place El of House of El: 
for there had been uncovered toward him the Elohim, 
in his fleeing from the faces of his brother.  

The context of “tripping” is interesting in this Isaiah passage as it was 
assumed that acas meant “tinkling anklets’. The idea of any “tinkling” 
is speculation. The word concretely means ankle fetter and is used on a 
fool in Proverbs 7:22. See #5914. Perhaps the picture is that of the 
built-ones/daughters tripping because their “ankles” are fettered. How 
beautiful are “the feet” of him who bears good news….? 

5 Strong’s #4962 math. Interpreted as “man” or “male” found only in 
the plural, but from the root mathay (#4970) meaning to extend. 

6 Hebrew רָּ֔פְסִמ יֵ֣תְמ  ֙יִנֲאַו  . Ve-ani metay mispar. And myself extended-ones 
a number. The rarely used word math תַמ  (#4962) means men and is only 
found in the plural. Here translators change it to mean “few” to put a 
particular sense into Jacob’s words. 

7 HARLOT – SHAKE OUT SEED 

Strong’s #2181, zanah. With definite article. הָ֕נֹוזְכַה  The Harlot. The 
verb root הָנָז  means properly to shake out seed, semen emission. Cf. Feurst. 

8 YAHWEH appears to Jacob in Gen. 27:41 

9 Hebrew הֶ֤נֹעָה  haoneh. Definite article + participle masc. sing. of 
anah (#6030) meaning he-who-eyes or he-who-turns-to, or he-who-faces. This 
is the only occurrence of the word in the Bible.   

10 Strong’s #6869, tsarah, straights, tightness, narrowness. The adjective 
tsar (#6862) narrow, tight. The verb tsarar (#6887), to cramp.  

11 We know el לֵא  means “god” and is a masculine noun. The feminine 
noun elah הָלִא  however has been translated as the “terebinth tree” or 
“oak tree”. Elon ןֹוּלַא  is also the same noun and root but with the 
paragogic nun suffix which is generally used as a diminutive suffix for 
something that is a mini or small version of the thing, much like -let or 
-y in English. Elon has been called a “variation” of elah. The root is 
known to be the same: to be strong, lofty. Hence the oak tree is often used 
because it is strong and lofty. See Hebrew #424 and #437. 
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8 And Bee1 is dying, she-who-causes-to-suck Stall-Fed, 
and she is being buried from under to House of El, 
under the Small-god [ha-Elon], and he is calling-out his 
name `Small-God [elon] of Weeping.`  

9 And elohim is being seen toward Heel again, in his 
coming-in from Highland-Castle, and is kneeling 

תֶא -him. 10 And he is saying to-himself elohim, 
your name is Heel: he is not being called-out your 
name again Heel, for if El-Strives HE IS 

BECOMING your name.` And he is calling-out his 
name El-Strives.  

11 And he is saying to-himself elohim, myself is El of 
Destroyers. Bear fruit and abound, a nation and an 
assembly of nations HE IS from out of yourself, and kings 
from your double-loins2 are going out. 12 and the Earth 
which I have given to Father-of-Tumult and to He-
Laughs, to-yourself I am giving her, and to your seed the 
back of you I am giving תֶא -the Earth.`  

13 And elohim is ascending from upon him, in the 
Standing-place which he has ordered תא -him. 

 
1 BEES, HONEY, AND WORDS 

Strong’s #1683, deborah. Deborah means bee but is a derivative of 
the root verb dabar to speak. The noun dabar, word, speech is also a 
derivative, and thus her name could mean Speaker. An interesting 
relationship between Hebrew words begins to appear when we think 
of how the words (of God) have been likened to honey as bees like 
honey: 

“How they have been smooth to my palate your words, from honey to 
my mouth.” Psalm 119:103 literal 

The same words of scripture have been likened to milk also (Heb. 5:13, 
1 Pet. 2:2) which compels us to ponder what exactly was meant by the 
phrase, “an earth she-who-issues milk and honey” (Deut. 27:3 literal) 

“From the Eating-one has come out food, and from a powerful-one has 
come out a sweet-one.” Judges 14:14 literal 

2 LOINS, A.K.A. TESTICLES 

Hebrew יֶ֥צָלֲח_ . Strong’s #2504, chelets. Feminine noun. There is a 
masculine word for the same thing, mothen (#4975), see note on Gen. 
37:34. Traditionally translated “loins” this Hebrew word is only found 
in the dual form. Dual words are used of things that come in pairs, 
i.e. eyes, nostrils, feet, etc. Since this is explicitly referring to something 
from which proceeds offspring, it is not hard to figure out what this 
dual word is referring to. Thighs (#3409), legs (#7785), hips (#4667), 
and shoulders (#7926) are not found in the dual form in ancient 
Hebrew. The verb root chalats (#2502) means to withdraw, draw out, 
while the root of the masculine mothen means to be slender. 

 
14 And Heel is causing-to-stand-firm a standing-pillar in 
the Standing-place which he has ordered תא -him, a 
pillar-trunk3 of a stone, and he is pouring upon her a 
poured-one, and he is pouring upon her an oil. 15 And 
Heel is calling-out the name of the Standing-place which 
elohim has ordered תא -him, House of El.  

Ewe’s Death in Bearing a Builder 

16 And they are pulling-up from House of El, and HE IS 
BECOMING again a kibrath4 of the Earth to come in 
Fruitful-ward,5 and Ewe is bearing, and she is hardened 
in her bearing. 17 And HE IS BECOMING in her causing-
hardness in her bearing, and she is saying to-herself the 
One-who-bears,6 `You are not fearing, for also this one 
is to-yourself a builder.`  

18 And HE IS BECOMING in the going out of her breath, 
for she has died, and she is calling-out his name Builder 

3 Hebrew תֶבֶּצַמ  (#4678), matstsebeth. This is a feminine noun similar 
to matsebah (#4676) that means pillar but is also used of a tree trunk 
in Isaiah 6:13. 

And again in her is a tenth, and she has turned back, and she HAS 
BECOME to burn as the Oak and as the Oak which is in a 
throwing, a pillar-trunk [matstsebeth] remains in them, a seed is 
holy of her pillar-trunk [matstsebeth].” Isaiah 6:13 literal 

4 Strong’s #3530, kibrat. Feminine. Great one? This is a word for a 
certain measure just as many other words denote measure, weight, and 
time. But it is unknown what the measure is from the three occurrences 
(Gen. 35:16, 48:7, 2 Kin. 5:19). A clue might be found in the root 
kabar (#3527) which means to plait, braid. See Gesenius.  

5 Strong’s #672, Ephrathah, fruitful. A name for Bethlehem in Micah 
5:2, 

“And yourself is House of Bread, Fruitful, little to become in 
thousands of Shooting [Judah], from you to-myself he is going out to 
become a ruling-one in El-Strives, his origins [“going-out” in noun 
form] are from the front [east], from the days of olam…” 

It’s probably worth paying attention to this theme of miqedem (front, 
east, sunrise) as we find it curiously elsewhere: 

“…and behold the Star which [or who?] they saw in the dawn-rising 
[i.e. east] lead them forth until having come it [he] stood over where the 
child was.” Matthew 2:9 literal 

6 Hebrew ֙תֶדֶּ֨לַיְמַה , hamyaledet. With definite article. This means the 
Bearing-one or she who bears and is interpreted as a midwife. Yet it can also 
apply to the one who is bearing ( ּהָּ֑תְדִלְּב , lidtah) which is Ewe (Rachel). 
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of My Sorrow,1 and his father called-out to-himself 
Builder-of-the-right.2 

19 And Ewe is dying,3 and she is being buried in the road 
Fruitful-ward, himself is House of Bread. 20 And Heel is 
causing to stand-firm a standing pillar upon her 
sepulcher, himself is the standing-pillar of the sepulcher 
of Ewe until the Hot-one.  

21 And El-Strives is pulling-up and is stretching out his 
tent from further-out to the Tower of the Sheep. 22 And 
HE IS BECOMING in the dwelling of El-Strives in the 
Earth of himself, and Behold-Builder is walking, and is 
laying-down תא -Troubled, a concubine of his father, and 
El-Strives is hearing.  

And THEY ARE BECOMING the builders of Heel double 
ten.  

23 Builders of Weary: firstborn of Heel, Behold-Builder, 
and News, and Joined, and Cast, and He-Brings-Wages, 
and Zebulun.  

24 Builders of Ewe: He-Adds and Builder of Right 
Hand. 25 And builders of Troubled, slavewoman of 
Ewe, Judge and My-Wrestling. 

26 And builders of Trickle, slavewoman of Weary: 
Troop and Straight. These ones are builders of Heel, who 
have been born to-himself in Highland-Castle.  

27 And Heel is coming in toward He-Laughs his father, 
at Mamre, Meeting-City of the Four, himself is League, 
which there have offroaded Father-of-Tumult and He-
Laughs.  

28 And THEY ARE BECOMING the days of He-Laughs a 
hundred of a duplication and eighty of a duplication. 29 
And He-Laughs is breathing out, and he is dying, and 
being gathered toward his people, an old one and full of 

 
1 Strong’s #1126, Ben Oni. Oni is derived from aven (#205) and 
means vanity, sorrow, trouble, 

“There is no darkness and no death-shadow to conceal themselves there 
those-who-make sorrow [aven].” Job 34:22 literal 

“They are not standing-themselves, the shining ones, opposite your eyes; 
you have hated the whole of those-who-make sorrow [aven].” Psalm 
5:5 literal 

2 Strong’s #1144, Bin-yamin. Builder of the Right. “Hand” yad (#3028) 
is not indicated. Genesis 48:17 shows us with the text “hand of his 
right” that hand is not inherently a part of the word. Yamin (Right) is 
also used of the eye, thigh, etc. elsewhere. 

3 The text curiously goes from “Rachel [Ewe] has died” in the complete 
tense to “Rachel is dying” in the incomplete.  

4 See Genesis 4:19. Does the narrative of Lamech and Esau have 
something in common?  

5 Strong’s #6031, anah, to look down on, oppress, afflict. Or #6030, anah 
meaning to answer. 

6 Strong’s #6649, tsibon, “Zibeon” ravenous beast. Or from #6648, 
variegated, embroidered dyed stuff. Or as Gesenius put it: versicolour. Scholars 
have called the ravenous beast a “hyena” - proper name, masculine a 
Horite (hyena; RSK 219; GrayProp.N.95 and references) 

7 Strong’s #464, Eliphaz. From el and paz, God of fine gold/pure 
gold/refined gold. 

days, and Prepared and Heel his builders are burying תֶא -
him. 

CHAPTER 36  

1 And these ones are births of Prepared, himself is Red.  

Prepared’s Three Women 

2 Prepared has taken his women from the built-ones of 
Humiliation: Ornament, built-one of Ram the 
Terrified,4 and Tent-of-the-High-Place, built-one of 
Looking-Down,5 built-one of Ravenous-Beast6 the 
Tent-Dweller, 3 and תֶא -Fragrance built-one of El-
Hears, sister of Fruitfulnesses.  

4 And Ornament is bearing to Prepared, תֶא -El-of-Fine-
Gold.7 And Fragrance has born תֶא -Friend-of-El.8 5 And 
Tent-of-the-High-Place has born תֶא -Yah-Comes-to-
Help,9 and תֶא -Yah-Conceals,10 and תֶא -Bald.11 These ones 
are builders of Prepared, who have been born to-himself 
in the earth of Humbled.  

6 And Prepared is taking תֶא -his women, and תֶא -his 
builders, and תֶא -his built-ones, and תֶא -the whole of the 
breaths of his house, and תֶא -his a bought-one, and תֶא -
the whole of his behemah, and תֶא -the whole of his 
possessions which he has received in the Earth of 
Humbled, and is walking toward the earth from the faces 
of Heel his brother 7 for their possession HAS BECOME 
abundant from sitting united, and the earth of their 
offroading-places has not been able to lift תֶא -them from 
the faces of their a bought-one. 8 And Prepared is sitting 
in mount Hairy: Prepared himself is Red.  

9 And these ones are births of Prepared, father of Red,12 
in mount Hairy. 10 These are the names of the builders 
of Prepared: El-of-Fine-Gold builder of Ornament, 

8 FRIEND OF GOD 
Strong’s #7467, Reu’el. Friend of God. What did it mean to be a “friend 
of God”? This is the name given to Moses’ father-in-law and Moses 
himself is referred to as a friend of God in the context that God would 
speak to Moses “face to face” in Ex. 33:11. Theophilus, to whom 
Luke writes in Acts 1:1, means “friend of God” in the Greek and is an 
unknown character. Whatever it means, the context of Exodus 33:11 
puts the emphasis on “face to face” or literally, “faces toward faces” 
which is also a saying emphasized by Paul, 

“For now we are looking through a mirror, in an enigma. However 
then face towards face. For now I am recognizing from out of a 
portion; however then I will recognize as also I have been recognized.” 
1 Corinthians 13:12 literal 

This would seem to insinuate that face to face is something that stands 
in direct contrast to “an enigma”. 

9 Strong’s #3266, Ye’ush. Yah comes to help, hastens to aid. 

10 Strong’s #5956, Yalam. Yah conceals. From alam, meaning to 
conceal/hidden from which is derived olam, the concealed future. See 
Gesenius. 

11 Strong’s #7141, Korah. Bald/baldness. 

12 A curious set of texts that tell us Esau is Edom, and Esau is also the 
father of Edom. 
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woman of Prepared; Friend-of-El builder of Fragrance, 
woman of Prepared. 11 And THEY ARE BECOMING 
builders of El-of-Fine-Gold South-Wind,1 Saying,2 
Look-Out,3 and Gatam,4 and Kenaz.5 

12 And Withheld6 HAS BECOME a concubine to El-of-
Fine-Gold builder of Prepared, and she is bearing to El-
of-Fine-Gold, תֶא -Amalek.7 These ones are builders of 
Ornament, woman of Prepared.  

13 And these ones are builders of Friend-of-El: Quiet8 and 
Risen,9 Astonishment10 and Wasted.11 These were 
builders of Fragrance, woman of Prepared.  

14 And these ones HAVE BECOME the builders of Tent-
of-the-High-Place built-one of Looking-Down, built-
one of Ravenous-Beast, woman of Prepared; and she is 
bearing to Prepared תֶא -Yah-Comes-to-Help and תֶא -
Yah-Conceals and תֶא -Bald.  

Tamed/Taught Ones 

15 These ones are tamed-ones12 of the builders of 
Prepared: builders of El-of-Fine-Gold, first-born 
of Prepared:  
tamed South-Wind,  
tamed Saying,  
tamed Look-Out,  
tamed Kenaz,  
16 tamed Bald,  
tamed Gatam,  
tamed Amalek;  
these ones are tamed of El-of-Fine-Gold, in the 
Earth of Red; these ones are builders of Ornament.  

17 And these ones are builders of Friend-of-El builder of 
Prepared:  
tamed Quiet, 

 
1 SOUTH AS THE RIGHT SIDE 

Strong’s #8487, Teman. South-wind, on the right side. From teman 
(#8486) which is a derivative of yamin (#3225) meaning right side. 
Strong’s defines it literally, “Or teman {tay-mawn'}; denominative 
from yamiyn; the south (as being on the right of a person facing the 
east) – south” 

2 Strong’s #201, Omar. From amar (#559) to say. 

3 Strong’s #6825, Tsepho. From tsaphar (#6822) to look out or about, 
spy, keep watch 

4 Gesenius defines Gatam as “their touch”. 

5 Thought to be possibly “hunter” from an unused root meaning “to 
hunt”. Cf. Gesenius, Strong’s. 

6 Strong’s #4513, Timnah. Derived from mana (#4513) to withhold 

7 Strong’s #6002. Amaleq Meaning not certain. Maybe toil/labor as 
derived from amal (#5998) to toil/labor. 

8 Strong’s #5184, Nachat. 

9 Strong’s #2226, Zerach, from #2225, a rising, dawning 

“And the sun is rising [zerach] to-himself when he has crossed 
over…” Gen. 32:31 literal 

tamed Risen,  
tamed Astonishment,  
tamed Wasted;  

These ones are tamed-ones of Friend-of-El, in the Earth 
of Red; these ones are builders of Fragrance 
woman of Prepared.  

18 And these ones are builders of Tent-of-the-High-
Place woman of Prepared:  
tamed Yah-Comes-to-Help,  
tamed Yah-Conceals,  
tamed Bald;  

these ones are tamed of Tent-of-the-High-Place built-
one of Looking-Down, woman of Prepared.  

19 These ones are builders of Prepared, and these ones are 
their tamed, himself is Red.  

Seven 

20 These ones are builders of Hairy the Hole-Dweller, 
those-who-sit the Earth:  
Covering, and  
Flowing-Skirt,13 and  
Ravenous-Beast, and  
Looking-Down, 21 and  
Mountain-Goat[Dishon],14 and  
Treasure,15 and  
Mountain-Goat[Dishan];16  

these are tamed of the Hole-Dwellers, builders of Hairy, 
in the Earth of Red.  

10 Strong’s #8048, Shammah. From shamem (#8047) appalment, 
horror, astonishment. Not particularly positive. 

11 Strong’s #4199 Mazzeh. See #4198 mazeh, sucked out, wasted, burnt 
out, emptied. 

12 TAMED/TAUGHT ONES 

 Strong’s #441, aluph. Tamed, taught. Refers to an intimate friend (Prov. 
16:28, 17:9, Micah 7:5), an ox (as tamed in a yoke) and especially of the 
builders of the Esau here, the “Edomites”. Often assumed (and 
translated) here to be “chief” but this is not the word. Curiously similar 
to the idea of “disciple”. See Gesenius. 

13 Strong’s #7732, Shobal. Flowing. From shobel (#7640) a flowing skirt 
or lady’s train… 

“Take the pair-of-millstones and grind flour. Uncover your veil, strip 
off your flowing-skirt [shobel], uncover a thigh, cross-over the rivers.” 
Isaiah 47:2 literal 

14 Strong’s #1787, Dishon. Mountain goat. From #1788, mountain goat. 
Considered a clean animal in Deut. 14:5 

15 Strong’s #687. Etser. Treasure. From #686 to lay up, store up. 

16 Strong’s #1789, Dishan. Mountain goat. From #1788, mountain goat. 
Considered a clean animal in Deut. 14:5 
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22 And THEY ARE BECOMING builders of Covered: 
Hole1 and Disturbance2 and a sister of Covered is 
Withheld. 23 And these ones are builders of Flowing-
Skirt: Ascended3 and Resting-Place,4 and Ebal,5 Bare6 
and Vigor.7  

24 And these ones are builders of Ravenous-Beast and 
Screamer8 and Looking-Down, himself is Looking-
Down who has found תֶא -the Yemim9 in the Wilderness, 
in his tending the male-asses to Ravenous-Beast his 
father.  

25 And these ones are builders of Looking-Down: 
Mountain-Goat[Dishon], and Tent-of-the-High-Place 
built-one of Looking-Down.  

26 And these ones are builders of Mountain-
Goat[Dishan]: Delight,10 and Eshban,11 and 
Remainder12 and Keran.13 27 These are builders of 
Treasure: Troubled,14 and Quake,15 and Twisted.16 28 
These are builders of Mountain-Goat: Counsel17 and 
Rejoice.18  

Seven Taught Ones 

29 These are tamed of the Hole-Dwellers:  
tamed Covered,  
tamed Flowing-Skirt,  
tamed Ravenous-Beast,  
tamed Looking-Down, 30  

 
1 Strong’s #2753, Chori. From #2356, chor, a hole. The Horites 
(#2752) derive their name from root.  

“My beloved has sent his hand from the Hole [chor], and my bowels 
growled over him…” Song of Sol. 5:4 literal 

2 Strong’s #1967, Hemam. From the root hamam (#2000) throw into 
confusion, disturb, confuse, discomfit 

3 Strong’s #5953, Alvan. From alah (#5927) to go up, ascend, climb. 

4 Strong’s #4506, Machanath. Resting place. From nuach (#5117) the 
root of Rest’s name (Rest).  

5 Strong’s #5858, Eybal. Perhaps from an unused root probably 
meaning to be bald; bare; Ebal, a mountain of Palestine. 

“And he has become when YAHWEH your elohim is causing you to 
come in toward the Earth, yourself is he-who-comes-in there to inherit 
her, and you have given תֶא -the Kneeling over Mount of Cut-off-Ones 
[Gerazim] and תֶא -the Curse over Mount Ebal.” Deut. 11:29 literal 

6 Strong’s #8195, Shepho, bare. See #8192, shaphah, to sweep bare, 
abrade. 

7 Strong’s #208, Onam. From on (#202) vigor, wealth, might, strength.  

8 Strong’s #345, Ayyah. Screamer. From #344. Thought to be a falcon 
or hawk in Lev. 11:14. It is an onomatopoetic word (written as it 
actually sounds). See also #337, 188. 

םמי 9  

Strong’s #3222, yemim. Plural with definite article speaking of 
something specific. The word is unknown to scholars but is either 
derived from yom (#3117) hot-one or yam (#3220) sea, or both. There 
is a plural for seas םיִּ֑מַי  yamim (Gen. 1:10), and there is a plural for days 

םיִמָי  yomim and they are spelled similar to the Yemim ֙םִמֵּי  . 

10 Strong’s #2533, Chemdan. From #2530 to desire, take pleasure in. 

tamed Mountain-Goat[Dishon],  
tamed Treasure,  
tamed Mountain-Goat[Dishan] 

 these are tamed ones of the Hole-Dweller, to their 
tamed ones in the Earth of Hairy.  

31 And these ones are the Kings which have reigned in the 
Earth of Red to the faces of the reign of a king to the 
builders of Israel.  

32 And Swallowed builder of Burning-Lamp19 is 
reigning in Red, and the name of his city is Dinhabah.20  

33 And Swallowed is dying, and reigning under him is 
Crier;21 builder of Risen from Enclosure.22  

34 And Crier is dying, and reigning under him is Haste23 
from the earth of the South-Wind.  

35 And Haste is dying, and reigning under him is Shouter 
builder of Empty-Talk, the One-who-Strikes תֶא -
Contentious24 in the field of From-Father, and the name 
of his city is Ruined-one.25  

36 And Shouter is dying, and reigning under him is 
Garment26 from Choice-Vines.27  

11 Strong’s #790 Uncertain meaning. Probably from the same as 
Shebna'; vigorous; Eshban, an Idumaean -- Eshban. 

12 Strong’s #3506, Yithran. From #3498 yathar, to remain over, A 
primitive root; to jut over or exceed; by implication, to excel; 
(intransitively) to remain or be left; causatively, to leave, cause to 
abound, preserve 

13 Strong’s #3763 Keran. Uncertain meaning.  

14 Strong’s #1092 

15 Strong’s #2190 

16 Strong’s #6130, Aqan. From a root aqal (#6127) meaning to twist, 
bend. 

17 Strong’s #5780, Utz 

18 Strong’s #765 

19 Strong’s #1160 Beor. Burning lamp. From ba’ar (in the sense of 
burning); a lamp; Beor, the name of the father of an Edomitish king; 
also of that of Balaam -- Beor. 

20 Strong’s DinHavah. Uncertain meaning. But if a compound word, 
i.e. Din-Havah then Judge-Give. Or Give-a-Judge. Refer to Dinah, the 
feminine form of judge. See #3051 and #1835 

21 Jobab. From Strong’s #2980, yabab. To cry in a shrill voice. (Judges 
5:28) 

22 Strong’s #1224. Botsrah. From #1223, botsrah. Enclosure, a fold (for 
sheep). 

23 Strong’s #2367, Chusham. From chush #2363, to hasten. 

24 See Genesis 25:2 

25 Strong’s #5762 Avith. from avah; ruined-one 

26 See note Gen. 9:23 

27 Strong’s #4957 
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37 And Garment is dying, and reigning under him is 
Asked1 from Enlargements of the River. 

38 And Asked is dying, and reigning under him is 
Owner-of-Favor2 builder of Mouse.3  

39 And Owner-of-Favor builder of Mouse is dying, and 
reigning under him is Honored,4 and the name of his city 
is Groan.5 And the name of his woman is El-does-Good6 
built-one of Constant,7 built-one of Golden-Water.8 

Eleven Taught Ones 

40 And these ones are the names of the tamed of 
Prepared, to their families, to their standing-
places, in their names:  
tamed Withheld,  
tamed Injustice,9 
tamed Peg,10 41  
tamed Tent-of-the-High-Place,  
tamed Oak,  
tamed Perplexity,11 42  
tamed Kenaz,  
tamed South-Wind,  
tamed Fortress,12 43  
tamed Choice-one-of-El,13 
tamed City-wise;14 

 
1 Strong’s #7586. Shaul (Saul). Passive participle of sha'al; asked; 

2 Strong’s #1177, Baal-Chanan. Owner or Master of Favor. From ba'al 
and chanan; possessor of favor; Baal-Chanan, the name of an Edomite, 
also of an Israelite -- Baal-hanan. 

3 Strong’s #5909 

4 Strong’s #1924. Hadar. 

5 Strong’s #6464, Pa’u 

6 Strong’s #4105. Methetabel. From yatab (augmented) and ‘el; 
bettered of God. 

7 Strong’s 2956, Matred. Not a positive name. Pursuing, chasing, constant. 
Used of the constant drip of the foolish woman in Prov. 19:13 and the 
contentious woman in Prov. 27:15 

8 Strong’s #4314, Me Zahab. From mayim and zahab, water of gold; 

9 Strong’s #5933. Alvah. This name is the same as the feminine form 
of evel injustice #5766, alvah #5932, 

“From days of the Hill, you have missed El-Strives [Israel], there they 
have stood firm. You are not overtaking them in Hill [Gibeah] the 
war over the builders of injustice [Alvah].” Hosea 10:9 literal 

10 Strong’s #3509. Yetheth. Gesenius suggests yathed #3489 nail/peg  

11 Strong’s #6373, Pinon. Same as Punon which is the name of a place 
where Israel camped (Num 33:42). 

12 Strong’s #4014, Mibtsar, from #4013. Fortress, stronghold 

13 Strong’s #4025, Megediel. From meged and 'el; preciousness of 
God; Magdiel, an Idumaean -- Magdiel. 

“And to Joseph [He-Adds] he has said, ‘Blessed one of YAHWEH is 
his earth from the choice one [meged] of dual-heavens, from the 

these ones are tamed of Red, in reference to their seats, 
in the earth of their possession; himself is 
Prepared father of Red.  

CHAPTER 37  

Joseph 

1 And Heel is sitting in the earth of the offroading-places 
of his father, in the earth of Humbled. 2 These ones are 
births of Heel: He-Adds, a builder of seven ten of a 
duplication, HE HAS BECOME he-who-tends תא -his 
brothers in the Sheep, and himself is a shaken-out-one, 

תא -the builders of Troubled, and תא -the builders of 
Trickle, the women of his father, and He-Adds is causing 
to come in תֶא -their gliding-one15 of ruined-one toward 
their father.  

3 And El-Strives has loved He-Adds from the whole of 
his builders, for a builder of old-ones16 is himself to-
himself. And he has made to-himself a tunic of soles.17  

4 And his brothers are seeing that their father has loved 
תֶא -him from the whole of his brothers, and they are 

hating him, and have not been able to order him18 to 
completeness.  

“Dreams” 

5 And He-Adds is bonding19 a bonded-one, and he is 
exposing to his brothers, and they are adding again to 
hate תֶא -him.  

dew, and from the deep, she-who-stretches-out underneath.” Deut. 
33:13 literal 

14 Strong’s #5902, Iram. From iyr; city-wise; Iram, an Idumaean -- Iram. 

15 Strong’s #1681, dibbah. Feminine noun. Defined as something that 
glides. From dabab (in the sense of furtive motion); slander -- defaming, 
evil report, infamy, slander. 

16 Strong’s #2208, Zequnim. Old ones. Properly, plural passive 
participle of zaqen which means to be old. “Old age”, as translators have 
always rendered it, is an interpretation and ignores the plural attribute. 

17 Strong’s #6446, passim. Plural word for palms or soles. From pacac; 
properly, the palm (of the hand) or sole (of the foot) (compare pac); 
by implication (plural) a long and sleeved tunic (perhaps simply a wide 
one; from the original sense of the root. This never meant “various 
colors”. See Gesenius. 

18 Hebrew ֹו֥רְּבַּד . This is the one instance of the verb to set in order 
(otherwise known as to speak, see Gen. 8:15 note) conjugated with a 
masculine singular suffix. It doesn’t make any sense to render this to 
speak-him so translators have always inserted “to”. Yet there is no 
directional word toward nor preposition to in this sentence. 

19 A “DREAM” IS A BONDED ONE 

Strong’s #2492, chalam. A primitive root; properly, to bind together 
firmly, i.e. (by implication) to be (causatively to make) plump; also 
(through the figurative sense of dumbness) to dream. What relationship 
does binding together have with dreaming? It is highly speculative. 
Gesenius writes, “because, it is said, fatness of the body inclines to 
sleep and dreams…”  
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6 And he is saying toward them, `Hear ye, now, the 
Bonding-one of This one which I have bonded, 7 
and behold, ourselves are binders of bound-
ones1 in the middle of the Field, and behold, my 
bound-one has stood up, and also has stood firm, 
and behold, your bound-ones are encircling, and 
are bowing-down themselves to my bound-one.`  

8 And his brothers are saying to-himself, `To reign are 
you reigning over us? Or to rule are you ruling in us?` 
And they are adding again to hate תֶא -him, upon his 
bonded-ones, and upon his words.  

Heaven bows to “Earth”? 

9 And he is bonding again a bonded-one of a back-one, 
and he is recording תֶא -him to his brothers, and 
he is saying, `Behold, I have bonded a bonded-
one again, and behold, the Sun and the Moon, 
and one ten round-ones, are those-who-bow-
down themselves to-myself.`  

10 And he is recording toward his father, and toward his 
brothers; and his father is rebuking in him, and is saying 
to-himself, `What is the Bonded-one of This one which 
you have bonded? To come in, myself is coming in, and 
your mother, and your brothers to bow-down to-
yourself earth-ward?`2 11 And his brothers are envying in 
him, and his father has guarded תֶא -the Word.  

12 And his brothers are walking to tend תֶא -a sheep of 
their father in Shoulder, 13 and El-Strives is saying 
toward He-Adds, `Are not your brothers those-who-
tend in Shoulder? Walk, and I may send you toward 
them.`  

And he is saying to him, `Behold-myself.`  

14 And he is saying to him, `Walk, now, see תֶא -the 
completeness of your brothers, and the completeness of 
the Sheep, and cause to turn back a word.` And he is 
sending him from the depth3 of League, and he is 
coming-in Shoulder-ward.  

 
 “A song of the Steps, in YAHWEH’s turning-back a captive of 
Parched [Zion], we HAVE BECOME as bonding 
ones[chalomim].” Psalm 126:1 literal 

Further complicating the traditional interpretation of “dream” is the 
fact that a Hiphil causative verb is used in Jer. 29:8, to cause one to dream. 
How can anyone make someone dream anything? 

1 Strong’s #485, alummah. Noun derived from the verb to bind, 
meaning thing which is bound or, bound-one. The ancients also called the 
widow an almanah (#490) using the same root. 

2 HEAVEN BOWING TO EARTH? 

In Gen. 1:17 two luminaries—if these refer to the sun and moon—
along with stars are placed in the Dual-Heavens. Joseph’s father Jacob 
is seems to be interpreting the dream here: sun, moon, stars for 
himself, his mother, and his brothers. Regardless, Jacob [Heel] is 
apparently inquiring as to whether the Sun, Moon, Stars which are 
collectively Heaven will be bowing down “Earth-ward”.  

Joseph Found Wandering in the Field  

15 And a man is finding him, and behold, him-who-
wanders in the Field,4 and the Man is asking him, to say, 
`What are you seeking?` 16 And he is saying, ` תֶא -My 
brothers myself is he-who-seeks; front now to-myself, 
where are they those-who-tend?` 17 And the man is 
saying, `They have pulled-up from this one, for I have 
heard those-who-say, Let us walk Two-Wells-ward.`  

And He-Adds is walking the back of his brothers and is 
finding them in Two-Wells. 18 And they are seeing תֶא -
him from afar, and in-before he is drawing near toward 
them, and they conspire תֶא -him to put him to death. 19 
And they are saying, a man toward his brother, `Behold, 
the owner5 of the Bonded-ones of This-one-further6 is 
he-who-comes. 20 And now, walk, and we slay him, and 
throw him in one of the Cisterns, and we have said, A 
living-one of ruined-one has eaten him; and we are 
seeing what his bonded-ones ARE BECOMING.` 

21 And Behold-Builder is hearing, and is snatching him 
from their hand, and is saying, `We are not smiting a 
breath.` 22 And Behold-Builder is saying toward them, 
`We do not pour out blood. Throw תֶא -him toward the 
Cistern of This one which is in the Wilderness, and do 
not send out a hand in him.`—to the purpose to snatch 

תֶא -him from their hand, to turn him back toward his 
father.  

23 And HE IS BECOMING when He-Adds has come 
toward his brothers, and they are stripping תֶא -He-Adds 

תֶא -his tunic, תֶא -the tunic of Soles which is upon him, 24 
and they are taking תֶא -him and are throwing him the 
Cistern-ward, and the Cistern is empty, nothing is in him 
of dual-waters. 25 And they are sitting to eat bread, and 
they are lifting up their eyes, and are seeing, and behold, 
a traveling-company of El-Hears-ites, she-who-comes 
from Witness-Heap, and their camels are those-who-lift-

3 Strong’s #6010, emeq. Depth, deepening. noun masculine (Micah 1:4) 
vale (properly deepening, depth). See Brown-Driver-Briggs, Gesenius. 

4 WANDERING IN THE FIELD 

This is a very common theme—to wander in a field or wildernress. We 
see Cain sent to wander, then Abraham sent to wander, then Hagar 
sent to wander, and now Joseph is sent to wander. In Exodus Israel is 
sent to wander. This continues throughout the Bible up to even John 
the Submerger and Jesus. 

5 MASTER OF THE BONDED-ONES 

Strong’s #1167, Baal. Owner, master. See Genesis 14:13 note. 

6 Hebrew הֶ֖זָּלַה תֹו֥מdֲחַה  לַעַּ֛ב  . The Master of the Bonded-ones of This 
one further out. The Bonded-ones with a definite article. “This one” is 
masculine singular which means it cannot refer to the bonded-ones, 
i.e. these bonded-ones. Translating it “the master of the Bonded-ones is 
this one” is incorrect because of the following masculine-singular 
participle verb “is the coming one” or “is he who comes.” 
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up a smitten-one,1 and a lumped-one,2 and a wrapped-
one,3 going to take them down to Dual-Siege.  

26 And Judah is saying toward his brothers, `What gain 
when we slay our brother, and have concealed his blood? 
27 Walk, and we may sell him to the El-Hears-ites, and 
our hand is NOT BECOMING in him, for our brother our 
flesh is himself.` And his brothers are hearing. 28 And 
mortal-men Contentious-ones those-who-go-round are 
crossing over and they are drawing out and causing to 
ascend תֶא -He-Adds from out of the Cistern, and are 
selling תֶא -He-Adds to the El-Hears-ites in twenty of a 
silver-one, and they are causing to come in He-Adds 
Duel-Siege-ward.  

29 And Behold-Builder is turning back toward the 
Cistern, and behold, He-Adds is not in the Cistern; and 
he is rending his treacherous-garments, 30 and he is 
turning back toward his brothers, and is saying, `The 
Born-one, they are nothing,4 and myself is where myself 
is he-who-comes.5`  

 
1 Strong’s #5219, תאכְנ  nekot, noun fem. something smitten to powder. “a 
pounding, breaking in pieces, hence aromatic powder, which from being 
a general name, became applied to some particular kind of aromatic.” – 
Gesenius. See #5218 and #5217 nake אכְנ  to smite, scourge, which is also 
derived from this root. #5218 is interpreted as an adjective smitten. This 
however seems incorrect as participle verb would likely be used as seen 
in Psalm 109:16, הֵ֨אְכִנ  he-who-is-smitten. Thus, a smiting wind as opposed 
to a “broken heart”: 

“A merry heart is creating-good, a cure, and a smiting [nake] wind 
is drying-up a bone.” Prov. 17:22 literal 

2 HONEY = LUMPED/STICKY MASS PRESSED 
TOGETHER 

Strong’s #1706, debash. A lumped mass. This is the word for honey. 
From the root dabash (unused).  Gesenius writes, “to work up a 
mass”. Feurst writes, “to be slimed together, put together by grease, as 
thing which is slimy, sticky, fat…generally to be pressed together (into 
a lump or mass). See dabbashet (#1707), camel hump. 

3 Strong’s #3910, lot dט , an enveloped or wrapped one. Interpreted as myrrh. 
Same as Abraham’s nephew Lot (#3876), covering (#3875), secret/mystery 
(#3909), verb to wrap (#3874),  

4 Hebrew ּוּנ ֶ֥ניֵא  the suffix is properly 3rd person plural. The born-one 
here is in the singular. 

5 Hebrew אָֽב יִנֲא  הָנָ֥א  יִ֖נֲאַו  . And myself where myself he-who-comes. Ba (#935) 
is a masculine participle verb. The statement is not composed like 
typical questions, if it is even a question. Translators have always 
treated it as a question and stretched the meanings to make it say “I, 
where shall I go?” But this is weak conjecture. Why would Reuben 
repeat the personal pronoun like this? 

6 SCAPEGOAT 

Strong’s #5795, ez. Female goat. The Azazel (Scapegoat) was to be a 
sa’iyr (hairy one) of the female goats in the Atonement rite in Leviticus 
16. 

7 Strong’s #2963, taraph. Torn off, plucked. Not merely torn but torn 
off. This is different from the word used in the following verse, rend, 
qara (Strong’s #7167) when Heel tears his mantle. 

8 Strong’s #4975, mothenayyim. םִיַ֫נְתָמ  noun masculine dual loins. 
Interestingly there is a feminine noun for the same thing, 
chalatsayyim םִיָ֑צָלֲח  which is also dual used in Gen. 35:11. 
 

31 And they are taking תֶא -the tunic of He-Adds, and are 
slaughtering a hairy-one of the female-goats,6 and are 
dipping תֶא -the tunic in the Blood, 32 and are sending 

תֶא -the tunic of the Soles, and they are causing to come 
in toward their father, and are saying, `This one we have 
found; recognize, now, the Tunic: of your builder is 
himself or no.` 33 And he is recognizing her, and is 
saying, `The tunic of my builder. A living-one of ruined-
one has eaten him; torn-off he has been torn-off He-
Adds.`7  

34 And Heel is rending his garments and is putting a sack 
on his double-loins,8 and is mourning-himself upon his 
builder the days of abundant-ones. 35 And the whole of 
his builders and the whole of his built-ones are standing 
up to console him, and he is refusing to console-himself, 
and is saying, `For I am descending toward my builder, 
mournful Sheol-ward.`9 And his father is weeping תֶא -
him. 36 And the Contentious-ones have sold תֶא -him 
toward Dual-Siege, to Potiphar, a eunuch of Pharaoh 
prince of the Butchers.10 

From Thayer’s Greek Lexicon we are given a second definition: “2. a 
loin, the Sept. several times for םִיַצָלֲח , the (two) loins, where the 
Hebrews thought the generative power (semen) resided (?); hence, 
καρπός τῆς ὀσφύος, fruit of the loins, offspring, Acts 2:30 (see καρπός, 
1 at the end); ἐξέρχεσθαι ἐκ τῆς ὀσφύος τίνος, to come forth out of 
one's loins 

 

9 Hebrew הָלֹ֑אְׁש , sheol-ah. Feminine noun.  

SHEOL/HELL-WARD 
The noun sheol is not ever found with a definite article. It is often 
found as sheolah with the “feminine” suffix -ah. The suffix -ah is 
called the “directional hay” or “terminative case” and is not 
pronounced. This means that sheol is not so much a place as it is a 
direction. Or perhaps it is a feminine place.  

It is an abode, movement, or condition, a limitation. There is no 
concrete definition just as with the four winds—north, south, east, west. 
“The west” as translated from dusk (#4628) is not any one place, but 
a direction just as “east” is translated from sunrise or front (#4217 and 
#6921) and is also not a definitive place. Also note that sheol is not 
something found in the Deep (Abyss) but in the Earth, as a “pit”, or 
“grave”. Notice how prepositions in or towards are avoided, 

“And they are descending themselves and the whole of which to 
themselves are living ones, Sheol-ward, and the Earth closes over 
themselves and they are lost from the middle of the assembly.” Num. 
16:33 literal 

“The cords of Sheol surrounded me; The snares of death confronted me. 
In the Narrow to me I am calling-out YAHWEH, and toward my 
elohe…” David’s Song, 2 Sam. 22:6 literal 

The middle of the assembly is “herself” Sheol, a grave. In Jeremiah 
29:15 Babylon is also written with a terminative, directional feminine 
suffix, babel-ah. “You have caused to stand up for us prophets 
Babylon-ward.”  

See note on Genesis 1:5. 

10 Strong’s #2876, tabbach. Tabbachim = The Butchers. Definite 
article referring to something specific. From tabach; properly, a 
butcher; hence, a lifeguardsman (because he was acting as an 
executioner); also a cook (usually slaughtering the animal for food) -- 
cook, guard. 
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CHAPTER 38  

1 And HE IS BECOMING in the Time of Himself,1 and 
Cast is descending from תֶא -his brothers, and is 
stretching-out toward a man, an Adullamite, whose 
name is Whitened.2 2 And Cast is seeing there a built-
one of a man, a Humbled, and his name is Wealth,3 and 
he is taking her, and is coming in toward her. 3 And she 
is conceiving and bearing a builder, and he is calling-out 

תֶא -his name Awake.4  

4 And she is conceiving again, and bearing a builder, and 
is calling-out תֶא -his name Powerful.5 5 And she is 
adding6 again, and bearing a builder, and is calling-out 

תֶא -his name Petition.7 And HE HAS BECOME in Lie8 in 
her bearing תֶא -him.  

6 And Cast is taking a woman to Awake, his first-born, 
and her name is Palm-Tree.9 7 And HE IS BECOMING 
Awake, first-born of Cast, ruinous in the eyes of 
YAHWEH, and YAHWEH is causing him to die. 8 And 
Cast is saying to Powerful, `Come in toward the woman 
of your brother, and yabam10 תֶא -her, and cause to stand 
up a seed to your brother.` 9 And Powerful is perceiving 
that the Seed IS NOT BECOMING to-himself. And HE HAS 
BECOME when he has come in toward the woman of his 
brother, that he has laid-waste earth-ward, lest to give a 
seed to his brother. 10 And he is ruinous in the eyes of 
YAHWEH which he has made, and he is causing to die 
also תֶא -him.  

11 And Cast is saying to Palm-Tree his kallah,11 `Sit 
bound-one12 in the house of your father until Petition 

 
1 Hebrew אוִ֔הַה תֵ֣עָּב  . The masculine pronoun ha-hu is dotted to force a 
feminine pronoun vocalization. “Time” is a feminine noun (#6256). 

2 Strong’s #2437, Chirah. From a word related to the face growing 
white/pale 

3 Strong’s #7770, Shua. Cf. Gesenius. 

4 Strong’s #6147. Er. From #5782 ur, to wake.  

“Like an eagle is awakening [ur] his nest…” Deut. 32:11 literal 

“Awake, awake Word, awake, awake, order a song. Stand up 
Lightning-Flash, capture your captives, builder of My-Father-is-
Delight.” Judges 5:12 literal 

5 Strong’s #209, Onan. From on (#202), power, might, vigor, wealth. 

6 Hebrew toseph. Joseph = he adds/increases, Toseph = she 
adds/increases 

7 Strong’s #7956. Shelah. From #7596, shelah. A thing requested/asked 
for.  

8 Strong’s #3580, Kezib. See kazab #3576, to lie 

9 Strong’s #8559, Tamar. Palm tree (#8558) 

10 Strong’s #2992, yabam. This verb is formed from the word meaning 
brother-in-law (husband’s brother) #2993. Hence the interpretation of 
“perform the duty of a husband’s brother”.  

11 Strong’s #3618. From kalal; a bride (as if perfect), complete one, perfect 
one. 

12 THE WIDOW IS BOUND 
Strong’s #488. Alman. A bound/tied up one. Prolonged from 'alam in 
the sense of bereavement. Alam (#481) means to bind, be dumb, put to 

my builder is growing-great.` For he said, `Lest he is 
dying—also himself—like his brothers.` And Palm-Tree 
is walking, and she is sitting in the house of her father.  

12 And the Days are abounding, and the built-one of 
Powerful, woman of Cast, is dying. And Cast is being 
consoled, and he is ascending upon those-who-shear his 
sheep, himself and Whitened his friend the Adullamite, 
Portion-ward.13 13 And he is fronted to Palm-Tree, to 
say, `Behold, your cham14 is he-who-ascends Portion-
ward to shear his sheep.`  

14 And she is causing to turn aside the treacherous-
garments of her bound-one15 from upon her, and she is 
covering in the Wrapping,16 and is wrapping herself, and 
is sitting in the opening of Eyes,17 which is upon the road 
Portion-ward, for she has seen that Petition has grown, 
and himself has not been given to-himself to a woman.  

15 And Cast is seeing her, and is weaving her for a 
harlot,18 for she has covered her faces. 16 And he is 
stretching-out toward her, toward the Road, and is 
saying, `Give, now, I am coming in toward you.` For he 
has not perceived that himself is his kallah. And she is 
saying, `What are you giving to-myself, that you are 
coming in toward me?` 17 And he is saying, `Myself is 
sending a kid of the goats from the Sheep.` And she is 
saying, `Are you giving a mixed-one19 until you are 
sending?` 18 And he is saying, `What is the Pledge that I 
am giving to-yourself?` And she is saying, `Your seal, 
and your thread, and your staff20 which is in your hand.` 

silence. Root definitions like these are why some scholars in the past 
have denounced the etymological study of the Hebrew root system. 
What an interesting thing to call a widow! Refer to the “sheafs” of 
Joseph’s dream in Gen. 37:7. 

“He has been oppressed, himself is he-who-is-humbled, and he is not 
opening his mouth, like the Sheep to the Slaughter he is conducted, and 
like an ewe [Rachel] to the faces of those-who-shave-her has been 
bound [alam], and he is not opening his mouth.” Isaiah 53:7 literal 

13 Strong’s #8553, Timnath. Portion assigned, territory.  

14 Strong’s #2524, cham. From chomah (#2346) meaning wall. 
Specifically, the “husband’s father”, a married woman’s father-in-law 
was identified with a wall, apparently. 

15 Hebrew ּהָ֜תּונְמְלַא , almunatah 

16 Strong’s #6809, tsaiph. Wrapping, shawl, veil. The root means to wrap 
over. This is used only three times in the Bible: Gen. 24:65, 38:14,19. 
Though often translated as “veil” it is not the same as tsammah 
(#6777) which means veil (for a woman) which is found 4 times, or 
masveh (#4533) which is used of Moses’ “veil”.   

17 Strong’s #5869, Enayim. Dual form of ayin, eye.  

18 Strong’s #2181, zanah.  

19 Strong’s #6148, arab. Masc. noun. Something mixed, interbraided. 
Inter-braiding/mixing. Pledge/exchange? See note on Gen. 7:22 

20 Strong’s #4294, matteh. a staff, rod, shaft, branch, a tribe. A wooden 
stick first a branch from a tree and then is a staff, rod, and, scepter, 
and spear all at once. It is used symbolically to describe a tribe. Ezekiel 
prophesies of a matteh of a vine (Eze. 19:11,12,14). Another word for 
rod or staff is shebet (Strong’s #7626). These two words are rendered 
consistently. 
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And he is giving to-herself, and is coming in toward her, 
and she is conceiving to-himself.  

19 And she is standing up, and is walking, and turning 
aside her wrapping from upon her, and is clothing herself 
treacherous-garments of her bound-one. 20 And Cast is 
sending תֶא -the kid of the Goats in the hand of his friend 
the Adullamite, to take the Pledge from the hand of the 
Woman, and he has not found her.  

21 And he is asking the mortal-men of her standing-
place, to say, `Where is the Holy-one1, himself is in the 
Eyes, upon the Road?` And they are saying, `She HAS 
NOT BECOME in this one a holy-one.`  

22 And he is turning back toward Cast, and is saying, `I 
have not found her, and also the mortal-men of the 
Standing-place also have said, She HAS NOT BECOME in 
this one a holy-one.` 23 And Cast is saying, `She is taking 
to-herself, lest we ARE BECOMING to a despised-one; 
behold, I have sent the Kid of This one, and yourself has 
not found her.`  

24 And HE IS as from three new-ones, and he is being 
fronted to Cast, to say, `Palm-Tree, your kallah has 
harloted, and also, behold a pregnant-one to harloting-
ones.`2 And Cast is saying, `Cause her to go out, and she 
is being burned.` 25 Himself is she-who-is-caused-to-go-
out, and herself has sent toward her cham, to say, `To a 
man whose these ones are to-himself, myself is a pregnant-
one.` And she is saying, `Recognize, now, to whom the 
Seal, and the Threads, and the Staff are These ones.`  

26 And Cast is recognizing and is saying, `She has been 
justified from myself, for upon an upright I have not 
given her to Petition, my builder.` And he has not added 
again to perceive her.  

Palm-Tree has Double-ones 

27 And HE IS in the time of her bearing, and behold, 
double-ones are in her belly.  

 
1 HOLY ONES 

Strong’s #6948, qadeshah. Holy/separate/sacred one. Feminine of the 
masculine noun qadesh (#6945). The root noun qodesh and verb 
qadash (#6944, 6942) have the primary meaning of pure, clean, holy. It 
is also used for sanctuary. It is conjecture that these words meant cult 
prostitute or temple prostitute. Would Yahweh himself really use such an 
important theological token for a “cult-prostitute” of another religion 
or the worship of Venus as some scholars tell us?. It makes no sense. 
The only translator I am aware of who didn’t change this word is 
Robert Young who rendered this in the YLT as “separated one”. In 
contrast, “harlot” in Hebrew is zanah (#2181) a feminine noun that 
does not have a masculine counterpart except in the plural (#2183) 
zenunim meaning harloting-ones, or whoring-ones. 

“…and you have become holy-ones [qedoshim], for a holy-one is 
myself…” Lev. 11:44 literal 

“She IS NOT BECOMING a holy-one [qedeshah] from the 
built-ones of El-Strives, and he IS NOT BECOMING a holy-one 
[qadesh] from the builders of El-Strives.” Deut. 23:17 literal 

2 WHORING ONES 

 
Breakout and Risen 

28 And HE IS in her bearing, and he is giving a hand, and 
the One-who-bears is taking and is tying3 upon his hand 
a scarlet-one,4 to say, `This one has gone out a first one.`  

A Breakout 

29 And HE IS BECOMING like one-who-turns-back his 
hand, and behold, his brother has gone out, and she is 
saying, `How have you broken out? Upon you is a 
breakout.` And he is calling-out his name Breakout.5 30 
And the back of his brother has gone out, which upon 
his hand is the Scarlet one, and he is calling-out his name 
Risen.6  

CHAPTER 39  

1 And He-Adds has been caused to descend to Dual-
Siege-ward, and Potiphar is buying him, a eunuch of 
Pharaoh prince of the Butchers, a man of Dual-Siege, 
from the hand of the Ishmaelites [El-Hears] who have 
caused him to descend there-ward.  

2 And HE IS YAHWEH תֶא -He-Adds, and HE IS a man he-
who-causes-success, and HE IS in the house of his master 
the Dual-Siege-ian. 3 And his master is seeing that 
YAHWEH is תֶא -him, and the whole which himself is he-
who-makes,7 YAHWEH is he-who-causes-success in his 
hand. 4 And He-Adds is finding a bending-down in his 
eyes, and is ministering תֶא -him, and he is causing-him-
to-visit8 upon his house, and the whole that he has to-
himself he has given in his hand.  

5 And HE IS BECOMING from that time, he has caused-
to-visit תֶא -him upon his house, and upon the whole 
which he has to-himself, that YAHWEH is kneeling תֶא -

Strong’s #2183, zenunim. Whoring ones, harloting ones. Brown-Driver-
Briggs, Gesenius, etc. have supposed that this masculine plural noun 
was a “plural abstract intensive”. In other words it has always been 
interpreted as “whore-ish” (Hosea 2:6, 4:12, etc). Ancient Hebrew was 
not an abstract language however, but a concrete, primitive language. 
The Hebrew provides no syntax of any sort to indicate an abstract “-
ish” as in whorish or “-doms” as in whoredoms. Yet this assumption 
that it was an abstract word has prevailed through the ages. 

3  Strong’s #7194, qashar. To bind, join, conspire, or league together. See 
note on Gen 30:41 

4  Strong’s #8144 Shani. A noun, scarlet thing, crimson thing. Refers to an 
insect. There is no “thread” mentioned in this text. Of uncertain 
derivation; crimson, properly, the insect or its color, also stuff dyed with 
it 

5 See note Gen. 28:14 

6 Strong’s #2226, Zerach, from #2225, rising, dawning 

7 Or the whole of whom himself is the maker 

8 Interpreted as to oversee, attend to. 
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the house of the Dual-Siege-ian in account of He-Adds, 
and the kneeled-one of YAHWEH is in the whole of 
which he has to-himself, in the House, and in the Field. 
6 And he is forsaking the whole of which is to-himself 
in the hand of He-Adds,1 and he has not perceived תֶא -
him a speck, for if the Bread which himself is he-who-
eats. And HE IS He-Adds, beautiful of form, and 
beautiful of sight.  

Her House 

7 And HE IS BECOMING the back of the Words of These 
ones, and the woman of his master is lifting up תֶא -her 
eyes toward He-Adds, and she is saying, `Lie down with 
me.` 8 And he is refusing, and is saying toward the 
woman of his master, `Behold, my master has not 
perceived תֶא -me, what is in the House, and the whole of 
which there is to-himself he has given in my hand. 9 
There is nothing great in the House of This one from me, 
and he has not withheld from me a speck, for if תֶא -you, 
in which you are his woman; and how am I making the 
Great Ruinous of This one, and I have missed to elohim?`  

10 And HE IS as her ordering toward He-Adds hot-one 
hot-one,2 and he has not heard toward her, to lie down 
beside her, TO BECOME with her.  

11 And HE IS like the Hot-one of This one, and he is 
coming in the House-ward to make his work, and there 
is not a man from the mortal-men of the House there in 
the House, 12 and she is seizing him in his treacherous-
garment, to say, ̀ Lie down with me.` And he is forsaking 
his treacherous-garment in her hand, and is escaping, 
and is going out the Outside-ward. 13 And HE IS when 
she sees that he has forsaken his treacherous-garment in 
her hand, and is escaping the Outside-ward, 14 that she 
is calling-out to the mortal-men in her house, and is 
saying to them, to say, `See, he has caused to come in to-
ourselves a man, a Beyond-one, to laugh at us; he has 
come in toward me, to lie down with me, and I am 
calling out in a great voice, 15 and HE IS, when he hears 
that I have lifted up my voice and calling out, and he is 
forsaking his treacherous-garment beside me, and is 
escaping, and is going out the Outside-ward.`  

16 And she is placing his treacherous-garment near her, 
until the coming in of his master toward his house. 17 
And she is ordering toward him according to the Words 
of These ones, to say, `The Slave, the Beyond-one, has 
come in toward me whom you have caused to come in 
toward ourselves to laugh at me. 18 And HE IS as I lift up 
my voice, and I am calling out, and he is forsaking his 

 
1 “Joseph” appears at the end of this sentence which is normal for the 
subject of a Hebrew sentence, however translators force the word 
forsake to mean gave and thus the traditional rendering that everything 
“is left” in Joseph’s hand by the Egyptian, Potiphar. 

2 Hebrew םֹו֑י םֹו֣י  ףֵ֖סֹוי  ־לֶא  , toward Joseph hot-one hot-one. There are no 
prepositions here between “hot-one hot-one”, i.e. hot-one by hot-one or 
hot-one to hot-one.  

3 Strong’s #4929, mishmar. Place of confinement, guard place. From 
shamar, to guard.  

treacherous-garment beside me, and is escaping the 
Outside-ward.`  

19 And HE IS as his master hears תֶא -words of his 
woman, which she has ordered toward him, to say, 
`According to the Words of These ones your slave has 
made to-myself,` and his nostril is burning.  

The House of the Round 

20 And the master of He-Adds is taking תֶא -him and is 
giving him toward the house of the Round, a standing-
place which tied-ones of the King are tied, and HE IS 
there in the house of the Round.  

21 And HE IS YAHWEH תֶא -He-Adds, and he is 
stretching-out toward him a kindness and is giving him 
his favor in the eyes of the prince of the house of the 
Round. 22 And the prince of the house of the Round is 
giving in the hand of He-Adds תֶא -the whole the tied-
ones who are in the house of the Round, and תֶא -the 
whole of whom are those-who-make there, himself HAS 
BECOME he-who-makes. 23 The prince of the house of 
the Round is not he-who-sees תֶא -the whole of a speck 
in his hand, in-which YAHWEH is תֶא -him, and which 
himself is he-who-makes YAHWEH is he-who-causes-
success. 

CHAPTER 40  

Who is the “King of Egypt”? 

1 And he is the back of the Words of These ones; the 
drink-giver of the king of Dual-Siege and the One-who-
bakes have missed to their master, to the king of Dual-
Siege.  

2 And Pharaoh is furious upon his two eunuchs: upon 
the prince of Drink-givers, and upon the prince of those-
who-bake, 3 and he is giving תֶא -them in a prison in the 
house of the prince of the Butchers, toward the house 
of the Round, the standing-place in which He-Adds is 
he-who-is-tied there. 4 And the prince of the Butchers 
are visiting תֶא -He-Adds תֶא -them, and he is ministering 

תֶא -them; and THEY ARE BECOMING days in a prison.3  

Two Bonded-ones in One Night 

5 And they are bonding a bonded-one, their two, a man 
his bonded-one, in the night of one, a man according to 
the division4 of his bonded-one, the drink-giver and the 
One-who-bakes whom belong to the king of Dual-Siege, 
who are those-tied in the house of the Round. 6 And He-

4 INTERPRETATION – DIVIDING THE TRUTH 
Strong’s #6623, pithron. Division, interpretation. This word is only found 
in this narrative and only in relation to dreams. From pathar (#6622) 
which is the equivalent of the Aramaic peshar (#6590) to divide, cut in 
pieces, separate in parts as used in Ecc. 8:1. Cf. Gesenius, Fuerst. This idea 
of “dividing the meaning of a word” appears to be iterated by the 
Apostle Paul in which he used a word that had to do with cutting in a 
straight line ὀρθοτομοῦντα (#G3718), 

“…straight-cutting the word of the truth.” 1 Tim. 2:15 literal 
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Adds is coming in toward them in the Dawn, and is 
seeing תֶא -them, and behold those-who-foam.1  

7 And he is asking the eunuchs of Pharaoh who are תֶא -
him in the prison of the house of his master, saying, `Of 
what-perception are your faces ruinous2 the Hot-one?` 8 
And they are saying toward him, ̀ A bonded-one we have 
bonded, and nothing is one-who-opens-up3 תֶא -him.` 
And He-Adds is saying toward them, `Are not to elohim 
the opened-ones? Record, now, to-myself.`  

9 And the prince of the Drink-givers is recording תֶא -
his bonded-one to He-Adds, and is saying to-
himself, `In my bonded-one, and behold, a vine is 
to my faces. 10 And in the Vine are three 
entwining-branches,4 and herself is as one-who-
breaks-forth, she has ascended, her sparkling-one, 
they caused to boil her clusters of grapes; 11 and 
the cup of Pharaoh is in my hand, and I am taking 

תֶא -the Grapes and treading תֶא -them toward the 
cup of Pharaoh, and I am giving תֶא -the Cup in 
the palm of Pharaoh.`  

12 And He-Adds is saying to-himself, `This one is his 
division, the three Entwined-branches are three 
days themselves. 13 In a going-around of5 three 
days Pharaoh is lifting up תֶא -your shaking-one, 
and has caused you to turn back upon your 
stand,6 and you have given the cup of Pharaoh in 
his hand, according to the First Judgement which 
you HAVE BECOME his drink-giver. 14 For if you 
have memorialized-me, תא -you, when you are 
creating-good to-yourself, and you have made, 
now, by-me a kind-one, and have caused to 
memorialize-me toward Pharaoh, then you have 
caused me to go out from the House of This one, 
15 for to steal I have been stolen from the Earth 
of the Beyond-ones; and here also I have not 

 
1 Strong’s #2196, zaaph. Foaming. A primitive root; properly, to boil 
up, i.e. (figuratively) to be peevish or angry. This is the language as used 
elsewhere (see #2197), 

“…and the sea stood firm from his foaming [zaaph].” Jonah 1:15 
literal 

“wild waves of the sea foaming upon the shame of themselves…” 
Jude 1:13 literal 

“…having seen him, the wind at once threw him into complete 
convulsion, and having fallen upon the ground he rolled, foaming.” 
Mark 9:20 literal 

2 Strong’s #7451, ra’ah. Ruined-one, evil, bad. 

3 Strong’s #6622, pathar. From the root to open. The derivative 
door/opening is pethach (#6607). 

4 Strong’s #8299, sarig. From sarag; a tendril (as entwining) -- branch. 
Braided3, twisted, entwined branches. 

made a speck yet they have put תֶא -me in the 
Cistern.`  

16 And the prince of Those-who-bake is seeing for he 
has divided good, and he is saying toward He-
Adds, `Also myself is in my Bonded-one, and 
behold, three reed-baskets7 of a white-one8 are 
upon my shaking-one, 17 and in the Uppermost 
Reed-basket from the whole of the food of 
Pharaoh, a work of he-who-bakes; and the Flying-
one is he-who-eats תֶא -them from out of the 
Reed-basket, from upon my shaking-one.` 

Hung on a Wood 

18 And He-Adds is facing and is saying, `This one is his 
division. The three Reed-baskets are three days 
themselves. 19 In a going-around of three days 
Pharaoh is lifting up your shaking-one from upon 
you, and he has hung תֶא -you upon a wood,9 and 
the Flying-one has eaten תֶא -your flesh from upon 
you.`  

20 And HE IS in the Hot-one of the Third-one, a hot-one 
being-begotten תֶא -Pharaoh, and he is making a drink to 
the whole of his slaves, and is lifting up the shaking-one 
of the prince of the Drink-givers, and the shaking-one 
of the prince of Those-who-bake in the middle of his 
slaves, 21 and he is causing to turn back the prince of the 
Drink-givers upon his drink-giver, and he is giving the 
cup upon the hand of Pharaoh. 22 And תֶא -the prince of 
Those-who-bake he has hanged, as when He-Adds has 
divided to them. 23 And the prince of the Drink-givers 
has not memorialized תֶא -He-Adds but is forgetting him.  

CHAPTER 41  

Pharaoh is a Bonding-one 

1 And HE IS BECOMING from the cut-off of a double-
duplication of days. And Pharaoh is he-who-bonds, and 
behold, he-who-sets-upright upon the Canal, and 

5 Hebrew #5750 דֹו֣עְּב  , in + repeat, again, going around 

6 Strong’s #3653, ken. Pedastal, base, stand. 

7 Strong’s #5536, sal. From salal; properly, a willow twig (as pendulous), 
i.e. An osier; but only as woven into a basket -- basket. 

“properly a slender rod, (root salal), of which baskets are woven; hence 
a basket woven of rods…properly a basket made of reeds…” -Gesenius 

8 Strong’s #2751, chori. Masculine singular noun. From the root 
chavar (#2357) to grow white/pale. This has been interpreted as white 
bread assuming that it was made from a fine flour. Cf. Gesenius, Fuerst, 
etc. 

9 A quote by Luke?  

“And we are witnesses of all which he made in both the expanse of the 
Judaeans and in Jerusalem, whom also they took-away hanging him on 
wood. “ Acts 10:39 literal 
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behold, from out of the Canal those-who-ascend are 
seven cows, beautiful of sight, and fat in flesh, and they 
are tending1 in the swamp-grass.2  

3 And behold seven cows of the back are those-who-
ascend the back of them from-out of the Canal, ruined-
ones of sight and crushed ones of flesh, and they are 
setting-upright beside the cows upon the edge of the 
Canal. 4 And the Cows of Ruinous ones of sight and 
crushed ones of the Flesh are eating תֶא -the seven Cows 
of beautiful sight, and the Fat ones. And Pharaoh is 
awakening.  

5 And he is sleeping and bonding a double, and behold, 
seven ears-of-grain are ascending in a stalk of one, fat 
and good ones, 6 and behold, seven ears-of-grain, 
crushed, and those-who-are-scorched of a front [east] 
wind3 are those-who-sprout the back of them.  

 
7 And the Crushed Ears-of-grain are swallowing תֶא -the 
seven Fat Ears-of-grain and the Full ones. And Pharaoh 
is awakening, and behold, a bonded-one.  

8 And HE IS BECOMING in the Dawn, and his wind is 
occuring, and he is sending and is calling-out תֶא -the 
whole of the scribes of Dual-Siege, and תֶא -the whole of 
her wise ones, and Pharaoh is recording to them תֶא -his 
bonded-one, but there is not one-who-divides תֶא -them 
to Pharaoh.  

9 And the prince of the Drink-givers is ordering תֶא -
Pharaoh, to say, ` תֶא -my misses, myself is he-who-
causes-to-memorialize the Hot-one, 10 Pharaoh has 
been wroth upon his slaves, and he is giving תֶא -me in 
the prison in the house of the prince of the Butchers, 

תֶא -me and תֶא -the prince of those-who-bake. 11 And we 
are bonding her4 a bonded-one in one night, myself and 
himself, a man according to the division of his bonded-
one we have bonded. 12 And there, תא -us, is a shaken-
out-one, a Beyond-one, a slave to the prince of the 
Butchers, and we are recording to-himself, and he is 
dividing to-ourselves תֶא -our bonded-ones, a man 
according to his bonded-one he has divided. 13 And HE 

 
1 Strong’s #7462, tireh. They tend. Qal form of tending, pasturing a sheep 
or herd. It is not in the Hophal form, i.e. being tended/pastured. Like Abel 
is a ra’ah, one who tends or shepherds, these cows are apparently doing the 
same. This sort of context gives rise to the assumption that the word 
has two functions—a transitive and intransitive one—just like the 
English to feed which can mean feeding something or eating something. 
But this is conjecture. 

IS as when he has divided to-ourselves thus he HAS 
BECOME, תֶא -me he has caused to turn back upon my 
stand, and תֶא -him he has hanged.`  

14 And Pharaoh is sending and is calling-out תֶא -He-
Adds, and they are causing him to run from out of the 
Cistern, and he is making-bald, and is passing by his 
garments, and is coming in toward Pharaoh. 15 And 
Pharaoh is saying toward He-Adds, `A bonded-one I 
have bonded, and nothing is he-who-divides תֶא -him, 
and myself has heard upon you, to say, You are hearing 
the bonded-one to divide תֶא -him.` 16 And He-Adds is 
facing תֶא -Pharaoh, to say, `Not-unto-me, elohim is 
facing תֶא -the completeness of Pharaoh.`  

17 And Pharaoh is ordering toward He-Adds, `In my 
Bonded-one, behold, one-who-sets-upright upon the 
edge of the Canal, 18 and behold, from out of the Canal 
those-who-ascend are seven cows, fat of flesh, and 
beautiful of form, and they are tending in the swamp-
grass. 19 And behold, seven cows of a back-one are 
those-who-ascend the back of them, hanging-down, and 
exceedingly ruinous of form, and gaunt in flesh; I have 
not seen as these ones in the whole of the earth of Dual-
Siege to the Ruinous one. 20 `And the Gaunt and 
Ruinous Cows are eating תֶא -the seven First Fat Cows. 
21 And they are coming in toward their inner-part, and 
he has not been perceived for they have come in toward 
their inward-part, and their sights is ruinous as when in 
the Pierced-one.5 And I am awaking. 22 `And I am 
seeing in my Bonded-one, and behold, seven ears-of-
grain are those-who-ascend in one stalk, full and good 
ones. 23 And behold, seven ears-of-grain, hardened, 
gaunt, those-who-are-scorched of a front [east] wind, are 
those-who-sprout the back of them. 24 And the Gaunt 
Ears-of-grain are swallowing the seven Good Ears-of-
grain. And I am saying toward the Scribes, but nothing 
is he-who-fronts to-myself.`  

25 And He-Adds is saying toward Pharaoh, `The 
bonded-one of Pharaoh one is he תֶא -whom the Elohim 
he-who-makes has fronted to Pharaoh. 26 The seven 
cows the Good ones, these ones are seven duplications, 
and the seven Ears-of-grain, these ones are seven 
duplications, the bonded-one, one is he. 27 And the 
seven Gaunt and Ruinous Cows, Those-who-ascend the 
back of them seven duplications are these ones, and the 
seven Empty Ears-of-grain, those-who-are-scorched of 
the Front [East] wind, THEY ARE BECOMING seven 
duplications of a hungry-one. 28 Himself is the Word 
which I have ordered toward Pharaoh, which the 
Elohim is he-who-makes, he has caused-to-see תֶא -
Pharaoh. 29 `Behold, seven duplications are those-who-
come of a great abundance in the whole of the earth of 
Dual-Siege, 30 and seven duplications of a hungry-one 

2 Strong’s #260, achu. Marsh grass, bulrush, reeds. See Job 8:11. They 
grow in water. 

3 Strong’s #6921, qadim. Noun for front part. Interpreted as east wind. 

4 Hebrew ה ָ֥מְלַחַּֽנַו  Qal 1st person plural + 3rd person feminine suffix 

5 beginning 
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have stood up the back of them, and the whole of the 
Abundance has been forgotten in the Earth of Dual-
Siege, and the Hungry-one has ended תֶא -the Earth. 

31 And the Abundant is not perceived in the Earth from 
the faces of the Hungry-one of Himself, the back of an 
upright, for himself is exceedingly heavy.  

32 `And upon the Bonded-one being replicated toward 
Pharaoh a double-occurance, for he-who-is-erect is the 
Word from-with the Elohim, and he-who-hastens the 
Elohim to make him. 33 `And now, let Pharaoh see a 
man, discerning and wise, and you are setting him upon 
the Earth of Dual-Siege. 34 Pharaoh is making and 
causing to visit overseers upon the Earth, and has 
fifthed1 תֶא -the Earth of Dual-Siege in seven replications 
of the Abundance, 35 and they are grasping תֶא -the 
whole of the food of the Good Duplications the 
Coming-Ones of These ones and heap up a pure-one2 
under the hand of Pharaoh, food in the cities; and they 
have guarded. 36 And he has become the Food for a 
deposit, for the Earth, for seven duplications of the 
Hungry-one whom ARE BECOMING in the Earth of 
Dual-Siege, and they are not cut off, the Earth in the 
Hungry-one.`  

37 And the Word is creating-good in the eyes of 
Pharaoh, and in the eyes of the whole of his slaves, 38 
and Pharaoh is saying toward his slaves, ̀ Have we found 
according to this one, a man whom the wind of elohim is 
in him?` 39 And Pharaoh is saying toward He-Adds, 
`The back of the causing-to-perceive elohim תֶא -you תֶא -
the whole of this one, nothing is he-who-is-
understanding and a wise-one the-likeness-of-you. 40 

 
1 Strong’s #2567, chamash. Five as a verb. 

2 Strong’s #1250, bar. A pure or choice one. From #1305, barar. To purify, 
select. Often translated as corn. 

“With him-who-is-purified [barar] you are making-yourself-pure 
[barar], and with the twisted you are twisting yourself.” Psalm 18:26 
literal 

“The whole of these are the builders of Happy, heads of the house the 
Fathers, those-who-are-purified [berurim], turning-ones, heads of the 
Lifted-up-ones…” 1 Chron. 7:40 literal 

3 THRONE =A COVERING 

Strong’s #3678, kisseh. A covering. From #3680, kicceh {kis-say'}; 
from kacah; properly, covered, i.e. A throne (as canopied) -- seat, stool, 
throne. 

4 Strong’s #2885, tabbath. Sinking-one, seal ring. Feminine. From taba' 
(to sink down); properly, a seal (as sunk into the wax), i.e. Signet (for 
sealing); 

5 Strong’s #4818 merkabah. Riding place. Feminine noun. Interpreted 
as a chariot. 

6 Strong’s #4932, mishneh. Copy, double, replica. From shanah, to repeat, 
fold over, duplicate, the source of shanah “year” repetition, duplicate. 

7 Strong’s #86, abrek. This word is guessed by translators. It doesn’t 
appear anywhere else and is thought to be an Egyptian word. It sounds 
like barak (to kneel/bless) which is why translators force that meaning. 
If it is related to abar to soar (#82) and abir, soaring (#47) it could be 
rendered your soaring one. It could be a name as well thus yielding a full 
saying here, Abrek is giving him upon the whole of the earth of Dual-Siege. 

Yourself IS BECOMING upon my house, and upon your 
mouth he is kissing, the whole of my people; only the 
Covering3 I am growing-great from you.`  

41 And Pharaoh is saying toward He-Adds, `See, I have 
given תֶא -you upon the whole of the Earth of Dual-
Siege.`  

42 And Pharaoh is causing to turn aside his sinking-one4 
from upon his hand, and he is giving תֶא -her upon the 
hand of He-Adds, and he is clothing תֶא -him with 
treacherous-garments of white-linen, and he is putting a 
collar of the Gold-one upon his neck. 43 And he is 
causing תֶא -him to ride in the riding-place5 of the 
Double-replica6 which is to-himself, and they are calling-
out to his faces, `Abrek`7 giving תֶא -him upon the whole 
of the earth of Dual-Siege.  

44 And Pharaoh is saying toward He-Adds, `Myself is 
Pharaoh, and not-unto-you a man is not raising up תֶא -
his hand and תֶא -his foot in the whole of the earth of 
Dual-Siege.`  

Asenath 

45 And Pharaoh is calling-out the name of He-Adds 
Revealer-of-a-Secret,8 and he is giving to-himself 
Asenath9 built-one of Poti-Pherah, priest of Wealth,10 to 
a woman, and He-Adds is going out upon the earth of 
Dual-Siege.  

46 And He-Adds is a builder of thirty a duplication in his 
setting-upright to the faces of Pharaoh king of Dual-
Siege, and He-Adds is going out from the faces of 
Pharaoh, and is crossing-over in the whole of the earth 
of Dual-Siege. 47 And the Earth is making in seven 

8 Strong’s #6847. Tsaphenath Paneach. Egyptian scholars thought it 
to mean “savior of the age”. “The Hebrews interpreted the Hebrew 
form of the word, revealer of a secret. See Targ., Syr., Kimchi.” Cf. 
Gesenius. Tsaphan (#6845) means to hide (by covering over) treasure up. 
This was used of Moses in Exodus 2:2,3 when his mother hid him for 
three months. Also used in Ps. 27:5, 31:29, 119:11, Prov. 10:14 etc. 

9 THE STORY OF ASENATH  

Strong’s #621. Ἀσσενεθ; Egyptian, = belonging to (goddess) Neith. Neith 
was an ancient goddess of war and weaving.  

According to the story of “Joseph and Aseneth” in the Apocryphal 
Old Testament (non-canonical writings composed between 300 B.C. 
and 100 B.C.) which reads like a myth or parable, Aseneth was the 
“fairest virgin in the land” yet “was scornful and proud, and a despiser 
of men.” She “despised all men and regarded them with contempt.” In 
this myth Joseph is called “the builder of God”, “the sun and chariot 
of the sun” and “great light is in him”. She mistakes him for a slave 
and then repents and offers herself as a maidservant and slave to him. 
Asenath later has a vision of a “morning star from the east”, the heaven 
torn open, and a man appearing that looks just like Joseph who is called 
Commander of the House of God, chief captain of the Army of the 
Most High. His face is as lightening, eyes like the sun’s light, hairs of 
his head as flames of fire, hands and feet as hot iron.  Joseph’s look-
alike answers when asked his name, “My name is written by the finger 
of God in the Book of the most high King, but all that is written 
therein may not be told, neither is it proper for the hearing of mortal 
man.” The story documents a conspiracy by “Pharaoh’s builder” to kill 
both Joseph and Asenath. 

10 Strong’s #203, ןֶוָא  on. Said to be of Egyptian origin yet it is the same 
as the Hebrew ןֹוא  on, wealth, vigor #202. 
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duplications the Abundance for handfuls. 48 And he is 
grasping תֶא -the whole of the food of seven duplications 
which HAVE BECOME in the earth of Dual-Siege, and he 
is giving the food in the Cities; the food of the field of 
the City which circles her, he has given in her middle.  

Ephraim and Manasseh 

49 And He-Adds is heaping-up a select-one as a turning-
one of the Sea, abounding exceedingly, until that he has 
quit to count, for nothing is a number. 50 And to He-
Adds he has been born1 double builders in-before you 
are coming-in2 a duplication of the Hungry-one, whom 
Asenath bore to-himself, built-one of Poti-Pherah, priest 
of Wealth.  

51 And He-Adds is calling-out תֶא -the name of the 
Firstborn Forgotten, for elohim has forgotten3 תֶא -the 
whole my labor, and the whole of the house of my 
father. 52 And תֶא -the name of the Double he has called-
out Dual-Fruit, for, elohim has caused me to bear-fruit 
in the earth of my misery.`  

53 And the seven duplications of the Abundant are 
being ended whom HAS BECOME in the Earth of Dual-
Siege. 54 And the seven duplications of the Hungry-one 
are untying to come in, when He-Adds has spoken, and 
HE IS BECOMING a hungry-one in the whole of the 
Earths, but in the whole of the earth of Dual-Siege HE 
HAS BECOME bread. 55 And the whole of the earth of 
Dual-Siege is hungering, and he is crying-out the People 
toward Pharaoh to the Bread, and Pharaoh is saying to 
the whole of Dual-Siege, `Walk toward He-Adds, whom 
he is saying to-yourselves, make.`  

56 And the Hungry-one HAS BECOME upon the whole 
of the faces of the Earth, and He-Adds is opening תֶא -
the whole of which is in them,4 and break-in-pieces5 to 
Dual-Siege. And the Hungry-one is strengthening in the 
Earth of Dual-Siege. 57 And the whole of the Earth has 
come in to Dual-Siege to break-in-pieces toward He-
Adds, for the Hungry-one has strengthened in the whole 
of the Earth.  

CHAPTER 42  

1 And Heel is seeing that there exists a broken-one6 in 
Dual-Siege. And Heel is saying to his builders, `Why are 
you seeing yourselves?` 2 And he is saying, `Behold, I 

 
1 Passive perfect 3rd person masculine singular. Note that the dual/two 
builders are referred to with a masculine singular verb, he. 

2 Hebrew אֹו֖בָּת  Incomplete 2nd person masculine singular. This is not 
the 3rd person feminine singular form ( הָאָּ֔ב ) and thus can’t be 
connected to year/duplication which is a feminine noun. 

3 Piel form which is flexible. Not Hiphil causative. 

4 This can only refer to the faces as there are no other plurals to connect 
with the preposition “them” in the verse. 

5 TO BREAK IN PIECES OR TO BUY CORN? 

Strong’s #7666, shabar. Said to mean “to buy corn”. This makes no 
sense verbally. #7665 shabar is exactly the same word and provides 
us the true objective definition: to break in pieces, to shatter. sheber, 
#7667, is a noun that means a broken, fractured, crushed thing. This is the 

have heard that there exists a broken-one in Dual-Siege, 
descend there-ward, and break-in-pieces to-ourselves 
from there, and we are living and are not dying.` 3 And 
ten brothers of He-Adds are descending to break-in-
pieces a broken-one in Dual-Siege, 4 and תֶא -Builder-of-
the-right, a brother of He-Adds, Heel has not sent תא -
his brothers, for he has said, `Lest a harm encounter 
him.`  

5 And the builders of Israel are coming to break-in-
pieces in the middle of Those-who-come, for he HAS 
BECOME the Hungry-one in the Earth of Humbled. 6 
And He-Adds himself is the Authority7 upon the Earth, 
himself is the One-who-breaks-in-pieces to the whole of 
the people of the Earth, and the brothers of He-Adds 
are coming in and are bowing-down themselves to-
himself, dual-nostrils earth-ward.  

 
7 And He-Adds is seeing תֶא -his brothers, and is 
recognizing them, and is recognizing himself8 toward 
them, and is ordering תא -them harsh-ones, and is saying 
toward them, ̀ From where have you come in?` And they 
are saying, `From the earth of Humbled, to break-in-
pieces a food.` 8 And He-Adds is recognizing תֶא -his 
brothers, but they have not recognized him.  

9 And He-Adds is memorializing the Bonded-ones 
which he has bonded to them, and is saying toward 
them, `You are those-who-foot,9 to see תֶא -the naked-
one of the Earth you have come.` 10 And they say 
toward him, `No, my master, but your slaves have come 
in to break-in-pieces a food. 11 The whole of us builders 
of one man are ourselves, stands are ourselves your slaves 
HAVE NOT BECOME those-who-foot.`  

12 And he is saying toward them, `No, for the naked-
one of the Earth you have come in to see.` 13 And they 
are saying, `Double ten are your slaves, brothers, 
ourselves are builders of one man in the Earth of 
Humbled, and behold, the Small-one is תא -our father the 
Hot-one, and the One is nothing.`  

same as the noun #7668 sheber which we are told means “corn” or 
“grain” explained by the scholars, “as if broken into kernels”. But again 
that makes no sense since kernels are not broken, though they can be 
tachan, ground (see #2912) or perhaps chabat, beaten out/threshed (see 
#2251). Notwithstanding there is already a word dagan (#1715) for 
corn/grain.  

6 Strong’s #7668, sheber. Noun masc. broken-one. Exact same as 
sheber (#7667) a fracture, a “breaking”. From #7665, shabar, to break in 
pieces 

7 Strong’s #7989. Shallit. Having mastery, domineering, authority 

8 Hithpael reflexive  

9 Verb form of foot. #7270, ragal 
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14 And He-Adds is saying toward them, `Himself is 
whom I have ordered toward you, to say, Yourselves are 
those-who-foot. 15 In this one you are being tested, a 
living-one of Pharaoh, if you are going out from this one, 
that if in the coming of your brother the Small-one here. 
16 Send from you one, and he is taking תֶא -your brother. 
And yourselves, be ye tied, and your words are being 
tested, the words of the True-one תא -you. And if not, a 
living-one of Pharaoh, then Yourselves are those-who-
foot.`  

17 And he is gathering תֶא -them toward a prison three 
days. 18 And He-Adds is saying toward them in the Hot-
one of the Third-one, `This one make, and live, תֶא -the 
Elohim myself has feared! 19 If yourselves are stands,  
one of your brothers is being tied in the house of your 
prison, and yourselves, walk, cause to come in a broken-
one of the Hungry-one of your houses, 20 and תֶא -your 
brother the Small-one cause to come in toward me, and 
your words are being supported, and you are not dying.` 
And they are making an upright.  

21 And they are saying, a man toward his brother, 
`Indeed ourselves are guilty-ones upon our brother, 
whom we have seen the straits of his breath, in his 
favoring himself1 toward us, and we have not heard. 
Upon an upright a strait of this one has come in toward 
us.`  

22 And Behold-Builder is facing תֶא -them, to say, `Have 
not I said toward you, to say, Do not miss in the Born-
one? But you have not heard. And also his blood, 
behold, is he-who-is-sought.`  

23 And themselves have not perceived that he-who-
hears is He-Adds, for the One-who-causes-scorn2 is 
between them. 24 And he is encircling from upon them, 
and is weeping, and is turning back toward them, and is 
ordering toward them, and is taking from תֶא -them תֶא -
News and is tying תֶא -him to their eyes. 25 And He-Adds 
is laying-charge, and they are filling their complete-ones, 
a broken-one, and to turn back their silver-one, a man 
toward his sack, and to give to them a hunted-one3 for 
the Road. And he is making for them an upright.  

26 And they are lifting up their broken-one upon their 
fermenting-ones and are walking from there. 27 And the 
One is opening תֶא -his sack to give a fodder to his 
fermenting-one in a lodging-place, and he is seeing תֶא -

 
1 Hithpael reflexive verb. Sometimes reflexive verbs like this are 
considered “showing” an action, as in to show favor. But this seems like 
a stretch. 

2 Strong’s #3887, lutz, to scorn, scoff, deride. 

3 See note on Gen. 27:3 

4 Strong’s #572, amtachat, something spread out. From #4969, mathach. 
To spread out. Interpreted as “sack” but this different from the sack, saq 
(#8242), mentioned already in this verse. 

“The One-who-sits upon the circle [of] the Earth and her sitting-ones 
are as the Plucked-off [locusts], the One-who-stretches-out is as the 
Crushed-one of a dual-heavens, and he is spreading out 

his silver-one, and behold, himself is in the mouth of his 
stretched-out-one.4  

28 And he is saying toward his brothers, `My silver-one 
has been turned back, and also, behold, in my stretched-
out-one.` And their heart is going out, and they are 
trembling, a man toward his brother, saying, `What is 
this one elohim has made to-ourselves?`  

29 And they are coming in toward Heel their father, 
earth-ward of Humbled, and they are exposing to him the 
whole of those-who-meet תֶא -them, to say, 30 ̀ The Man, 
the master of the Earth, has ordered תֶא -us harsh-ones, 
and he is giving תֶא -us as those-who-foot תֶא -the Earth. 
31 And we are saying toward him, Stands are we, we 
HAVE NOT BECOME those-who-foot, 32 Double ten are 
we, brothers, builders of our father, the One is nothing,5 
and the Small-one is the Hot-one תא -our father in the 
earth of Humbled. 33 `And the Man, the master of the 
Earth, is saying toward us, In this one I am perceiving 
that uprights are yourselves, your brother, the One, cause 
to rest תא -me, and תֶא -the Hungry-one6 of your houses 
take, and walk. 34 And cause to come in your brother, 
the Small-one, toward me, and I am perceiving that 
yourselves are not those-who-foot, that uprights are 
yourselves; תֶא -your brother I am giving to you, and the 
Earth you are going-round.`  

35 And HE IS, them, those-who-pour-out their sacks, 
and behold, a man of a bundle,7 his silver-one is in his 
sack, and they are seeing תֶא -the bundle of their silv 

er-ones, them, and their father, and they are 
fearinHbrew g.  

36 And Heel their father is saying toward them, `You 
have miscarried8 תֶא -me. He-Adds is nothing. And News 
is nothing, and Builder-of-the-right you are taking, upon 
me the whole of these9 HAVE BECOME.` 37 And Behold-
Builder is saying toward his father, to say, ` תֶא -Double 
of my builders you are causing to die, if I am not causing 
him to come in toward you. Give תֶא -him upon my hand, 
and myself is causing him to come in toward you.` 38 
And he is saying, `My builder is not descending with 
yourselves, for his brother has died, and himself is to his 
separation he-who-remains. And a harm has 
encountered him in the Road which you all are walking 

[mathach] them [the heaven pair] like the Tent to sit.” Isa. 40:22 
literal 

5 Hebrew ּוּנֶ֔ניֵא דָ֣חֶאָה   the One is nothing. This is the same that was said of 
Narrow (Enoch), enennu, he is nothing. 

6 Strong’s #7459, ןֹובָעְר  reabon, masculine noun + paragogic nun 
7 Strong’s #6872, tsrowr, bundled package, compressed. From #6887, 
tsarar, to press, compress. BDB says, “properly a binding, i.e. something 
bound up” 

8 Piel to miscarry, as in aborted. 

9 Hebrew הָנָּֽלֻכ  
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in her, and you all have caused to descend תֶא -my grey-
one in a sorrow1 sheol-ward.`2  

CHAPTER 43  

1 And the Hungry-one is a heavy-one in the Earth. 2 And 
HE IS BECOMING when they have ended eating תֶא -the 
broken-one which they caused to come in from Dual-
Siege.  

And their father is saying toward them, `Turn back, 
break-in-pieces to-ourselves a little piece of a food.`  

3 And Cast is saying toward him, to say, `The Man 
repeating, has repeated3 in us, to say, You are not seeing 
my faces except your brother תא -you. 4 If you are4 him-
who-sends תֶא -our brother תא -us, we are descending and 
are breaking-in-pieces to-yourself a food. 5 And if you 
are not5 him-who-sends, we are not descending, for the 
Man has said toward us, You are not seeing my faces 
except your brother תא -you.`  

6 And El-Strives is saying, `Why have you caused ruin 
to-myself, to front to the Man? Is again6 to-yourselves a 
brother?` 7 And they are saying, `To ask, the Man has 
asked to-ourselves and to our birth-place, to say, Is again 
your father a living-one? Is there to-yourselves a 
brother? And we are exposing to-himself upon the 
mouth of the Words of These ones. To perceive, are we 
perceiving that he is saying, Cause to descend תֶא -your 
brother?`  

8 And Cast is saying toward El-Strives his father, `Send 
the Scattered-one תא -me, and we are standing up, and 
walking, and living, and are not dying, also ourselves, 
also yourself, and our tripping-one. 9 Myself is 
intermixing7 him, from my hand you are seeking him. If 
I have not caused him to come in toward yourself, and 
have established him to your faces, then I have missed 
to-yourself the whole of the Days. 10 For if we have not 
delayed, then now we have turned back this one dual-
occurances.`  

 
1 Strong’s #3015 ןֹו֖גָיְּב , sorrow, sad, grief. masc. sing. + paragogic nun 

2 Hebrew הָלֹ֑אְׁש , sheol-ah. Feminine noun. See note on Genesis 37:35. 

3 Strong’s #5749, uwd, to duplicate, repeat. 

4 Hebrew ְׁשֶי_֛  yesh + 2nd masc. sing. The word for exist is apparently 
being used as a verb in the same way the word for naught/nothing is, ןִיַא  
ayin . BDB writes, “In Hebrew the corresponding negative is ןִיַא , q. 
v., the construction of which is quite similar) — is, are, was, were, etc., 
not, however, as a mere copula, but implying existence with 
emphasis…” Emphasis is important to bring out in a text. 

5 Hebrew ןִיַא  ayin, naught, nothing. 

6 Strong’s #5750. Hebrew דֹו֥עַה , ha-owd. Adverb a repetition, going 
around, again, with ה interrogative prefix. Derivative from #5749, to 
duplicate, repeat. 

7 Strong’s #6148, arab. To mix, interchange, weave, intermingle. Used of 
setting sun (#6150) when light and darkness mix. Usually interpreted 
as “giving surety” or “pledging”. See note on Gen. 7:22 

The Gift 

11 And El-Strives their father is saying toward them, `If 
an upright, then, make this one, take from the pruned-
one8 of the Earth in your finished-articles, and cause 
them to descend to the Man a gift, a little cracked-one,9 
and a little lumped-one, a smitten-one10 and a wrapped-
one, bellies11 and awake-ones.12  

12 And a double of a silver-one take in your hand, and 
תֶא -the Silver-one the One-who-causes-to-turn-back in 

the mouth of your stretched-out-ones, and turn back in 
your hand, perhaps a mistake is himself. 13 `And take 

תֶא -your brother, and stand up, turn back toward the 
Man. 14 And El of Destroyers is giving to-yourselves 
compassionate-ones13 to the faces of the Man, and he 
has sent to-yourselves תֶא -your brother of a back-one, 
and תֶא -Builder-of-the-right, and myself according-to-
whom I have been bereaved, I have been bereaved.`  

15 And the Mortal-men are taking תֶא -the Gift of this one, 
and a double of a silver-one they have taken in their hand, 
and תֶא -Builder-of-the-right, and they are standing up, 
and are descending Dual-Siege, and are setting-upright 
to the faces of He-Adds.  

16 And He-Adds is seeing תֶא -Builder-of-the-right תא -
them, and he is saying to-whom is upon his house, 
`Cause to come in the Mortal-men the House-ward, and 
slaughter a slaughtered-one, and cause to erect, for תא -
me the Mortal-men are eating in the Double-light.`14  

17 And the Man is making according to which He-Adds 
has said, and the Man is causing to come in the Mortal-
men house-ward of He-Adds. 18 And the Mortal-men are 
fearing because they have been caused to come in the 
house of He-Adds, and they are saying, `Upon a word 
of the Silver-one, the One-who-turns-back in our 
stretched-out-ones in the Pierced-one, ourselves are 
those-who-are-caused-to-come in, to roll himself upon 
us, and to fall himself on us, and to take ourselves for 
slaves, and תֶא -fermenting-ones.`  

 

8 Strong’s #2173, zimrah. “Uncertain meaning” but from the root 
zamar to trim, to prune (#2168). 

9 Strong’s #6875, tsari. Or tsoriy {tsor-ee'}; from an unused root 
meaning to crack (as by pressure), hence, to leak; distillation, i.e. Balsam 
-- balm. 

10 Strong’s #5219, nekoth, From nake'; properly, a smiting, i.e. 
(concretely) an aromatic gum 

11 #992, botnim. Pistachios? A plural form of #990 beten, belly, womb.  

12 #8247, shaqed. Almonds? According to BDB, “so called from its 
early waking out of winter's sleep.” 

13 Hebrew ֙םיִמֲחַר  rachamim, compassionate ones. Has same stem as 
rechem, the womb (#7358). 

14 Hebrew םִיָֽרֳהָּצ , tsoharayyim. Dual-light. See note on Noah’s 
“window” in Gen. 6:16 
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19 And they are drawing near toward the Man who is 
upon the house of He-Adds, and are ordering toward 
him an opening of the House. 20 And they are saying, 
`Please, my master, to descend we have descended in the 
Pierced-one to break-in-pieces a food.  

21 And HE IS BECOMING when we have come in toward 
the lodging-place, and she is being opened1 תֶא -our 
stretched-out-ones, and behold, a silver-one of a man in 
the mouth of his stretched-out-one, our  silver-one in his 
weight, and we are causing to turn back תֶא -him in our 
hand. 22 And a silver-one of a back-one have we caused 
to descend in our hand to break-in-pieces a food. We 
have not perceived who put our silver-one in our 
stretched-out-ones.`  

A Hidden Treasure 

23 And he is saying, `Peace to-yourselves, do not be 
fearing, your elohe and the elohe of your father has given 
to-yourselves a hidden-place2 in your stretched-out-
ones, your silver-one has come in toward me.` And he is 
causing to go out toward them News.  

24 And the Man is causing to come in the Mortal-men 
house-ward of He-Adds, and he is giving a dual-waters, 
and they wash their feet-pair; and he is giving a fodder 
to their fermenting-ones. 25 And they are causing to 
erect the Gift until the coming of He-Adds in the 
Double-light, for they have heard that there they are 
eating a bread. 26 And He-Adds is coming in the House-
ward, and they are causing to come in to-himself תֶא -the 
Gift whom is in their hand the House-ward and are 
bowing-down themselves to-himself earth-ward.  

27 And he is asking to-themselves to peace, and he is 
saying, `Is peace of your father the Old-one of whom 
you have spoken? [Are we/is he] again3 a living-one?` 28 
And they are saying, `Peace is to our slave to our father 
is well, [we are/he is] again-him4 a living-one.` And they 
are bending over, and they are bowing-down themselves. 
29 And he is lifting up his eyes, and is seeing Builder-of-
the-right his brother, builder of his mother, and is saying, 
`Is this one your brother the Small-one, whom you have 
spoken toward me?`  

And he is saying elohim he is favoring you, my builder.`  

30 And He-Adds is hastening, for his compassionate-
one5 has been hot6 toward his brother, and he is seeking 
to weep, and he is coming the Inner-Chamber-ward, and 

 
1 Hebrew ֙ה ָחְּתְפִּנ  niphtechah. This should be the Niphal passive, 
feminine singular form. She is opened. Translators seem to ignore this 
construct that only occurs once, and render it as “we opened” for 
which the correct verb conjugation would be niphtechanu or 
niphatech. 

2 Strong’s #4301, matmon. Or matmon {mat-mone'}; or matmun 
{mat-moon'}; from taman; a secret storehouse; hence, a secreted valuable 
(buried); generally money. Occurs only five times. Job 3:21, Prov. 2:4, 
Isa. 45:3, Jer. 41:8. See taman (#2934) to conceal, hide.  

3 Hebrew ּוּנֶ֖דֹועַה , interrog. ַה + going around again + 1p plural 

4 Hebrew ּוּנֶ֥דֹוע  

5 Strong’s #7356, racham. Compassionate-one, womb. See note Gen 34:14. 

is weeping there-ward. 31 And he is washing his faces, 
and is going out, and is holding himself, and is saying, 
`Put a bread.`  

32 And they are putting to-himself to his separation, and 
to-themselves to their separation, and to the Dual-
Siegeians, those-who-are-eating תא -him to their 
separation, for the Dual-Siegeians are not able to eat תֶא -
the Hebrews a bread, for an abomination7 is himself to 
the Dual-Siegeians.8 33 And they are sitting to his faces, 
the First-born according to his firstborn, and the Little-
one according to his little-one, and the Mortal-men are 
being astonished, a man toward his friend.  

34 And he is lifting up lifted-ones from תֶא -his faces 
toward them, but a lifted-one of Builder-of-the-right is 
abounding from the lifted-ones of their whole, five 
hands. And they are drinking, and they are becoming 
drunk with him.  

CHAPTER 44  

The Bowl 

1 And he is laying-charge תֶא -whom is upon his house, to 
say, `Fill the stretched-out-ones of the Mortal-men of a 
food, according to whom they are able9 to lift up, and 
put a silver-one of a man in the mouth of his stretched-
out-one. 2 And תֶא -my bowl,10 a bowl of a silver-one, you 
are putting in the mouth of the stretched-out-one of the 
Small-one, and תֶא -a silver-one of his broken-one.` And 
he is making according to the word of He-Adds which 
he has ordered. 

 
The Silver Bowl 

3 The Dawn has become light, and the Mortal-men have 
been sent away, they and their fermenting-ones, 4 they 
have gone out תֶא -the City, they have not caused-to-be-
far, and He-Adds has said to whom is upon his house, 
`Stand up, pursue the back of the Mortal-men; and you 
have caused-to-reach them, and you have said toward 
them, Why have you created-peace a ruined-one 
underneath a good-one? 5 Is not this one whom my 
master is drinking in-himStrong’s ? And himself to hiss 
is hissing11 in-him. You have created-ruin whom you 

6 Strong’s #3648, kamar, to be or grow warm/hot.  

“Our skin, like a fire-pot has become hot [kamar] from the faces 
of the raging-heat of the Hungry-one.” Lam. 5:10 literal 

7 Hebrew הָ֥בֵעֹות  toebah  

8 The Masorete-hacked pronoun אוִ֖ה , being syntactically masculine can 
only refer to the bread. 

9 Paragogic nun 

10 A convex shape, Strong’s #1375. 

11 Strong’s #5172, nachash. Root for serpent, to hiss. Traditionally 
interpreted as practicing divination, observing signs. 
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have made.` 6 And he is reaching them, and is ordering 
toward them the Words of These ones.  

7 And they are saying toward him, `Why is my master 
ordering according to the Words of These ones? Profane-
thing! to your slaves from making according to the Word 
of This one. 8 Behold, a silver-one which we have found 
in the mouth of our stretched-out-ones we have caused 
to turn back toward you from the Earth of Humbled. 
And how are we stealing from the house of your master 
a silver-one or a gold-one? 9 Whom is being found תא -
him of your slaves, he has died, and also ourselves ARE 
BECOMING to my master for slaves.`  

10 And he is saying, `Also, now, according to your 
words, an upright is himself whom is found תא -him, HE 
IS BECOMING to-myself a slave, and yourselves ARE 
BECOMING clean-ones.`  

11 And they are hastening and are descending a man תֶא -
his stretched-out-one earth-ward, and they are opening a 
man תֶא -his stretched-out-one. 12 And he is searching, in 
the Great-one he has untied, and in the Small-one he has 
ended. And the Bowl has been found in the stretched-
out-one of Builder-of-the-right.  

13 And they are rending their garments, and he is 
loading, a man upon his fermenting-one, and they are 
turning back the City-ward.  

14 And Cast is coming in, and his brothers are house-
ward of He-Adds, and himself is again-him1 there. And 
they are falling to his faces earth-ward.  

15 And He-Adds is saying to them, `What is the Made-
one of This one which you all have made? Have you all 
not perceived to hiss he is hissing a man whom is the-
likeness-of-me?`  

Judah Speaks 

16 And Cast is saying, ̀ What are we saying to my master? 
What are we ordering? And what are we justifying 
ourselves? The Elohim has found תֶא -a bent-one of your 
slaves. Behold-ourselves, slaves to my master, also 
ourselves, also whom the Bowl was found in his hand.` 
17 And he is saying, `Profane-thing!  to-myself from 
making this one. The Man whom the Bowl was found in 
his hand, HE IS BECOMING to-myself a slave. And 
yourselves, ascend to peace toward your father.`  

18 And Cast is drawing-near toward him, and is saying, 
`Please, my master, he is ordering, now, your slave, a 
word in the ears of my master, and your nostril is not 
burning in your slave, for the-likeness-of-you is 
according to Pharaoh. 19 My master has asked תֶא -his 
slaves, to say, Does there exist to-yourselves a father or 
a brother? 20 And we are saying toward my master, 
There exists to-ourselves a father, an old-one, and a 

 
1 Hebrew ּוּנֶ֥דֹוע  

2 Hebrew ןּו֖פִסֹת  paragogic nun 

3 See Genesis 37:33 

born-one of old-ones, a small-one, and his brother has 
died, and he is remaining himself to his separation to his 
mother, and his father has loved him. 21 `And you are 
saying toward your slaves, Cause him to descend toward 
me, and I am placing my eyes upon him. 22 And we are 
saying toward my master,  

The Scattered-one is not able to forsake תֶא -his father, 
and he has forsaken תֶא -his father, and he has died.  

23 And you are saying toward your slaves, If your young 
brother, the Small-one, is not descending תא -yourselves, 
you all are not adding2 to see my faces.  

24 `And HE IS BECOMING, for we have ascended toward 
your slave my father, and we are exposing to-himself the 
words of my master. 25 And our father is saying, Turn 
back, and break-in-pieces to-ourselves a little piece of a 
food, 26 and we are saying, We are not able to descend, 
if there exists our brother the Small-one תא -us, then we 
have descended, for we are not able to see the faces of 
the Man, and our brother the Small-one is nothing תא -
us. 27 `And your slave my father is saying toward us, 
Yourselves have perceived that double my woman has 
borne to-myself, 28 and the One is going out from תֶא -
me, and I am saying, Indeed, to tear-off he has been 
torn-off.3 And I have not seen him until there. 29 And 
you all have taken also תֶא -this one from-with my faces, 
and a harm has met him, then you all have caused to 
descend תֶא -my grey-one in a ruined-one sheol-ward.4 30 
`And now, according to my coming in toward your slave 
my father, and the Scattered-one is nothing with us, and 
his breath is her-who-is-tied-together in his breath, 31 
then HE HAS BECOME according to his seeing that the 
Scattered-one is nothing, and he has died, and your 
slaves have caused to descend a grey-one of your slave 
our father, with a sorrow5 sheol-ward. 32 For your slave 
has intermixed the Scattered-one from-with my father, 
to say, If I am not causing him to come in toward you, 
then I have missed to my father the whole of the Days. 
33 `And now, he is sitting, now, your slave, underneath 
the Scattered-one, a slave to my master, and the 
Scattered-one is ascending with his brothers. 34 For how 
am I ascending toward my father, and the Scattered-one 
is nothing with me? Lest I am seeing in the Ruined-one 
whom is finding תֶא -my father.`  

CHAPTER 45  

1 And He-Adds has not been able to hold himself to the 
faces of the whole of the Ones-who-stand-firm upon 
him, and he is calling-out, `Cause to go out the whole of 
a man from upon-me.` And a man has not stood-firm 

תא -him in He-Adds making himself perceived toward 
his brothers. 2 And he is giving תֶא -his voice in a 

4 Hebrew הָלֹ֑אְׁש , sheol-ah. Feminine noun. See note on Genesis 37:35. 
The mark of accusative תא  shows a correlation/parallelism being made 
between Heel’s grey hairs and Joseph’s brother Benjamin. 

5 Paragogic nun 
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weeping-one,1 and the Dual-Siegeians are hearing, and 
the house of Pharaoh is hearing. 3 And He-Adds is 
saying toward his brothers, `Myself is He-Adds, is again 
my father a living-one?` And his brothers have not been 
able to face תֶא -him, for they have become disturbed 
from his faces.  

4 And He-Adds is saying toward his brothers, `Draw 
near, now, toward me,` and they are drawing near. And 
he is saying, `Myself is He-Adds, your brother, whom 
you have sold תֶא -me Dual-Siege-ward. 5 And now, do 
not be pained, and do not burn in your eyes that you all 
have sold me here, for a life-place2 has elohim sent me 
to your faces. 6 `For this one of double duplications the 
Hungry-one is in the inner-part of the Earth, and again 
five duplications, which is nothing a plough and a 
harvest. 7 And elohim is sending me to the your faces, 
to place to-yourselves a remnant in the Earth, and to give 
life to-yourselves to a great escaped-one.  

8 And now, yourselves have not sent תֶא -me here, for 
the Elohim, and he is placing me to a father to Pharaoh, 
and to a master3 of the whole of his house, and he-who-
rules in the whole of the earth of Dual-Siege. 9 `Hasten, 
and ascend toward my father, then you all have said to-
himself, Thus has said He-Adds your builder, elohim has 
set me to a master to the whole of Dual-Siege. Descend 
toward me, do not set-upright. 10 And you have sat in 
the Earth of Goshen,4 and YOU HAVE BECOME close 
toward me, yourself and your builders, and the builders 
of your builders, and your ploughing-one, and the whole 
of whom is to-yourself. 11 And I have measured5 תֶא -you 
there—for again are five duplications of a hungry-one—
lest you are being inherited, yourself and your house, and 
the whole of whom is to-yourself. 12 `And behold, your 
eyes are those-who-see, and the eyes of my brother 
Benjamin, for my mouth is the One-who-orders toward 
you all. 13 And you all have fronted to my father תֶא -the 
whole my weight in Dual-Siege, and תֶא -the whole of 
which you have seen, and you have hastened, and have 
caused to descend תֶא -my father here.`  

 
1 Strong’s #1065, beki. Someone or something weeping. Noun masc. from 
the verb to weep (#1058). That this would mean “a weeping” or “a 
crying” couldn’t be more unbecoming to this primitive language. 

2 Strong’s #4241, michayah. From chayah (#2421) to live. This has 
been defined as sustenance, preservation of life. Usually, as with many other 
basic verbs, the addition of the mi- prefix denotes locality/place.  

3 Paragogic nun ןֹודָא  

4 Strong’s #1657, Goshen. Unknown, but perhaps derived from root 
nagash (#5065) to impel, tyrannize, urge, drive, or nagas (#5066) to draw 
near, approach. 

5 Strong’s #3557, kul, to contain, measure out. A second abstract 
definition is given, to nourish, provide. 

6 Hebrew יֵ֥ראְּוַצ  plural, necks in both instances in this verse. 

7 Strong’s #2943,2944 taan. This word occurs only twice. Here the 
definition is taken to mean “load”. In Isa. 14:19 it is thought to mean 
stabbed/pierce: 

“And yourself has been thrown from your burial-place, like a 
watchman, he-who-is-abhorred a clothing, those-who-are-slain, those-

14 And he is falling upon the necks6 of Builder-of-the-
right, his brother, and he is weeping, and Builder-of-the-
right has wept upon his necks. 15 And he is kissing to 
the whole of his brothers, and he is weeping upon them; 
and the back of an upright his brothers have ordered תא -
him.  

16 And the Voice has been heard in the house of 
Pharaoh, to say, `The brothers of He-Adds have come 
in.` And he is creating-good in the eyes of Pharaoh, and 
in the eyes of his slaves.  

17 And Pharaoh is saying toward He-Adds, `Say toward 
your brothers, Make this one, [load/stab]7 your 
consumers,8 and walk, come in you all earth-ward of 
Humbled, 18 and take תֶא -your father, and תֶא -your 
households, and come in toward me, and I am giving to-
yourselves תֶא -a good one of the earth of Dual-Siege, and 
eat a fat-one of the Earth.  

19 `And yourself has been charged, this one you all shall 
make, take to-yourselves from the earth of Dual-Siege 
rolling-ones9 for your tripping-ones, and for your 
women, and you have lifted תֶא -your father, and have 
come in. 20 And your eye shall not pity upon your 
finished-articles, for a good one of the whole of the earth 
of Dual-Siege is to-yourselves, himself.`  

21 And the builders of El-Strives are making an upright, 
and He-Adds is giving rolling-ones to-themselves upon 
the mouth of Pharaoh, and he is giving to them a 
hunted-one for the Road. 22 To the whole of them has 
he given to the Man passings10 of garments, and to 
Builder-of-the-right he has given three hundreds of a 
silver-one, and five passings of garments. 23 And to his 
father he has sent according to this one, ten of fermenting-
ones those-who-lift from a good one of Dual-Siege, and 
ten11 of everflowing-ones those-who-lift a pure-one and 
a bread and [a feeding-place]12 for his father for the 
Road. 24 And he is sending תֶא -his brothers away, and 
they are walking, and he is saying toward them, `Do not 
be quake in the Road.`  

who-are-stabbed [taan] of a sword, those-who-descend toward 
stones of a cistern, as a corpse is he-who-is-trampled.” Isa. 14:19 
literal 

8 Strong’s #1165. beir. A bought-one, beast, animal. Beasts of burden. 
From the root ba’ar #1197, to burn or consume. Also Exodus 22:5, 
Numbers 20:4,8,11. 

9 Strong’s #5699, agalah. Something revolving, rotating, rolling. Interpreted 
as “cart”, “wagon”, etc. From same root as agol (#5696) round, circular. 
From unused verb meaning to revolve. 

10 As in changing, alternate, Strong’s #2487. 

11  Ten foaming-ones [chamorim foaming-ones]…ten everflowing-ones 
[atonot enduring-ones]. Hebrew תֹ֡נֹתֲא רֶׂשֶ֣ע … םיִ֔רֹמֲח הָ֣רָׂשֲע . The Hebrew 
places the feminine and masculine form of ten, esher and asherah 
[#6235] with the opposite genders of donkeys. 

12 Strong’s #4202, mazon. From root zon (# to feed, nourish. Only 
occurs twice. Traditionally interpreted as “food” or “sustenance” but 
the construct is typical of a locative noun. 
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25 And they are ascending from Dual-Siege, and are 
coming in the earth of Humbled, toward Heel their 
father. 26 And they are exposing to-himself, to say, 
`Again He-Adds is a living-one, and that himself is he-
who-rules in the whole of the earth of Dual-Siege, and 
his heart is growing-cold,1 for he has not supported to 
them.  

Jacob Sees the Wheels 

27 And they are ordering toward him the whole of the 
words of He-Adds, which he has ordered toward them, 
and he is seeing the Rolling-ones which He-Adds has 
sent to lift תֶא -him, and living is a wind of Heel their 
father. 28 And El-Strives is saying, ̀ Abundant, again He-
Adds my builder is a living-one2 I am walking and I am 
seeing him before I am dying.` 

CHAPTER 46  

1 And El-Strives is pulling-up, and the whole of whom 
is to-himself, and is coming in Well-ward of Seven, and 
is slaughtering slaughtered-ones to elohe of his father 
He-Laughs. 2 And elohim is saying to El-Strives in 
mirrors3 of the Night-ward, and is saying, `Heel, Heel.`  

And he is saying, `Behold-me.`  

3 And He is saying, `Myself is the El, elohe of your 
father, do not fear to descend to Dual-Siege-ward, for to 
a great nation I am placing you there. 4 Myself is  
descending with you to Dual-Siege-ward, and Myself is 
causing you to ascend, also to ascend, and He-Adds is 
setting his hand upon your eyes.`  

5 And Heel is standing up from Well of Seven, and the 
builders of El-Strives are lifting Heel תֶא -their father, and 

תֶא -their tripping-ones, and תֶא -their women, in the 
Rolling-ones which Pharaoh has sent to lift תֶא -him. 6 
And they are taking תֶא -their a bought-one, and תֶא -their 
possessions which they have gathered in the earth of 
Humbled, and are coming in Dual-Siege-ward, Heel, and 
the whole of his seed תא -him, 7 his builders, and the 

 
1 Strong’s #6313, pug, grow numb, become cold, be sluggish. 

2 A father and builder are both spoken of as יַח  chay, a living-one. 

3 Strong’s #4759 mar’ah. Mirror as an instrument or place of seeing 
oneself. Feminine of mar’eh (#4758), vision. The construct having the 
prefix m- lends to the definition of a place of seeing. From the root ra’ah 
(#7200) to see. 

“And he is making תֶא -the washingbowl of a bronze-one and תֶא -his 
stand of a bronze-one, in the mirrors [mar’ah] of the Ones-who-
wage-war, who have waged-war at the door of the tent of an appointed-
place.” Exodus 38:8 literal 

4 Strong’s #3756, karmi, gardener. from kerem, a vineyard (#3754). 

5 Yamin, right side. 

6 Strong’s #8439, Towla. From #8438, tola, 1) worm, only plural םיִעָלֹוּת  
in stale manna Exodus 16:20 (P). 2) scarlet stuff, absolute singular ָלֹוּת  
Isaiah 1:18 (in sim "" םיִנָׁש ; opposed to רֶמֶצ ); token of luxury 
Lamentations 4:5. 

7 Strong’s #3102, Yob בֹוי . The spelling is different from Iyyob בֹוּיִא  
(Book of Job) in that it is missing the aleph א. See #347. Iyyob means 
enemy, hated. comes from ayab (#340) which means to be hated/hostile to. 

builders of his builders תא -him, his built-ones, and the 
built-ones of his builders, and the whole of his seed he 
has caused to come in תא -him Dual-Siege-ward.  

The Builders of the Eleven 

8 And these ones are the names of the builders of El-
Strives, the Ones-who-come-in Dual-Siege-ward, Heel 
and his builders, firstborn of Heel, Behold-Builder.  

Builders of Weary 

9 And the builders of Behold-Builder are Narrow, and 
Wonder, and Courtyard, and Vineyard-worker.4  

10 And the builders of News are Hot-one-of-El, and 
Right,5 and Unity, and He-Erects, and Whiteness, and 
Asked, builder of the Humbled-one. 

11 And the builders of Joined are Exile, Allied, and 
Bitter. 12 And builders of Cast: Awake, and Powerful, 
and Request, and Breach, and Risen, and Awake and 
Powerful are dying in the earth of Humbled. And 
builders of Breach are Courtyard and Spared.  

13 And the builders of He-Brings-Wages are Worm,6 
and Blast, and Job [Enemy?],7 and Watch-Height.8  

14 And the builders of Indwell are Trembling, and 
Strong-one, and El-Waits.  

15 These ones are builders of Weary whom she has borne 
to Heel in Highland-Castle, and Justice his built-one, the 
whole of the breath of his builders and his built-ones are 
thirty and three. 

Builders of Trickle 

16 And the builders of Troop are Watchtower, and 
Feast-Circle,9 Quiet, and Ezbon,10 Awake, and Arodi,11 
and Areli.12  

17 And the builders of Straight are Right,13 and He-
Resembles, and He-Resembles-Me, and In-a-Ruin, and 

Yob has been speculated to be an erroneous transcription for Yobab, 
he shall return (#3437). 

8 Strong’s #8110. Shimron. Or Watch-mountain. From shamar, to guard. 
See Gesenius. 

9 Strong’s #2291, Chaggai. (Haggai) Derivative from root meaning to 
make a circle, chug (#2328). See to pilgrimage, chagag (#2287) and festal 
gathering, chag (#2282). 

10 Strong’s #675, Ezbon = hasting to discern: I will be enlargement 1) 
a builder of Gad 2) grandson of Benjamin. Perhaps from ezba (#676) 
a finger/toe. 

11 Strong’s #722: Arodi or Arodites = I shall subdue: I shall roam 

12 Strong’s #692: Areli = lion of God 1) a builder of Gad 2) those of 
the family of Areli (pater adj-Arelites). Probably for 'ariy'el; a hero 
(collectively) -- valiant one. 

13 Strong’s #3232, Yimnah. הָנ ְמִי  proper name, masculine (compare 
perhaps Arabic good fortune, right side. From  
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Overlap1 their sister. And builders of In-a-Ruin, United 
and My-King-is-El.2  

18 These ones are the builders of Trickle, whom White 
has given to Weary his built-one, and she has borne תֶא -
these ones to Heel, six ten breath.  

Builders of Ewe 

19 The builders of Ewe, woman of Heel are He-Adds 
and Builder-of-the-right.  

20 And he-has-been-born3 to He-Adds in the earth of 
Dual-Siege, whom Asenath built-one of Poti-Pherah, 
priest of On, has borne to-himself, תֶא -Forgotten and 

תֶא -Dual-Fruit.  

21 And builders of Builder-of-the-right are Swallowed, 
and First-one,4 and Flowing-Skirt,5 Kernel, and Pleasant, 
My-Brother, and Head, Muppim [Waving-Ones],6 and 
Huppim [Chambers/Covered-ones], and Ard [Wander].  

22 These ones are the builders of Ewe, who have been 
born to Heel, the whole of the breath four ten.  

Builders of Troubled 

23 And builders7 of Judge: Hushim [Hastening-ones].  

24 And builders of My-Wrestling: El-Divides, and 
Hedge, and Form, and Complete.8  

25 These are builders of Troubled, whom White has 
given to Ewe his built-one. And she is bearing תֶא -these 
ones to Heel,  the whole of the breath seven.  

26 The whole of the Breath is the One-who-comes-in9 
to Heel Dual-Siege-ward, those-who-go-out of his thigh, 
from-to-a-separation,10 of the women of the builders of 
Heel, the whole of the breath sixty and six. 27 And the 
builders of He-Adds who have been born to-himself in 
Dual-Siege breath double.11 The whole of the Breath to 
the house of Heel is the One-who-comes-in Dual-Siege-
ward seventy.  

28 And תֶא -Cast he has sent to his faces, toward He-
Adds, to cast to his faces Goshen-ward, and they are 
coming in earth-ward of Goshen. 29 And He-Adds is 
tying his riding-place and is ascending to meet El-Strives 
his father, Goshen-ward, and he is being seen toward 
him, and is falling upon his neck, and he is weeping upon 
his neck again. 30 And El-Strives is saying toward He-

 
1 Strong’s #8294, serach. חַרֶׂ֫ש  A permutation for חַרֶס  serach #5629, 
overlap, excess. Overlap of a curtain, Ex. 26:12 

2 Or King of El, Malkiel 

3 BUILDERS OF JOSEPH? 

And he-has-been-born to He-Adds. This verse obviously, and 
mysteriously, departs from the consistency of the list structure by using 
the verb has been born in place of “builders”.  3rd person singular 
masculine verb דֵ֣לָּוִּיַו  referring to both Ephraim and Manasseh.  

4 Or young-camel? See #1071, 1069 

5 #788 Ashbel. Probably from the same as shebel; flowing 

6 Strong’s #4649. Muppim. A plural apparently from nuwph #5130; 
wavings; Muppim, an Israelite -- Muppim. Compare Shuppiym. 

Adds, `I am dying the Occurance,12 the back of my 
seeing תֶא -your faces, for again-you13 are a living-one.`  

31 And He-Adds is saying toward his brothers, and 
toward the house of his father, `I am ascending, and 
exposing to Pharaoh, and I am saying toward him, My 
brothers, and the house of my father who are in the earth 
of Humbled have come in toward me. 32 And the 
Mortal-men are those-who-tend a sheep, for THEY HAVE 
BECOME mortal-men of a bought-one, and their sheep, 
and their ploughing-one, and the whole of whom is to-
themselves they have caused to come in.` 33 `And HE 
HAS BECOME, when Pharaoh is calling-out to-yourselves, 
and has said, What are your works? 34 And you all have 
said, Your slaves HAVE BECOME mortal-men of a 
bought-one from our youths, and until now, also 
ourselves, also our fathers, in the sake that you all are 
sitting in the earth of Goshen, for an abomination14 of 
Dual-Siege is the whole of  he-who-tends a sheep.` 

CHAPTER 47  

1 And He-Adds is coming in, and he is exposing to 
Pharaoh, and is saying, `My father, and my brothers, and 
their sheep, and their ploughing-one, and the whole of 
whom is to-themselves, have come in from the earth of 
Humbled, and behold-them in the earth of Goshen.` 2 
And from an extremity he has taken his brothers, five 
mortal-men, and is setting them to the faces of Pharaoh.  

3 And Pharaoh is saying toward his brothers, `What are 
your works?` And they are saying toward Pharaoh, 
`Your slaves are he-who-tends a sheep, also ourselves 
also our fathers.` 4 And they say toward Pharaoh, `To 
offroad in the Earth we have come in, for nothing is a 
tending-place to the sheep whom are to your slaves, for 
heavy is the Hungry-one in the earth of Humbled. And 
now, we are sitting, your slaves, now, in the earth of 
Goshen.`  

5 And Pharaoh is speaking toward He-Adds, to say, 
`Your father and your brothers have come in toward 
you. 6 The earth of Dual-Siege is to your faces. Himself 
is the good-place of the Earth. Sit תֶא -your father and 

תֶא -your brothers, and they are sitting in the earth of 
Goshen, and if you have perceived, and there exists in 

7 This is plural, though only one builder of Dan is listed. 

8 Strong’s #8006, Shillem. From the root #7999 shalem, to be complete, 
sound (See Shalom). Also the noun shillim #8005 which has been 
interpreted abstractly as recompense, retribution (as in making complete 
through vengeance). 

9 Feminine singular verb construct + definite article הָאָּ֥בַה  

10 Hebrew דַ֖בְּלִמ , prep-m, prep-l + noun masc sing. 

11 Hebrew םִי ָ֑נְׁש  shnayyim 

12 Hebrew םַעָּ֑פַה , ha-paam. (Foot)step. See note on Genesis 2:23. 

13 Hebrew ְדֹוע�֖ , adverb again, going around, + 2ms suffix 

14 Hebrew תַ֥בֲעֹות  toebat 
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them mortal-men of a turning-one, then you have placed 
them princes of a bought-one upon whom is to-myself.`  

7 And He-Adds is causing to come in in Heel his father 
and is causing him to stand-firm to the faces of Pharaoh, 
and Heel is kneeling תֶא -Pharaoh. 8 And Pharaoh is 
saying toward Heel, `Like what are the days of the 
duplications of your living-ones?`  

9 And Heel is saying toward Pharaoh, `The days of the 
duplications of my offroadings are thirty and a hundred 
of a duplication, a little-one and ruined-ones HAVE 
BECOME the days of the duplications of my living-ones, 
and they have not reached the days of the duplications 
of the living-ones of my fathers, in the days of their 
offroadings.`  

10 And Heel is kneeling תֶא -Pharaoh, and he is going out 
from-to-the faces of Pharaoh. 11 And He-Adds is sitting 

תֶא -his father and תֶא -his brothers, and is giving to them 
a possession in the earth of Dual-Siege, in the good-
place of the Earth, in the earth of Rameses [Born-of-Ra], 
according to which Pharaoh has commanded.  

12 And He-Adds is measuring תֶא -his father, and תֶא -his 
brothers, and the whole of the house of his father to a 
bread, to the mouth of the little-one. 13 And a bread is 
nothing in the whole of the Earth, for very heavy is the 
hungry-one.  

And she-is-burning-mad1 the earth of Dual-Siege and 
the earth of Humbled from the faces of the Hungry-one.  

14 And He-Adds is picking up the whole of the Silver-
one the One-who-is-found in the earth of Dual-Siege 
and in the earth of Humbled, in the Broken-one whom 
those-ones are those-who-break-in-pieces,2 and He-
Adds is causing to come in תֶא -the Silver-one the house-
ward of Pharaoh.  

15 And the Silver-one is completing from the earth of 
Dual-Siege, and from the earth of Humbled, and the 
whole of the Dual-Siegeians are coming in toward He-
Adds, to say, ̀ Pay to-ourselves a bread—and why are we 
dying anti to you, for the silver-one has disappeared.`  

16 And He-Adds is saying, `Pay your bought-ones. And 
I am giving to-yourselves in your bought-ones, if the 
silver-one has disappeared.` 17 And they are causing to 
come in their bought-ones toward He-Adds, and He-
Adds is giving to-themselves a bread, in the Horses, and 

 
1 Strong’s #3856, lahah. faint, mad. A primitive root meaning properly, 
to burn, i.e. (by implication) to be rabid (figuratively, insane); also 
(from the exhaustion of frenzy) to languish -- faint, mad. This verb is 
in the 3rd person feminine singular but refers to two parts of the earth. 
The Earth appears to be seen as a two part or two-sided thing. 

People are going mad in Canaan and Egypt. This verb only occurs 
twice. The other instance is in Proverbs: 

“Like one-who-burns-insane [lahah – “madman”], is the one-
who-casts missles[firebrands], arrows, and death.” Prov. 26:18 

2 Almost seems enigmatic of Jeremiah 51, 

A smasher [war club] is yourself to myself, finished-articles of war. 
And I have shattered in-you peoples [goyim, backs], and I have ruined 

in the bought-one of the Sheep, and in the bought-one 
of the Ploughing-one, and in the Fermenting-ones. And 
he is guiding them in the Bread, in the whole of their 
bought-ones, in the Duplication of Himself.3  

18 And the Duplication of Himself is completing, and 
they are coming in toward him in the Duplication of the 
Second. And they are saying to-himself, `We are not 
hiding[efface]4 it from my master, for if the Silver-one 
has completed, and a bought-one of the Behemah is 
toward my master, he is not remaining to the faces of my 
master except our body,5 and our Red-one. 19 Why are 
we dying to your eyes, also ourselves also our Red-one? 
Buy תֶא -ourselves and תֶא -our Red-one in the Bread, and 
WE ARE BECOMING, ourselves and our Red-one, slaves 
to Pharaoh. And give a seed, and we are living, and are 
not dying, and the Red-one is not becoming desolate.`  

20 And He-Adds is buying תֶא -the whole of the Red-one 
of Dual-Siege for Pharaoh, for Dual-Siegeians have sold, 
a man his field, for the Hungry-one has strengthened 
upon them, and the Earth HAS BECOME for Pharaoh. 21 
And the תֶא -People, he has crossed-over תֶא -him to the 
Cities from the extremity of a boundary of Dual-Siege 
and until his extremity.  

22 Only the red-one of the Priests he has not bought, 
for an inscription6 is for the priests from תֶא -Pharaoh. 
And they have eaten תֶא -their inscriptions which 
Pharaoh has given to them, upon an upright they have 
not sold their red-one. 23 And He-Adds is saying toward 
the People, `Behold, I have bought תֶא -you the Hot-one 
and תֶא -your red-one for Pharaoh. Behold, to-yourselves 
is a seed, and you all have sown תֶא -the Red-one.  

24 And HE HAS BECOME, in the Incomings7 you have 
given a fifth to Pharaoh, and four of the Hands HE IS 
BECOMING to yourselves, to a seed of the Field, and to 
your food, and to whom is in your houses, and for food 
for your tripping-ones.`  

25 And they say, `You have caused us to live, we are 
finding a favor in the eyes of my master, and WE HAVE 
BECOME slaves to Pharaoh.` 26 And He-Adds is placing 

תֶא -him to a statute until the Hot-one of This one, until a 
red-one of Dual-Siege, to Pharaoh to the Fifth one; only 
a red-one of the Priests to their separation HAS NOT 
BECOME to Pharaoh.  

in-you kingdoms. I have shattered in-you the horse and his rider, I 
have shattered in-you a riding-one and his rider.” Jer. 51:20-21 literal  

3 Hebrew אוִֽהַה הָ֖נָּׁשַּב  . Definite articles, the Year of Himself. 

4 Strong’s #3582, kachad, to conceal or hide in the sense of covering over, 
smearing over. 

5 Strong’s #1472, gviyah. Body, corpse. Related to goy (nation, gentiles) 

6 Strong’s #2710, choq. Statute, inscription, decree, law. From root chaqaq 
(#2710) to cut-in, inscribe, decree. When something is inscribed/carved 
into stone or tablet, etc. 

7 Strong’s #8393, tebeuot. From root bo, to come in, in the plural. 
Translated “crop”, “harvest”, “produce”, etc. 
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Grasped 

27 And El-Strives is sitting in the earth of Dual-Siege, in 
the earth of Goshen, and they are being grasped by her, 
and are being fruitful, and are abounding exceedingly.  

28 And Heel IS BECOMING in the earth of Dual-Siege 
seven ten of a duplication, and Heel IS BECOMING the 
days,1 duplications of his living ones, seven duplications, 
and forty, and a hundred of a duplication. 29 And the 
days of El-Strives are drawing near to die, and he is 
calling-out for his builder, for He-Adds, and is saying to-
himself, `If, now, I have found a favor in your eyes, 
place, now, your hand under my thigh, and you have 
made with me a kind-one and a true-one; do not bury 
me, now, in Dual-Siege, 30 and I have lain-down with 
my fathers, and you have lifted me from Dual-Siege, and 
buried me in their burying-place.` And he is saying, 
`Myself is making according to your word.`  

Who is Sevening to Who? 

31 And he is saying, `Be-seven-ed to-myself.` And he is 
being sevened to-himself, and El-Strives is bowing-
down himself upon the shaking-one of the stretch-out-
place.2 

CHAPTER 48  

1 And HE IS BECOMING the back of the Words of These 
ones, and he is saying to He-Adds, `Behold, your father 
is him-who-is-diseased.` And he is taking תֶא -the dual 
builders with him, תֶא -Forgotten and תֶא -Dual-Fruit. 2 
And he is exposing to Heel, and he is saying, `Behold, 
your builder He-Adds has come in toward you.` And El-
Strives is strengthening himself, and is sitting upon the 
stretch-out-place.  

3 And Heel is saying toward He-Adds, ̀ El of Destroyers 
has been seen toward me, in Almond-tree, in the earth 
of Humbled, and is kneeling תֶא -me. 4 And he is saying 
toward me, Behold, him-who-makes-you-bear-fruit, and 
I have abounded you, and I have given you for an 
assembly of peoples, and I have given תֶא -the Earth of 
This one to your seed the back of you, a possession of 
future. 3 5 `And now, dual are your builders, those-who-
are-born to-yourself in the earth of Dual-Siege, until my 
coming in toward you Dual-Siege-ward, to-myself are 
themselves, Dual-Fruit and Forgotten, according to 
Behold-Builder and News THEY ARE BECOMING to-
myself. 6 And your birth-place which you have begotten 
the back of them, to-yourself THEY ARE BECOMING. 
Upon the name of their brothers they are being called-
out in their inheritance. 7 `And myself in my coming in 

 
1 The verb to become is in the masculine singular and refers to Heel, not 
the plural “days”.  

2 Strong’s #4296, mittah. Bed, place of stretching out, reclining. From the 
root #5186, natah, to stretch out (tent, hand, jar, etc).  

3 Same as Gen. 28:3 

4 Strong’s #3530, kibrat. Feminine. Great one? This is a word for a 
certain measure just as many other words denote measure, weight, and 
time. But it is unknown what the measure is from the three occurrences 

from Highland, Ewe has died upon me in the earth of 
Humbled, in the Road, in again a kibrath4 of earth to 
come in Fruitful-ward, and I am burying her there in the 
road of Fruitful, himself is House-of-Bread.`  

8 And El-Strives is seeing the builders of He-Adds, and 
is saying, `Who are these ones?` 9 And He-Adds is saying 
toward his father, `My builders are they, whom elohim 
has given to-myself in this one.` And he is saying, `Take 
them, now, toward me, and I am kneeling them.`  

10 And the eyes of El-Strives they-have-become-heavy 
from an old-one,5 he is not able to see. And he is causing 
to draw near תֶא -them toward him, and he is kissing to-
themselves, and is sticking to-themselves. 11 And El-
Strives is saying toward He-Adds, `To see your faces I 
have not interposed, and behold, elohim has caused תֶא -
me to see, also תֶא -your seed.`  

12 And He-Adds is causing תֶא -them to go out from-
with6 his knees, and he is bowing-down himself to his 
dual-nostrils7 earth-ward. 

 
13 And He-Adds is taking תֶא -their double, תֶא -Dual-
Fruit in his right-one from the left-one of El-Strives, and 

תֶא -Forgotten in his left-one from the right-one8 of El-
Strives and is causing to draw near toward him.  

 
Israel crosses his hands so that his right hand matches Joseph’s right 

hand, and his left hand matches Joseph’s left hand. 

(Gen. 35:16, 48:7, 2 Kin. 5:19). A clue might be found in the root 
kabar (#3527) which means to plait, braid. See Gesenius.  

5 Hebrew ןֶקֹּז  zoqan, paragogic nun. Root verb means to become old. 
Derivative #2206, zaqan, means “beard”.  

6 Hebrew םִ֣עֵמ , from with 

7 Hebrew ויָּ֖פַאְל  to his nostrils.  

8 Hebrew ןיִ֣מיִמ  paragogic nun 
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14 And El-Strives is sending תֶא -his right-one, and he is 
setting upon the shaking-one of Dual-Fruit, and himself 
is the Little-one, and תֶא -his left-one upon the shaking-
one of Forgotten; he has caused to cross1 תֶא -his dual-
hands, for Forgotten is the Firstborn.  

15 And he is kneeling תֶא -He-Adds, and he is saying, 
`The Elohim, whom have walked-themselves to 
the faces of my fathers, Father-of-Tumult and 
He-Laughs, the Elohim of the One-who-tends תֶא -
me from-my-going-around2 until the Hot-one of 
This one. 16 The Messenger is the One-who-
redeems [acts as kinsman-redeemer] תֶא -me from 
the whole of the ruinous-one, he is kneeling תֶא -
the Scattered-ones, and my name is being called-
out in them, and the name of my fathers, Father-
of-Tumult and He-Laughs; and they are spawning 
[as fish]3 to the Abundance in the inner part4 of 
the Earth.`  

17 And He-Adds is seeing that his father is setting the 
hand of his right-one5 upon the shaking-one of Dual-
Fruit, and he is creating-ruin in his eyes, and he is 
upholding the hand of his father to turn-aside תֶא -her 
from upon the shaking-one of Dual-Fruit upon the 
shaking-one of Forgotten. 18 And He-Adds is saying 
toward his father, ̀ Not an upright, my father, for this one 
is the Firstborn. Place your right-one upon his shaking-
one.` 19 And his father is refusing, and is saying,  

`I have perceived my builder I have perceived.6 

Also himself IS BECOMING to a people, and also himself 
is growing-great, and however, his brother the Small-one 

 
1 Two meansings are given by Gesnius and Fuerst: to behold (insight) 
and to interweave, knot, lay crosswise. This fits better with the interlocking 
of fingers on two hands. The same word as used of the tree (wood) in 
Gen. 3:6. In Piel form. 

2 Hebrew יִ֖דֹועֵמ  from-my-again. Normally translated as “again” but with 
the preposition and 1st person suffix from my going around is the more 
accurate rendering. 

3 Strong’s #1711, dagah. This is the only instance of this verb in the 
Hebrew Scriptures. It comes from dag which means a fish. See #1709. 

4 Not “middle” of earth. See note on Gen 18:24, also the inner part 
of Sarah Gen. 18:12, the struggle of the children in the inner part of 
Rebekkah.  

5 Hebrew וֹ֛ניִמְי־דַי , yad yeminow, hand of his right.  

6 This is not idiomatic or colloquialism. Modern expressions, 
colloquialisms, street talk, etc. cannot be applied to a 4000-year old 
extinct language. The nature of this phrase is cryptic, and probably has 
to do with “the builder” being in the middle of the “two 
perceptions/knowledges” that perhaps connect with the two trees 
(woods) of perception in the Enclosure. Immortality or eternal life 
itself may be found in the conflict/dialectic of life and death, where 
the twain meet. 

7 Hebrew ּוּנֶּ֔מִמ  mimenu. From ourselves. See note Gen. 2:17. The 
preposition is apparently used as a comparative construct, and thus, 
“the Small one is growing greater than ourselves.” 

is growing-great from us,7 and his seed IS BECOMING a 
filled-one8 of the Nations.`  

20 And he is kneeling them in the Hot-one of Himself, 
to say, `In you El-Strives is kneeling, to say, 
elohim is placing you according to Dual-Fruit and 
according to Forgotten.` And he is placing תֶא -
Dual-Fruit to the faces of Forgotten. 

 
Ephraim to the faces of Manasseh 

 Emmanuel – God with Us 

21 And El-Strives is saying toward He-Adds, `Behold, 
myself is him-who-dies, and elohim HAS BECOME 
with you all,9 and he has caused תֶא -you all to 
turn back toward the earth of your fathers. 22 
And myself has given to-yourself a shoulder10 of 
one upon your brothers, which I have taken from 
the hand of the Sayers in my sword and in my 
bow.` 

CHAPTER 49  

The Last One of the Days 

1 And Heel is calling-out toward his builders and is 
saying, `Be gathered, and I am exposing to-yourselves 

תֶא -whom11 is encountering תֶא -yourselves in the last 
one12 of the Days.  

8 Strong’s #4393, melo. The filled or full-one. The root verb (#4390) 
male is taken both ways. “Fill the earth” Gen. 1:28, “Fill the bags” 
Gen. 42:25, 44:11 and “the earth is filled with cruelty” Gen. 6:11. The 
traditional idea of “fullness” is too abstract.  

A helpful aid in the rendering of this is the NT usage of the same word 
pléróma #G4138. Which also gets translated as “fullness”. Thayer’s 
Greek Lexicon says, “etymologically it has a passive sense, that which 
is (or has been) filled.” Hence one should read “the filled-one of the 
Law” rather than “fulfillment of the Law” Rom. 13:10, and “when the 
filled-one of the Time had come..” Gal. 4:4, and “the filled-one of the 
Gentiles[Nations]…” Rom. 11:25,  

9 Hebrew םֶ֔כָּמִע ֙םיִהdֱא  הָ֤יָהְו  , hayah elohim immakem. elohim HAS 
BECOME with you all. The words for “you” is in this verse are in the 
masculine plural. This saying parallels the name Immanuel which 
means “el is with us” See Isaiah 7:14, 8:8 and Matt. 1:23. It prophesies 
the coming of the Chosen ones to the Earth. They are called by many 
names by the prophets among which is “House of Joseph”, Obadiah 
1:18, Amos 5:6, Zechariah 10:6, etc. 

10 Hebrew shekem #7926. Shoulder, singular noun. This has always 
been changed to “portion”.  

11 The relative pronoun can be either which or whom. Is this meant to 
foretell about someone who will meet them in the last of the Days? 

12 Strong’s #319, acharit. Feminine sing. noun. Traditionally 
interpreted as “latter” or “end”. It is a feminine construct of achar 
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2 `Be grasped, and hear, builders of Heel, And hear 
toward El-Strives your father.1  

3 Behold-Builder my firstborn, yourself is my strong-
one, and the head of my ability, a remnant of an 
exalted-one, and a remnant of a powerful-one. 4 
Froth as the Dual-Waters, do not remain-over, 
for you have ascended the lying-place of your 
father. At-that-time you have untied; my couch he 
has ascended.  

5 News and Joined are brothers, finished-articles of 
violence are their mekerot.2 6 In their secret-
council, do not go in, my breath. In their 
assembly do not be united, my weight. For in 
their nostril they have slain a man. And in their 
pleasure3 they have uprooted4 an ox. 7 He-who-
is-cursed is their nostril, for it is a powerful-one. 
And their outpouring,5 for she has been hard 

 
#310 which means after part, hindpart, or behind. Cambridge Bible 
Commentary writes, “Lit. ‘in the after part of days,’” There is no 
definite article for “last”, thus the rendering “Latter Days” not as 
accurate. 

1 This chapter is traditionally regarded as a “prophetic hymn” or song. 
Other much shorter passages such as Adam’s “song” about the “flesh 
of my flesh” are also written in the same cryptic manner. The words, 
syntax, and sentence structure deviate significantly from normal 
writing in that they are heavily cryptic and thus the most difficult to 
translate into something that makes sense. Because the wording is so 
deliberate, and enigmatic, with numerous obscure words being used, 
the assumption is that this was merely poetry since poetry and song 
can be tkindd back to ancient times. The challenge with the biblical 
books is knowing whether a text is simply meant to be a song or a 
revelation of the future in heavily concealed language, since future-
telling constitutes at least the majority of the objective of the authors 
of the Bible.  

2 Strong’s #4380, mekerot. Plural. Obscure word occurs only once. 
Debated for centuries. Gesenius and most others point to the root 
karah #3738, to dig. They “extend” this to mean swords or weapons. 
Rendering this “weapons of violence are their swords” ruins the 
cryptic nature of the text. James Strong wrote, “Probably from the 
same as kuwr #3564 in the sense of stabbing. A kuwr is a dug pit for 
smelting, i.e. the fiery furnace that Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego 
“fell into the middle” of. 

“The crucible is for the Silver-one, and the furnace-pit is for the 
Gold-one, and he-who-tests hearts is Yahweh.” Prov. 17:3 literal 

“…in a hot-one I caused תֶא -them to go out from the earth of Dual-
Siege, from the furnace-pit of the Iron-one…” Jer. 11:4 literal 

3 Strong’s #7522, ratson. Goodwill, favor, acceptance from ratsah #7421, 
to be pleased with. This would be the thought behind “behold my builder, 
in whom I am well-pleased.”.  

4 From a verb meaning to uproot, #6131 aqar. “A time to plant, a  time 
to uproot him-who-is-planted.” Ecc. 3:2 literal Conjectured to mean 
“hamstring” an ox which has to do with severing the hamstrings. See 
Gen. 11:30 also relating to sarah as uprooted (no children). See iqar 
root #6136 of Jesse in Daniel 4:15, 23, 26. 

5 Strong’s #5678, ebrah. Outpouring, overflow. Derivative of abar #5674 
to step beyond, cross over a point. Usually coupled with the notion of anger 
or wrath or fury perhaps as overflowing anger. 

[severe]. I am dividing them in Heel, And I am 
dashing-them-in-pieces in El-Strives.  

Lion of Judah 

8 Cast, Yourself—your brothers are casting you. Your 
hand is against the neck-back of your enemies, the 
builders of your father are bowing down 
themselves to-yourself. 9 An offroader6 of a lion7 
[plucking-one] is Cast; from a torn-one of my 
builder, you have ascended; he has bent-the-
knee,8 he has lain-stretched-out as the lion, and as 
a roarer9 who is he causing him to stand up? 10 
The stick-branch10 is not turning aside from Cast, 
and he-who-inscribes from between his feet-pair, 
until that he is coming in, Shiloh.11 And to-
himself is the obedience of peoples. 11 He-who-
ties to the Vine his fermenting-one, and to the 
choice-vine, the builder of his everflowing-one, 

6 Strong’s #1482, gur. Same as gur #1483, sojourning, journey and gur 
#1481 to sojourn, offroad. Interpreted as whelp, cub. 

“The One has come in offroading [gur], and he is judging, to judge” 
Gen 19:9 

7 MALE LION OR FEMALE LION?  
Strong’s #738, ariyeh. Lion. The masculine form used in many places 
is ari and is the basis of Ariel Lion of God. This word, for being such a 
prominent and important “poetic” symbol in the scriptures appears in 
a number of mysterious and confusing contexts. The masculine form 
is יִרֲא  but here it appears as ֙הֵיְרַא  with the standard feminine suffix. 
The masculine plural arayim םיִ֗יָרֲא  appears in 1 Kin. 10:20 while there 
are at least 16 instances of the feminine plural arayot תֹו֣יָרֲא . 
8 Strong’s #3766, kara. To bend the knee. “…from kneeling [kara] upon 
his knees [barak]…” 1 Kings 8:54 literal 

9 THE ROARER 

Strong’s #3833, labiy, masc. noun, roaring one.  Traditionally 
interpreted as “lioness” from the context of Ezekiel 19:2 which was 
thought to be referring to a lion as the mother.  

“And you have said, Who is your mother? A roarer [labiy] in 
between the lions…” Eze. 19:2 literal 

The preposition “in between” is specific language. But for what? The 
only thing I have found in scripture which one could draw a 
connection to are the lions [arayot] lining both sides of Solomon’s 
steps and throne in 1 Kings 10:19. Isa. 5:29 speaks of the labiy lion as 
roaring. 

10 Strong’s #7462, shebet. Rod, stick. It is the mark of authority and 
rule; from a root meaning to branch off. It is used to represent tribes. 
This is the counter-part to the matteh, the staff, which is symbolic of 
support, traveling, shepherding and is also used to represent tribes. 

11 FROM HIM AND TO HIM? 
Strong’s #7886. Shilo. He whom is to him. Scholars say it is probably to 
be spelled ֹו֔ליִׁש . The original spelling is הליש  which is a word that has 
to do with quietness. The letter ִׁש is sometimes used as a relative 
pronoun prefix attached to verbs. That in combination with the suffix 
ֹול  would mean whom-is-to-him. 
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he has trampled in the Wine his clothing,1 And in 
the blood of grapes his sut.2 12 Dark are eyes 
from wine, and white are dual-teeth3 from milk-
fat. 

13 Indwell to a surrounding-shore4 of the seas is 
dwelling; and himself is for a surrounding-shore of 
ships; and his side is upon Sidon [Hunt].  

14 He-Brings-Wages is a fermenting-one of a bone, 
he-who-stretches-out between The Dual-Pot-
Sets.5 15 And he is seeing a resting-place that it is 
good one, and תֶא -the Earth that she has been 
lovely; and he is spreading out his shoulder to 
beara and he IS BECOMING a labor-band of him-
who-serves.  

16 Judge, his people is judging,6 according to one of 
the stick-branches of El-Strives; 17 Judge IS 

BECOMING a serpent upon the road, a stinger7 
upon the caravan-way, the One-who-bites the 

 
1 Strong’s #3830, lebush. Clothing. This word is only found once here 
in the Pentateuch. It is used figuratively of an owned woman (wife) in 
the prophecy of Malachi 2:16 literal,  

“For he has hated the sending-out, YAHWEH elohe of Israel has said, 
and he has covered-up violence upon his clothing [lebush], has said 
YAHWEH of armies; and you all have guarded yourselves in your 
wind, and you all are not dealing treacherously [bagad].”  

The last verb dealing treacherously is bagad (#898) which in the noun 
form is beged (#899) meaning covering, robes, wrapping, and treachery. 
These are the garments that are frequently torn in the Scriptures which 
gives hint to the mystery of Christ’s robes being torn in four pieces but 
his inner (hidden) tunic left intact, 

Then the soldiers, when they crucified Jesus, took His garments and 
made four parts, to each soldier a part, and also the tunic. Now the 
tunic was seamless, woven from the top all throughout. Therefore they 
said to one another, ‘Let us not cleave it, but let us cast lots for it, 
whose it will be,’ that the Scripture might be fulfilled the saying: ‘They 
divided My garments [beged] among them, and for My clothing 
[lebush] they cast a lot.’ the soldiers, therefore, indeed, did these ones 
make. John 19:23-24 literal 

2 Strong’s #5497, תּוס  sut. Vesture, covering. This word appears only here 
in Scripture. It is supposed by some to be, by scribal error, related to 
masveh הֶוְסַמ  (#4533) which is the special veil worn by Moses in 
Exodus 34:33-35.  

3 Strong’s #8127, shinayyim. Dual-teeth or teeth-pair.  

4 Strong’s #2348, choph, noun [masculine] shore, coast (as surrounding, 
enclosing), from root chaphaph #2653, to surround, enclose. 

5 Strong’s #4942, mishpethayyim. This is a Hebrew dual noun which 
tells us that it describes something that comes in pairs (i.e. eyes, hands, 
horns, sandals, breasts, cymbals, wings, etc.). This word has a definite 
article in front of it. Some translate it “two sheepfolds”, others “two 
saddles”, or “ash heaps”. Translators guess its meaning because its root 
means “to set (upon a fire)”. Some translate it as sheepfold, yet there’s 
already sufficient words for that and sheepfolds do not come in pairs. 
The Song of Deborah and Barak in Judges 5:16 says “Why do you sit 
between the mishpethayyim? To hear the hissings of the flocks?” 

heels of the horse, and his rider is falling the 
backside. 18 For your saved-one8 I have waited, 
YAHWEH. 

19 Troop, a troop is invading him, and himself is 
invading the heel.  

20 From Straight is a fat-one of his bread; and himself 
is giving delicacies of a king.  

21 My-Wrestling is a doe, she-who-is-sent, the One-
who-gives fair sayings. 

22 Builder of she-who-bears-fruit He-Adds builder of 
she-who-bears-fruit9 upon an eye; built-ones have 
marched upon the wall. 23 And they have made 
him bitter, they have abounded, owners10 of 
piercers11 have hated him. 24 And his bow is 

 

Interestingly, its root is found used in a dualistic fashion in the cryptic 
saying to Ezekiel: shapath hasir shapath. Both are imperatives 
meaning set - pot - set. The word for “pot” is between both words, and 
Ezekiel is told to make the pot boil. 

6 his people is judging. The Hebrew is ֹוּ֑מַע ןיִ֣דָי  ןָּ֖ד  . Dan’s name 
appears before the 3rd person masculine verb which is uncustomary 
for verb subjects. The custom is to put the verb subject after the verb, 
i.e. He is saying the Lord, He is saying Abraham, etc. Because “people” here 
is not a plural word but a masculine singular it seems more correct that 
the subject is the “people”.   
7 Strong’s #8207, shephiphon. This word is only found here. 
Traditionally thought to be a “horned viper” the root is apparently 
shaphaph to pierce, wound, bite. It is similar to shuph used in Gen 3:15, 
“he is gaping-upon [biting] the heel” 

8 Strong’s #3444, yeshuah. Feminine passive participle of yasha’; 
something saved.  

9 PARAH - CITY IN BENJAMIN 
Strong’s #6509, parah. In the feminine singular participle form, this is 
also the word for heifer, cow #6510 parah. Also a city Parah in the tribe 
of Builder-of-Right #6511, Josh. 18:23. 

The Hebrew places Joseph(He-adds) in between the same two clauses, 
תָ֖רֹּפ ןֵּ֥ב ףֵ֔סֹוי ֙תָרֹּפ ןֵּ֤ב  

The image evoked is strikingly similar to Hagar: “a messenger of 
YAHWEH is finding her over an eye of the Dual-Waters in the 
Wilderness, over the Eye in the Road of Wall” Gen. 16:7. See also the 
slave with the camels in Gen 24:13. 

10 Strong’s #1167, Baal. Owner, master. See Genesis 14:13 note. 

11 Strong’s #2671, chets. From chatsats; properly, a piercer, something 
that pierces. i.e. An arrow; by implication, a wound; figuratively, (of God) 
thunder-bolt 
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sitting in a reoccurrence.1 And the arms of his 
hands are leaping from the hands of a mighty-one 
of Heel,2 from there is he-who-tends a stone of 
El-Strives. 25 From el of your father, and he is 
aiding you, and תֶא -the destroyers, and he is 
kneeling you, kneeled-ones of a dual-heavens 
from upon the kneeled-ones of the uproar, she-
who-lies-stretched-out underneath, kneeled-ones 
of dual-breasts and the compassionate-one. 26 
The kneeled-ones of your father have prevailed 
upon the kneeled-ones of my conceivers as-far-as 
the limit-boundary of the hills of the future. 
THEY ARE BECOMING to the shaking-one of He-
Adds, and to the [ דקדק  qodqod] head-crown3 of 
the set-apart-one4 of  his brothers.  

27 Builder-of-Right is a wolf, he is tearing, in the Dawn 
he is eating prey,5 and in the Dusk he is dividing 
the plunder.` 

28 The whole of these ones are the rods of El-Strives, 
double ten. And this one is whom their father has ordered 
to-themselves, and he is kneeling תֶא -them; a man whom 
is according to his kneeled-one he has kneeled תֶא -them.  

The Cave 

29 And he is commanding תֶא -them, and is saying toward 
them, `Myself is he-who-is-gathered toward my people; 
bury תֶא -me toward my fathers, toward the Cave which 
is in the field of Fawn-Like the Terrified, 30 in the Cave 
which is in the field of Doublefold, which is upon the 
faces of Mamre, in the Earth of Humbled, which Father-
of-Tumult has bought תֶא -the Field from תֶא -Fawn-Like 
the Terrified to a possession of a burying-place, 31 there 
they have buried תֶא -Father-of-Tumult and תֶא -
ContentiousWoman his woman; there they have buried 

תֶא -He-Laughs and תֶא -Stall-Fed his woman; and there I 
have buried תֶא -Weary. 32 A bought-one of the Field, 
and the Cave which is in him, is from תֶא -builders of 
Terror.`  

33 And Heel is ending to command תֶא -his builders and 
is gathering his feet-pair toward the Stretch-out-place, 

 
1 REOCCURING ¬® ETERNAL? 

Strong’s #386, ethan. Reoccurring, continual, perennial. Adjective. 
Sometimes interpreted as ever-flowing, this may actually be the word 
closest to our concept of “eternal”, i.e. something that does not cease. 
Gesenius points out that it is especially used of water (streams, rivers, 
sea, etc.). 1 Kings 8:2 speaks of the (7th) month of “perennial” streams 
which is understood as streams that reoccur.  

“…you have dried the rivers of reoccurrence [ethan].” Psa. 74:15 
literal 

2 Hebrew בֹ֔קֲעַי ריִ֣בֲא  . A mighty one of Jacob. Abir #46, mighty-one is only 
used six times and only in the phrase “mighty-one of Jacob.” The word 
is specific to Jacob, and its root abar #82 signifies soaring, lofty.  

3 Strong’s #6936, qodqod, crown of the head, top of the head.  

and he is breathing out, and is being gathered toward his 
people.  

CHAPTER 50  

1 And He-Adds is falling upon the faces of his father, 
and he is weeping upon him, and is kissing to-himself. 2 
And He-Adds is commanding תֶא -his slaves, תֶא -the 
Ones-who-mend,6 to spice תֶא -his father, and the Ones-
who-mend are spicing תֶא -El-Strives. 3 And they are 
filling to-himself forty of a hot-one, for an upright they 
are filling the days of the spiced-ones, and the Dual-
Siegeians are weeping תֶא -him seventy of a hot-one.  

4 And the days of his weeping are crossing-over, and He-
Adds is ordering toward the house of Pharaoh, to say, 
`If, now, I have found a kindness in your eyes, order, 
now, in the ears of Pharaoh, to say, 5 My father has 
sevened me, to say, Behold, Myself is he-who-dies, in my 
burying-place which I have dug to-myself in the earth of 
Humbled, there you are burying me. And now, I am 
ascending, now, and I am burying תֶא -my father, and I 
am turning-back.` 6 And Pharaoh is saying, `Ascend and 
bury תֶא -your father, according to when he sevened you.`  

7 And He-Adds is ascending to bury תֶא -his father, and 
the whole of the slaves of Pharoah are ascending תא -
him, the old-ones of his house, and the whole of the old-
ones of the earth of Dual-Siege, 8 and the whole of the 
house of He-Adds, and his brothers, and the house of 
his father; only their tripping-ones, and their sheep, and 
their ploughing-ones have they forsaken in the earth of 
Goshen. 9 And he is ascending with him, also a ridden-
one,7 also steeds,8 and the camp IS BECOMING 
exceedingly heavy.  

10 And they are coming in until the threshing-floor of 
the Bramble,9 which is in the beyond of the Descender, 
and they are wailing there a lamentation of a great and 
exceedingly heavy-one. And he is making for his father 
a mourning-one of seven days. 11 And he-who-sits the 
Earth of the Humbled is seeing תֶא -the Mourning-one in 
the threshing-floor of Bramble, and they are saying, `A 
heavy mourning-one is this one to Dual-Siege.` Upon an 
upright he has called-out her name, `The mourning-one 
of the Dual-Siege` who is in the beyond of the 
Descender.  

4 Strong’s #5139, nazir. Masc. noun. Consecrated one, separate. Root is 
nazar #5144 to set apart, consecrate. From which comes Nazarite. 

5 Strong’s #5706, ad. prey. This word appears in three places, Genesis 
49:27, Isaiah 33:23, and Zephaniah 3:8, “Therefore wait to-myself, and 
utterance of Yahweh, to the hot-one of my standing-up to the prey” 

6 Strong’s #7495, rapha, to sew together, mend. Traditionally interpreted 
as “to heal”. See Gesenius who notes that this word “imitates the 
sound of a person sewing rapidly.” 

7 Strong’s #7393, rekeb. A vehicle, that which is ridden by a rider. Chariot 
is one interpretation, an upper millstone is another. 

8 Parashim. Horses for riding on. Distinct from susim, horses, that pull 
chariots. See 1 King. 5:6, horses vs. steeds. 

9 Hebrew דָ֗טָאָה  definite article? #329. Bramble, buckthorn.  
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12 And his builders are making to-himself an upright as 
when he commanded them. 13 And his builders are 
lifting תֶא -him earth-ward of Humbled, and they are 
burying תֶא -him in the cave of the field of Doublefold, 
which Father-of-Tumult has bought תֶא -the Field for a 
possession of a burying-place from תֶא -Fawn-Like the 
Terrified, upon the faces of Mamre. 14 And He-Adds is 
turning back Dual-Siege-ward, himself and his brothers, 
and the whole of those-who-ascend תא -him to bury תֶא -
his father, the back of his burying תֶא -his father.  

15 And the brothers of He-Adds are seeing that their 
father has died, and they are saying, `Oh He-Adds is 
hating us, and to turn back he is turning back to-
ourselves תֶא -the whole of the ruined-one which we have 
weaned תֶא -him.` 16 And they are laying-charge toward 
He-Adds, to say, `Your father has laid-charge to the 
faces of his death,1 to say, 17 Thus you are saying to He-
Adds, ah now!, lift, now, the rebellion of your brothers, 
and their miss-offering, for they have weaned you a 
ruined-one; and now, lift, now, to the rebellion of the 
slaves of the elohe of your father.` And He-Adds is 
weeping in their speaking toward him.  

18 And they are walking, also his brothers, and are falling 
to his faces, and are saying, `Behold, to-yourself to 
slaves.` 19 And He-Adds is saying toward them, ̀ Do not 
fear, for underneath elohim is myself.  

20 And yourselves, you have woven upon me a ruined-
one, elohim has woven her to a good-one, for the 
purpose of making according to the Hot-one of 
This one, to make-live an abounding people.  

21 And now, do not fear, Myself is containing תֶא -
yourselves and תֶא -your tripping-ones.` And he is 
consoling תֶא -them, and is ordering upon their heart.  

22 And He-Adds is sitting in Dual-Siege, himself and the 
house of his father, and He-Adds is living a hundred and 
ten duplications. 23 And He-Adds is seeing for Dual-
Fruit builders of the third-ones, also the builders of 
Seller, builder of Forgotten, have been born upon the 
knees of He-Adds.  

24 And He-Adds is saying toward his brothers, `Myself 
is he-who-dies, and elohim to visit is visiting תֶא -
yourselves, and has caused you to ascend from-out of the 
Earth of This one, toward the Earth which He has 
sevened to Father-of-Tumult, to He-Laughs, and to 
Heel.` 25 And He-Adds is causing the builders of El-
Strives to seven, to say, `Elohim to visit is visiting תֶא -
yourselves, and you have caused to ascend תֶא -my bones 
from this one.` 

 
1 Hebrew  ֹו֖תֹומ יֵ֥נְפִל   

26 And He-Adds is dying, a builder of a hundred and ten 
duplications, and they are spicing תֶא -him, and he is 
placing2 in the Chest in Dual-Siege. 

2 Hebrew #3455. םשייו  He is setting, placing. Conjectured to be a unique 
passive version of the verb to set/place. However, it only occurs here 
and in Gen. 24:33. The spelling is a mystery to scholars, but the verb 
proper, sum #7760 to put, place, set is used 583 times in scripture. See 
note on Gen. 24:33. 
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